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This thesis is an attempt to analyze the narrative structure of arabesk 

films which were made in the 1970s and the 1980s. Based on the idea 

that it is the poor/rich dichotomy which is foregrounded as the primary 

paradigm in arabesk films, this study tries to show how socio-cultural 

hierarchies are encoded in these films and how their narrative structure 

motivates the audience to perceive the films from a class perspective. 

On the basis of a generic background regarding melodramatic texts as 

well as a historical background as regards how the Turkish melodramas 

developed in relation to the modernization process in Turkey, this thesis 

focuses on syntagmatic and paradigmatic structures of arabesk films 

and offers that these films are primarily, if not exclusively, nourished by 

and address to a class-based ‘affect’ (hissiyât).  

 
 
Keywords: Arabesk films, melodrama, representation of class, 
syntagmatic, paradigmatic. 
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CHAPTER I 

 

 
INTRODUCTION 

 

 

This thesis is an attempt to analyze the narrative structure of 

arabesk films. Arabesk songs and the films following them became 

popular in a specific historical period (especially in the 1970s), which 

was marked economically by the development of capitalism, socially by 

the migration of a massive labour-force from rural to urban areas as 

well as sharpening of class differences, and culturally by intermingling 

of modern-urban and traditional-rural ways of life, because these 

cultural products touched on a popular ‘affect’ (hissiyât) which 

flourished primarily among the urban lower-classes as a result of these 

traumatic social consequences of modernization process they 

experienced in their everyday lives in this period. In other words, these 

cultural products were nourished by this popular ‘affect’. Therefore, the 

ambivalent response of these people to the modernization process in 

Turkey, who, on the one hand, primarily suffered from and, in one way 

or another, reacted to the economic and cultural inequalities inherent in 

a class society and, on the other hand, tried to cope with the conditions 

of life that they were subject to, found its expression mostly in arabesk-

culture products after the 1960s. As Özbek remarks “arabesk music 

created a specific ‘affective/moral vocabulary’ for the urban popular 

masses who engaged daily in a struggle to survive, resist and be 

recognized” (1997: 217). Using such an approach to arabesk films, and 

arabesk culture in general, as a departure point, I will try to examine 

how class oppositions are encoded in the narrative structure of these 
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films. I will specifically argue that the poor/rich paradigm that was 

recurrently used in many arabesk films stands at the center of the 

narrative, which is indicative of the fact that the filmic narrative operates 

mainly on the basis of class opposition and motivates the audience to 

watch the film from a class-based perspective.  

The term ‘arabesk’ was firstly used at the end of the 1960s as a 

name given to a kind of music peculiar to Turkey. “In 1968, a journalist R SUT@V8W(XZY\[][_^a` b�^ c%dfe4g%T8bihjV:X gkhOT@lmWonIpJlqhmVZTinmX<l#g�h2hrX<W6T*X<stp�lub8T@lqhup*l#TGnITJlqh#pvhjV4T
music of Orhan Gencebay” (Ok, 2001: 54, my translation). Orhan 

Gencebay is accepted to be the founding father of arabesk music as 

well as arabesk cinema. The first arabesk song, w�xzyI{:|8}_|(~2��y+�q|z�a�-���@�G� , 
was composed by Gencebay in 1966. “In 1968, [he] wrote and 

per �u�J�m���_�i�-�q�<� ���_�%�J���<���U�@�I�����@�Z�t�r�4�D���� +�G�u�:�_¡�¢t£2¤8�G¥6���K�:¢4��¦C�_� §z���K�:�8�v�
breakthrough as something more than just music” (Özbek, 1997: 215). 

Moreover, it was again Gencebay who acted in Bir Teselli Ver, which is 

considered by Agâh Özgüç the first example of arabesk films (1985: ¨)©_ª¬«8'® ¯m°4±J²z³J°�´&µ%±:³@¶z·J¸(¹�®<® ±tµZ·J®<® º(¯a»¼±t½j¹�®<¸6ºk¾Z¿�
¯ÁÀ<½�ÂÃÀ-®<¸K·GÄ.Å ·z¯ÆÀa¾4ÇJÈZ¹�É Ê&Ë:Ì:ÍaÎ
Feryat and ÏKÐGÑ%ÒGÓÕÔ�Ö×ÔÙØGÒzÚ:Û�ÒzÜÞÝfß_àzÜ , both of which were made in the 

early 1950s,  ‘arabesk’ (1998: 169), we can still accept Orhan 

Gencebay’s films as the first examples of arabesk films because his 

music gave birth to this term. Orhan Gencebay is still the first name that 

comes to our minds while dealing with the issue of arabesk. However, 

in the 1970s, new arabesk stars such as Ferdi Tayfur, Müslüm Gürses, á&âJã%ãzä\åqæ_ç<æ%èUâ@éZêìëaí_îuâ�ï_ð<ñóòôâzèmç�ä<õ%ö8õ÷â�ø_ø4ö_âJî#ö8ê�ùqâGõkú'öDç<ç�û+ü�éièrïzöìý�þ_ÿ��:õ âJé4ê
the 1990s, many others followed them (such as (Küçük) Emrah, 

(Küçük ��������� 	�
����������	�
���	���	�
�	�
�� �!�"#��
%$&� �(')	��+*��
-,/.0��12. *.4365��7��89�4: ;%	�

and so forth) Throughout these years, some people gave different 

names to the music by different arabesk singers such as ‘fantasia 

mu <�= >%?A@CBED�F�G�H�IKJML�N%L�O�PABEQ�I�R�= SUT�H�VXWYD�Z6[\H]Q�W!>�^7_`Pba cYD�[4GdL�VYL�N%Q�<�Ge?f@hgiN rahim 

Tat [kj4<+Q�<UQ�W!>�^7_`Pla4V!Q�m�D�[4H+W&= D�I�L�VXnoL�VYL�N%Q<�G#?p@kq9O�rsQ�W�TtL�n+L�_�D�V�a7u%D�u -arabesk’ 

(Özcan Deniz etc.); however, the term ‘arabesk’ still functions as an all-
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encompassing term to refer to these names and their music. In the 

middle of the 1970s when the Turkish cinema was going through a 

financial crisis, the producers tried to overcome this problem by making 

erotic films as well as melodramatic films in which arabesk singers 

acted. Between 1971 and 1984, 245 arabesk films were made (Özgüç, 

1985: 14). I could not reach the exact number of arabesk films that were 

shot until 1990, however, in an article by Güzel & Çelikcan, it is stated 

that between 1985 and 1990, 440 melodramatic films were made in 

Turkey (1996: 228) and a significant portion of these films were 

probably arabesk melodramas. In the 1980s, arabesk films were started 

to be made for video instead of cinema. After the 1980s, arabesk stars 

did not make cinema or video films anymore; instead, they acted in TV 

serials.  Until recently, such serials have been broadcasted in different 

private TV channels. 

Arabesk films are melodramatic texts. That is why some call 

them arabesk melodramas. Undoubtedly, the first criterion on the basis 

of which ‘arabesk films’ are grouped together and separated from other 

melodramatic films in the Turkish popular cinema – what I referred to as v&w%x]y/x�z�{4| }�~����)x�| ���6�Y~���~���{\�dv&w{ ���#v��+���
– is the songs used in these 

films. In other words, these films are called ‘arabesk’ because ‘arabesk 

singers’ act and ‘arabesk songs’ are used in them. Although there are ~�| �%� �+���sxd��v�w+x6����{ �%x6�!��x����#x�����x�vk�bx�x��-~��Y~��+x������{\|4�s��~��+��v&w�x-y/x�z�{4| }�~��
melodramas of the 1960s1, the narrative structure of both groups of 

films are quite similar to each other. So, a survey on the generic 

features of melodrama and particular
| � v�w%���+x ����v�w%x y/x�z�{4| }�~��

melodramas seems essential in order to carry out an analysis regarding 

arabesk films. Unfortunately, there are very few academic studies on 

the Ye
z�{\| }+~����)x6| ���6�Y~���~��-�pw�{ ��w���~��]��x��%��x���~���{\|\|4���{7�%~�v&{7�%���+����Y�#x�

for such an analysis. Therefore, in the second chapter, I will dwell on 

melodrama as a genre or style firstly by making use of the studies of 
                                                
1 I will dwell on these divergences in the following chapters. 
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Western critics on this issue and then I will discuss the generic features 
���� &¡�¢¤£/¢¥�¦\§ ¨+©�ª ªs¢�§ ��«�¬Y©�ª�©�¤©�®%«¯©�¬C©�°%¢��±²��¦\§\ªs³¦\®´§4¦ µ�¡� ����¶ �¡+¢�¢
arguments by trying to construct a link between them and the studies on 

the Turkish melodramas that are quite limited in number as well as 

scope.  

The genre study is quite significant for socio-cultural history 

because genres are not determined only by the producers of the 

cultural products but they serve a reciprocal function between the 

producers and the consumers of these products. Thus, generic features 

of popular texts can be regarded as valuable sources of information 

about how the world was given meanings by ‘the people’ in a certain 

historical period. As in the West, in our country, too, melodramas are 

not taken into account seriously. They have always been subjected to 

the modernist approaches, according to which melodramatic texts are 

not worthy of serious consideration because they are banal and vulgar. 

Furthermore, melodramas are ideologically criticized on the basis of the 

idea that the dream-like world, the personalization of social conflicts, the 

extremely emotional atmosphere and the emphasis on the moral and 

spiritual values in melodramas distort the reality or take the audience 

away from the reality so as to impose on them escapist and conformist 

attitudes towards the social conflicts. Therefore, melodramatic texts are 

crudely regarded as the ideological tools used by the bourgeoisie to 

manipulate the masses. Öztürk’s following remarks provide a typical 

summary of such approaches not only towards arabesk films, but 

towards the Ye ¥�¦7§ ¨�©�ª·ªs¢6§ ��«�¬C©�ª�©��¸�©�A¹9¢6§4§»º  
Arabesk films and songs have an affirmative character.  
The suffering in these films is only personal and when the 
anguish of the hero is over, life becomes beautiful. 
Arabesk, in which the powerful oppress the weak, is a 
typical political maneuver which manipulates the audience 
and listeners. (2002: 340, my translation) 
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As opposed to these flimsy ideas, I will firstly suggest that popular 

culture is not an arena through which the dominant ideology can totally 

manipulate the masses, but it has an ambivalent character where 

contending discourses simultaneously exist; therefore, it is made up of 

not only submissive but also resisting ideas or attitudes. Moreover, 

melodrama has a metaphorical language through which a popular 

response regarding the social conflicts is refracted. Although arabesk 

films do not manifest a conscious opposition of the lower classes to the 

capitalist social order, they do not totally affirm it, either.  

One way of thinking about arabesk is to see it as a 
metaphor for popular identity – for the responses of the 
urbanizing popular classes to the capitalist modernization 
process in Turkey. . . . [Arabesk] was specifically the 
spontaneous popular response that simultaneously 
opposed and affirmed the modernizing practices that gave 
arabesk its hybrid form and its original, potent energy. 
(Özbek, 1997: 212) 
 

Therefore arabesk-culture products provide us with some clues about 

how popular imagination is characterized by an empirical 

consciousness, which is shaped through the personal, real-life 

experiences (everyday problems, conflicts or feelings) of the lower-

class people. At the end of this chapter, I will compare Hollywood 

melodramas with the Ye ¼�½\¾ ¿+À�Á�Á)Â6¾ Ã�Ä6ÅYÀ�Á�À�Æ2À�Ç+Ä-À�ÅCÀ�È%ÂÆ�ÉsÊh½4¾\ÁsÆ�½\Ç�ËXÂ6Å�ÁsÆ
of the dominant paradigms in these films and argue that through the 

extensive use of the poor/rich paradigm, Turkish melodramas focus 

more on the class conflict unlike the gender oriented paradigmatic 

structure of the mainstream (Hollywood) melodramas. 

In the third chapter, I will discuss how the modernization process 

in Turkey affected the popular culture in general and the rise of arabesk 

culture in particular. Furthermore, I will try to underline the socio-

economic developments lying behind the emergence of the poor/rich 

paradigm that symbolized the Turkish popular cinema after the 1950s. I 

will especially argue that class positions have always functioned as a 
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significant  factor and affected the attitudes of different classes towards 

the modernization process. Accordingly, arabesk, which will be 

regarded as a response given by the lower-class people to the 

traumatic consequences of this social transformation process, has an 

undeniable class character. In this study, I find it especially important to 

emphasize class as a significant dimension of arabesk culture because 

most of the intellectuals, including the leftist ones, read these cultural 

products on the basis of a modernist-culturalist perspective that 

foregrounds the East/West opposition as the major (if not the only) 

paradigm lying behind arabesk phenomenon. As Ercan remarks, from 

the very beginnings of the Republican period on, this opposition “has 

become one of the determinants of escaping from the concept of class” 

(2003: 635, my translation). In Turkey, not only the official ideology, but 

seemingly counter-hegemonic movements have also generally ignored 

the class character of the domain of popular culture. I do not consider 

arabesk a working-class culture because it has a wider class appeal 

and also articulates such cultural paradigms as the modern vs. 

traditional or urban vs. rural that cannot be reduced to class. However, 

while these paradigms have been foregrounded in the discussions 

concerning arabesk, class dimension of this socio-cultural phenomenon 

has generally been ignored. As a result, arabesk has been reduced to a 

cultural problem stemming from the inharmonious co-existence of 

modern and traditional ways of life. As opposed to the dominant 

‘modernist’ arguments which foresee a linear conception of social 

changes – from ‘the traditional’ to ‘the modern’ –, I would argue that the 

attitudes of the lower classes towards the modernization process are 

indicative of a non-linear and contradictory experience which cannot be 

fully grasped by the modern/traditional dichotomy. The popular 

response to the modernization reveals an ambivalent character in which 

modernist and traditionalist, progressive and reactionary, or approving 

and opposing attitudes can coexist. Most importantly, the traumatic 
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experience of the modernization process in Turkey by the lower classes 

can be regarded not only as a national identity crisis that stems from the 

conflicts between the Western and the Eastern social values, but it also 

bears the signs of how the class opposition, which gradually increased 

throughout the modernization process, plays a significant role in the 

representations of their social identities.  

The fourth and fifth chapters will be devoted to the analysis of the 

narrative structure of thirty arabesk films that have been selected for 

this study2. While choosing the films, I have paid special attention to two 

points: Firstly, I have tried to select the films by the most popular 

arabesk artists because they were probably watched more than some 

other arabesk artists’ films. Secondly, I have chosen the same number 

of films from the 1970s and the 1980s so as to see whether there are 

any significant differences between them. Agâh Özgüç states that Bir 

Teselli Ver is the first arabesk film, Ì/Í�Î»Ï�ÐkÑdÌ�ÒÔÓfÕ%Ñ�Ö�Í the first arabesk 

film that gained a big popularity among the audience, and Son Sabah 

the mostly watched film in 1978 (1985: 14). I have also taken into 

account such information before deciding on the films that I will use in 

my analysis. I have to add that, on the basis of such information, I 

especially wanted to include some other arabesk films, such as Derdim 

Dünyadan Büyük by Orhan Gencebay, in my analysis, however I could 

not reach them despite my efforts.   

In this study, I will try to carry out  a syntagmatic as well as a 

paradigmatic analysis of arabesk films. Syntagmatic analysis is a 

structuralist method of analyzing verbal and visual narratives. It 

basically seeks to discover whether there are any rules of combination 

according to which the elements of a group of narratives are brought 

together. The primary aim of syntagmatic analysis is to find out how the 

meaning of a narrative is constructed instead of discovering what that 

meaning can be. Vladimir Propp’s analysis of the Russian folktales is 
                                                
2 The film list is provided in Appendix B together with a short summary of each film.   
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regarded as the most well-known work of that type. While classifying 

fairy tales, Propp separated some constant elements that can be found 

in every fairy tale from variable ones and called these elements 

‘functions’. Likewise, I will try to define the constant elements, i.e. 

functions, of arabesk films. I will suggest that most of arabesk films are 

composed of nine basic functions, what I call exposition, love, trouble, 

conflict, determination, concealment and revelation, blow, dénouement, 

and arabesk songs. I will clarify why I have regarded each function as a 

constant element in arabesk films. I will especially try to explain the role 

each function plays in the construction of the narrative as well as how 

each function and combination of them with one another may affect the 

perception of the films by the audience.  

Paradigmatic analysis is a way of analyzing texts on the basis of 

discovering which “signs are organized into codes” (Fiske, 1990: 56), 

i.e., which particular signs are selected from a set of signs instead of 

others and/or which signs are considered as superior to the others. 

Paradigmatic relationships foster the preferred reading because the 

elements of a binary opposition are not equally weighted. In other 

words, it is through these binary oppositions, which construct the hidden 

(or one can say ‘ideological’) meanings of the narratives, that the 

readers /audiences are positioned “to privilege one set of values and 

meanings over the other” (Chandler, 2003: 108). Melodramatic attitude 

always preserves afflictions caused by a social problem or conflict 

which reveals itself in its ‘myth-making function’, through the layered 

pairs of opposites. As Berger avers  

a myth orders the everyday experiences of its hearers (or 
viewers) and communicates this order through a formal 
structure that is understood like language. . . . Myths work 
by setting up bipolar oppositions that reflect and reinforce 
social understandings. They are . . . allegories for social 
action. (1997: 154-155) 
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The binary oppositions in narratives – be it a book or a film, etc. – might 

be used as they are, not necessarily because the authors/directors are 

fully aware of their ideological connotations and deliberately attempt to 

create a ‘myth’, but because ‘myth’ maintains in itself the symbolic 

representation of social dilemmas which are experienced not only by 

the reader but also by the author/director. In other words, consciously or 

not, social dilemmas or conflicts which affect how the 

readers/audiences give meaning to the binary oppositions in a 

narrative, affect also the authors’/directors’ choice of which signifiers 

would be paired as opposites. Therefore, the myth of ‘poor so3 humane’ 

hero struggling against ‘rich so cruel’ villain, is not used arbitrarily in 

most of arabesk films, but it indicates a popular understanding of the 

social dilemmas with which the producers of these cultural products are 

also familiar; then, it would be of great importance to analyze this 

central opposition together with other layered opposites attached to it, 

as they are encoded in these films, in order to understand which social 

conflicts stand “at the heart of [such a] myth”. Arabesk films, which are 

generally accepted to be melodramatic, then are expected to be loaded 

with these layered binary oppositions. What are these binary 

oppositions? Is there a central opposition? Which elements of the pairs 

of opposites are chosen for the representation of different characters 

and events in a given situation? What other elements could be chosen? 

Which elements from the same paradigm set are noticeably absent? 

Are there any regularities in terms of establishing the same 

paradigmatic relationship between identical characters and events in 

each of these narratives? How does the paradigmatic relationship 

between the elements of binary oppositions affect the meaning? These 

                                                
3 Replacing this ‘so’ with ‘and’ or ‘but’ makes a big difference. Using ‘and’ instead of 
‘so’ here erases the ‘necessary’ relationship between the first and the second term; 
‘but’, on the other hand, accepts and thus reproduces the negative (as in ‘poor’) or 
positive (as in ‘rich’) connotative meanings of the first terms, though the second terms 
contradict these meanings, whereas ‘so’ naturalizes the relationship between the two 
terms.  
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are the questions that I would consider regarding the paradigmatic 

structure of arabesk films.  

I will try to analyze arabesk films by taking into account three 

levels of the narrative. Drawing on Gerard Genette, Rimmon-Kenan 

holds that there are three aspects or levels of the narrative: story, text, 

and narration. ‘Story’ refers to “the narrated events, abstracted from 

their disposition in the text and reconstructed in their chronological 

order” (1989: 3). The same story, can be re-told through different media 

and in different forms (1989: 7), and this aspect of the narrative, which 

she calls ‘text’, is the only directly available one to the reader/audience. 

In ‘text’, “the events do not necessarily appear in chronological order, 

the characteristics of the participants are dispersed throughout, and all 

the items of the narrative content are filtered through some prism or 

perspective” (1989: 3). The third level of the narrative, ‘narration’, is 

defined as the act or process of producing the text (1989: 3). ‘Narration’ 

seems especially important to me due to a critical term Rimmon-Kenan 

points out: ‘implied reader’, to whom the text is narrated. She states that 

the implied reader is “encoded in the text ‘in the very rhetoric through 

which [implied reader] is required to make sense of the content or 

reconstruct it ‘as a world’” (1989: 119); and the implied reader needs 

not be identical with the real reader (1989: 87).  The implied reader can 

be regarded as a ‘normative construction’. This term is of crucial 

importance to me because the normative character of implied reader 

can help determine the positions (as regards class, race, gender etc.) of 

the addressee when the socio-historical context is also taken into 

account within which the narrative is produced. For instance, although 

we cannot definitely determine the class character of the real audience 

of arabesk films, we can see what kind of an audience arabesk films 

address to by analyzing the syntagmatic and the paradigmatic structure 

of these narratives. It should be noted that these three aspects of a 

narrative – story, text, narration – are analytical levels, which actually 
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exist in a narrative one inside the other. Going back to Propp, we can 

say that while determining the functions in fairy tales, he considers only 

one aspect of the narrative, which is ‘story’. As Chandler suggests, 

Propp “schematized the various ‘functions’ within the story” (2003: 92). 

However, in my attempt to understand the syntagmatic and 

paradigmatic structures in arabesk films, I will not confine my analysis 

to the ‘story’, but I will also consider textual and narrational aspects of 

the films. 

My aim in this study is not to apply Propp’s functions directly to 

arabesk films. Rather, by using Propp’s analysis as a model, I will try to 

define the fundamental elements (what Propp calls ‘functions’ in fairy 

tales) of arabesk films, through which we can see whether there is a 

common syntagmatic structure in these films and examine the possible 

meanings that can be derived from it. This study, which makes use of 

structuralist methods of analyzing texts, aims to go beyond strict 

structuralist concern of analyzing the internal relationships of the 

elements of a text that is considered a self-contained system, and takes 

into account the specific socio-historical context while making 

interpretations on the use of signs. Therefore, my approach can be 

considered within what is called ‘social semiotics’. While discussing “a 

social semiotic theory of representation”, Kress and van Leeuwen make 

following remarks:  

[W]e see signs as motivated conjunctions of signifiers 
(forms) and signifieds (meanings). In ‘semiology’ 
motivation is usually not related to the act of  sign-making, 
but defined in terms of an intrinsic relation between the 
signifier and the signified. . . . In our view [, however,] 
signs are never arbitrary, and ‘motivation’ should be 
formulated in relation to the sign-maker and the [cultural, 
social and psychological] context in which the sign is 
produced, and not in isolation from the act of producing 
analogies and classifications. Sign-makers use the forms 
they consider apt for the expression of their meaning, in 
any medium in which they can make signs. (2003: 7) 
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Throughout my analysis, I will try to reveal the ‘motivated’ meanings 

derived from the regular usage of some elements in arabesk films. In 

other words, rather than speculating about the reception of the 

messages by the audience, I will basically focus on the texts and try to 

find out, as Kress and van Leeuwen suggest, how the possible 

meanings are ‘motivated’ by the makers (i.e., all figures included in the 

production process of the films, such as director, scriptwriter, actors 

etc.) of the textual elements. I suppose my analysis does not contradict 

the fact that ‘the message’ is not ‘decoded’ by the receiver in the way 

that is ‘encoded’ by the sender, because when I talk about ‘meaning’ in 

my analysis, I do not mean ‘the meaning’ that is conveyed through 

arabesk films. Kress and van Leeuwen aver that  

Interest guides the selection of what is seen as the 
criterial aspects of the object, and this criterial aspect is 
then regarded as adequately or sufficiently representative 
of the object in the given context. In other words, it is 
never the ‘whole object’ but only ever its criterial aspects 
which are represented. (2003: 6) 
 

So, my aim is to understand the syntagmatic and paradigmatic structure 

of arabesk films as they are provided by the makers of these films; 

because, obviously, the sender of a message is as much responsible 

for the interpretation on the part of the receiver as the receiver 

himself/herself. 
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CHAPTER II 

 

 

MELODRAMA AND ITS SOCIO-CULTURAL SIGNIFICANCE 

 

 

In analyzing a text, the first step is most of the time defining it (a 

book, a picture, a film etc.) in terms of its certain features which are also 

shared by some other texts. In other words, the text is placed into a pre-

established category which is characterized by these conventional 

features. These categories are called genres. If defining a text in terms 

of its genre is an inescapable part of analyzing it, at the beginning of 

any textual analysis,  to be clear about why genres are an essential part 

of writing (or directing, painting etc.) as well as reading (or watching, 

seeing etc.) of any kind of narrative seems essential. Therefore, in the 

first part of this chapter, some basic arguments about the concept of 

genre will be mentioned without going into the details of the long-lasting 

discussions within genre theories. Then, the different conceptions of 

‘popular culture’ and the significance of genre study especially for the 

popular-culture products will be discussed. Arabesk films are generally 

referred to as ‘arabesk melodramas’. Undoubtedly, there are certain 

divergences in arabesk films which creates a necessity for them to be 

analyzed as a special category; yet, these divergences do not push 

these films out of the genre, melodrama. Therefore, to examine the 

generic features of melodrama will probably be highly illuminating for 

our further analysis on ‘arabesk films’. For this purpose, the rest of the 

chapter will be devoted to the examination of generic features of 

melodrama and the social dynamics lying behind the emergence and 

evolution of melodramatic conventions in the West in light of different 
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approaches to these texts by Western critics; to what extent the Turkish 

melodramas include these generic features will be mentioned and 

different paradigmatic structures of mainstream (Hollywood) and 

Turkish melodramas will be pointed out. 

 

2.1 The Significance of Genre Study 

 
Jacques Derrida argues that “there is no genreless text” (qtd. in 

Kent, 1986: 150). The differences between the various 

conceptualizations of the term ‘genre’ is beyond the scope of this study, 

but when it comes to the question whether there is a genreless text or 

not, most theorists reach a consensus on the idea that each and every 

text somehow belongs to (a) genre(s). Although ‘classical’ genre theory 

had a prescriptive nature, which was based on clear-cut classifications 

of texts, the modern genre theory is descriptive; it acknowledges the 

affinities between genres. Its emphasis is not upon classification but 

rather on the identification of generic relationships. As Alastair Fowler 

puts it, modern genre theory regards ‘genre’ as “much less of a 

pigeonhole than a pigeon” (1982: 37). Fowler argues that genres have 

very little taxonomic potential and thus they are of little value in 

classification. He asserts how vain an effort it is  to attempt to construct 

a system of genres – particularly, to construct generic maps. Most of 

these attempts fail, according to Fowler, simply because “[they] have 

been constructed with the aim of arriving at a taxonomy of literature – 

as if literary genres were fixed classes that could be ordered 

permanently” (1982: 235). Thus, arriving at the futility of the 

classificatory-approach to genre, Fowler asks what then is genre good 

for if it is not an instrument of classification. His response is as follows: 

Genres are “for the use of writers in writing, and readers and critics in 

reading and interpreting” (1982: 256). In other words, genres, 

composed of formal or content-based signals or markers, serve as 
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mediators between the author/director and the reader/audience. What 

Fowler emphasizes here is the communicative function of genres. 

Another theorist who underlines the critical role of genres in 

communication is M.M. Bakhtin. If genres did not exist, he asserts, 

communication would be impossible. ‘Genre’ in Bakhtin’s eyes, is not a 

term that is peculiar to literary works. ‘Genre’ or to put it in his terms 

‘speech genres’ comprise each and every kind of utterance be it a daily 

dialogue or a novel, a military command or a business document (1986: 

60). The only difference between these utterances is that some of them 

are grouped as ‘primary’ (simple) speech genres and some are as 

‘secondary’ (complex) speech genres. And in this division, literary works 

fit into the latter category. Thus, according to Bakhtin, a play, or a novel, 

for instance, is defined as an utterance, though a very complex one. 

Therefore the following quotation from Bakhtin which literally describes 

a speaking process can also be read as the description of a reading 

process:  

When hearing others’ speech, we guess its genre from the 
very first words; we predict a certain length and a certain 
compositional structure; we foresee the end; that is from 
the very beginning we have a sense of the speechwhole, 
which is only later differentiated during the speech 
process. (1986: 79) 
 

Bakhtin claims that the reader’s generic perception gives birth to certain 

expectations, which in turn enable the reader to enter into a relationship 

with a text. This relationship can be defined, for Bakhtin, not as a 

passive give-and-take relationship between the author and the reader 

whose sole aim is to grasp the meaning of the former, but rather, the 

relationship between the author and the reader is dialogical; the 

former’s utterance is oriented towards the latter’s responsive 

understanding. As Landy remarks,  

[i]n general, the study of film genres has done much to 
redeem [melodramatic] texts from the charge of 
superficiality. Genre study has called attention to the 
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reciprocal function of texts, that they are a contract 
between the audience and the film, thus challenging the 
notion that audiences are totally passive victims 
manipulated by the culture industry. (1991: 20) 
 

In Bakhtin’s view, the more competent the reader/audience in 

identifying generic signals/connotations the more capable s/he 

becomes in using them:  

The better our command of genres, the more freely we 
employ them, the more fully and clearly we reveal our own 
individuality in them (where this possible and necessary), 
the more flexibly and precisely we reflect the unrepeatable 
situation of communication – in a word, the more perfectly 
we implement our speech plan. (1986: 80) 
 

Thus, although mastering generic signals is not a must to make any 

sense out of what we are reading, the ability to recognize generic 

signals enables the reader to make more sense out of what s/he is 

reading. 

  

2.2 Genre Study and Popular Culture 

 

The generic signals in a text create ‘redundancy’, defined as “that 

which is predictable and conventional in a message” (Fiske, 1990: 10). 

According to Fiske, redundancy is “not merely useful in communication, 

it is absolutely vital” (1990: 10) because redundancies in form and 

content of a text establish the channels between the writer and the 

readers through which “the efficiency of communication and the 

overcoming of communication problems” (1990: 13) become possible. 

These communication channels, which may differ from one genre or 

historical period to the other, are the products of a common, or ‘popular’ 

culture in a society. In Fiske’s view, “[t]he more popular and widely 

accessible a work of art is, the more it will contain redundancies in form 

and content” (1990: 13). Therefore, to point out the generic features by 

which the products of popular culture in a given historical period are 
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characterized, to see the redundancies (predictable, shared or common 

points) in them, and to question why they are recurrently used in these 

texts can provide a valuable source of information in understanding the 

relationship between the social developments or problems and their 

cultural representations. For the purposes of this study, for instance, to 

examine why the theme of ‘poor-rich love’ which was used again and 
×�Ø�×�Ù\Ú�Ù\ÚÜÛ&Ý%Þ�ßàÞ�á�Ù\â ã+×�äåäsÞ�â æ�ç�èY×�äs×�éêæ�ëtÛ�Ý+Þ�ì#í�îï�éðÚ+Þ�ñ#Þé�é�Ù ÛC×�Û!Þé�â æ�æ�ò+Ù4Ú%Ø�×�Û
the social transformations that occurred in this period because this 

theme, which is a highly predictable, i.e. redundant, part of the story in 

these films and quite peculiar to the Turkish melodramas, tells us 

something about how the social relationships and the conflicts arising 

out of them are articulated through a popular, melodramatic language. 

To regard the generic signals of melodramatic texts as the 

products of ‘popular culture’, which serve for an easy communication 

between authors and readers, necessitates to confront the question of 

who are included in this shared cultural arena. In that sense, popular 

culture seems to be a problematic concept. The confusion starts with 

the general acceptance that popular culture belongs to ‘people’ which, 

in Peter Burke’s words, is an ambiguous term. To whom do we refer by 

saying ‘people’: to everyone in a society (a point of view stemming from 

the nationalist ideology) or to “the members of subordinates as opposed 

to the ruling classes” (Burke, 1992: 293)? According to Burke, the 

second concept of ‘people’ can be associated with left-wing thinkers 

and scholars who perceive society from a basically Marxist point of view 

as something composed of social classes and who accept, in most 

general terms, the class struggle as the core dynamic of a society. And 

what is behind the emergence and the ascendancy of ‘popular culture’ 

as a field of study in the twentieth century is, perhaps, this Marxist 

perception of society. In this study, my approach to ‘popular culture’ is 

generally based on this Marxist point of view. While making this 

generalization about the conceptualization of popular culture through a 
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Marxist line of thought, however, we face two main drawbacks. One is 

the fact that not all Marxist thinkers, sociologists or scholars treat 

popular culture positively. According to Theodor W. Adorno, for 

example, the popular-mass culture which belongs, as generally 

accepted, to the dominated, lower classes is totally shaped by the 

culture industry in which “the consumers are the workers and 

employees, the farmers and lower middle class. Capitalist production so 

confines them, body and soul, that they fall helpless victims to what is 

offered them” (1979: 133). On the other hand, the terrain of popular 

culture and generally the cultural domain of the society as a whole are 

seen by some as a realm where identities of resistance against the 

formations of dominant ideology are constituted.  

Despite his fears about modern culture, Gramsci was, [for 
instance], less peremptory and dismissive than Adorno 
and in some ways closer to Walter Benjamin, who 
characteristically recognized the importance of addressing 
mass culture as affirming but also as oppositional, not as 
an issue subsidiary to economic transformation but as a 
central facet of modern life that needs to be addressed if 
change is possible at all. (Landy, 1994: 4) 
 

In this study, the generic features of arabesk films will be analyzed on 

the basis of such a perspective. As for the second drawback of the 

afore-mentioned generalization, when we say ‘class struggle’ do we 

automatically accept the existence of totally separate classes and the 

conflicts between their mutually exclusive world-views or do we regard 

the formation of social classes and the struggle between them as a 

more hybrid and complex process in which contradictory forces meet, 

amalgamate and fight one another in the cultural domain? To argue that 

popular culture belongs to the ‘working-class’ becomes problematic if it 

is accepted that there is not a ‘working-class’ in society which can be 

easily separated from other social groups in terms of its economic, 

political and cultural peculiarities. To draw a thick line between classes, 

to clearly separate them from one another is almost impossible 
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because, especially in the cultural domain, the class borders are 

imprecise; class positions are always in a state of ‘making’ rather than 

of ‘being’.  Therefore, I will prefer using more inclusive terms such as 

‘the lower, popular, or subaltern classes’ in order to avoid the strictness 

of the term ‘the working class’ in conceptualizing the class character of 

the popular culture as an arena through which subordinate groups 

express their ambivalent positions that may contain neither pure 

submission to nor pure resistance against the authority. Behind the idea 

that “there is no separate, autonomous, ‘authentic’ layer of working 

class culture to be found” (Hall, 1981: 232) shared by Stuart Hall and 

many other scholars within the field of ‘cultural studies’, there is a great 

impact of Antonio Gramsci. As Nicholas Abercrombie puts it, 

 In [Gramscian] view, popular culture cannot be seen as a 
simple imposition of dominant ideology on subordinate 
classes. While cultural relations have to be understood in 
terms of the antagonistic relationships between the 
bourgeoisie and the working classes, bourgeois culture is 
not simply dominant. One cannot speak of domination 
here but rather the struggle for hegemony – that is, moral, 
cultural and political leadership . . . . Dominant cultures 
have power because they can organize, in their own 
terms, the values of subordinate cultures . . . . This 
means, in turn, that there is no pure bourgeois culture or, 
for that matter, working class culture. Each is transformed 
by other (1990: 201). 

 
The contributions of Gramsci to the later studies of popular culture can 

be summarized as follows: Firstly, contrary to the ‘Dominant Ideology 

Thesis’, he does not agree upon the total manipulation of popular 

culture by the dominant ideology of upper classes, thus, while 

preserving, from a Marxist point of view, the idea of struggle between 

social classes, he generates an optimistic attitude towards popular 

culture; secondly, and as a continuation of the first one, in spite of the 

traces of a kind of class reductionism in it, his views replace the primacy 

of the class struggle with the notion of a variety of forms of resistance 

“in the movement towards a less determinist, more conjunctural way of 
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understanding the ‘repertoires of resistance’ ” (Hall, 1996: 295) and this 

view bears signs of a hybrid, complex, mixed and even ambivalent 

conceptualization of cultural domain which cannot be simply grasped by 

the classical high/low dichotomies; thirdly, his last, and maybe the most 

important contribution, is “the centrality [the Gramscian notion of  

‘repertoires of resistance’] gave to the symbolic dimension” (Hall, 1996: 

295). In my analysis of the Turkish melodramas, and particularly 

arabesk films, the Gramscian conception of popular culture provides the 

general framework, by the help of which I will consider the generic 

features of these films to be throwing light on how the lower classes 

perceive and respond to the social conflicts or problems in a symbolic 

way. Being the products of the Turkish popular culture in which different 

and contradictory meanings can coincide with one another, the ó/ô�õ�ö4÷ ø�ù�ú³úsô�÷ û�ü�ýYù�úsù�þ(ù�þÜÿ9ô6÷\÷�ù�þ(ù�ýYù��+ô�þ�����ö\÷4úsþ���û	��
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class positions through which we can see the complex interrelationship 

between ‘the social’ and ‘the cultural’; and, because the generic 

features of these melodramatic texts can be regarded as the products 

of a common, conventional way of conceptualizing this complex 

relationship, they provide us with the ability of making generalizations 

about the common social problems which the lower classes confronted 

throughout a certain historical period. 

 

2.3 The Generic Features of Melodrama 

 

Whether melodrama is a ‘genre’ or a ‘style’ is a disputatious 

issue. “On the one hand, melodrama cuts across genres, appearing in 

different forms of narratives, thus suggesting that it is more akin to a 

worldview, a specific and pervasive mode of confronting social conflict” 

(Landy, 1991: 22). In that sense, melodrama appears more as a style 

rather than a distinct genre, which can be discussed on the basis of 

social crisis inherent in its content. As Elsaesser puts it, melodrama can 
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be understood “as a form which [has] carried its own values and already 

embodied its own significant content: it [has] served as the literary 

equivalent of a particular, historically and socially conditioned mode of 

experience” (1991: 74). The comprehension of melodrama as a distinct 

genre has become even more difficult when melodramatic elements 

were incorporated into the cinema:  

The development of a melodramatic tradition would seem 
to coincide, in fact, with the evolution of many popular 
narrative forms, including that of the cinema. . . . The 
problem of melodramatic ‘specificity’ was then further 
complicated through its incorporation by a new narrative 
form which, in its turn, blossomed into a variety of styles 
and genres; Warner’s social melodramas, Capra’s 
‘populist’ melodramas, and so on were themselves 
engaged in patterns of cross-fertilization. Thus, even well-
defined genres like the western and gangster film were 
heavily determined by their melodramatic content. 
(Rodowick, 1991: 237) 
 

On the other hand, however “it is possible to identify specific 

melodramatic genres with their own stylistic properties” (Landy, 1991: 

22). In that sense, to point out some generic features of melodrama, 

which are endemic to all melodramatic texts and, thus, label them 

‘melodramatic’ – be it a “pure” (Durgnat, 1991:139), “classic” or 

“conventional” (Gerould, 1994: 187) melodrama, or any other type of 

melodrama like “gothic, brigandish, exotic, military, naval, domestic, 

regional, historical, romantic, criminal, urban and plain posh (Of course 

[these] categories overlap)” (Smith, 1973: 39) – is quite possible. 

James L. Smith asks at the very beginning of his book, 

Melodrama, “What is melodrama?” His immediate response to this 

question is that even “really intellectual people” did not appear “to be 

certain” about it (1973: 1). The reason behind  

the difficulty with submitting the term melodrama to a 
conclusive, critical definition is that it is such a historically 
complex phenomenon. Moreover, this problem is 
complicated by the apparent ease with which it is possible 
to point out melodramatic situations and conventions in a 
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wide variety of dramatic and literary media of different 
historical and cultural situations. (Rodowick, 1991: 237) 
 

In order to get into this “historically complex phenomenon,” we can 

begin with a survey on the generic characteristics of melodrama.  

“The connotations of the word [melodrama],” according to Peter 

Brooks,  

are probably similar for us all. They include: the 
indulgence of strong emotionalism; moral polarization and 
schematization; extreme states of being, situations, 
actions; overt villainy, persecution of the good, and final 
reward of virtue; inflated and extravagant expression; dark 
plottings, suspense, breathtaking peripety. (1976: 11-12) 
 

These generic features of melodrama are provided by William Paul 

Steele in a more systematic manner. In his view, the first essential 

characteristic of melodrama is that it “consists of four principal stock 

characters: the villain, the hero, the virtuous woman and the comic 

character or fool” (1968: 4). Sometimes, the number of main characters 

in melodrama is accepted to be three, not including the comic character 

(Smith, 1973: 18). According to Smith, the villain “provides melodrama 

with its motor power” (1973: 20). He has all the evil that a man can do, 

and above all his heart is extremely cold, which underlines his 

incorrigible lack of sensibility. “He sometimes repents of his crimes, but 

only when his doom is near, and we doubt the sincerity of his 

repentance” (Steele, 1968: 4). We, as audiences, must not feel pity for 

him, because “[when] villains are pitiable delinquents, . . . . melodrama 

is dead” (Smith, 1973: 46). As I will mention later on in this chapter, the 

villain is often a member of upper classes in society (Steele, 1968: 4). 

The hero and the virtuous woman or heroine are the complete 

opposites of the villain, who are sensible and good. Most of the time the 

victim is the heroine, and it is the duty of the hero to rescue her from 

“the villain’s misdeeds and finally to completely defeat the schemes of 

the villain” (Steele, 1968: 4-5). Steele also mentions, however, that the 
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role of hero and heroine may sometimes be interchanged. As 

“melodrama traverses a number of genres – romances, narratives of 

crime and espionage, thrillers, and historical narratives,” Landy holds,  

the protagonists of melodrama vary [as well]. In the 
women’s narratives such as the women’s novel and film, 
as well as the soap opera, the protagonists are females, 
and the conflicts are often seen from a woman’s vantage 
point. In other genres ranging from the action-oriented 
westerns to the family melodramas, the perspective is 
more likely to be associated with conflicts involving male 
identity and power. (1991: 15) 
  

Yet, in all cases, the fixed characteristics of the hero/heroine and the 

villain, and the dichotomized world of melodrama between good and 

evil are preserved. Quoting Alexander Lacey, Steele states that all 

characters of melodrama are nothing but puppets acting as parts of a 

machine that carries the plot along: “Strictly speaking, there are no 

characters in melodrama, there are only types, easily recognized and 

constantly recurring” (1968: 4).  Contrary to the “divided” characters in 

tragedy who do not need ‘a villain’ other than his/her inner conflicts, 

imperatives and desires to struggle against, melodramatic characters 

are  

essentially ‘whole’ . . . . the evil man who is wholly evil is 
prevented by his wholeness from the self-understanding 
that might curb his villainy, and the wholly good man who 
looks inward has nothing to contemplate but his own 
virtuous perfection. It follows that the undivided 
protagonist of melodrama has only external pressures to 
fight against: an evil man, a social group, a hostile 
ideology, a natural force, an accident or chance, an 
obdurate fate or a malign deity. It is this total dependence 
upon external adversaries which finally separates 
melodrama from all other serious dramatic forms. (Smith, 
1973: 7-8) 
 

Because the internally undivided protagonist and antagonist of 

melodrama never contradict their typical traits of being good or evil, the 

conflict in melodrama is always external. So, “dichotomizing of the 
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world” or “Manicheanism” is within the constitutional strategies of 

melodrama (Landy, 1991: 15). The suggestion that melodramatic 

figures are in fact ‘types’ rather than ‘characters’, who cannot act “in a 

way that could shape the events and influence the emotional 

environment, let alone change the stifling social milieu” but “are acted 

upon” (Elsaesser, 1991: 79) in this strictly defined world of antagonistic 

forces seems important to keep in mind for upcoming discussions. The 

‘manichaeanism’ underlying the world of melodrama, which positions 

the characters to act within strictly defined roles of being good or evil, is 

based on a moral order. In other words, in melodrama, “the conflict of 

good and evil [is] played out under the surface of things”, which resides 

in “the ‘moral occult’, the domain of operative spiritual values which is 

both indicated within and masked by the surface of reality. . . . The 

melodramatic mode in large measure exists to locate and to articulate 

the moral occult” (Brooks, 1976: 5). As Cawelti puts it, although “the 

moral ideals [in melodrama] that define what is right and significant in 

life” change depending on social developments, the moral tone has 

remained to be one of the “basic continuities of theme and structure” in 

melodrama (1991: 47).  

Steele pinpoints the second essential characteristic of 

melodrama as follows: “At the end of a melodrama the good are always 

rewarded and the evil are always punished” (1968: 6). This 

characteristic of melodrama is called ‘poetic justice’ according to which 

the wicked are punished and the virtuous are rewarded “when all . . . 

thrills and tears and jokes have been exhausted” (Smith, 1973: 34). 

However, as regards the ending of melodramas, Smith contradicts 

Steele by arguing that melodramas may end in two ways: either in 

‘triumph’ or in ‘defeat’. “[S]ince no compromise is possible between . . . 

mighty opposites [of Right/Good and Wrong/Evil], [melo]drama always 

ends in triumph or defeat” (Smith, 1973: 72). For him, only in “the 

popular melodrama of triumph there is no paltering with poetic justice” 
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(1973: 37). As in the melodrama of triumph, in the melodrama of defeat, 

too, “a blameless hero [/heroine] fights against external forces but this 

time they succeed and he [/she] goes under, leaving an audience to pity 

his [/her] distresses or admire the fortitude with which he [/she] bears 

them” (Smith, 1973: 56). Regardless of ending in triumph or defeat, 

however, in all melodramas, audiences/readers always expect for the 

realization of ‘poetic justice’, because, as Smith himself states, 

melodrama has appealed to audiences through “offering [them] the 

fulfillment and satisfaction found only in dreams” (1973: 17). Similarly, 

Cawelti holds that “[m]elodrama would be impossible without some 

vision of poetic justice shaping the development of the story” (1991: 44). 

The expectation of poetic justice in melodrama signals the struggle 

between the protagonist and the antagonist, which is perceived by the 

audience as a matter of life or death. 

In melodrama, the conflict between the good and the evil is 

always resolved. According to Steele, this resolution “is achieved . . . by 

neutralizing or destroying the power of the villain” (1968: 6). Thus, he 

holds, as the third characteristic of melodrama, it “deals with an action 

that is temporarily serious” (1968: 6). Whether the villain would be 

beaten by the hero or not constitutes the climactic point in melodrama. 

In fact, the construction of the whole story in melodrama depends on 

“the machinations of the villain” and the hero’s/heroine’s reaction to his 

actions. This is the fourth characteristic of melodrama in Steele’s view 

(1968: 7). So, we reach another important strategy of melodramatic 

texts: “its inflation of personal conflicts, and its internalization of external 

social conflicts” (Landy, 1991: 16). The conflict in melodrama is 

‘personalized’ and ‘internalized’ as if the sole source of persecution was 

the villanious character and as if it was only the blameless hero/heroine 

who suffers from and reacts against unjust actions of him. 

According to Steele, the fifth characteristic of melodrama is that it 

“contains sensational elements” (1968: 7). These “sensational 
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elements,” he adds, are composed of striking visual effects, multiplicity 

of plot elements – many exciting and surprising incidents the progress 

of which is based on accidents, unexpected developments or 

coincidences – and physical violence. Similarly, Cawelti argues that 

“suspenseful excitement” and “seemingly miraculous coincidence” are 

among the essentials of melodramatic incident (1991: 37). Mostly 

because of this characteristic, melodrama becomes open to some 

criticisms which  claim that it takes an escapist and/or conformist 

attitude towards life and hence the social system by distorting ‘reality’.  

The last important characteristic of melodrama, for Steele, is that 

it “contains elements of pathos and sentiment” (1968: 8). Exaggerating 

or “dwelling-upon” the emotions is one of the essential strategies of 

melodrama “which makes its appeal to audiences that delight in strong 

emotional stimuli” (Steele, 1968: 9). As Ien Ang emphasizes, this is 

probably the defining characteristic of melodrama: “There is a name for 

cultural genres whose main effect is the stirring up of the emotions: 

melodrama” (1991: 479). Emotions serve for making audiences identify 

with the problems of the protagonist. It is mainly through sensational 

elements that melodrama provokes the emotions of audiences/readers 

at the end of which  

[o]ur imitation of the emotions which we see expressed 
brings vividness and affective tone into our grasping of the 
play’s action. We symphatize with the sufferer and that 
means that the pain which he expresses becomes our 
own pain. (Affron, 1991: 103) 
 

Melodrama that creates “an overtly emotional response” in a wide group 

of readers/audiences has been considered inferior to the  

[art works] that engage and inspire the refined critical, 
intellectual activities of a selective [reading/seeing]. . . . It 
is argued that blatantly emotional films cheapen and 
banalize emotion because they are blatant. Their 
promptness to elicit feeling offends those who consider 
being easily moved equivalent to being manipulated, 
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victimized, deprived of critical distance. (Affron, 1991: 98-
99) 
 

This position itself, however, as I will mention later on in this chapter, 

has been subject to counter-criticisms on several grounds.  

According to modern genre theory, a text does not belong to one 

particular genre, but it participates in several different genres. 

Therefore, the generic features of a text cannot help classify it within 

only one genre, but they are conventions shared by both the writer and 

the readers of the text, which serve a communicative function between 

the parties being involved in this dialogical process. The basic generic 

features of melodrama which have been outlined above can be used to 

pinpoint melodramatic qualities of a text, rather than to classify the text 

as a melodrama or not. Besides the texts which are called ‘pure’ or 

‘classical’ melodrama that are supposed to fit exactly into the 

melodramatic formula, there are also many texts which not  only contain 

melodramatic elements but also diverge from it. Arabesk films, which I 

will analyze in detail in this study, for instance, generally possess these 

generic features of melodrama; however, in certain respects, they also ��� �������������! �"$#&%��(')��*+��, -�./"0"1��,  2���!./"3.2425768%�� 9�%(.	���:.�9�9;��<�#��2�(#! >=?�(#�%?�
examples of ‘classical’ melodramas in Turkish cinema. I will touch upon 
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arabesk films while analyzing the latter. The important point here is that, 

in spite of some divergences, arabesk films generally contain the 

generic features of melodrama mentioned above. 

  

2.4 Melodrama and Bourgeois Morality 

 

As a western form, melodrama is generally associated with 

bourgeoisie. Both Thomas Elsaesser and Peter Brooks, whose works 

have been quite influential on recent studies about melodrama, agree 

upon the idea that the emergence of melodrama as a modern form in 
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the nineteenth century coincided with the germination of bourgeoisie in 

the West. For Elsaesser, “melodrama is the representation of the 

subjectivity of the European bourgeoisie in its struggle against the 

authority of a declining feudalist system” (qtd. in Browne, 1994: 167). 

He claims that the novel and “certain types of ‘entertainment’ drama,” 

which differ from country to country, such as the novel and literary 

gothic in England, the costume drama and historical novel in France, 

‘high’ drama and the ballad in Germany, and the opera in Italy, are the 

antecedents of melodrama (69). The use of melodramatic situations in 

some literary and theatrical forms at the dawn of the nineteenth century, 

clearly indicates the emergence of a new form of representation, 

melodrama, which, according to him, arose out of the class struggle 

between newly grown bourgeoisie and old feudalism. For Brooks, too, 

melodrama is a form of bourgeois age that “seeks within the confining 

and largely recalcitrant parameters of the old society to restore and 

recentre the ethical imperatives required” (Browne, 1994: 168) of that 

age. He considers melodrama a modern form. He states that even if 

melodrama might be considered “as a constant of the imagination and a 

constant among literary modes” which “could be . . . detectable at all 

epochs,” it 

appears to be a peculiarly modern form, and there is a 
specific relevance in the genre labeled melodrama as it 
comes into being in an historical context. The origins of 
melodrama can be accurately located within the context of 
the French Revolution and its aftermath. (1976: 14) 
 

According to Brooks, melodrama arose out of the need for a 

morality  in a new social order which succeeded  

the final liquidation of the traditional Sacred and its 
representative institutions (Church and Monarch), the 
shattering of the myth of Christendom, the dissolution of 
an organic and hierarchically cohesive society, and the 
invalidation of the literary forms –tragedy, comedy of 
manners– that depended on such a society. (1976: 15) 
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Thus, melodrama, in the beginning, was the expression of a need for a 

moral system in an enlightened world which would compensate worn-

out values of the old society. Brooks states that the narrator of 

melodrama in the nineteenth century uses “the things and gestures of 

the real world, of social life, as kinds of metaphors that refer us to the 

realm of spiritual reality and latent moral meanings” (1976: 9). These 

metaphors, according to Brooks, reflect the morality of the French 

Revolution. Melodrama “is the genre, and the speech of revolutionary 

moralism”, and it states, enacts and imposes the moral messages of 

this bourgeois revolution: “the humble of the earth stand up to 

overbearing tyrants and express home truths, about the value of the 

good heart, the sanctity of the domestic health, the essential moral 

equality of all” (Brooks, 1994:16).  

John Cawelti, in his article, analyzes the development of 

melodrama throughout the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. 

Melodrama, in his view, has always been a bourgeois genre the moral 

core of which is composed of the middle-class values. He argues that 

throughout the nineteenth century, melodrama affirms “the middle-class 

values of love, domesticity, social respectability, masculine dominance 

and feminine purity” (1991: 35). Although the nineteenth century was an 

era when the increasing tension between traditional Christian views of 

the world and the secular values of a rapidly changing society was 

becoming more apparent, melodrama attempted to resolve, in Cawelti’s 

view,  

the tension between religion and the values of mobility 
and success by making its virtuous protagonists examples 
of both and by asserting a fundamental unity between the 
operation of God’s providence and the creation of happy, 
prosperous, and respectable middle-class families. (1991: 
39) 
 

Thus, the religious faith in the divine governance of the world 

constituted another major part of the melodramatic formula in this 
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period. Despite the fact that it was based on the revolutionary principles 

of bourgeois emancipation from the feudal social values, in Brooks 

view, “the melodrama cannot figure the birth of a new society. . . . A 

form for secularized times, it offers the nearest approach to sacred and 

cosmic values in a world where they no longer have any certain 

ontology or epistemology” (1976: 205). This ‘ontological’ and 

‘epistemological’ gap between the de-sacralized modern society and 

the need for a unifying moral basis to justify the new social order, 

according to Cawelti, was filled, in melodramas, mostly through 

incorporating the bourgeois values within a religious vision. Cawelti 

pinpoints that melodrama has always been subject to changes in 

relation to new socio-cultural tensions. In the 1960s, for instance, the 

religious concerns which were so prominent in earlier periods became 

totally absent from melodramas. “Despite considerable changes” in the 

formula of melodrama, however, he adds,  

there are certain basic continuities of theme and structure 
such as the emphasis on romantic love as an ultimate 
value, the defense of monogamous, family-oriented 
relationships between men and women, and the attempt 
to define true and false conceptions of success and 
status. (1991: 47) 
 

The preservation of these themes in melodramatic formula since the 

very beginning of the genre, for Cawelti, leads to the idea that 

melodrama is primarily a genre of the well-established middle class for 

whom these particular values are of most importance. “If this 

speculation is correct, then the essential social-psychological dynamic 

of melodrama is one of continually integrating new social circumstances 

and ideas to the developing middle-class sense of social value” (1991: 

47).  

Since the nineteenth-century Ottoman novel, some of which had 

an “almost protestant ethic” that is composed of “thrift, avoidance of 

conspicuous consumption, honesty [as well as abstemiousness and 
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hard work]” (Mardin, 1974: 415), a kind of bourgeois morality has 

become a part of the Turkish melodramas. The melodramas of the 

Republican period, which took their raw material, a E�E�F�G�H	I�J�K(L�F(MON�G�PRQ2S2T
from the Ottoman novel (2001: 137),  can also be regarded as idealizing 

a middle-class way of life. We can see the sublimation of such a life in 
U	VXW F�Y�L U�VXV F�Z[L�\�Q^]DQ�S+I V _�U	W`W Q V F2H	G U�W1U Y2T U YbaBQ V�Vdcfe I W I V U G[LgFL�\�QhaiQ�Y;LjQ�G�J
examples of the genr QkTlL�\?Qm])Q�S+I V _�U/W W Q V F+H�G U	W3U Y�TlL�F2F�Tn\�F V H W I H2H V Q -
class values such as ‘romantic love’, ‘monogamous family’, ‘honour’, 

‘hard work’ etc. There are many protagonists in these films who have a 

yearning for ‘true love’ and honour. In these stories, the hero and 

heroine often dream of having a sufficient income for an ordinary life-

standard and a small house, in which they and their children can lead a 

modest but happy life. In short, they want to have a middle-class life. 

Arabesk films, however, are different from t \?QoE V U Y�Y+I E U	V ]pQ�S+I V _�U/W
melodramas in that respect. In none of the thirty arabesk films analyzed 

in this study is a scene in which the hero and the heroine dream of 

having a happy home, healthy and happy children etc. in the future. 

These films, compared to L�\�Qq]DQ2S�I V _�U�WrW Q V F�H�G U/W3U Y�T?Z!F2E+s�Y1F/J8L�\?QbY?F2E+I U/V
conflicts between the hero-the heroine and the villain(s) so much that it 

seems almost impossible for the characters to dream about having 

even ‘a moderate but happy life’. In arabesk films, too, ‘romantic love’, 

‘monogamous family’, ‘honour’ etc. are emphasized as the moral 

values, but these films are more hopeless in terms of the possibility of 

reaching or maintaining them. 

  

2.5 Melodrama: The “Democratic” Art of the Modern Society 

 

Gripsrud states that “Peter Brooks calls melodrama ‘democratic 

art’, because it provided its mass audiences with a substitute for the 

traditional religious understanding of life which got lost in the chaos of 

modernity” (2000: 88). The process of desacralization, the 
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abandonment of the Sacred with all its socio-political institutions and 

cultural representations, “the convulsive last act” of which was the 

French Revolution, was a revolutionary process. Ultimately, however, 

the need for a new form emerged in this new era which would 

compensate the lost Sacred:  

Melodrama does not simply represent a ‘fall’ from tragedy, 
but a response to the loss of the tragic vision. It comes 
into being in a world where the traditional imperatives of 
truth and ethics have been violently thrown into question, 
yet where the promulgation of truth and ethics, their 
instauration as a way of life, is of immediate, daily, political 
concern. (Brooks, 1976: 15) 
 

Since its very beginning, therefore, melodrama has consisted of both 

revolutionary and conservative implications; but, Brooks holds, 

melodrama is in all cases radically democratic, striving to make its 

representations clear and legible to everyone. “We may legitimately 

claim that melodrama becomes the principal mode for uncovering, 

demonstrating, and making operative the essential moral universe in a 

post-sacred era” (1976: 15). In such a desacralized and enlightened 

world where holy forces are no longer “the source and guarantor of 

ethics” (Brooks, 1976: 18), melodrama depicts a world in which 

individuals are acted out to preserve or to destroy moral imperatives. 

“Melodrama represents both the urge toward resacralization and the 

impossibility of conceiving sacralization other than in personal terms” 

(Brooks, 1976: 16). So, melodramatic conflict, which is represented 

through struggle between personalized ‘good’ and personalized ‘evil’, 

stems from the need to preserve ‘a moral occult’ and suggests that the 

evil must be recognized, confronted, fought against and beaten “to 

purge the social order” (Brooks, 1976: 13). So, melodrama is 

‘democratic’, in Brooks terminology, because it brings down the Sacred 

to the earth, it sets up the moral universe among the people, in their 

worldly relationships, it represents a world of simple, clear-cut moral 
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conflicts between clearly identified opponents, which all add to its 

legibility.  

Melodrama has always been a popular art. Its generic features 

make it quite legible and appealing for popular audiences: its simple 

plot and two-dimensional characters are easy to keep up with, its 

emotional structure paves the way for a strong identification with the 

protagonist(s), its sensational elements attract the attention of the 

audiences, and, contrary to ‘high literature’ (tragedy, for instance), it 

deals with the ordinary people and their stories. In the nineteenth 

century, Smith remarks, audiences of melodrama were generally 

composed of new urban workers for whom theatre was the most widely 

available entertainment; and, the melodramatic formula full of pathos 

and sentiment has been devised for meeting the expectations of such 

an audience: “a dream world, inhabited by dream people and dream 

justice,  offering audiences the fulfilment and satisfaction found only in 

dreams” (1973: 17). He argues that presenting an innocent man and a 

defenceless woman who are wholly admirable and free from fault, and 

who are persecuted by the villain and dogged by ill-luck in a hostile 

world is the simplest formula to make audiences identify themselves 

with the hero and heroine. Contrary to the complex personalities of 

tragic characters, melodramatic characters are all two-dimensional 

stereotypes who “can be guaranteed to think, speak and act exactly you 

would expect,” and thus who “afford an audience the pleasure of instant 

and complete identification” (Smith, 1973: 18). In the identification 

process, both a semblance of everyday life in the text (human beings, 

environment etc.), and narrative’s sentimental appeal play an important 

role:  

Viewers respond to the medium when its conditions echo 
something of their feeling and their experience; viewers 
become involved in the image as image when that image 
engages them in its workings, when its constitution 
becomes a field as rich and inviting as those that effect 
involvement in life. (Affron, 1991: 99) 
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Melodrama has an apparent semblance of everyday life. Unlike the 

tragic hero, its protagonists are ordinary people like audiences 

themselves. And instead of complex situations that a tragic hero 

confronts in his/her journey from happiness to misery, the characters in 

melodrama involve in everyday situations that audiences are already 

familiar with in their lives. 

  

2.6 Critiques of Melodrama 

 

Melodrama is a cultural form that has been popular since the 

beginning of the nineteenth century, especially among the ‘popular 

classes’; therefore, it has always had an inferior status among cultural 

products. Being a popular form, melodrama has always been exposed 

to the negative treatments which the term ‘popular’ implies: cliché-

ridden, banal, cheap, nasty, blatant etc. According to Landy, there have 

been very few studies about melodrama until recently because of its 

identification with mass or ‘low’ culture: “Low culture has been identified 

with escapism, vulgarity, sensationalism, excess, and exaggeration, 

regarded as corrupting by critics who have upheld the values of high 

seriousness, universality, timelessness, and especially realism” (1991: 

16).  

Although melodrama is concerned with everyday reality, its 

depiction of ‘the reality’ is not ‘realistic’. This is because, according to 

Brooks, melodrama basically deals with what is hidden underneath the 

reality, the unconscious, something more real than what the reality 

looks like:  

The melodramatic imagination needs both document and 
vision, and it is centrally concerned with the extrapolation 
from one to another. . . . Things cease to be merely 
themselves, gestures cease to be merely tokens of social 
intercourse whose meaning is assigned by a social code; 
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they become the vehicles of metaphors whose tenor 
suggests another kind of reality. (1976: 9) 
 

The diffusion of ‘supernatural’ vision into the reality in melodramatic 

imagination makes it a dream world. Exaggerating the emotional 

situations, extreme conflicts ending either in triumph or in defeat, 

extreme villainy or extreme virtue, highly exaggerated sensational 

elements, unexpected occurrances, extremely improbable coincidences 

etc. are all characteristics of this dream world. According to Ien Ang, 

behind the contradiction between the reality and its representation in 

melodrama, there is the impossibility of reconciling ‘desire’ with ‘reality’.  

Melodrama recognizes this gap by raising problems, 
known and recognizable, and offering a personal escape 
similar to that of a daydream: a chance to work through 
inescapable frustrations by positing an alternative ideal 
never seen as more than a momentary illusion. (1991: 
486) 
 

Some critics argue that by distorting the reality melodrama 

provokes escapism. According to this argument, melodrama reduces 

the complexities of real life into simple encounters between good and 

evil; thus, it makes readers/audiences misunderstand what actually the 

reality is. Because readers/audiences get deeply involved in the 

distorted, dream-like ‘reality’ of melodramatic world, they cannot 

preserve the critical distance between the text and themselves, which is 

necessary for reading/watching it with a critical eye. As Ang avers,  

[i]t is difficult to persuade people to take melodrama 
seriously as a cultural form which is a significant 
expression of a lived reality, because, according to current 
notions, it plays on the emotions of the public in a false 
way: emotional straining after effect is seen as its sole 
aim. . . . the plot is so exaggerated and overdone that the 
story becomes ridiculous and bereft of any credibility and 
sensibility. The characters in a melodrama seem to be so 
taken up with their own violent emotions that there is no 
scope for reflection, intellectual distancing and relativizing. 
(1991: 480) 
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The history of the negative approaches towards melodrama and its 

popular/mass audience, argues Smith, is nearly as old as the genre 

itself: “Melodrama, said the Theatrical Inquisitor in 1818, appeals to 

those who ‘wish to be amused without the slightest exertion on their 

own parts, or any exercise whatever of their intellectual powers.’ Times 

have not changed” (1973: 50). However, knowing that melodrama 

presents a world of dreams, how can some critics argue that “[t]he 

melodrama springs from reality, and reality informs the melodrama” 

(Durgnat, 1991: 144)? In Brook’s view, “the effort to make the ‘real’ and 

the ‘ordinary’ and the ‘private life’ interesting through heightened 

dramatic utterance and gesture” is not peculiar to melodrama but it is a 

characteristic of modern aesthetic (1976: 14). Melodramatic ‘reality’ is 

heightened, exaggerated and stereotyped in such a way that it 

becomes a symbol or a metaphor of emphasizing ‘itself’:  

Exaggerated plots can be regarded as the symbolic 
lumping together of the diffuse and hard-to-describe 
notion of ‘life’s torments’ which occur at times in every 
individual life. They function as metaphors for these ‘life’s 
torments’. . . . [Such] plots and situations are dominant 
and generally current as metaphors for ‘life’s torments’, . . 
. speaking directly to the imagination of the public. (Ang: 
480-481) 
 

Elsaesser points out the metaphoric nature of melodramatic imagination 

as follows:  

Just as in dreams certain gestures and incidents mean 
something by their structure and sequence, rather than by 
what they literally represent, the melodrama often works. . 
. . by a displaced emphasis by substitute acts, by parallel 
situations and metaphoric connections. (1991: 82) 
 

Melodrama presents situations “which are structurally similar to those 

we emotionally experience in life” (Kleinhans, 1991: 200), and it fills the 

gap, though temporarily, between the desires of audiences and the real 

life experiences. In other words, “the heightened plot and the 

exaggerated  emotions” in melodrama, which are disregarded by ‘high’ 
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culture “as a simplistic and easy-going penchant for the sensational, 

can in its structure constitute the strength of the genre” (Ang: 480) 

According to Landy, most of the criticisms against popular culture and 

especially against melodrama, which has been high on the list of 

escapist works, has the tendency to use the term ‘dream’ in a “a 

pejorative rather than a Freudian sense” (1991: 17). Popular culture in 

the twentieth century has been accused of reproducing the 

“meaningless consumption [obsession] of capitalist society” because, 

according to this idea, distorted ‘reality’ in popular culture removes the 

masses from their actual needs, desires or struggles. In Landy’s view, 

however, these arguments can be regarded as ‘judgements’, stemming 

from the prejudiced attitude towards ‘low’ culture, rather than ‘analysis’. 

Landy avers that the audiences of popular cultural forms are not merely 

passive consumers, but these texts, “by virtue of their longevity and 

phenomenal success, make contact with the audience and, as such, 

with immediate and everyday problems” (1991: 17). Therefore, the 

fantasies of melodrama do have a substance, i.e., they are based on a 

desire or need coming from real life experiences of audiences. As 

Fredric Jameson remarks, these texts may have, “as their underlying 

impulse – albeit in what is often distorted and repressed, unconscious 

form – our deepest fantasies about the nature of social life; both as we 

live it now, and as we feel in our bones that it ought rather to be lived” 

(qtd. in Landy, 1991: 17). The dream world of melodrama does not 

contradict reality, but it is constituted within it. It is not argued here that 

the melodramatic texts can never be manipulative at all, but it is rather 

argued that “they are not total distortions of human needs and desires” 

(Landy, 1991: 17). Moreover, while commenting on the criticisms by 

Italian neorealists who associate melodramatic cinema with fascism in 

the post-World War II period, Landy remarks that melodrama, ironically 

in a sense, “often came closer to dramatizing the contradictions of 

immediate life under fascism than many realist texts” (1991: 20).  
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Personalization of conflicts in melodrama, according to some 

critics, is another point which is responsible for its escapism. However, 

the world of melodrama has an ambiguous structure in that respect. 

Although the plot is all about the personal story of the hero and/or 

heroine, melodramatic characters do not have any power in determining 

their actions. As mentioned before, they do not act but ‘acted out’. 

Therefore, personalization in melodrama is not the same as 

individualization. Melodramatic characters can even be regarded as 

mere ‘bodies’ that are acted out as the most important signifier in 

melodrama:  

Melodrama constantly reminds us of the psychoanalytic 
concept of ‘acting out’: the use of the body itself, its 
actions, gestures, its sites of irritation and excitation, to 
represent meanings that might otherwise be unavailable 
to representation because they are somehow under the 
bar of repression. (Brooks, 1994: 19) 
 

The embodiment of melodramatic situations through presenting the 

conflict between personalized ‘good’ and personalized ‘evil’, on the one 

hand, stems from, as stated previously, “the impossibility of conceiving 

sacralization other than in personal terms” in the modern, enlightened 

world; but on the other hand, it can be regarded as a popular reaction 

which reveals the refusal  

to understand social change in other than private contexts 
and emotional terms. In this, there is obviously a healthy 
distrust of intellectualization and abstract social theory – 
insisting that other structures of experience (those of 
suffering, for instance) are more in keeping with reality. 
(Elsaesser, 1991: 72) 
 

In private contexts, the danger of ignoring “the properly social and 

political dimensions” of the social crisis and their causality should 

always be kept in mind; however, melodramatic imagination does not 

actually present an individualized vision of life to the audience/reader. 

As Elsaesser points out, melodrama does not pursue representing the 
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unique experience of an individual, but one of its characteristic features 

is 

the non-psychological conception of the dramatis 
personae, who figure less as autonomous individuals than 
to transmit the action and link the various locales within a 
total constellation. In this respect, melodramas have a 
myth-making function, insofar as their significance lies in 
the structure and articulation of the action, not in any 
psychologically motivated correspondence with 
individualized experience. (1991: 69) 
 

So, melodramatic characters do not act according to the individual 

psychological situations they are in, but they are acted out to magnify 

the emotional effects of the melodramatic situation as much as 

possible. The emotional effects on the audience can be achieved, in 

Ang’s view, because these imagined situations are socially and 

culturally surrounded by myths and fantasies which endow them with a 

strongly emotional appeal. “That appeal draws less on the bare facts of 

those [personal] situations than on the metaphorical role they play in the 

popular imagination” (1991: 481).  t[u?vhwDv�x�y�z {�|	}~}1v�z �+���!|�}3|+��|	����v��+��v2��y |�z�z ��|��!|	�?v2�+�8�&y�z�}1�2�����2�7�/|���v
often criticized for having an escapist character because of their 

melodramatic features such as personalization of the social conflicts, 

the role of fate, coincidences or miraculous incidents in the 

development of the events etc. It is obvious that these films do not have 

an overtly political attitude towards the social problems. The problems 

and their solutions take place at the personal level. However, the 

protagonists and antagonists of these films are ‘types’ who seem to be 

representing a social group rather than being individual characters. 

Therefore, conflicts are not perceived as only personal problems. 

Moreover, although fatalism is an unavoidable aspect of arabesk 

culture, these films nonetheless “present fundamental social evils” 

(Elsaesser, 1991: 71), who are, most of the time, identified through their 

richness. Thus, especially arabesk films, as I will mention again while 
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analyzing them, provoke the feelings of discomfort and anger, rather 

than an escapist attitude, towards these ‘social evils’ represented by 

‘rich’ villains. 

Melodrama is also criticized on the basis of the idea that it drives 

the audience into passivity, and hence into conformism to the bourgeois 

social values. The passivity partly stems from the identification of the 

audience with the melodramatic protagonists. According to Smith, we 

see most of the serious conflicts and crises of our everyday lives in 

melodramatic, rather than tragic terms. “[Melodrama] is the dramatic 

form which expresses the reality of the human condition as we all 

experience it most of the time” (1973: 10-11). In tragedy, being 

identified with the hero leads audiences to feeling pity for the hero. In 

melodrama, however, pity for the protagonist with whom audiences are 

completely identified converges automatically into pity for themselves. 

Brooks argues that melodrama allows the audience “the pleasure of 

self-pity and the experience of wholeness brought by the identification 

with ‘monopathic’ emotion” (1976: 12). Departing from this feature of 

melodramatic texts, it has been argued, by some critics, that  

the melodrama has served as an ideological instrument of 
the bourgeoisie. The function of this ideology, as defined 
by Robin Wood, has been ‘to naturalize as eternal truths 
assumptions that are in fact cultural/historical; [and] to 
render it impossible to imagine radical alternatives.’ Thus 
the manifest content of melodrama in Western culture 
works to naturalize the assumptions of the inviolability of 
capitalism. (Orr, 1991: 381) 
  

Accordingly, Noël Carroll argues that melodramas generally are 

‘ideological’ texts, because they naturalize the nuclear family which is 

the basic social unit of the bourgeois society. In spite of the fact that 

“melodrama has at times provided a vehicle for social criticism,” he 

insists on emphasizing the conformist tendency of the genre, which 

“project[s] and unquestioningly endorse[s] the family as the right 

structure for human relations” (1991: 186). For him, ideological function 
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of melodrama operates on the strong causal interdependency between 

a fundamental moral order and everyday events:  

The moral order, or at least the moral order being 
valorized, is presented as part and parcel of the nature of 
things as a causal force or as a regulatory force with 
causal efficacy. In this respect, the particular moral order 
is represented as natural, namely, as part of the nature of 
things. (1991: 189) 
 

As he makes clear in his article, this moral order is of bourgeoisie. 

Thus, melodrama’s conformism, according to him, imposes the 

bourgeois values upon its audiences.  

Instead of directly linking melodrama with conformism, some 

critics accept the idea that extremely emotional language (including 

gestures, iconography and music) of melodramatic texts is in fact a 

challenge to status quo; it is “a register to articulate profound personal 

and social conflicts” (Landy, 1991: 93). The basic premise of this 

position is that moral, emotional and personalized structure of 

melodramatic texts, which appears to be reinforcing the dominant 

values of the social order, also constitutes “an important source of 

pleasure, learning, and even resistance to prevailing social attitudes” 

(Landy, 1991: 15). As a characteristic of popular culture, melodramatic 

texts are not monolithic, but they are composed of contradictions or 

they reveal contradictions. As Landy puts it “[i]nevitably, contradictions 

surface in the texts’ attempts to reconcile irreconcilable conflicts”. 

Because the conflicts in melodrama that are attempted to be reconciled 

are actually irreconcilable in real life, these texts become not only “a 

laboratory for examining the persistence of dominant . . . values” but 

also “the locus for resistance to the status quo. Hence, forms of 

representation are not only the source of repetition, they are also the 

story of change, resistance and even subversion” (1991: 17). Jacky 

Bratton expresses the ambivalent structure of melodrama by 

characterizing it as ‘heteroglot’. According to him, melodrama is 
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composed of contending (extra-literary) languages which “operate not 

only in the [text’s] literary form but in its social being” (1994: 39). 

‘Heteroglossia’ is a term coined by M.M.Bakhtin which refers to “a 

diversity of social speech types (sometimes even diversity of 

languages) and a diversity of individual voices” used in the novel (1994: 

114). However, it should not be confused with a simple celebration of 

linguistic diversity, because the term suggests not only to the co-

existence of ‘different languages’ within a genre, but their co-existence 

in a state of tension and competition. As he avers, “each of them 

permits a multiplicity of social voices and a wide variety of their links 

and interrelationships” (1994: 114). Accordingly, melodramatic texts are 

heteroglot because we see a complex, contradictory or contending co-

existence of different discourses in them. In other words, melodrama 

cannot be confined to only one discourse, but it appears to be a battle 

ground of contending discourses. Like other cultural forms, melodrama 

has an ambivalent quality: 

Cultural works are not monolithic, . . . and it is necessary 
to identify the nature of the mass [popular] culture in order 
to understand the ways that ideology, or common sense 
[as Gramsci calls it], is a pastische of contradictory 
attitudes, geared toward survival. Cultural artifacts contain 
the marks of dominance and subordination in their 
strategies of containment, but they also provide the clues 
to opposition. (Landy, 1991: 18) 
 

Comprehension of melodrama as a style, which is used to express, 

though in a metaphorical or symbolic way, ‘a historically or socially 

conditioned mode of experience’ leads to the idea that it contains the 

complexities and contradictions in the mental and emotional world of 

the lower classes; therefore, it cannot be fully grasped by simple 

formulas which are based on its passive, escapist and conformist 

messages. Departing from such an idea, in this study, I will try to show 

how the class conflict is transformed into and expressed through a 
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melodramatic language, and becomes a constructive part of the 

narrative in arabesk films. 

   

2.7 Melodrama and the Representation of Social Conflicts 

 

Elsaesser’s approach to melodrama is based upon the 

examination of how social conflicts are represented  through a 

metaphorical or symbolic way in this genre. He pinpoints the potential 

for opposition endemic in the structure of melodramatic style by stating 

that the depiction of various social problems, such as the living 

conditions of the urban poor, by some nineteenth-century novelists, 

“while remaining within the popular idiom” became possible owing to the 

melodrama (1991: 72). While Brooks regards melodrama as a 

‘democratic’ form in the sense that it brings down the ‘moral occult’ to 

the earth, to everyday life of ordinary people and it proclaims the 

equality of all people in front of the moral law regardless of their rank in 

the society, in Elsaesser’s account of melodrama, the class conflict 

between aristocracy and bourgeoisie is emphasized as the source of 

this democratic aspiration:  

The villains (often of noble birth) demonstrate their 
superior political and economic power invariably by sexual 
aggression and attempted rape, leaving the heroine no 
other way than to commit suicide or take poison in the 
company of her lover. The ideological ‘message’ [of these 
melodramatic elements] is transparent: they record the 
struggle of a morally and emotionally emancipated 
bourgeois consciousness against the remnants of 
feudalism. They pose the problem in political terms and 
concentrate on the complex interplay of ethical principles, 
religious-metaphysical polarities and the idealist 
aspirations typical of the bourgeoisie in its militant phase 
(my emphasis). (1991: 70) 
 

The stereotype-characters of melodramas of the late-eighteenth and 

early-nineteenth century when bourgeoisie was still in its ‘militant phase’ 

show how  the class opposition is incorporated into these texts. 
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Elsaesser states that “even if the form might act to reinforce attitudes of 

submission, the actual working out of the scenes could nonetheless 

present fundamental social evils” (1991: 71). “[In] the popular moral 

vision of early nineteenth century [melodramas],” the virtuous heroine 

was “threatened with a fate worse than death by an upper-class 

[aristocrat] villain,” and then she “settled into happy domesticity with a 

solidly respectable young man, with whom she also, coincidently, was 

in love, thus neatly affirming the nineteenth-century middle-class 

values” (Cawelti, 1991: 34-35). So, the villain, the worldly enemy of the 

‘divinely appointed morel order’ of melodrama, is from the upper-class, 

which was aristocracy in that period. The hero and heroine were, on the 

other hand, respectable and virtuous middle-class members, i.e., 

bourgeoisie. As Grimsted puts it there is always an inverse relationship 

between class and virtue in melodrama (1994: 206); that is, the 

antagonist, the evil-doer is from the upper-class in society, whereas the 

virtuous hero and/or heroine’s rank in the social order is lower. Prior to 

the triumph of bourgeoisie, the typical melodramatic villain was an 

aristocrat. In the early twentieth century melodramas, however, “the 

aristocratic seducer was transformed into the figure of the selfish 

capitalist” (Cawelti, 1991: 41). This can be regarded as a notable point 

which pinpoints how changes in class positions due to the social 

transformations influence melodramatic imagination: the class conflict 

between aristocrats and lower classes in pre-capitalist period 

transforms into the conflict between new classes shaped under the 

social conditions of the capitalist era. While commenting on the 

heteroglot language of melodrama, Bratton states that heteroglossia of 

the genre was inevitable because these texts (mostly plays), which 

were based on a middle-class morality in the nineteenth century, were 

seen mostly by “a pleasure seeking,” “predominantly working-class 

audience” (1994: 44). As a result of the expectations of these 

audiences, melodramatic texts started to be influenced by the everyday 
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life (conflicts, afflictions, desires etc.) shaped through the capitalist 

social order. Daniel Gerould analyzes “one sub-genre of melodrama” 

what he calls “revolutionary melodrama,” which germinated “in both 

nineteenth-century French and twentieth-century Russian theater” 

(1994: 185). Even though Gerould refers to ‘revolutionary melodrama’ 

as a sub-genre, he thinks that  

it reveals something fundamental about the nature of the 
genre. Since the poor and downtrodden are its 
protagonists of choice, melodrama tends to favour the 
cause of the dispossessed rather than of those in power, 
even when its plot structure ultimately brings about 
accommodation to the reigning order. Thus melodrama’s 
central theme of oppressed innocence has regularly been 
perceived as an incitement to rebellion against tyranny by 
audiences suffering similar victimisation. (1994: 185) 
 

This rebellious side of melodramatic attitude reveals itself in its ‘myth-

making function’ which, stems from the impossibility of reconciling the 

socially and culturally restricted desires with reality.  

Two of Lévi Strauss’s insights are specially provocative: 
that a dilemma (or contradiction) stands at the heart of 
every living myth, and that this dilemma is expressed 
through layered pairs of opposites which are 
transformations of a primary pair. The impulse to construct 
the myth arises from the desire to resolve the dilemma; 
but the impossibility of resolving it leads to a crystal-like 
growth of the myth through which the dilemma is 
repeated, or conceived in new terms, or inverted – in 
short, subjected to intellectual operations that might 
resolve it or attenuate its force. (Eckert, 1991: 214) 
 

In other words, the contradictions or dilemmas, though in a ‘displaced4’ 

manner, occupies “at the heart of” melodrama’s dream-like world. 

Melodrama has a metaphorical language. All melodramatic elements 
                                                
4 ‘Displacement’ is a Freudian term which refers to “the substitution of an acceptable 
object of love, hate etc., for a forbidden one” (Eckert: 217). The displacement of desire 
in melodrama arising out of its attempt to reconcile the irreconcilable “depicts the 
return of the repressed, in the Freudian sense,” according to Kleinhans (1991: 201). 
Likewise, Laura Mulvey regards melodrama as “the terrain of the ‘unspeakable’ ” 
(1994: 122), within the same context. So, it is possible that fantasies in melodramatic 
texts, just like dreams, indicate readers’s/audiences’s repressed desires or aversions. 
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can be considered personalized and metaphorical embodiments of the 

social conflicts because, as Elsaesser avers,  

the element of interiorization and personalization of 
primarily ideological conflicts, together with the 
metaphorical interpretation of class conflict as sexual 
exploitation and rape, is important in all . . . forms of 
melodrama, including that of the cinema. (1991: 71) 
 

In the same manner, while commenting on Elsaesser’s approach to 

melodrama, Pam Cook states that “the focus on individuals as the site 

of sexualized class conflict [allows melodrama] to present social 

struggle and change explicitly, and, depending on historical and social 

context, criticise the status quo” (1991: 249).  

In most instances, as Landy remarks, the struggle in melodramas 

represents social conflicts which stem from sexual, racial and/or class 

power and domination (1991: 45). Therefore, in tune with the 

dichotomized world of this genre or style, we expect to see the 

representation of these social dilemmas or contradictions in the form of 

layered binary oppositions or paradigmatic relationships between 

different genders, races or classes in all melodramatic texts although 

they are produced in different socio-cultural contexts. However, there 

are also peculiarities in melodramas of the different countries in terms 

of the composition of these layered oppositions. For instance, the 

excessive use of the ‘poor- �&� �������?���!����� �����X�������D���+�X� ���	� �1��� ¡��	�!���3��¢
and arabesk films, I think, is an important characteristic of the Turkish 

melodramas which separate them from Western, particularly Hollywood, 

melodramas. Hollywood, as in most of other Third-World countries, has 

been highly effective on the development of melodrama, the most 

popular genre of the cinema industry in Turkey. Therefore, in order to 

understand the peculiar characteristics of the Turkish melodramas as 

regards which social conflicts gain ascendancy compared to the others 

in these films, a crude comparison between them and the American 

melodramas seems especially meaningful.  According to Gaines, the 
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main paradigm in “classical Hollywood narrative cinema” (1992: 1) is 

related to the patriarchal structure of the society.  She states that the 

main approach to the Hollywood classical narrative “understands [it] as 

[a] patriarchal form” (1992: 2). Because the gender conflict constitutes 

the most obvious binary opposition in these films, she holds, Hollywood 

cinema is criticized first on the basis of this paradigm and “classical 

narrative is said to be a form so powerful that its aesthetic devices are 

able to reinforce gender positions in society” (1992: 1). Not only critics 

of Hollywood, but also of other Western melodramas deal in their 

studies heavily with gender conflict rather than class conflict. Since its 

very beginnings, most of the melodramas are accepted to be “directed 

to an essentially female audience,” in which the heroine is represented 

as the victim of society (Bourget, 1991: 429-430). According to 

Kleinhans, to better understand melodrama, the development of the 

family under capitalism has to be examined because “bourgeois 

domestic melodrama emerges with the ascension of capitalism” and it 

deals with the family (1991: 198). By drawing upon Engels, Kleinhans 

mentions that, contrary to the precapitalist social formations in which 

economic and social life were not splitted, under capitalism, the family 

has become the primary site of reproduction, “the central area of 

personal life, a place of respite from productive life, from the alienated 

labor,” in which meaning and purpose of life are constructed (1991: 

198); and, being the primary institution for personal happiness and 

fulfillment, “the family becomes a center of subjectivity, cut off from the 

world of action and decisions” (1991: 199). Kleinhans argues that this 

historically specific form (the contemporary family) supplies the raw 

material of melodrama because of a basic contradiction: “Under 

capitalism people’s personal needs are restricted to the sphere of the 

family, of personal life, and yet the family cannot meet the demands of 

being all that the rest of society is not” (1991: 200). The chief actors of 

this emotional trap are women. Because the family is the basic 
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institution for personal regeneration, to protect  its order is very crucial 

for the capitalist system. And, the major part of this role (protecting the 

family order) is of woman, who must sacrifice herself, if necessary, for 

the sake of this order.  

One of the most persistent structures in bourgeois 
domestic melodrama is the pattern of a woman sacrificing 
her own goals – which may be defined as personal 
achievement, a career, happiness, independence – for the 
happiness of another person. (Kleinhans, 1991: 201) 
 

The portrait of woman in melodramas has changed depending on the 

socio-cultural developments. For instance, the “tender fragile woman” of 

nineteenth-century Victorian melodrama (Smith, 1973: 21) has been 

replaced by a less submissive and even a bit wild one in the twentieth 

century. And even “the divorcée, the promiscuous and the prostitute” 

started to be “treated with considerable symphathy and understanding” 

in melodramatic narratives at the beginning of the twentieth century; 

however, “the purity and gentility” which were “so important to the 

traditional feminine ideal” have always been maintained in the 

representation of melodramatic heroine (Cawelti, 1991: 42). Thus, since 

its very beginning, the contradiction between socially insisted 

expectations and restrictions upon woman and her own personality has 

been one of the primary motifs in melodrama. In short, the primary 

paradigm in the Western melodrama has been related to the role of 

women as opposed to that of men in society, and class conflict has 

remained to be a latent content. According to Gledhill, in Hollywood, 

“[c]lass antagonism is organized into sexual conflict” (1992: 148). She 

states that class conflict in American melodrama, is “displaced by an 

overriding concern with gender. . . . The oppositions that displace class 

in American melodrama pivot on gender” (1992: 136).  Especially in 

arabesk films, unlike Hollywood’s middle-class stories, “[p]ower and 

powerlessness are not however confined to gender issues” (Stokes, £;¤�¤2¥7¦§£;¨�©«ª7¬§�®D¯�°+±�²´³�µ�¶�·± ¶¹¸Oº¼»D½�²X² ¾À¿B½2½�Á:½+Â�¶�¯	ÃÄ¶�½	² Á�¶�Å?¯�;¶!½	Æ�± ¯2Ç½�ÂÉÈ�± Á�Á	² ¯
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class families. However, Ye Ê�Ë�Ì Í�Î�ÏÐÏ1Ñ�Ì Ò+Ó�Ô!Î�Ï3Î+Õ?Ö�×gÎ�Ø�Ò�Ô�Ë Ù�ÑÚÕ+Û�ÜÀÝ�Ñ2ÞßÙ/àBÎ+Õ8Ù�á?Ñ
stories of the lower class in contradiction with the upper class” (2004: 

25). The gender roles of the protagonists and antagonists in the â Ñ2Ê�ËXÌ Í�Î�Ï Ï1Ñ�Ì Ò�Ó�Ô!Î�Ï1Î�ÕrÎ/ã?ÓäË�ãåÎ/Ô abesk films are accompanied by a 

primary concern with the class positions of them. In most of the â Ñ2Ê�ËXÌ Í�Î�Ï Ï1Ñ�Ì Ò+Ó�ÔgÎ	Ï3Î+Õ2æ1Ù�á�ÑçÞ�Ì Î�Õ�ÕCÓ	Ë ×�×�Ñ�Ô�Ñ�ã+Þ;ÑçÜ?Ñ�ÙAàÉÑ�Ñ�ãCÙ�á�ÑçÌ Ò�Ø�Ñ	Ô�ÕéèjÙ�á?Ñ
poor woman – the rich man love) is the main point of conflict. A similar 

plot can be seen in the melodramas of another Third World country, 

Egypt, which were also highly effective on the Turkish melodramas. 

According to Shafik “one of the core narratives of Egyptian melodrama” 

is as follows:  

a young and poor white-collar worker falls in love with the 
daughter of his wealthy employer. However, urged by the 
girl’s father and even after his ascent to become an 
acclaimed singer, he gives up his wish to marry her 
because of his own inferior social position. . . . Similar 
motifs were repeated in many other [Egyptian] films. 
(2001: 55) 
 

We can hardly see such a love story in Hollywood melodramas, 

how Ñ+Ø�Ñ	ÔêÙ�á?Ñ â Ñ2Ê�ËXÌ Í�Î�ÏëÏ8Ñ�Ì Ò�Ó�Ô!Î	Ï1Î�Õ�Î/ã�ÓìÎ�Ô!Î/Ü?Ñ�Õ+í^×�Ë�ÌîÏ8Õ·Î	Ô�Ñï×�Û�Ì�ÌfÒ�×lÕ+Û+Þ�á
sad stories of the lovers who suffer a lot from class difference. The 

emphasis on the class difference between the lovers is not the only 

paradigm which provides the Turkish melodramas their different 

characteristic from the mainstream, particularly Hollywood, 

melodramas. There are also some other binary oppositions which are ð�ñ�ò�ó�ô�ò�õ�ö�÷ øCô�ù�ò�úrûXõüö�ý�òüþDò�ÿ+û�÷ ����� �1ò	÷ �2ú	ñ������2ù��/õ�ú	�/ñ���
?ò�ù�>ð&û�÷��1ù���
�ô�ö
which seem quite alien to the classical Hollywood narratives. Many þDò2ÿ�ûX÷ �������1ò�÷ ��ú�ñ������+ù

 

focus on heterosexual couples, underlining socio-cultural 
conflicts on a number of axes: poor versus rich, rural 
versus urban, lower class versus bourgeois, Eastern 
versus Western. . . . In [one of the] typical plot[s], the 
downtown boy would seduce the poor girl from a village, 
the girl would then go to the city, disguised as a modern 
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��������� �����! #"����#$%�����	&'��(*)���)�+,)-��.�)0/21435�'�# �67���,8:9�;#(*&�<�=(,$
2001: 536) 
 

The recurrent use of these binary oppositions, such as poor/rich, 

rural/urban or modern/traditional, in the Turkish melodramas as 

opposed to the Hollywood, is related to the socio-cultural developments 

that Turkish society has experienced throughout the modernization 

process. The use of these paradigms, especially the emphasis on the >?  ��A@=��� �?�B �>�>? C�� &D�  ��#$%�E�F"G���IHKJL)�M��N O��#"P�����F�����#Q,)7C�(SR=��NE"GCT�.#�#���U���,�
again after the 1950s, shows us the fact that the social conflicts, 

especially the class conflict, which were provoked by the socio-

economic developments such as industrialization, urbanization and 

migration from rural to urban areas, had traumatic effects on the social 

life of the popular classes in Turkey. Therefore, in the following chapter, 

I will consider how the social tensions arising out of the modernization 

process have influenced the development of the Turkish popular 

cinema.  
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CHAPTER III 

 

 

TUR VXWZY\[K]�^G_a`:bacdWZe-fXg5Wh^icdj�kl`nmdo'p�qrfs]tj  
AND THE RISE OF ARABESK 

 

 

The following statements by Meral Özbek as regards the aim of 

her study on arabesk music explain to a large extent my aim of 

analyzing arabesk films in this thesis:  

The aim here is to put forth the response that arabesk 
gives to the modernization process in Turkey into 
consideration; [in other words] to point out what kind of a 
historical experience this response – as a ‘map of 
meanings’ – corresponds to and what kind of a 
relationship there is between the modernization process 
and such a response. (2002: 56, my translation) 
 

This aim consists of not only understanding arabesk culture, as a major 

constituent of the popular culture in Turkey, in light of the overall social 

developments /transformations backed by the modernization process, 

but also understanding the modernization process itself in light of the 

popular responses given to it. As Özbek remarks “understanding 

arabesk is crucial to comprehending the contradictions and 

ambivalences of the project and process of Turkish modernity” (1997: 

212). Therefore, my study can be regarded as an attempt to read the 

history of the Turkish modernization process ‘from below’, to realize 

further how the lower classes have experienced this process and 

attributed their own meanings to their experiences so as to understand 

better the social consequences of this complex and long-lasting social 

transformation. For such a study, the products of popular culture 

provide an extremely valuable source of information. As T u7v�w*xy{z�v�|�},x�~��
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although popular texts, which are composed of many contradictory 

connotations, use some motifs only in order to draw attention to 

themselves, i.e., to be sold (read, watched or listened) in the market, it 

has to be kept in mind that these contradictory connotations give some 

clues about the contradictory thoughts or feelings in the society (2001: 

138).Therefore, Gramsci avers,  

[c]ommercial literature must not be neglected in the 
history of culture. Indeed, it is extremely valuable, 
precisely from the point of view of the history of culture, for 
the success of a work of commercial literature is indicative 
(and often it is the only existing indicator) of the 
‘philosophy of the age,’ that is, of the mass of sentiments 
[and conceptions of the world] prevalent among the ‘silent’ 
multitude. (1996: 313) 
 

As opposed to the dominant ‘modernist’ arguments which 

foresee a linear – from ‘the traditional’ to ‘the modern’ – conception of 

the social developments, the attitudes of the lower classes towards the 

modernization process are indicative of a non-linear and contradictory 

experience which cannot be fully grasped by the modern/traditional 

dichotomy. The popular response to the modernization reveals an 

ambivalent character in which modernist and traditionalist, progressive 

and reactionary, or approving and opposing attitudes can coexist. Most 

importantly, the traumatic experience of the modernization process in 

Turkey by the lower classes can be regarded not only as a national 

identity crisis that stems from the conflicts between the Western and the 

Eastern social values, but it also bears the signs of how the class 

opposition, which gradually increased throughout the modernization 

process, plays a significant role in the representations of their social 

identities. In the Webster’s Third New International Dictionary, 

‘traumatic’ is defined as “of, relating to, or resulting from a trauma”. 

‘Trauma’ has two definitions: “1: an injury or wound to a living body 

caused by the application of external force or violence. . . . 2: a 

psychological or emotional stress or blow that may produce disordered 
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feelings or behavior”. I consider experiencing of the modernization in 

Turkey traumatic because it has been applied by an external force – the 

State – and created psychological or emotional tensions, especially on 

the part of the lower classes. The traumatic nature of these tensions �������,���7���'�7���'�������������E�,���'�����I�0�#�����D�?�i�L������ �������G��� �������������i�#�?�������#�,�7���
films. In these narratives, certain paradigms, such as poor/rich, 

modern/traditional or urban/rural, which contain symbolically 

represented and seemingly contradictory thoughts or feelings towards 

the real life experiences of the popular classes shaped under the 

modernization process, are used again and again. The recurrent use of 

these paradigms is indicative of the fact that the traumatic effects of the 

modernization could not be overcome, especially through certain period 

of time in which these films were quite popular, and, as the following 

definition of ‘trauma’ makes it clearer, they were stored in the popular 

imagination of the social reality. Trauma is  

a moment in time, or string of moments where the 
sensations, emotions, and thoughts are stored. [It] causes 
difficulties for humans as they guide behavior 
inappropriately. [Trauma is composed of] usually painful 
or difficult experiences and [it] creates post traumatic 
stress or disorder. (Peak States) 
 ��� �#��� �����?����7�I� �=�,�����D�,�¢¡��������� ������D� �£���D�������D�7�'�¤�����D�,�¥�L����E� �����

melodramas and arabesk films give some clues about this complex 

relationship between the modernization process and experiencing of it 

traumatically by the lower-class people in Turkey. 

 

3.1 The Grand Paradigm: Modernist Conceptions of 

Modernization  

 

According to Tekeli, ‘modernity project’, which has developed on 

the basis of the Enlightenment process in the Western Europe, has four 

basic dimensions: The first one is the economic dimension, which refers 
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to the industrial society shaped by the capitalist economic relations. The 

second dimension is related to the approaches towards knowledge, 

ethics and art, which are marked by the belief in objective and universal 

truths. Thirdly, “modernity project” gives birth to the ‘rational individuals’ 

who are rescued from the traditional social ties. The fourth dimension is 

newly-emerging constitutional structure, which develops through the 

emergence of the nation-state and representative democracy (2002: 19-

20). The Turkish modernization process includes the developments in 

all these dimensions and the history of these developments goes back 

to the nineteenth-century Ottoman Empire (Mardin, 2002: 49). 

‘Westernization’ and ‘modernization’ are two concepts that are 

sometimes used interchangeably to refer to this social transformation 

process, which has been effective not only on the late Ottoman and 

Republican periods of Turkish society, but also on many other non-

western countries.  Along with these two, the concept of ‘colonialism’ 

also refers to the same process. Although at different stages of this 

process the use of one concept was preferred to the other because of  

some socio-political and economic developments5 or because of the 

analyst’s ideological stance on this process6, I will not dwell on this 

conceptual differentiation and use these concepts as synonyms. I will 

limit my discussions on this complex and long-lasting process by 

                                                
5 ¦,§*¨ª©�«¬©*®§*¯�° ±%²®³h©´³¶µ´²s³A·´©¸³�³¹·¸µ�º´§�° » ³A» ¨¼©�° ½�µ¾¨ª§¾¿¬§IÀÁ» ¨s©�¿¬ÂG¨¸±´° ³Ã±*Ä¶©I°¾³ÃÄ¶©I¿¸²ÆÅA§¾Ä'À:©¬³Ã» §�¿%§¸Å�¿´§¾¿ -
western countries in accordance with the developments towards ‘democracy’, 
‘capitalism’ and ‘rationality’ in the Western Europe were commonly called 
‘westernization’ up to the mid-twentieth century; but especially after the two world wars 
in Europe when the colonies started to achieve independence from European 
countries and realized that the European way is not the only way of becoming a 
‘modern’ society, the concept of ‘westernization’ is replaced by ‘modernization’ (2002: 
15). 
6 While the concepts of ‘westernization’ and ‘colonization’ are mostly preferred to point 
out the political, economic and cultural tensions experienced by non-western societies 
as a result of the transformations and to criticize western countries and their 
‘compradors’ for imposing their values on other societies, the concept of 
‘modernization’ has been loaded with hegemonic meanings that encode these 
originally western social values – representative democracy, market oriented 
economy,  rational thinking etc. – as the primary and inevitable target for all the 
countries in the world. 
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focusing on two points: The first one is related to the top-to-down 

character of the modernization, especially in the Republican period. 

Kaliber states that modernization, which became the underlying 

paradigm behind the Republican discourses and policies, evolved from 

being a part of the project that aimed saving the State from the West (in 

the Ottoman Empire) into being the fundamental ideology of the new 

State which envisioned becoming modern through incorporating into the 

West (in the Republican period) (2002: 107). Especially in the 

Republican period, modernization became a social transformation 

project carried out by the State itself. Because modernist policies were 

imposed on the people in an oppressive way, experiencing of 

modernization more as a social trauma became inevitable. Behind the 

idea that regards this trauma as being experienced by ‘the people’ only 

as a national-identity problem lies the design of the modernity project as 

a radical and an overall social transformation. The second point that I 

would argue regarding the Turkish modernization is related to the 

modernist conceptions of this process. The modernist ideology in 

Turkey dominated not only the official discourses and policies, but it has 

also become a ‘grand paradigm’7, which almost every attempt to 

understand the Turkish modernization has primarily engaged with. To 

be or not to be ‘westernized’! It has been ‘our great question’ not only 

for the politicians but also for most of the nineteenth-century Ottoman 

intellectuals as well as the economists, sociologists, writers, artists, 

musicians etc. of the Republic. By saying ‘our great question’, I would 

like to emphasize that the grand paradigm, which has been regarded as 

the primary source of the social tensions and conflicts of ‘us all’ since 

the nineteenth century, marginalizes or ignores other social conflicts 

that arise ‘between us’. 

                                                
7 It is called “grand conflict paradigm” (“Ç�È®É¾È¬ÊGËªÌ´Í¶Î Ï¼ÐÁÌ%Ñ,Ì´Ò'Ì*Ó¬Ô Õ*ÐÁÌ¬Ö´Î ”) by Kahraman ×hØIÙ´Ù¬Ø,Ú¼Û*Ø�ÜÞÝ?ß�à¬ádâ¹ã�ä¶ß�à¬áÁáIå æ¼ç¬è´éhè�ê5ëªìí¼ëÁî,ß�ä¶ßIï®ß¸ë¼ß�ð ñ¸×¶Ø�Ù´Ù,Ü´Ú�ÜòØ�ó¸Ý4ô
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Mardin describes ‘westernization’ as an approach that considers 

the social and intellectual formations of the Western Europe an ultimate 

target (2004: 9). The need to be westernized arose in the Ottoman 

Empire in order to defend the State against the Western countries; 

therefore, firstly military and educational institutions were re-organized 

in accordance with the modern techniques and necessities at the 

beginning of the nineteenth-century. At the end of this century, 

however, westernization ‘in all spheres of public life’ was of a major 

concern to the politicians as well as the intellectuals in the Empire 

(Kaliber, 2002: 107). Thus, westernization became a social 

transformation project as a whole and turned out to be the founding 

ideology of the Republic. As Robbins argues  

[f]rom the period of the Tanzimat reforms, through to the 
movements of the Young Ottomans and Young Turks, the 
Ottoman Empire struggled to find some accommodation to 
Europe. The social ‘revolution’ undertaken by Mustafa 
Kemal (Atatürk) in the 1920s was the culmination of this 
long process. Turkey opened itself unconditionally to the 
forces of western modernization. (1996: 67) 
 

From the Ottomans on, modernity or ‘civilization’ was considered 

something that should be taught to ‘the people’ by the elite. The views 

of some Ottoman intellectuals and the ideology of the Republican 

modernity project are very much alike in the sense that both accepted 

westernization as a social ideal which had to be brought and taught to 

‘the people’. Modernity project was carried out ‘for the people against 

the people’. This top-to-down and oppressive nature of the Turkish 

modernization caused the people to experience this process more as a 

social trauma. Robbins argues that modernity offers a dualistic 

imagination of the world: “The world [is] divided between the 

enlightened and the benighted. Its Other [is] made to symbolize 

whatever [is] alien to western modernity and its project of development” 

(1996: 62). As a result of the strictly applied modernist policies, the 
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Turkish society was forced to rescue from the ‘Otherness’. Such a 

social transformation project,  

however, is likely to provoke feelings of anxiety and fear in 
the collectivity (Shall we not suffer through our loss? What 
shall we be turned into?). . . . In defence against such a 
catastrophic eventuality, the collectivity will assert the 
possibility of its self-perpetuation, elaborating myths and 
symbolic representations concerned with a ‘perennial 
meaning’ in [their collective] culture. (Robbins, 1996: 61) 
 

On the one hand being forced to leave traditional socio-cultural 

formations in favour of the modern ones, and on the other hand a 

reflexive need to preserve a self-identity against the compulsions 

caused by the foreign – modern or Western – formations of life created 

the traumatic social consequences of the Turkish modernization.  

The official ideology of the Republic, which insistently rejected 

the class character of the social structure, probably exerted a 

considerable influence on becoming dominant of the corporatist 

approaches towards the social implications of the modernization 

process in Turkey. The grand paradigm, which defines the ‘Otherness’ 

of ‘the people’ within the framework of a colonialist discourse by 

constructing an all-embracing dichotomy between the modern West and 

the traditional-Eastern socio-cultural roots of the Turkish society as a 

whole, is based on the corporatist official ideology that considers the 

Turkish nation as a mass in which all classes intermingled with one 

another. As Nezih Er õ7ö�÷#ø�ùûú'ü-ý�ø�ú�þ¾ÿ�� ��� ü���ö�� ö#ù
	 ø��7õ�	 ÿ��ö���ú'ÿ�üûõ�ü���	�ù,ü�ÿ ��� ü
‘Other’ simply as a collective identity in opposition to the West; the 

‘Other’ means ‘the other than the West’ (1995: 182). Therefore, it has 

been generally accepted that the traumatic experience of modernization 

paved the way for a collective, national-identity crisis; and, the social 

conflicts arising from the modernization process have generally been 

examined within the framework of this national-identity problem. The 

reactions of ‘the people’ to the modernization process have been 

accepted to be indicating their need for a collective identity. The major 
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source of social tensions, fears and anxieties have been argued to be 

the reflections of the grand paradigm which emanates from the conflict 

between the ‘modern-foreign culture’ and ‘traditional-native culture’. To 

(be) westernize(d) or to (be) modernize(d) has been regarded as the 

primary source of tension and conflict within ‘our’ society and the 

paradigmatic relationship between ‘west and east’ or ‘modern and pre-

modern (traditional)’ has been presented, by many intellectuals, as ‘our’ 

fundamental social problem; the causes of social conflicts have been 

reduced to the conflicts between ‘modern’ and ‘traditional’ cultures. 

Therefore ‘our’ primary concern has become/is argued to be how to 

prune ‘our’ pre-modern features, which, as Keyder implies, would 
������������������� �"!#�%$�& '���()��*+�-, . /�� 0��-01'324��5��6�)� �7879$��:/ 0+$;��0
���<�>=%?@���*�A�/CB
2001: 157)8. Thus, ‘modernization’ has always been preserved as a 

social ideal. As a result, some other conflicts, although they are 

structural consequences of the social order shaped through the 

modernization process, have been either totally ignored or regarded as 

an inferior problem compared to the grand paradigm.  

I would argue that the grand paradigm, which regards the 

traumatic social consequences of the modernization simply as the 
                                                
8 Here, Keyder mainly talks about the necessity for an economic integration with the 
‘new world order’. This new order, he argues, is determined by the logic of the ‘global 
capital’. The close relationship between the concepts ‘westernization’ and 
‘modernization’ also exists between these concepts and ‘globalization’; and 
‘globalization’ necessitates not only economic but also political and cultural 
transformations. Especially since the 1990s, it is ‘globalization’ rather than 
‘modernization’ that is used to refer to the recent stages of ‘our’ long-lasting process of 
social transformation. Nowadays, we, both as the State and the society, are trying to 
prove that we are very decisive on and quite deserving of being accepted as a part of 
the Europe. For this purpose, on the one hand, the economic structure and policies of 
Turkey are carefully inspected by international financial institutions, and on the other 
hand, some cultural problems, which extend from the necessary changes in eating 
habits (the discussions on the prohibition of consuming offal, kokoreç) to the rights of 
minorities to broadcast in their mother tongues, are tried to be solved. The point I 
would like to emphasize here is that modernization/globalization is still our primary 
concern. Our first and foremost problem is presented to be finding a solution to the 
conflicts between our pre-modern social (political, economic, cultural) features and the 
modern/global necessities of the ‘new world order’. The social problems are still 
understood in light of the old ‘grand paradigm’; therefore, other social conflicts, such 
as class conflict, which cannot be fully grasped by the west/the east or 
modern/traditional dichotomies, remain to be negligible.  
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reflections of an irreconcilable opposition between ‘the West’ and ‘the 

East’, offers a reductive understanding of this process. As the recurrent 
D�EFHG-IKJ3F;L�M%N�O)PHQ�N;L%N�R;O S�TUEVO)PWM�XFZY[F
\�O�] ^N;T TUF�] G�R�L%N�T_N�E4N;PR+N;L<N�`�F
E�a
films point out, the identity problem represented in the popular 

narratives is not limited only to being the ‘Other’ of an outer – foreign, 

Western – power, but it also includes being the ‘Other’ of a domestic 

power. The representation of this inner identity problem in the popular 

narratives indicates how the lower-class people have perceived the 

modernization process also as a class-bounded experience. In these 

narratives, the tension over the national-identity problem felt by ‘the 

people’ as a whole against the West and the tension over the class-

identity felt by the lower-class people against the upper class coincide 

with one another; a class-based reaction might take the form of a 

traditionalist/rural attitude towards the modern/urban ways of life, while 

a collective reaction towards the Western-modern values might be 

revealed through an opposition between the lower and upper classes 

within the society. Therefore, I would suggest, throughout the 

modernization process, the lower-class people, “the silent multitude”, 

identified themselves not only in opposition to the West but also in 

opposition to the upper-class. This opposition neither appeared to be a 

complete rejection of the westernization (that is why, as I will mention 

below, Mardin calls the popular attitudes towards the modernization 

process not ‘anti-westernization’ but ‘anti-superwesternization’), nor it 

turned out to be an antagonistic attitude of a conscious working-class 

towards the bourgeoisie; because, the popular classes on the one hand 

reacted against the social consequences of modernization, but on the 

other hand they inescapably accommodated themselves to the new life 

conditions shaped by this process. Therefore, the social tensions that 

emerged throughout the modernization process did not create a deep 

social split between  the ‘modernist’ upper-class and the ‘traditionalist’ 

lower-class. The modernization process refers to the contradictory 
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articulation of different social formations to one another; as a result, a 

mixed and ambivalent cultural environment, a significant part of which, 

as I will discuss later, is arabesk culture, came into being. What I would 

like to underline here is that class formations constituted an important 

dimension of the reactionary attitudes against, what Mardin calls, 

‘superwesternization’.  

 

3.2 Class Roots of the Grand Paradigm 

 

In his analysis of the modernization in the late Ottoman society, 

Mardin points out the class character of the reactions to this social 

transformation process. As I will attempt to do in this study, Mardin 

makes use of the cultural (literary) products of the period to support his 

claims on the class-roots of the modernization experience. According to 

him, 

[a] little used source for the study of Turkish 
modernization is that of the Ottoman novel. This genre 
which developed in the Ottoman Empire beginning with 
the 1860s is a mine of information about conditions that 
existed in upper class circles in Istanbul at that time. Such 
sources also provide an important record of the way in 
which Ottoman intellectuals approached the problem of 
social change. (1974: 403) 

 
Mardin’s analysis of the Ottoman society depends on a cultural duality 

which is based on, on the one hand, the dichotomous political structure 

– the “ruling group” vs. the “ruled” (1974: 412) -, and on the other hand, 

the economic distinction between “tax collectors” and “tax payers” 

(1974: 423).  

To this basically economic [and political] difference 
between the metropolis and the periphery [who include 
nomads, peasants, and even lower classes in the capital] 
corresponded well delineated cultures. On the one hand, 
there was the culture of the Palace and the ruling elite; on 
the other, that of the periphery, the masses. (1974: 423) 
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Such a dualistic approach towards the social structure of the Ottomans, 

which, according to Ercan, has been generally used also for the 

analysis of the social structure in the Republican period (2003: 628), 

paves the way for the idea that westernization/modernization process 

created a reaction on the part of the ‘periphery’ by which “a decline in 

public morality is associated with an anti-Western outbreak” (Mardin, 

1974: 433) against the Westernized (Avrupaî) ‘ruling elite’. However, in 

his analysis, Mardin also implies that the reactions against 

westernization/modernization in the Ottoman society cannot be fully 

grasped through the framework offered by the center/periphery model 

because in the attitudes towards this process “ ‘class’ origins seem to 

be the independent variable” (1974: 435). Mardin argues that 

westernization was criticized by the different classes in the Ottoman 

society as long as it took the form of imitation of the Western life style 

and private over-consumption on the part of the some ruling elites, and 

these criticisms found their typical expression in representation of the 

protagonists of many novels:  

one extreme of [such protagonists] finds its classical 
expression in Recaizâde Ekrem’s (1846-1913) Araba 
S b�ced-f-g�h (1896). Bihruz Bey, the hero of this novel, is the 
archetypical Westernized fop. The scene of the novel is 
set in the 1870s. In this work we begin to get, for the first 
time, an inkling of the social strains that lurk behind the 
stereotype of over-Westernized Ottoman. ikj#l-m
lonqp�res�l�t�u
satirizes the superficial veneer of Westernization which a 
new class [,the Tanzimat grandees,] has adopted in 
Turkey after the passing of the edict of reform of 1839. 
(1974: 406-407) 
 

Mardin states that “Bihruz Bey types reappear [many times] in Turkish 

literature as persons to be made fun of or despised. It could be said that 

they are the only really solid characters in all of nineteenth century and 

much of twentieth century Turkish literature” (1974: 411). Departing 

from Bihruz Bey types, Mardin argues that it was not ‘westernization’ 

but ‘superwesternization’ (characterized by the imitation of the Western 
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life style and private over-consumption) which was lying behind the 

social strains. For the purposes of this study, the most important point in 

Mardin's analysis of these strains is that the ones who were against the 

superwesternization in the late Ottoman period were composed of 

different classes: “In effect, there was in the anti-Bihruz attitude a tri-

partite alliance of persons of lower class origins who had climbed on the 

bandwagon of modernization, alienated members of the elite and –to 

the extent that their attention was drawn– lower classes” (1974: 425). 

According to Mardin, Young Ottomans were ‘alienated members of the 

upper class’ and there were several reasons behind their reactions 

against westernization (which was led by the Tanzimat reformers), such 

as their being “excluded from the spoils of the Tanzimat”, their position 

to access to sources of knowledge about the lower classes (they were 

“in the lower ranks of executive positions”) which “Tanzimat ruling class 

was less familiar with”, and their eagerness as “social mobilizers” in 

order to “gather popular forces behind their social policies and their 

political banner”. “Thus”, Mardin states, the Young Ottomans “used the 

Bihruz type of criticism of Westernization in their struggle against the 

upper bureaucracy” (1974: 425), which leads him to the conclusion that 

“the anti-Bihruz stand [of these non-elite modernists] becomes 

instrumental” (1974: 441). On the other hand, “[f]or Ahmed Mithat 

Efendi”, the writer of vxw�y{z�|~}���[w����)yCw��k�-���{���@�~w-���-� (1876), “the anti-

Bihruz stance was much more spontaneous” because of his social 

origins (1974: 425). Because he “had suffered from poverty into his 

adolescent years”, for Ahmed Mithat, it was easier, compared to the 

instrumental stand of the Young Ottomans, “to adopt and overwork the 

Bihruz Bey theme and to stress its economic aspects” (1974: 427). 

According to Mardin, Ahmed Mithat “brought his lower class origins into 

his moralism” (1974: 434), and how this morality was marked by the 

values of his class can be seen in the opposition between the two 

protagonists of his novel. R �;����� �����������9� �W���-� ��3����3�:�� ¢¡���£��¤;��¥¢¦:§�
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leitmotif of whose life is “work and thrift. His values are a successful 

blend of Western cultural baggage and the views of the Ottoman lower 

middle classes among whom he continues to live even after his 

successes”, ̈ª©«�¬�«
�®°¯²±�«�³ ´ µ�¶-·¹¸x«�ºU» ®½¼¾´;¿ ÀÂÁ_Ã�®°Ä�Å�Å�Ä�®�» µ~«
Æ²ÇÈ¨>© ÄÉ» ®  

a rich fortune [and] spends his time frequenting 
fashionable spots in the European quarter of the capital, 
gambling and womanizing. The superficiality of all his 
knowledge is repeatedly knocked into his head by his Ê�Ë�Ì Í�ÎÏÑÐ[Ò�Ó Ô�Õ×Ö�Ê%Í�Î�Ï�ÌØÍ Ù�Í�ËÛÚÝÜ�Ì)ÕUÍ_Ü�Þ Í Ú_ÕUÍ-Í�Ü:ß�àâá3ã-ä�åxæ3å;ç-è
é

 
 êªë�ì�í�î�ïñð3ò�ë-ò~ó�ðKò�ô�ë-òkõ¾ö;÷�ø�ùûú�ü<ó;ï�í�î�ý þ�ðÿðó-ðÿðó�ðÉò�ô�ó���ë����ó
ð þ-ü�� þ��9ó;ì ù î í
í�� ó

class which “emerge periodically” in all Ahmed Mithat’s other writings. 

These values, which were advocated by the writer, “were those of 

Ottoman craftsmen (the esnaf class): thrift, avoidance of conspicuous 

consumption, honesty [as well as abstemiousness and hard work]. 

Almost the protestant ethic” (1974: 415). Felâtun Bey, on the other 

hand, represents what Ahmet Mithat is critical of: superwesternization. 

Mardin provides us a framework to analyze the reactions towards the 

modernization process in the late Ottoman society, which were based 

on the class origins of the different social groups who had an anti-

Bihruz stance. Although all these groups collided with one another in 

their criticisms against the ‘superwesternized’ ruling elite without 

actually being the opponents of westernization/modernization per se, 

their reactions were shaped independently by their class origins. That is 

why their alliance “was brittle” (Mardin, 1974: 425). Mardin states that 

because of the class differences, the emergence of some conflicts 

between the social groups who entered into the anti-Bihruz alliance 

were inevitable and these conflicts continued “[t]hroughout the later 

modernization movement” (1974: 426). 
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3.3 The Development of Poor/Rich Paradigm 

 

The conflict between different social groups who were formerly in 

alliance with each other in their reactionary attitudes towards 

modernization process found its expression through the extensive use 

of poor/rich paradigm in the popular narratives especially after the 

1950s. I would regard this paradigm as pointing out the class character 

of popular culture in Turkey. 	�
��������������������������� �!�#"%$&��')(*��+ �!�,���
symbolized East/West opposition through the conflict between 

‘goodness’ and ‘badness’, and to this end, the conflict between ‘poor’ 

and ‘rich’ became a metaphoric representation of this primary 

East/West opposition in their novels (2001: 136). It is generally argued 

that this relationship between East/West and poor/rich oppositions (the 

former as the ‘grand paradigm’ and the latter as the ‘metaphoric 

representation of the grand paradigm’) changed in the ‘social-realist’ 

texts as well as in the ‘melodramatic’ ones, that have been produced 

since the 1960s in that the poor/rich dichotomy has by itself been 

underlined. Although, this paradigmatic shift, which occurred in all these 

narratives, was argued to be on the foreground in ‘social-realist’ texts 

(such as novels or films) as the representation of the class conflict, the 

analyses of melodramatic texts were still mostly made on the basis of 

the old ‘grand paradigm’. What I would argue here is that, after 1950s, 

in melodramas, especially in arabesk films, the main problematic 

became the conflict between the ‘poor’ and the ‘rich’, which provides a 

melodramatic representation of the class conflict, and East/West or 

modern/traditional oppositions became the symbolic representation of 

this social reality. -/.10�23�4�56�7 8:9; 5=<?>@<BA�;DC 5E.;�.F5G!55,.FG�A
-century Western novelists 

dealt with the problems in the newly-emerging capitalist society, the 

themes of the Ottoman novelists were different because the classes 

shaped within the capitalist order and, thus the conflicts between these 
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classes, were not present in nineteenth-century Ottoman Empire. 

Therefore, rather than the class conflict, they dealt with the social 

tensions which were related to the East-West dichotomy and the 

national-identity problem. Nevertheless, however, some writers, such as 

Ahmed Mithat, presented the material conditions of poverty by providing 

the income levels of his protagonists, although the class identities of 

many novel characters in this period were not quite clear and 

poorness/richness dichotomy was used only as a symbolic 

representation of the conflict between East and West (2001: 136). 

According to him, at the beginning of the twentieth century, in the 

second period of the con H�I�J I�KFI�J LNM=O�PRQ&L�MSO%T�USV�WYX[Z\Z�]_^a`�b�T�KFI�J W�`�I!ced  the 

representation of the poverty started in a striking way in the Ottoman 

novel. In these novels, the poorness/richness dichotomy was 

intertwined with the morality of the previous period (which was 

represented, for instance, by Ahmed Mithat), and thus, poorness 

became the symbol for all the good values. The popular literature of the fhgNijkl�m n�oNpqi=g,r�m sStvuxw�y�r{z|g}~o�r��,jFg��u�jF��g�tq����m �����S��kSs%l�m �FoS��m s�p�o��_m �!�_r�o��
material for years, as a result of which many ‘poor but proud’, ‘poor but 

honourable’ or ‘poor but hard-working’ stereotypes appeared (2001: 

137- ������e���h�������� �N��������S� �=���  ���� �=¡N��¢F £ ����S £ ��=� ¤B�{�  !�N�#� ¡S¥¦ ��=�
Republican period used such stereotypes, which they took over from 

the Ottoman writers, up to the 1950s; and the most prominent 

characteristic of these novels was that they used poorness/richness 

dichotomy as the metaphorical representation of the tensions mainly 

generated by the conflict between 'West’ and ‘East’ or ‘modern’ and § ¨�©#ª«�¬ ¨�¬ �®�ª�¯ °x±��©�²&ª�¨{¬ �®=³_�±a¨�´=µ¶³F�·S¬ ª�¯�¯¸¬ ±�µ�¹#º�»�»½¼S¾¿¼�À�»SÁeÂÄÃÆÅ�©�Ç|µ�ÈÉ«µ³q®S�¨
argue here, of course, that the poor and rich characters disappeared 

after the 1950s, but he argues that in these years the poorness/richness 

dichotomy was started to be presented as a structural social problem 

rather than as being merely the symbolic representation of the ‘grand 

paradigm’. These stereotypes were used not only in the popular 
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literature but also in the popular cinema. In light of these arguments, we 

can suggest that in the in the 1960s the popular imagination and 

representation of the social conflicts started to change. The old conflict 

between modernity and traditionality (‘grand paradigm’) now had a 

partner: class conflict. 

 

3.4 The Signification of Class Conflict Through Poor/Rich 

Paradigm  

 

The fact that the extensive use of poor/rich paradigm in the 

popular literature and cinema started after 1950s deserves a special 

attention. In Özbek’s view, the modernist practices of the Republic have 

a monist character, which are based on ‘the elite’/’the people’ 

dichotomy, rather than being based on pluralist cultural policies that 

take into consideration the local, class and ethnic differences; therefore, 

the cultural modernization project of the Republic met with a reaction 

especially after the 1950s when the modernization process rapidly 

accelerated (2002: 40). Here, the emphasis on the relationship between 

class and the developments towards modernization after the 1950s 

seems especially important to me. The acceleration of the Turkish 

modernization in the 1950s is highly related to the economic dimension 

of the ‘modernity project’, which, as mentioned before, refers to 

transforming into an industrial society shaped by the capitalist economic 

relations.  

In Turkey, the 1950s witnessed the germination of the big 

industries in urban areas and massive migration of the work force from 

rural places to industrial cities. In fact, the whole history of the Turkish 

modernization can be read as the history of a socio-economic 

development towards capitalism. As Ercan puts it, 

the economic model aiming at the accumulation of 
national-capital was realized throughout the modernization 
process which, since 1920s, was marked by the active 
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intervention of the State and generally indicated the 
overall transformation of the everyday-life. The process, 
which is defined by the concepts such as modernization or 
contemporaneity/westernization, at the same time 
prepared the substructure for a capitalist social 
development in the country. (2002: 57, my translation) 
  

In Ercan’s view, this socio-economic strategy oriented towards the 

inner-development, in other words towards the accumulation of 

national-capital, in fact tells us the story of how the domestic 

commercial bourgeoisie transformed into industrial bourgeoisie. To him, 

this transformation, which accelerated in the 1950s, caused the 

industrial bourgeoisie to realize further its class interests and also 

caused the conflicts between it and other social forces to become more 

obvious (2002: 59-60). One of these other social forces was the 

working-class. An important dimension which characterized the 

transformations in the capital-accumulation process in these years was 

related to an increasing need for massive amount of work-force. 

According to Akkaya, up to the 1950s, the working-class profile in 

Turkey was mostly made up of the seasonal workers who came from 

different rural areas and considered working in industrial sectors a 

temporary occupation or an additional source for earning money (2002: 

145). In the 1950s, however, the growing need for the labour force as 

parallel to the industrialization in Turkey caused an enormous amount 

of workers to permanently settle in certain [metropolitan] areas and to 

form an industrial-urbanite working class (Ercan, 2002: 64). Thus, as a 

result of the industrialization and concomitant migration of the work 

force to the industrial areas, on the one hand, the bourgeoisie gained 

power and became, for the first time, a separate class (separate from 

the ruling elite) by realizing its own economic and political interests 

(Keyder, 2001: 164); on the other hand, especially with the second 

generation of the migrant workers, the working-class people started to 

realize their class identities. According to Keyder, the first generation of 
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migrant workers re-produced their rural/traditional cultures in the city. 

This cultural formation is called ‘gecekondu culture’. Gecekondu is the 

name given to the squatter settlements in the big cities of Turkey. It is 

generally accepted that the dwellers of gecekondus are mostly migrant 

workers who come from rural areas. That is why the traditional culture, 

which is argued to be re-produced in the city by these workers, is called 

‘gecekondu culture’9. Therefore, Keyder argues, up to the 1960s, the 

social opposition between the elite, upper class members of the city and 

the lower class, which was mostly composed of the migrant workers, 

was experienced through a differentiation between the separate, i.e. 

modern versus traditional, cultures of the two social groups. Beginning 

with the second generation, however, a class-based understanding of 

the social life started to become widespread among the workers. The 

urban and gecekondu cultures were continually mixing with each other. 

As a result of this cultural interfusion, the old problematic shaped 

around modern/traditional or urban/rural dualities was left and the 

workers gained a new, class-based, perspective in their comprehension 

of social problems (2001: 190). Keyder further argues, however, that 

although proletarianization became evident among the second 

generation of the migrant workers in accordance with the socio-

economic and cultural developments, the class-based perspective could 

not gain prominence in the analyses of this period’s social 

developments. For him, gecekondu dwellers’ socio-cultural identity, 

which was established mainly on the basis of their popular anti-elitism 

and their eagerness to preserve their traditional values, was so powerful 

that this identity prevented the perception of the new axis of the social 

reality which was determined actually by the class conflict (2001: 280-

281). Here, Keyder himself seems to be suggesting the idea that in 

spite of their proletarianization, the lower classes did not fully realize 
                                                
9 As I will mention again while discussing specifically on the rise of arabesk, the 
gecekondu culture and arabesk culture are generally used as synonyms by most of 
the intellectuals. 
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their class identities; therefore, the popular culture remained to be 

considered an area on which the old ‘grand paradigm’ was still primarily 

effective. An alternative view concerning gecekondu culture comes from 

Karpat. He suggests a different idea regarding the social origins of the 

gecekondu dwellers: “the gecekondus in Turkey, similar to settlements 

elsewhere in the world, are established not by migrants coming directly 

from villages or towns but by slum dwellers or low-income groups who 

have congregated and settled earlier in the city” (1976: 78). So, it 

seems, according to Karpat, that what is called ‘gecekondu culture’ is 

not shaped primarily by the rural background of its developers, but 

primarily by their class origins. In my view, both modern/traditional or 

urban/rural oppositions and class opposition play a significant role in the 

reactionary attitudes of the lower class people to the modernization 

process. However, the changes in the class formations as a result of 

the above-mentioned developments in the socio-economic structure of 

the country caused the perception of the everyday reality by the 

urbanite lower-class people from a class perspective to gain 

prominence after the 1950s. The paradigmatic shift from the 

modern/traditional dichotomy to the poor/rich dichotomy observed in the 

popular cinema after the 1950s is related to the transformations in the 

class structure. In other words, the emphasis on the poor/rich ÊNË ÌSÍ�ÎSÏ#Î�ÐBÑÒË�ÓÔÐ&Õ�ÓFÑÖÎ�×ØÏ�Í=Ù@ÚxÙ�Û�Ë�Ü ÝFÕ%ÐÞÐ?ÙNÜ ÎSÊ,ß#Õ�Ð&ÕSà�Õ�Ó�ÊÔÕ�ß#Õ�á�Ù�àSâB×{Ë¸ÜDÐ*àÖàSÍSÎ�Ï
between the 1960s and the 1980s is indicative of the class opposition 

as a major dynamic that highly effects the popular imagination of the 

social reality. It is for sure that there has always been non-class 

dimensions of the popular culture in Turkey which are generally based 

on a traditionalist attitude against the Western or urban forms of life10. 

                                                
10 To quote from Hall may be quite illuminating for my perspective about the 
relationship between ‘class’ and ‘popular culture’: “The term ‘popular’ has very 
complex relations to the term ‘class’. We know this, but are often at pains to forget it. 
We speak of particular forms of working-class culture; but we use the more inclusive 
term, ‘popular culture’ to refer to the general field of enquiry. It’s perfectly clear that 
what I’ve been saying would make little sense without reference to a class perspective 
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All these different dimensions of the popular reactions towards 

modernization coincide with one another and partake in the complex 

and contradictory feelings or thoughts of the popular classes about this 

process. What I would argue here is that, as in other social 

consequences of the modernization process, in their everyday lives, the 

lower-class people faced with the class opposition, which became more 

obvious as a result of the rapid developments towards industrial 

capitalism after the 1950s, as a traumatic experience; the traumatic 

effects of class on the popular imagination, in my opinion, found their 

typical expression in the stereotypical opposition between the poor and 

rich char ã�ä�å!æ,ç�èBéSê%å�ëFæ?ìíæî�ï�ð ñFã%ò¦ò*æNð éó�ç#ã�ò&ãèaãNôFóÖãNç#ã�õ�æ�èSö÷ê{ï¸ð�ò?èø  
One problem here is related to the question that on which basis 

the conflict between the poor and rich characters of popular literature 

and cinema can be accepted as the representation of class conflict. In 

the classical Marxist sense, in capitalism the class conflict emanates 

from an employer-employee relationship in which the capitalist utilizes 

the labour power of the worker without giving a just or equivalent return; 

thus, it may be argued that the direct representation of class conflict is 

the representation of such an exploitative relationship. Then, why is the 

class conflict represented in the popular cinema by an opposition 

between the poor protagonist and the rich antagonist who come face to 

face within a story the main problem of which is a love relationship 

instead of an employer- ù,úÖûü ý�þ�ù�ù ÿ�ùNü ����� ý��	��
 � û�� ������ÿ��|ù�� û�� � � � ����� �
Turkey, not only in the popular literature or cinema, but also in ‘social-

realist’ novels Marxism’s emphasis on the economic base and on the 

class roots of the social conflicts were reduced to the ‘poorness’ (2001: 

143). According to Sennett&Cobb, the poor/rich dichotomy is a 

traditional way of signifying the class conflict: “The injustices of class 

have traditionally been attacked on the grounds that the deck is 
                                                                                                                            
and to class struggle. But it is also clear that there is no one-to-one relationship 
between a class and a particular cultural form of practice. The terms ‘class’ and 
‘popular’ are deeply related but they are not absolutely interchangeable” (1981: 238).  
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stacked, that the rich are more likely to be rewarded than the poor, that 

the inequalities of wealth are undeserved” (1973: 249). Likewise, Necmi ����� ��!#"%$'&)(*"�(,+ &-(/.�"�(�"%0 (/.���132�.4&	�65�7 "%08.�7 +9��"#��5�.�7 +6&:"�$	�;�%7 <=<=+���+�$�5>+6&?7@$
Turkey are articulated with one another in a complex manner, the 

imagination of the social area by the poor-subaltern is determined by a 

binary opposition between ‘the poor’ and ‘the rich’; therefore, the 

poor/rich dichotomy stands at the core of how the poor-subaltern 

experience and give meaning to the social relationships (2002: 34). The 

inequalities in a class society is represented symbolically in the AB+�C67D0 E>"�FGFH+�0 ���
ramas and arabesk films in such a way that the poor 

protagonist cannot or suffers a lot to be together with the woman he 

loves most of the time because of a rich villain. The most obvious 

difference between the protagonist and the antagonist or between the 

lovers arises from poorness/richness dichotomy. In most of the AB+�C67D0 E>"�F FH+%0 �6�%�/"#FI"6&'"%$	�J"%��"#K�+�&6LM<�7@0DFH&�NO(�.	+%�=+P7 &'"65Q(�1	"%0@0 R;$	�6(S"%$
independent measure of the poverty, but ‘poor’ characters are identified 

through their relations/oppositions to the ‘rich’ ones11. The melodramatic 

characters are presented as ‘types’ who seem to be the representatives 

of different social groups rather than separate ‘individuals’ and 

poorness/richness dichotomy is apparently (and recurrently) used as a 

constitutive part of these different social identities who are presented in 

relation to each other. Thus, as Elsaesser observes regarding the 

Western melodramas,  the love relationship in the Turkish melodramas 

contains a metaphorical representation of the class opposition. There is 

                                                
11 In a recent study, Yoksulluk Hâlleri, we see that lower class people still comprehend 
class differences through an opposition between ‘the poor’ and ‘the rich’, which is 
quite reminiscent of the representation of the class conflict through ‘poor’ and ‘rich’ 
characters of melodramas, but not through an objective or theoretical measure 
concerning the economic differences. In his article, Ocak explains how the objective 
measures of the ‘poorness’ or ‘richness’, which correspond to the boundaries between 
different class positions, are in fact used by the middle and upper classes, and how 
the lower class avoids using such measures and separate the world simply as ‘the 
poor’ and ‘the rich’ (2002: 92-93). We can see many examples of this dualistic popular 
imagination of the class positions in the interviews with the lower class people, which 
are present in this book. 
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a famous line that was frequently used in the Turkish popular cinema: 

The hero or heroine says to the other that ‘we belong to different 

worlds’. These different worlds refer, above all, to different class 

positions of the lovers. Moreover, it has to be kept in mind that class is 

not only an economic category, but, as Sennett&Cobb aver, it is also 

related to the “issues of freedom and dignity” (1973: 28, original 

emphasis). Then, we can say that the personal stories of melodramatic 

texts, or, in Sennett&Cobb’s words, “[a]ll the dreams of individuality, all 

the anger and accusations, revolve around the issue of a common 

dignity” (1973: 248). In their view, “[c]lass society takes away from all 

the people within it the feeling of secure dignity in the eyes of others 

and of themselves” (1973: 170), but “class constricts the weak more 

obviously in that they must obey commands” (1973: 28). Therefore, 

‘poor but proud’ or ‘poor but honourable’ characters of the popular 

literature and cinema can be regarded as the “metaphors of self-worth” 

(1973: 28) which emanate from the need of the lower classes for self-T�U�VDW X U�Y�W Z%[%\^]`_#a�bcW�dfe=X Z�g U#[ih)Y=U6Y,_�hje egarding the interviews carried out 

with many poor people and published in Yoksulluk Hâlleri that  

to the people with whom we have had an interview, what 
makes poorness critical is related not only to the 
increasing and deepening of social inequalities and 
material poverty, but also to the emotional-symbolic 
violence against self-esteem, which stems from these 
[social and material situations]. (2002: 45, my translation) 
 

Therefore, he adds, the answer to the question how the poor-subaltern 

defend themselves against the ones who have a ‘higher’, ‘superior’, 

‘powerful’ position should be looked for, above all, in honour and inner-

beauty. The claim of possessing something of which the property-

owners are deprived, i.e. the claim of possessing humane values and 

the pride out of that seem to be the most important emotional weapon 

(2002: 47). Against the social consequences of the modernization 

process in Turkey, the lower-class people, who were deprived of both 
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the Western socio-cultural values necessary to lead a modern way of 

life and the material wealth that can apparently supply a respectful 

position in the society, identified themselves through the values they 

possess. As Özbek puts it against the rationality of the capitalist system 

which is based on increasing the capital accumulation in the society and 

promoting individual success, especially in the Third World countries, 

the resistance is organized around the traditional ways of life, which 

continually transform and are re-formed throughout the capitalist 

development (2002: 50). Therefore, the popular imagination glorified on 

the one hand the traditional or rural against the modern or urban, and 

on the other hand the spiritual or abstract against the material or 

concrete. In the Turkish melodramas, it is especially shown that the 

antagonist has a big and luxurious house, a brand-new car, the latest-

fashion clothes etc., and the protagonist has none of these ‘marketable’ 

items. However, the protagonist has some spiritual or abstract qualities 

which cannot be seen, such as honour, honesty, sensitivity etc., and the 

antagonist is deprived of these values. The sublimation of the spirituality 

against the material signifiers of dignity can be considered a class 

attitude through which the poor people prove their dignity as opposed to 

the rich ones. This is a common or popular attitude of the lower-class 

people. As Sennett&Cobb argue  

[i]n a class society, laborers are confronted with the fact 
that they are treated as a mass, as ‘nobody special’. . . . If 
being ‘nobody special’ is not awarded much prestige in 
[the] society, . . . it is a condition which all the nobodies 
have learned to share. (1973: 213) 
 

One can ask, however, that why this popular attitude does not take the 

form of the representation of a conscious working-class against 

bourgeoisie in these films. We really do not see a ‘conscious’ and 

determined struggle of ‘the poor’ against ‘the rich’ in these narratives. 

Moreover, some poor characters may not be ‘good’ and not all rich ones 

are pr k�l3k%m3n=k�oqp�lsr@t	p6o%uwvyx�z�k|{Bk�}6~D� �>p����Hk�� ��o���p#�Ip�lSp%m	ojp%��p%t�k�l�����~@�D�Hl
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cannot, of course, be regarded as the manifestations of a conscious 

working class. However, it does not mean that class opposition is totally 

absent. On the contrary, it became an indispensable part of the 

melodramatic texts after the 1950s. I think one error comes from 

thinking class as a ‘thing’ which people directly experience and 

conceptualize as a concrete phenomenon. Class is actually an 

analytical, rather than an ontological, concept. There cannot be one 

‘correct’ way of representing it. People experience it together with other 

social problems that they confront in their everyday lives. Therefore, 

class issues coincide with other social issues in the popular 

imagination. Sennett&Cobb argue that “class as a problem of day-to-

day existence rather than as an abstraction, creates a hidden content in 

a wide variety of social issues” (1973: 148). That is why in the Turkish 

popular cinema class appears only through the accompaniment of other 

social paradigms such as modern/traditional or urban/rural. From its 

beginning on, modernization process was experienced as a cultural 

trauma by ‘the people’, which revealed itself by the opposition between 

modern and traditional values. After the 1950s, however, when a 

massive amount of labour force from rural areas permanently settled in 

the big cities, class dimension of this traumatic experience became 

more apparent. These migrant workers, who came from different ethnic 

or local backgrounds, as well as other lower-class people who had 

formerly settled in the cities had a common source of their injuries: their 

class position. That is why in the Turkish popular cinema of the 1960s 

poor/rich dichotomy appeared to be one of the dominant paradigms, 

along with others, which pointed out the common thoughts or feelings of 

the lower-class people concerning the social reality they confronted 

with. 
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This is partly because “the melodramatic mode runs across almost all À�Á%Â Ã=Á�Ä3ÅÇÆ�È�É/Ê�Á¬Ë�Ì Ã�Í>Î Ä6ÊÐÏ�Æ�Ï6Ì�Ñ Ò%ÃÔÓ�Î@Â3Á9ÕIÒ|Ö¡×�Ã�Ø Æ6Ù Ò%Â�ÚBÛÝÜ%ÍÞÉ�ß�Ã�Í�àâá�ã�ãåä�æ�ç�è�é6êìë
Even the daily-use of the term ‘Turkish film’, which has strong mocking 

implications, refers actually to the Turkish melodramas, which means 

that if there is any special characteristic of the Turkish cinema, it has í Á6Á9ÂîØ Á6É,Á9Ã�ÕcÎDÂ	Á�Ø í>ï ÕHÁ�Ñ Æ6Ø�Ã�Ò�ÕHÒ6Ä�ë�Ë`Ê3ÁðÈ¡ÎDÃ=Ä)ÉñÈ�ÎDÑ@Õ Æ�È¹òIÌ Ê3Ä�Î@Âó×�Ã,É�Ì3Ù�Ã�Ì�Ñôà
õ
stanbul’da Bir Facia- ö	÷�ø3ù  (1922),  was a melodrama and it is accepted 

as one of the prototypes of this genre in the Turkish cinema 

(Scognamillo, 1998: 66). The first sound motion picture, ú�û�ü�ý�þ�ÿ�� ������	�
�������������
(1931) was also a melodrama (Scognamillo, 1998: 74). 

The first country film, ���
�
��� ��� ��!"��#$�&%(')��*+%,.- %0/	% (1934-35) was very 

close to the melodramatic structure, too (Scognamillo, 1998: 85). In 

Giovanni Scognamillo’s History of the Turkish Cinema 1896-1997,  it 

can be clearly seen that in most of the films made in Turkey, the 

patterns of melodrama were used. What was the reason behind that? 132547698�:<;>=@?BA�C�D�EGF5H�I	JK2L: JNMOC�F
6LC�PQJR;	6
 widely accepted answers is that SUTWVYX Z9[Y\^]�T_]a`b`c`d`fe gih
VG\KjkV9lnmoX pqg�r9e m^V�[sm^ZutvV�w�e<X x$]YTzy|{|}9e l
}ug$m~e l
��gqmBZ

narrative traditions inspired by legends, fairy tales and epopees” rather 

than by, say, tragedy, which emphasizes the inner conflicts and 

transformations of its characters (1998: 265). While in tragedies the 

protagonist is an ‘individual’ who has strengths and weaknesses, gains 

and losses and who ‘acts’ and tries to change his destiny, in 

melodramas, characters cannot “act but were ‘acted upon’” (1998: 266) 

by external forces, including the destiny, just like in legends or fairy 

tales. Apart from the cultural closeness between melodrama and the 

Turkish narrative tradition, another reason behind the popularity of 

melodrama among audiences of Turkey probably is the same for all 

audiences of melodrama: its simplicity. Although it was always popular, 
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[t]he period from the mid-1960s to the mid-1970s is 
marked by a mode of production and film performance 
that is unique in the history of Turkish cinema. Continually 
increasing demand from the audience caused a rapid 
expansion of the film business. While the film directors 
were at pains to reconcile the rules of commercial success 
and personal style, film production increased enormously. 
(2001: 535) 
 

So, in this period, many films were shot, which were very much alike in 

their form and content. In this study, I am concerned with the 

melodramas of this period. ® �	�f�v�9���¯� �$�Y�°�W�Y� �9�G�^�G�_�9��±9�Y¤	�Y�^�G�<� �d�	�9�$�$���$�z±���¤	�G�~� �_�^�����R²9�B�9�z���
melodrama which have been discussed in the previous chapter. The 

stock characters of melodramatic texts (the hero, the heroine and the 

villain), manichaeanism, realization of the poetic justice, personalization 

or internalization of the social conflicts, an emotional atmosphere, 

exaggerations (miraculous coincidences, accidents etc.) and a middle-�
� ���$�³�_�G�^����� �"�´�Y�B�q�G�¯�µ�9�B�����Y¤	�f�¯¤q�_�����¶�����R�
�·�v�9���<� ���G� �W�Y� ���Y�^�Y�W���9¡
However, there are also distinctive characteristics of these films the 

most important of which is related to the extensive use of the poor/rich 

paradigm. In these films, the narrative is constructed in such a way that 

all events are presented from the perspective of the poor. The world of 

the poor is considered superior to that of the rich in these films. Maktav 

argues that in popular cinema ‘poorness’ had always been used as a 
¸W¹Yº »�¼�½^¾�¸_¾�¿~À Á�¹Gº ¹�¸|¹YÂ�¿oÃ´Ä »�ÅÆ¹�Ç	¹G½ÉÈÊ½B¹�¸zÀ<Â�À Ë	Á�¹YÂ�¿·»�Ì´ÍOÎ�½oÏÐ¹9Ñ
Ò ËÓ½B¹Y¸_¾G½oÏÐË
regarding the popular literature, the poor and rich stereotypes of the 

Ye Ñ�À<º Ô$¾Y¸Õ¸W¹Gº »9¼G½^¾G¸_¾9Ë9È�À�Â�Ö9À ËfÇ9À ¹$ÅWÈ×¾9Án¿~Ø
¾Gº¯º Ùd¾GÚ�Ú
¹�¾�½^¹9¼�¾�¿O¿oÖ�¹�¹YÂ	¼�»�Ì7¿~Ö	¹
1950s (2001: 163). As mentioned before, the changes in the class 

structure of the society as a result of the socio-economic 

transformations in this phase of the modernization process were quite 

influential in the emergence of these stereotypes. Moreover, the 
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ÛBÜ�Ý�Þ�Û~ÛBÜ�ß�àvÞ	á�Übâ�ã ä
â�â�Û"åUÛ~æ Ý
çbä�è�Û^è�é�æ êYëìæ<ßcëWèYß$íîvÜ9ï�æ¯ð ñ$èYë°ëWÜYð â9éGÛ^èGë_è9ázèGß	é
arabesk films is indicative of the fact that class issues created traumatic 

effects on the popular imagination. However, in Maktav’s view, the 
ä
â�âYÛ"åoÛ~æ Ý
çòä	èYÛ^è�é�æ êYëôóöõµç�æ Ý
çb÷
Ü�Ý$èGë|Ücà~ç	Übání�ëz÷	âYð9â
ã@àRç
Ü+î Ü9ï�æ�ð ñ$èGë°Ý
æ<ß	ÜYë_è�ø
in the 1960s (2001: 163), was not provoked by the class conflict. He 

states that  

the Turkish cinema, to a great extent, was nourished by 
the Kemalist ideology; regardless of the story, in the 
background of every film a social model which was in tune 
with the ‘populism’ [ù�ú
û<ü
ý	þû"þü ] principle of the Republican 
People’s Party [CHP] was represented. Until the 1980s, 
when the prime minister of the period Turgut Özal said 
that ‘I admire the rich’, the Turkish cinema admired ‘the 
poor’ and advocated the poor hero in its emotional world; 
it treated the poor and poorness based on this 
[corporatist] utopia [of Kemalism] until the end of the 
1970s. (2001: 161-162, my translation) 
 

So, Maktav argues, the development of the Turkish cinema is closely 

related to the changes in the hegemonic, official ideology. For him, until 

the 1980s, the popular films reflected corporatist ideology of the 

Kemalist modernization project, which was based on the claim that the 

Turkish society was a harmonious whole and there was/could be no 

class conflict in this society.  Maktav argues that “the social model” 
ÿ������������
	����������������� ����������� ÿ������ �!��"#� "%$ &�� ��'�����(�*)�� ",+���)�vÿ-��.�,��ÿ-���.� + ial 

ideology, according to which “there are classes in the Turkish society, 

but not class conflict” (2001: 163). These films, he argues, always 

presented a social background in which we see the peaceful 

collaboration of ‘our’ poor and rich people, which is the picture of “the 

modernizing Turkey” (2001: 164). Thus, he implies, although the 

different classes were present, the conflict in these films was not related 

to the class conflict, but rather it was related to the cultural tensions of 

the modernization process which show themselves ultimately in the 

dichotomy between East and West. “In the popular films, the poor 

represent Anatolia whereas the rich represent the West ‘which 
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contradicts our traditions’” (2001: 166). However, Maktav adds, it does 

not mean that Y /10�2�3 4,5 6768/ 3 9�:�;�5 6!5�<=5>;�/#?�;.2 @.2 ?,5 319-AB@DC�/FE�9>G�;�H1/19>2 <�2 /�5�I�:
its western life style; in these films, the badness is so much 

personalized that, regardless of their class origin, bad people are 

always bad.  Although the ‘bad characters’ do most of the time belong 

to the upper class, the ‘good rich’ characters are also present in these 

films. Maktav implies that the anti-superwesternization attitude and 

Bihruz Bey types of the Ottoman novels were transformed into most of 

@DC�/KJ�/�0�2L3 4�5 6 68/�3 9�:�;M5 6!5�<�N�2LIPOQC12 ?-C>NR5�?,?�9 ;�:�2�I�H to him, ‘the rich’ are 

presented to be ‘bad’ only when they imitate the Western habits and 

their determination to become rich turns out to be a greed for more and 

more money; they are ‘good’ characters as long as they do not forget 

the traditional social values although they benefit from the modern life. 

Therefore, in his view, what is criticized in these films is not ‘richness’ or 

‘westernization’ per se, but over-consumption and, what Mardin calls, 

superwesternization (2001: 166-167). For Maktav, although “poverty 

talk” (“S�T�U�V�W,XLXYW�U[Z�\�Z�]�^ S�_>`ba ”) was always one of the favourite themes in 

the popular cinema, these films did not problematize poverty.  

At the end of the popular films, which are produced on the 
basis of the poor/rich opposition, the poor heroes either 
become rich or, by experiencing a reunion motivated by 
‘love’ (this reunion may take place as a result of dying or 
two poor lovers may come together when the rich villains 
have been got rid of), they make the poorness/richness 
opposition invalid or meaningless. (2001: 165) 
 

Maktav argues that we see the ‘realistic’ representation of the poverty in 

‘social-realist’ (‘toplumcu gerçekçi’) films of the 1960s and the 1970s but 
c-d-egf�che.i�j=k�j�l�fLm n,o>pqp8j�m d�r�s�o�p!o�t=u�v1w1wyx�z{x}|�~>���1��i1f t�r f t�e.fLc-��eDf d>c�i�j#p!o ��j�t
between melodramatic and ‘realistic’ films also paves the way for an 

implicit argument that the representation of the poor/rich dichotomy in 
eDi�j�kgj�l�fLm n,o>p p8j�m d�r�s�o p8o�t�i�o�t�c-d-e�i�fLc���e�d�r o with the class conflict. � o���e�o���� t�o>���1s�d�o1�-i�e�d��Ro>s�r�t!eDi�j�k�j�l�f�m n�o�p�p�j�m d�r sMo p!o�thf t!� �1f ebj=t�fLp(fLm o�sye�d
the Western critiques of melodrama. Like his arguments about the 
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Ye ���L� ����� �8��� ���� �� �!��¡�¢R£¤��¡�¥b�� .¦§��¨��>��©�� ��¡ª��«[�8��� ���� M� �8�¬-�-®��q¯�����¦
generally criticized, as I have mentioned in the previous chapter, on two 

bases: their personalization of the social conflicts and distortion of the 

reality. Thus, in Maktav’s view, Orr’s following claim as regards the 

£°��¡�¥��  �¦��8��� ���� ��>�!�F� ¡�®-�>�L� ��«��  �¥.¬��=±g�����L� �,�>�7����� ���� �� �!��¡1¢���¡!£¤� �L�³²�´M¥.¬��
melodrama has served as an ideological instrument of the bourgeoisie” 

(1991: 381). µ � ¶�¥��-®�· ¡¸� ©�©1 ����1¹-¬�¥��,£¤�> ��1¡K¥D¬-�¸±�������� ����� �8��� ���� ����8��¡ª� ¡�� � ¡,�
shared by many other critics. As I will mention below, his arguments are 

quite reminiscent of the arguments regarding arabesk culture, as well. 

His claims can be summarized as follows: Firstly, the main paradigm in ºD»�¼¾½�¼�¿�ÀLÁ Â�Ã�ÄÅÄ�¼�Á Æ�Ç È�Ã�Ä!Ã�É¾À É'È�¼�Á Ã�º�¼�Ç
º�ÆFºD»�¼'Ê�È�Ã Ë-ÇÍÌ�Ã ÈMÃ�Ç�À Ê�ÄhÎ�ÏÐ¼�Ñ,Æ Ë-Ç�Á Ò�Ó
Ô�Õ�Ö�×�Ø Ù�Ú�Û Û�Õ�Ø Ü�Ý Þ�Ú Û!Ú�ßàÝ>Ü§á�Ü�â=ã�Þ�Ü>ä1Ø Õ Û!Ú�â.× å�Õæã-Ü-ç-Õ�Þbâéè�êRÜ áëâ.ì,Õªí�Ü á,âDÞDÚ>Þéè�î
these films personalize the social conflicts and they end in such a way 

that poor/rich opposition becomes meaningless, so that they support 

the corporatist ideology of the State. It is indisputable that the grand 

paradigm, which may take the form of modern/traditional, West/East or 

urban/rural oppositions, was always an indispensable part of the 

Turkish popular cinema. It was because the cultural trauma caused by 

the modernization process could not be got over for years. However, 
ï ì�Ú�â#ß}è�Û�ä�Ü�ØL× å�Õ�Ýðâ.ì,Õ�Ô�Õ�Ö�×LØ Ù�Ú�Û í�×Lá�Õ Û!ÚðÚ�ñbâbÕ�Þ�â�ì�Õóò�ô1õ�ö�ß1îhÚ�ßø÷�Ú ù�â�Ú-ç
himself remarks, was the emergence of antagonistic ‘poor’ and ‘rich’ 

stereotypes of ‘the Turkish film’. So, a class-based – poor/rich – 

paradigm supplied its peculiar characteristic to the Turkish popular 

cinema after the 1950s. Therefore, it seems highly problematic to 

reduce the para
Ý�× ú�Û!Ú�âD× íðí�ì�Ú ÞMÚ�í}â�Õ�Þ
Ü�ñ¾âDì-ÕÔgÕ�Ö�×

lçam cinema to the 

East/West opposition. Maktav defends his reductionist approach by 
û-ü ý þLÿ�þ���������ý��	����
��
���þLü �,ý>ÿ ÿ�
�ü �����Mý ÿ8ý�����þ ������������� �1ü 
�ÿ!ý��.þ !"
#����$%
 �&�('�)+*,�
is true that in these films we cannot see an analytical criticism against 

the political or economic structure which actually causes poverty to 

become a structural problem in the country. If they would contain such a 
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criticism, we probably could not consider them melodramatic texts, 

because, as Gripsrud remarks,  

one may regard the popularity of melodrama as indicative 
of a popular resistance to abstract, theoretical ways of 
understanding society and history. Melodrama continues 
to present its audiences with a ‘sense-making system’, a 
system which insists that politics or history are only 
interesting in so far as they affect our everyday life and its 
conditions, our feelings – fears, anxieties, pleasures. 
(2000: 88) 
 -/.�021�0�3�465 7"8:9;9�0 5 <�=?>�8:9@8�ACBD.�>&0"EF5,4 G�."BH< I�EJ.�8�BKBD.%0�L"<�>NM%< >O8�B�4 A"BP4 =�0�<:5 <�G�Q

of the Republic tried to make invisible. This was related to the existence 

of classes as well as class conflict in society; these films foregrounded 

the poor/rich paradigm so that the audience came face to face with a 

‘melodramatic’ conception of social reality12 which emphasizes the 

inequalities between different social groups. Although the conflicts are 

personalized in these films, melodramatic personalities are presented 

as ‘types’ who look like the representatives of different social identities 

rather than separate ‘individuals’. Therefore, the personalized or 

internalized conflicts in these films were probably perceived as L"<�9R9@<:I ST>�8�B�.%0�>B�.�8:IU4,I�=�4 V�4 =�W%8�5�M�>O< X�5 0?9�A�Y[Z�BN.�4�I�\]B�.�8�BB�.%0^1�0�3�4,5 7"8�9
melodramas problematize poverty, but, in accordance with the 

melodramatic mode, they represent this problem through the personal 

feelings, sufferings or struggles of the poor heros or heroines. Class L"<�9_0�AT4,I�B�<CX%0 46I%G`4,I@BD.�0�0?9�<�BN4 < I�8 5aEb<�>N5 =T<�c?BN.%0d1�0�3�4�5 7�8:9U9_0�5 <�= >�8�9@8�ARX"Q
being attached to other social paradigms; and, as in the case of the 

East/West paradigm which is indicative of the existence of a cultural 

                                                
12 The language of the melodramatic texts  (compared to the ‘realistic’ ones) may well 
be perceived, as argued by Elsaesser, a metaphorical representation of the class 
conflict, which gives us some clues about how the social reality is ‘refracted’ through 
popular imagination. What I suggest here is that the readers/audiences do not 
perceive the melodramatic texts as the ‘reflections’ of ‘the reality’ but they are aware of 
the symbolic language of these texts, which, as Voloshinov points out in relation to 
every sign system,  “refract [rather than reflect] another reality outside itself” (1994: 
50). 
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trauma, the poor/rich paradigm indicates the existence of a class-based 

traumatic experience of modernization process in society.   egfihNj%klk�m�nNo prqts�u�v�w�xCh�j�kzy%{�{�n}|DnN~ ��j�y%m nOm�� ~ �?� {���h�j�k���k���~6o �"m:�
cinema was started to be used in arabesk films. These films can be 

re
�:m:n&��k��]m�w�m�w����%��k�f�n�k]{���h�j%k���k���~�o �"m ����k?o {�� nOm �@m�w�x��%k���m:�%w�k�h�j�k�p�x

too, had a melodramatic structure. However, in arabesk films, poor/rich 

paradigm was represented in a more grieved, more hopeless and more 

reactive manner than the classical m
k�o {��?n�m ��m�wJ{�� h�j�k_��k���~,o �"m ���

 

 

3.6 The Rise of Arabesk  

 

The term ‘arabesk’ primarily refers to a kind of music which 

“emerged in Turkey at the end of 1960s [and] captured the passions of 

rural migrants living in gecekondus, or urban squatter settlements. . . . 

[This term] later came to describe the entire migrant culture formed at 

the peripheries of Turkish cities” (Özbek, 1997: 211). The obvious 

reason why we call the films analyzed in this study ‘arabesk’ is that 

arabesk singers act and arabesk songs are played in these films. 

Therefore, to provide a succinct history regarding the rise of arabesk 

music, and arabesk culture in general, seems essential before a 

detailed analysis of the films. According to Özbek, there are three basic 

factors behind the rise of arabesk music and culture, each of which has 

a complex relationship with the other two: These are the official cultural 

policies of and the interventions by the State, the development of the 

market forces, and the new life style which emerged in the [big] cities as 

a result of the ‘modernized’ practices of everyday life (2002: 141-142).  

In Özbek’s view, official policies on music were highly effective 

upon the emergence of arabesk music:  

By promoting Western music and Turkish folk music while 
neglecting, censuring, and prohibiting Turkish classical 
and art music or any reinvention different from the state-
sanctioned modes, the cultural politics of the Turkish state 
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contributed to the development of arabesk music and to 
its social significance. The state’s actions have put music 
and culture at the center of the national ideological and 
political struggle since the foundation of the republic. 
(1997: 226) 
  

In 1930s, broadcasting of the Turkish music from radio was forbidden 

for twenty months. The education of Turkish classical music was also 

forbidden by the State. All these official prohibitions provoked the 

discussions about the East/West or modern/traditional oppositions in 

intel � ���t�N�%������������� �������P�R�+� ���� ��%¡����£¢��&�?¤@� �N ��  
from the 1920s onwards a number of new institutions 
mostly aiming at reforms (i.e. ‘Westernization’) in ‘fine arts’ 
and musical education were founded. In the same period, 
a series of institutional restrictions were imposed on 
traditional Turkish music. The increasing opposition 
between pro-Western state policies and the excluded 
proponents of traditional Turkish music gradually 
crystallized into two discursive positions: pro-Western vs. 
pro-Turkish, or, alternatively, modernists vs. traditionalists. 
(2001: 127-128) 
 

Karakaya �g¢¥��� �,� ����¦�� ��§:¨�¨�§���� �D� § ©«ª ¬��O� ©�«�� ��¦%§��&§ ¤J¡%®¥�:©%¯� ��¬ �%���°�N¦����_���
least until the 1970s both scholarly and popular discourses on music 

were dominated by this grand dichotomy (Western vs. Turkish) and that 

its influence is "still very much alive today. Nevertheless, especially 

since the rise of arabesk music in the 1970s, both theoretical and 

empirical limitations of the grand dichotomy have begun to come into 

daylight” (2001: 125). How did arabesk music weaken the explanatory 

power of the grand dichotomy? The answer lies in the hybrid structure 

of arabesk music. According to a generally accepted idea, during the 

prohibition of broadcasting Turkish music from radio, ‘people’ started to 

listen to the Arabian radio stations; and, at the end of the 1930s, 

through the Egyptian films, Arabian music became more widespread in 

Turkey. In Özbek’s view, Arabian music and Egyptian films became 

popular in Turkish society because they were in tune with the popular 

emotions of the period which were marked by “a kind of ‘fragility’ (yetim, 
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±:²�³D´ µ ¶¸·:¹�³»º ¼%½t¶�²�¾�²�³»¹ )” (2002: 154). She also talks about a more 

technical reason behind the popularity of the Egyptian music among the 

Turkish musicians. Because the official policies disregarded the 

traditional and supported the Western musical forms, especially the 

Turkish classical music developed on the basis of the research made by 

the musicians in the market themselves. Once these musicians, who 

searched for composing different songs, met with the popular Western 

music ( ¿�À�ÁÃÂ�Á�Ä�À:ÅÃÆÈÇRÉ%Ê�Â6Ë�Â ) and realized its possibilities in terms of 

orchestration and harmony, they made use of Egyptian music because 

of two reasons: Firstly, the Turkish and Egyptian music had common 

traditional backgrounds. Secondly, because the Egyptian musicians had 

long been producing a hybrid music based on a composition of Western 

and traditional forms, their music functioned as a quite suitable model 

for the Turkish musicians who were willing to make a similar, hybrid 

music in Turkey (156-157). Arabesk music emerged at the end of the 

1960s on the basis of such a historical background.  

Arabesk is a hybrid musical genre which is formed through the 

use of both Western and traditional elements in it. That is why, 

Kara ÌÎÍ�Ï�Í ÐÒÑ�ÓtÔ�Í�ÔÃÕ�Ó�Ö  
[w]ith the emergence of arabesk, . . . [the] discursive 
space [determined by the grand dichotomy] went through 
a crucial reconfiguration. . . . In arabesk traditionalists saw 
too much experimentation and too many foreign elements. 
In contrast, modernists saw too much tradition and too 
little rationality. In this strange ‘object’ both sides saw not 
only the betrayal of their own ideals but also a kind of 
resistance of their basic means of categorization. (2001: 
130) 
 

Although arabesk music seems to escape the clear-cut distinctions 

between Western and traditional forms, we can talk about the 

dominance of the modernist arguments concerning the rise of it. The 

discussions on arabesk, which has been dominated by the grand 
× Í:ØOÍ�Ù�Ú Û Ü ÝOÞ Ø»Ö`Ú,ß�à+Í ØOÍ Ì�Í�Ï%Í:Ð£Ñ6á,ÓãâbÞ Ø�Ù�Ó�ÖäÔ�å�ÕæÛ�Ø�Í ß%ÙæÙ�Ú ç�å�Þ�Ô&Þ ÜJÏ"è�Í Ø&Õéß�Þ�Ô
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limited to a kind of musi ê�ëíìPî°ïíð�ñ�ð òÎð%ó�ð ôgõ/ð ñ&ö?÷%ø�îúù ûüù îþý�ù ÿ&ÿNù ê�÷�ô û û � ñ&ø ô ð�ûÃø
arabesk “exclusively to a musical style, not only because it cuts across 

several music genres but also because it extends far beyond music and 

denotes, more often than not, a kitsch culture in general” (2001: 130). 

Özbek states that,  

[s]ince the late 1970s, various attempts have been made 
to explain the rise of arabesk culture and its social 
significance. In the majority of these explanations, 
arabesk is seen as a threat in its so-called impurity, 
fatalistic outlook, and degeneration. It is said to ruralize 
and contaminate the urban environment. Underlying these 
dominant appraisals is ‘classical modernization theory,’ 
which assumes a duality between the traditional and the 
modern and postulates a cycle that admits a basic 
backwardness of the traditional followed by  a transition 
period in which tradition gives way to modernity. Arabesk 
culture has been portrayed as the product of this 
transitional period – an alien and malformed element 
marginal to society that is supposed to fade away as 
industrialization and urbanization proceed. (1997: 211). 
  

In their analyses of arabesk culture, most of the intellectuals (who are 

composed of sociologists, cinema critiques, men of letters etc.) share 

this perspective provided by the grand paradigm which explains 

arabesk on the basis of modern/traditional, Western/Eastern or 

urban/rural dichotomies; and the modernist attitude lying behind their 

approaches can be easily observed, because, as Stokes point out, “for 

many of its critics, arabesk expresses a negative and essentially 

‘eastern’ aspect of the Turkish psyche about which something has to be 

done if the Turks are to be saved from themselves” (1992: 98). For 

instance, according to Kongar arabesk is “the reflection of a life style or 

culture” the sources of which can be found in gecekondus (1985: 5-6), 

which are “ruralized urban” places where “un-urbanized rural” people 

live (1985: 8); and, he regards arabesk culture as a “social 

disrespectfulness” (1985: 8). Similarly, Evren talks about the “scary 

vulgarity” of arabesk culture (1985: 9). She, too, explains the 
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emergence of arabesk culture within the framework of urban/rural 

dichotomy and regards it as a “classless culture” (1985: 10). According 

to Yavuz, arabesk culture is related to the identity problem that the 

Turkish society has been faced with for a long time. “Who are we? It is 

the solution of the masses to this question which turns out to be an 

East-West problematic” (1985: 25, my translation). Murat Belge is one 

of the first intellectuals who provided a sociological approach towards 

arabesk and tried to throw light on the class character of this cultural 

phenomenon. However, he, too, prefers to explain it on the basis of the 

grand paradigm rather than a class paradigm. He states that although 

‘arabesk’ is the name given to a “kind of music”, this phenomenon goes 

beyond the boundaries of a musical form. Arabesk is “a life style” (399). 

Then he starts to analyze the social dynamics which gave birth to 

arabesk culture. According to him, this phenomenon is “a part of what 

we call ‘modernization’ process” (1986: 400). He explains the 

emergence of arabesk culture through industrialization, migration and 

the emergence of squatter settlements in big cities in the 1960s. 

‘Arabesk culture’ or ‘gecekondu culture’, in his view, was the product of 

the squatter areas, which were settled mostly by the migrant workers; 

they were semi-urban and semi-rural people. They were in-between 

modern cultural values of the urban life and the traditional values that 

they had taken from their rural past (1986: 401). Thus, Belge argues, 

the cultural differences between ‘modern’ and ‘traditional’ ways of life, 

rather than class differences, provided the social dynamics of arabesk 

culture (1986: 408): To him, we cannot say that the group of people 

who listen to arabesk music are the urbanized working class, as in the 

West, but rather they are newly-migrated, semi-urban people who still 

maintain strong ties with their rural past (1986: 410). It is true that 

arabesk has a hybrid quality not only in terms of its cultural 

characteristic but also in terms of its class characteristic. In other words, 

arabesk cuts across not only different (Western-Eastern, or urban-rural) 
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cultures but also different classes. A � �������
	��������� ��� � ��������� �
����� �  "!#!$!
% �
somewhat misleading to associate [arabesk] merely with the poor 

migrants of the urban centers since one of the most common settings 

for ‘arabesk culture’ is expensive night-clubs” (2001: 130). However, it 

still seems possible to argue that, at least in its early phases, the target 

customers of arabesk music (and films) were mostly composed of the 

lower-class urbanites. That is why arabesk is also called gecekondu13 

or &(')+*-,/. 14 culture. At this point, we have to re-consider two 

interrelated questions: Why did arabesk-culture products (songs and 

films) become that much popular among the lower-class urbanites? 

And, does the grand paradigm provide a satisfactory explanation 

concerning the socio-cultural dynamics lying behind arabesk 

phenomenon? 

The grand paradigm, which is based on a modernist ideology, 

paves the way for ‘cultural essentialism’ because, according to it, the 

primary source of arabesk is not the material conditions of life in the city 

but it is the culture of immigrants already embedded in their minds. The 

‘marginality’ concept is often used in modernist arguments while 

analyzing the nature and behaviour of the urban poor. Modernism 

ideology suggests that modernization process is an inevitable and 

natural development, and regards the subaltern classes as marginal, 

anomic or transitory. These classes are left out of the natural evolution 

(both socially and spatially) because of their traditional and conservative 

cultures. Therefore, they maintain a potential to interrupt the 0(121�3 4�5(671�8/9;:=<?>A@CBEDF9HG�IJ5�G�9�>LK 9;MN6OB
PRQ�K+8B
3SK 9UTWV�4�8EV�1�5/9�>X>EG/Q(Q(1(>�9R>XY[Z+9H\/B]9�^
marginals live in enclaves (usually squatter settlements) in which a 

‘culture of poverty’ or rural subcultures prevail” (1979: 60). He further 

argues, however, that “while maintaining their most cherished rural 

values and behaviours, [urban poor] at the same time [adopt] necessary 
                                                
13 The dwelling areas of the urban poor. 
14 A form of shared public transform, which is generally used by the poor who live in 
the peripheries of the urban areas. 
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inescapable result of modernization process. In these views, on the one 

hand, the culture of urban poor is accused of being traditional or 

conservative and of being (at least for some time) a perverse force 

against the development, and on the other hand, the manipulation of 

these people by the rules of modern city life is proposed to be 

inevitable. In this way, the inequalities and conflicts rising out of 

capitalist economic relations and concomitant political structure is 

naturalized and anything contradictory to the prevailing ideas of 

modernity is regarded as simply marginal, anomic or inharmonious. 

What is ideological in these views is the concealment of economic and 

political factors behind the marginality of urban poor. For Castells, “we 

find at the roots of ‘urban marginality’ the state employing different 

policies for different social groups” rather than some transcendental 

cultural characteristics of these groups; however, “the ‘marginality 

theory’ persists, relying on the merger of occupational and ecological 

marginality, and the consequent production of a cultural type, the 

‘marginal personality’” (1983: 189). Contrary to the modernist 

arguments which suggest that arabesk culture reflects the marginal and 

inharmonious existence of urban-poor (which have been mostly 

composed of rural immigrants), what is proposed here is that arabesk 

culture has developed through the efforts of these people to get 

articulated with the city life in every sense, i.e., economically, politically, 

socially as well as spatially. The social bases of arabesk culture can be 

found in the practices of urban-poor who were experiencing the bad 

material circumstances. Behind the suggestion that “arabesk is a music 

of the city and for the city” (Stokes, 1992: 1), there is an emphasis on 

the material conditions with which urban poor are faced. In that sense, 

arabesk culture is the culture of urbanites. Here, the term ‘urbanites’ is 

used deliberately because arabesk does not only belong to the 

inhabitants of gecekondu but it is also shared by other people in the 
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city. “[Arabesk] is a process which has affected everybody in the city, 

whether they are migrants or not” (Stokes, 1992: 10). The urbanites, 

other than the immigrant population of the city, may find it close to 

themselves, because arabesk is not the reflection of inharmonious or 

anomic existence of ‘urban villagers’ but it stems from the efforts to be 

articulated with the conditions of urban life. As Özbek puts it, 

The concept of ‘village in the city’ is insufficient to express 
that ‘arabesk’ is an urban phenomenon. Life on the 
peripheries of the city is not solely ‘anomalous’ despite all 
the problems related to poverty and signification. Although 
there are evident social conflicts, the daily social 
interaction among people is still maintained. The people 
leading their lives on the peripheries have already been 
drawn into the very dynamics of the city. The problem 
does not rise out of slums’ being ‘the rural within the 
urban;’ on the contrary, it is very much related to the fact 
that slums do belong to the city and that people in slums 
are involved in the act of giving-meaning to their 
distressing and confusing experiences in the city. (2002: 
107-108, my translation) 
 

In this passage, another important dimension of arabesk culture is 

emphasized, as well: It is not only affected by the material conditions of 

the city life, but it also reveals a response to these conditions, i.e., it is 

an effort to give meaning to the ‘world’ experienced in the city. 

According to such a perspective, the people do not play a passive role 

in cultural processes, but rather culture is an active process in which 

people raise attitudes and reactions, though in symbolic ways, towards 

the material life they encounter. As Agnew puts it, whereas “for some, 

[culture] seems to be largely symbolic in nature and mental in origin”, 

for others, such as Raymond Williams, “[it] is practical in origin if also 

symbolic in nature” (1984: 5). The emphasis on the practical origin of 

culture depicts not only its material base but its ‘active’ nature, because 

‘praxis’ which lie behind the ‘cultural processes’ refers to the productive 

practices of people. Thus, arabesk culture can be regarded as a 

‘subculture’ in which the sorrows, difficulties and inequalities 
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experienced by urban-poor under the material conditions of urban life 

are transformed into a symbolic domain of feelings and emotions. The 

important point here is that social structure of the city cannot be 

explained from the point of view of cultural essentialism, but material 

circumstances of living experienced under some historically and 

spatially contingent social conditions should be considered. Once the 

incapability of modernist arguments, which reduce the social dynamics 

lying behind the emergence of arabesk culture to an essentially cultural 

paradigm that goes through rural/urban, east/west or traditional/modern 

dualities, is realized, the class-based dynamics of this cultural formation 

can be seen more easily. 

Arabesk has a class-based effect not only on the part of the 

urban poor who are generally associated with this phenomenon, but 

also on the part of the upper class and intellectuals who raise a 

negative attitude towards it. This is because of the fact that class is not 

only an economic category, but cultural differences also have a class 

dimension. By drawing on Belge, Özbek states that cultural differences 

in Turkey are designated not only by class differences, but, before and 

along with ‘the money’, also by educational differences; in other words, 

when educational difference is articulated with class difference, it 

becomes a determining factor in the cultural struggle between the 

‘popular’ and ‘dominant’ classes (2002: 155-156). Therefore, there may 

be a hidden class-based fear behind the negative treatments of arabesk 

by many intellectuals. As Landy remarks, the bias against popular 

culture in general can be linked to a class bias (1991: 16). Although 

they insistently avoid class issues in their arguments about arabesk, the 

modernist intellectuals look at this ‘low’ culture (and the lower-class 

people associated with it) from their superior class positions which is 

determined by their economic, cultural and/or educational capital. Thus, 

class is inevitably inscribed into their ideas about arabesk; and, by 

criticizing arabesk culture in favour of modernist cultural forms, these 
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intellectuals provoke, though indirectly, class differences between them 

and ‘the people’ who are generally associated with arabesk. As 

Bourdieu remarks, 

The denial of lower, coarse, vulgar, venal, servile – in a 
word, natural – enjoyment, which constitutes the sacred 
sphere of culture, implies an affirmation of the superiority 
of those who can be satisfied with the sublimated, refined, 
disinterested, gratuitous, distinguished pleasures forever 
closed to the profane. That is why art and cultural 
consumption are predisposed, consciously and 
deliberately or not, to fulfill a social function of legitimating 
social differences. (1984: 7) 
 

 In my view, behind the popularity of arabesk-culture products 

among the urban poor lies the fact that the emotional atmosphere of 

these products touched the popular feelings (hissiyât) of the period, the 

1970s, which was marked by, as mentioned before proletarianization of 

the second generation of migrant workers as well as mixing of the rural 

and urban ways of life. If we recall Sennett&Cobb’s remarks regarding 

how class is related to “freedom and dignity” as well as being an 

economic categorization, class character of arabesk can be observed 

more easily. Orhan Gencebay, who is known as the singer-actor who 

provided the first examples of arabesk songs as well as arabesk films, 

recorded his first famous song Bir Teselli Ver in 1968, and his first film, 

again titled Bir Teselli Ver, which is accepted as the first example of 

arabesk films by Özgüç (1985: 14), was shot in 1971. The late 1960’s 

and the early 1970’s are roughly the years during which, what Keyder 

calls “second generation of the migrant workers” started to engage in 

the urban life and to realize their class identities. Although 

proletarianization became evident among the second generation of the 

migrant workers in accordance with the socio-economic and cultural 

developments, we cannot talk about the emergence of a ‘pure’ working-

class culture in this period. Instead, a hybrid cultural formation engaged 

the hearts and minds of the urban poor, in which their class-based 
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aspirations and anxieties found their expression in an emotional manner 

together with a traditional attitude towards the modern/urban way of life. 

Class dynamics of arabesk never turned out to be the manifestation of a 

‘conscious’ working-class against bourgeoisie; however, within its 

ambivalent structure, “at least until 1980s”, it contained a “progressive 

potential” or a resistance against the dominant social order (Özbek, 

2002: 136, my translation). While trying to incorporate into the urban 

life, the lower-class people on the one hand tried to maintain their self-

dignity, but on the other hand they were constantly subjected to 

economic and cultural denigrations; so, popular imagination of the 

period bore the signs of both a resistance against and submission to the 

conditions of everyday reality. In Stoke’s view, 

arabesk lyrics do in fact constitute a form of political 
commentary, but one which is expressed through an 
aesthetic of indirectness, metaphor, and circumlocation. 
One of the threats posed by arabesk to successive 
Turkish governments has been the fact that it has 
indirectly addressed class issues, raising an intense 
awareness of the migration problem and social issues 
connected with this on a national scale . . . . Whilst 
arabesk does contain a repertoire of metaphors which 
might be used in an explicitly ‘political’ commentary, this 
repertoire has remained muted. (152) 
 

The metaphorical nature of arabesk culture partly stems from the 

abstractness of arabesk songs. Özbek states that 

the articulation of the lyrics with the sounds of the 
melodies amounts to an invention of popular tradition 
containing connotations that were readily understood and 
in tune with the popular discontent and protest specific to 
the 1970s. Poverty, displacement, deprivation, and the 
harsh daily round of urban life are not explicitly described 
in arabesk lyrics, but they are expressed abstractly and 
through a feeling of disquiet and yearning that permeates 
the music. Although the lyrics do not speak directly of 
social inequalities, they have stuck a sympathetic chord in 
the people who receive their immediate contextual 
meaning. (1997: 216) 
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Thus, their abstractness does not indicate that arabesk songs have 

nothing to do with the social conflicts. As a subculture, arabesk 

“appropriate[s] material resources from one domain and transform them 

symbolically into another” (Jackson, 1989: 3). In other words, the social 

problems that the lower-class people face with in their everyday lives 

are transformed into abstract emotions (fears, sorrows, anxieties, hopes 

etc.) and represented through a metaphorical language in arabesk 

songs. In that sense, I consider arabesk culture, in Özbek’s terms, “a 

cultural invention” (2002: 111), a reaction raised by the popular classes 

towards the socio-cultural consequences of modernization process.  

In the following chapter, I will try to make a detailed analysis of 

arabesk films which have a more concrete language compared to 

arabesk songs. Before the analysis, I would like to briefly touch upon 

the ‘implied readers’, i.e. the target audience of these films.  

 

3.7 The Audience of Arabesk Films 

 

Meral Özbek states that, throughout the 1970s, the listeners of 

arabesk music were mostly the popular classes who were living in the 

periphery of the big cities; however, after 1980s, it gained popularity 

among the middle-class urbanites as well as in the rural places (2002: 

181). Therefore, it cannot be argued that arabesk culture belongs to 

one separate class; in other words, it is not a “working-class culture” per 

se. Arabesk culture is composed of many, sometimes contradictory, 

elements in which, as Özbek avers, different social groups found 

something that was in accordance with their social identity (2002: 181). 

We can argue the same thing regarding the audience of arabesk films, 

as well. Arguably, the audience of these films were from the lower-class 

people in the 1970s. A great proportion of this audience was probably 

young lower-class males, because in this period the films were shown 

in the cinemas, and, especially at the end of 1970s when the erotic 
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movies became so popular, the cinemas were not the places where the 

whole family could go and entertain. In the 1980s, arabesk films were 

produced in vast numbers for the video. As Özbek remarks “[t]he 

audience for arabesk music [and cinema] had expanded to include not 

only the masses of gecekondu dwellers and much of the rural 

population but also sections of the middle and ruling classes of the 

1980s” (1997: 220). After 1990s, the private television channels started 

to broadcast arabesk films. Even today, these films are shown almost 

everyday in different television channels during the daytime. Thus, the 

audience profile has changed and became more and more 

heterogeneous. Therefore, we cannot reach any accurate judgement 

regarding the class positions of the ‘real’ audience of arabesk films. I 

think, however, we can hold an opinion about the ‘implied’ audience of 

these narratives. As was mentioned before, Rimmon-Kenan regards 

“the implied reader” as “encoded in the text ‘in the very rhetoric through 

which it is required to make sense of the content or reconstruct it ‘as a 

world’”. According to Kress and van Leeuwen  

[t]he ‘implied reader’, ‘preferred reading position’, etc., . . . 
is ‘an image of a certain competence brought to the text 
and a structuring of such competence within the text: the 
text selects a ‘model reader’ through its ‘choice of a 
specific linguistic code, a certain literary style’ and by 
presupposing ‘a specific encyclopedic competence’ on the 
part of the reader. . . This we can know. Of this we have 
evidence in the text itself. . . [although] real readers we 
cannot ultimately know. (2003: 120) 

 
What I would suggest is that the lower-class people, ‘the poor’, 

constitute a large proportion of the ‘implied reader’ of arabesk 

narratives. Most of arabesk films resemble each other very much. 

Therefore, the audience can easily guess what they will come across in 

the film. If that is the case, then how can they enthusiastically watch too 

many arabesk films which are nearly identical? In my opinion, the 

popular taste for the simple plots of arabesk films is indicative of the fact 
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that these films address to an essentially lower-class audience. As 

Bourdieu puts it “[t]o the socially recognized hierarchy of the arts, and 

within each of them, of genres, schools or periods, corresponds a social 

hierarchy of the consumers. This predisposes tastes to function as 

markers of ‘class’” (1984: 1-2). According to him, popular taste or 

‘popular aesthetic’, which is generally shared by the lower-class people, 

is based on the affirmation of the continuity between art and life,  

which implies the subordination of form to function . . . . 
[and] so performs a systematic reduction of the things of 
art to the things of life. . . . Intellectuals could be said to 
believe in the representation – literature, theatre, painting 
– more than in the things represented, whereas the 
people chiefly expect representations and the conventions 
which govern them to allow them to believe ‘naively’ in the 
things represented. (1984: 4-5) 

 
By drawing on Bourdieu, I would suggest that arabesk films are 

attractive to their audience because the audience “ ‘naively’ involve in 

the things represented”, i.e. they identify themselves with the 

protagonist and his social environment: They share the feelings of the 

protagonist and expect to see in all films how the opponents of the 

protagonist will be defeated; moreover, they might enjoy witnessing the 

same emotional atmosphere again and again on the screen, which 

seems very familiar to them from their everyday lives. In other words, 

arabesk films can be seen as the expression of the mental and 

emotional world of the audience. Therefore, they watch these films like 

the supporters of a football team. Every time, in every movie, they enjoy 

seeing the struggle of the protagonist, who is very much like 

themselves, against ‘Them’. If arabesk films can only be watched by 

being identified with the protagonist, then the target audience of them 

must be easily accomplishing this identification process. Because 

arabesk narratives are encoded in such a way that the gaze of the poor 

protagonist(s) become the gaze of the audience, I would argue, the 

‘implied audience’ of arabesk films are the poor, subordinate classes. 
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witness the conflict between  poor protagonist(s) and rich villain(s) and 

the narrative is encoded so as to motivate the perception of the story 

from the perspective of the poor. In these narratives, the poor/rich 

paradigm coincides with other paradigms, such as traditional /modern 

or rural/urban, and, generally, the poor (the spiritual values like honour, 

honesty, sensitivity etc. as well as traditional cultural values they 

possess) are sublimated whereas the rich (their devotion to material 

wealth, their modern way of life etc.) are debased. In these films, too, 

we see the desire of the lower-class people to maintain their self-dignity 

which is threatened economically and culturally by the upper classes; 
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opposition seems more severe and the emotional atmosphere is more 

gloomy in arabesk films.  
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CHAPTER IV 

 

 

SYNTAGMATIC STRUCTURE OF ARABESK FILMS 

 

 

This chapter is generally devoted to the syntagmatic analysis of 

arabesk films. An in-depth analysis of the paradigmatic structure in 

these films will be carried out in the following chapter. Firstly, I will dwell 

on what the syntagmatic analysis is generally about and how I will make 

use of this method. After defining shortly the ‘functions’ of which the 

syntagmatic structure in arabesk films is generally made up, I will go on 

with a detailed consideration of them one-by-one. I will clarify why I 

have regarded each function as a constant element in arabesk films. I 

will especially try to explain the role each function plays in the 

construction of the narrative as well as how each function and 

combination of them with one another may affect the perception of the 

films by the audience. 

  

4.1 Syntagmatic Analysis 

 
Syntagmatic analysis is a structuralist method of analyzing verbal 

and visual narratives. It basically seeks to discover whether there are 

any rules of combination according to which the elements of a group of 

narratives are brought together. Such analyses of narratives owe much 

to the ideas of Ferdinand de Saussure according to whom, and the 

structural linguists who followed him, “the key to understanding signs 

was to understand their structural relationship with others. There are 

two types of structural relationship – paradigmatic, that of choice; or 
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syntagmatic, that of combination” (Fiske, 1990: 58). Likewise, Metz 

argues that, from a structuralist point of view, “the ‘grammar’ of a 

language (element of a code) has two major components: an 

‘associative’ (paradigmatic) grammar and a syntagmatic grammar” 

(1974: 163)15. The syntagmatic grammar, which is defined by Saussure 

as one of the two ways (along with paradigmatic) of organizing “the 

signs into codes”, is related to “the message into which the chosen 

signs are combined” (Fiske, 1990: 57). The rules of combination that an 

analyst tries to disclose constitute the syntagmatic structure of 

narratives. “The term syntagm means chain” (Berger, 2000: 44). So, 

syntagmatic structure refers to the way that is regularly used in a group 

of narratives to link one textual element with another. Syntagmatic 

structure is generally regarded as being related to the denotative level 

of the meaning, whereas paradigmatic structure seems to be 

constituting the connotations that can be discovered through revealing 

oppositional relationships between the signs which are coded, i.e. 

hidden or covert, and can be detected via a paradigmatic analysis of the 

narrative. As Metz puts it, however, “this is where the error lies” (165), 

because “the analysis of the syntagm and the analysis of the paradigm 

are equally codical” (1974: 165). The use of one syntagmatic structure 

rather than another within a text influences meaning because that “one 

type of combination  is possible and not another is plainly of a codical 

order” (Metz, 1974: 163). 

                                                
15 In this study, the term ‘grammar’ refers to a mode of representation. The 
relationship between the elements of a ‘language’ cannot be solely determined by a 
formal set of rules or conventions that are arbitrary and all-pervasive, but it is specified 
within the particular uses of these rules or conventions which are fostered by 
contextual needs, motivations, or intentions; therefore, particular uses of language can 
end up with particular grammatical structures which lead to particular meanings. 
M.A.K. Halliday’s remarks on ‘grammar’ may further illuminate what I mean by this 
term: “Grammar goes beyond formal rules of correctness. It is a means of 
representing patterns of experience. . . . It enables human beings to build a mental 
picture of reality; to make sense of their experience of what goes on around them and 
inside them” (qtd. in Kress&van Leeuwen, 2003: 2).  
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The primary aim of syntagmatic analysis is to find out how the 

meaning of a narrative is constructed instead of discovering what that 

meaning can be. Vladimir Propp’s analysis of the Russian folktales is 

regarded as the most well-known work of that type. By adopting a 

morphological approach, Propp aimed at supporting the idea that 

folktales generate meaning by utilizing a constant pattern of elements, 

which constitutes their, what Saussure refers to as, ‘syntagmatic 

grammar’. 

The aim of Propp’s pioneering study . . . is to unearth the 
common pattern governing the narrative propositions 
abstracted from a corpus of close to two hundred Russian 
fairy tales (one type of folktale). For this purpose, the 
constant elements have to be abstracted from the 
variable, specific events and participants constituting the 
individual stories (as well as the propositions abstracted 
from them). (Rimmon-Kenan, 1989: 20) 
 

The reduction of the individual texts to a constant structure provokes 

some criticisms against this method. As Chandler puts it,  

some literary theorists fear that [Propp’s method] 
threatens to make Shakespeare indistinguishable from 
Star Wars. Even Barthes noted that ‘the first analysts of 
narrative were attempting . . . to see all the world's stories 
. . . within a single structure’ and that this was a task 
which was ‘ultimately undesirable, for the text thereby 
loses its difference’. (2003: 92) 
 

However, this reductive strategy can be compensated by establishing a 

link between the syntagmatic-paradigmatic structure of the texts and the 

socio-historical context of the period. For instance, in his analysis of 

James Bond novels, Umberto Eco exceeds the reductive features of the 

method by linking the structural characteristics of the novels into a 

broader context of their period. In my analysis of arabesk films, too, the 

narrative structure of arabesk films will be considered in its relation to 

the socio-cultural context within which the films were produced.  

While classifying fairy tales, Propp separated some constant 

elements that can be found in every fairy tale from variable ones and 
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called these elements ‘functions’. Propp described a function as “an act 

of a character, defined from the point of view of its significance for the 

course of the action” (qtd. in Rimmon-Kenan, 1989: 20). He suggested 

that there are at most thirty one functions in each fairy tale, although a 

particular one might not contain all functions. Furthermore, he claimed 

that the functions that he found in these fairy tales were always 

identical; therefore, he named each function and arranged them in the 

order of their fulfillment, which, he also argued, was the same in every 

fairy tale (Berger, 1997:24) Another important point about these 

functions is that it does not matter who fulfills a function; in other words, 

“[f]unctions may remain constant even when the identity of the 

performer changes. This is why Propp insists that the study of what is 

done should precede ‘the questions of who does it and how it is done’” 

(Rimmon-Kenan, 1989: 20). What is significant in fairy tales, according 

to him, is the actions of the characters16, but not the characters’ 

individual identities or personalities. Thus, in Propp’s analysis, 

‘characters’ are subordinated to ‘actions’. However, Durgnat mentions 

an objection, made by Elizabeth Bowen, to such treatment of the 

character-action relationship:  

What about the idea that the function of action is to 
express the characters? This is wrong. The characters are 
there to provide the action. . . . It is the indivisibility of the 
act from the actor, and the inevitability of that act on the 
part of that actor, that gives action verisimilitude. (1991: 
147) 
 

The argument of Bowen is contrary to Propp’s analysis of fairy tales. 

Whereas Propp considers the personality or identity of the character 

insignificant insofar as the function is fulfilled when its time comes, 

Bowen argues that the act and the actor are indivisible. Following 

Bowen, it can be argued that the identity of the character who carries 

                                                
16 “Propp listed seven roles: the villain, the donor, the helper, the sought-for-person 
(and her father), the dispatcher, the hero and the false hero” (Chandler: 92).  
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out a particular action is highly significant and should be taken into 

account while analyzing the ‘function’ of that action within the 

development of the narrative. Arabesk films are melodramatic texts; 

therefore, we expect to see ‘types’ rather than ‘characters’ in these 

films. Rimmon-Kenan mentions a classification of characters, 

suggested by Joseph Ewen, which is based on the relative complexity 

of the traits associated with them. At one pole of the complexity axis, 

she holds, stand the least complex ones: “allegorical figures, 

caricatures, and types”. She states that these kinds of characters are 

generally “constructed around a single trait or around one dominant trait 

along with a few secondary ones”, and that in ‘types’, “the prominent 

trait is grasped as representative of a whole group rather than as a 

purely individual quality” (1989: 41). This definition is quite illuminating 

of what I mean by ‘types’ in arabesk films. These ‘types’, although they 

are relatively incomplex, have identities and some personality traits 

attached to these identities; moreover, these identities may be regularly 

used in different arabesk films. I would suggest that these ‘types’ do not 

exist only to fulfill a particular action or they are not only identified by 

which action they perform in the story; but, their very own identities, 

independent of their actions, already carry out some meanings, which, 

in turn, deeply affect how the audience give meaning to their actions. 

Therefore, while analyzing the films, I will pay special attention to the 

identity traits through which arabesk figures are determined. 

 

4.2 A Syntagmatic Analysis of Arabesk Films 

 

Like Propp, I will use the term ‘functions’ in my analysis to name 

the integral elements of the narrative in arabesk films; however,  these 

elements are composed not only of the purposeful actions of the 

characters which serve to push the story forward as in Propp’s analysis, 

but also of the textual and narrational elements which are involved in 
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the narrative independent of the characters’ actions. Prior to the 

detailed examination of the functions, in which the syntagmatic and 

paradigmatic structure of the films will be clarified, each of them will be 

briefly defined. 

Exposition17:  Introducing the identity traits or psychological-

emotional state of the hero and his environment at the textual level at 

the beginning of and in some parts of the film.    

 Love: The hero’s and the heroine’s falling in love with each other, 

or showing that they are already in love. 

Trouble: Showing the characters and situations, which gives 

clues about the main conflict from which the hero and heroine will suffer 

a lot throughout the story. 

Conflict: The state in which the two sides of the main conflict, or 

secondary conflicts directly interact with each other, and the revelation 

of the opposition between them. 

Determination: The hero’s and the heroine’s determined efforts 

to overcome the villainy in order to be or to stay together despite all the 

difficulties. 

Concealment and Revelation: Firstly, the separation of the hero 

and the heroine, as a result of three incidents: 1) The villain makes 

either the hero or the heroine believe something wrong about the other 

one. 2) The hero or heroine makes the other one believe something 

wrong about a situation in purpose. 3) The hero or heroine 

misunderstands a situation which s/he has witnessed coincidentally. 

Secondly, the disclosure of the concealment, which shows that the 

strong emotional tie between the hero and the heroine has never 

disappeared. 

                                                
17 The term ‘exposition’ is defined as a “part of the structure that sets the scene, 
introduces and identifies characters, and establishes the situation at the beginning of a 
story or play. Additional exposition is often scattered throughout the story” (Norton). 
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Blow: An event, which causes the hero and/or the heroine to 

suffer, and ultimately, to be separated from each other, and which 

occurs as a direct or indirect result of an act of the villain. 

Dénouement: The final part of the narrative in which the hero, the 

heroine and the villain come face to face for the last time.  

Arabesk Songs: The use of arabesk songs in arabesk films is 

regarded as a function because they are not only used at the 

background to improve sentimental mood of what is going on in the 

story, but they are also included in the narrative in their own rights.  

Although a few of these functions are not present in some films 

as I have defined them here18, these are the functions in arabesk films 

which can provide us with a general framework in the analysis of the 

syntagmatic and paradigmatic features of these films. It should also be 

noted that the sequence of the functions is not identical in every film 

and each function can be detected more than one time throughout a 

film; however, which functions are combined with one another is a 

significant point to which I will pay special attention. 

 

4.2.1 Exposition 

 

I will regard exposition as a function, firstly, because at the very 

beginning of the film when the events, which will develop around the 

main conflict, have not started yet, the two sides of the conflict are 

introduced through the most prominent indicators of their identities. 

Thus, they are positioned with respect to each other; moreover, the 

major point of view in the text through which the subsequent events will 

be filtered is provided. Secondly, the use of exposition, especially 

somewhere in the middle of the story, can carry some notable 

meanings when the combination of it with the preceding or subsequent 

functions is taken into account. Because it is not actually included in the 
                                                
18 I will pinpoint these films while examining the functions one by one.  
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course of actions, exposition belongs to the textual level of the narrative 

rather than to the story, which underlines that the identification of the 

characters and places is “filtered through some prism or perspective”.   

Three main characters of melodrama – the hero, the heroine, 

and the villain(s) – are present in arabesk films, as well. Every arabesk 

film starts by showing the hero and his environment (his family, home, 

neigbourhood etc.). The audience is informed about his identity mostly 

during this part of the film; in other words, although additional 

information about some other traits of the hero can be obtained during 

the course of the events, the critical indicators of his identity, which 

‘determine’ the overall personality and actions of him throughout the 

story, is provided within this initial exposition19.  Initial exposition, I 

assume, is limited to the point where the first sign of a trouble or (new) 

love is given within the story or the text. In arabesk films, the 

characterization process is carried out through “indirect presentation”20; 

however, some “direct definitions”21 which are available through the 

dialogues between other characters, are also included in this process. 

The most prominent indicator of the hero’s identity in this part is his 

‘poorness’22, except for ¯±°E² ³µ´]¶
·¸H¹°E² º?»S¼¬½/¾]½/¼À¿ÂÁÃ´]² Á=·Ä
·]ÅE¿Æ«ÇUÈEÉ�Ê+Ë]ÌÍ[ÎÏÀÐÒÑNÈEÍoÈ]Ï ÓµÔÖÕ
Î�Ð�×±ËEÍ Ê
lamam and

×µØEÊ�ÙFÚEÊÛÉ
. In these films, the 

                                                
19 Rimmon-Kenan states that character, “as one construct within the abstracted story”, 
is arrived at “by assembling  various character-indicators distributed along the text-
continuum and, when necessary, inferring the traits from them” (1989: 59). 
20 This type of textual indicators “does not mention the trait[s] but displays and 
exemplifies [them] in various ways, leaving to the reader[/audience] the task of 
inferring the quality they imply” (Rimmon-Kenan, 1989: 60). 
21 This type of indicating character-traits “names the trait by an adjective (e.g. ‘he was 
good-hearted’), an abstract noun (‘his goodness knew no bounds’), or possibly some 
other kind of noun (‘she was a real bitch’) or part of speech (‘he loves only himself’)” 
(Rimmon-Kenan, 1989: 59).  
22 The jobs of the heroes, which are presented mostly during the initial exposition, in 
these thirty films is as follows:  ‘worker’ in a factory, a dockyard, a boat or a shop (Bir 
Teselli Ver, Ü�ÝßÞSàâáSãÒÜ�ä�åçæèãâéêÝ , ë
ìâíßî ïñðçî òßî]óEì�ôõìêíâö ìâ÷ùø�úCûêüÖûêýèþ�ÿ���� ö��#ö ï±ûâÿ , Son Sabah, ���
	��������������� ����������� �!��� ��"#�%$�"�&'�(&'�

, ) ���*���+��,-�.��� ,/�'�
�
, 0�1�24365*7!8�9  and :<; ; =�>!?A@CBED�F

Bilirsin);  ‘peddler’ (Dertler Benim Olsun); ‘peasant’-‘farm worker’ (Derbeder, Batan GIH F!D�J , Sabuha, Kara Yazma and KML ;ONP=�Q4=�R�? ); ‘poor musician’ (Seven Unutmaz, S TVU'W�X�Y�Z�[
 and \E]�^�_�` acbed�f*g h�i�jlk�m ); ‘driver’ (Çile, Mavi Mavi and Gülüm Benim); 

‘unemployed’ (Kul Kuldan Beter, Öksüzler and npo*q ); ‘a famous singer’ (r.s�tvu�w�x!y'z|{*s't}M~ ���������
, �.�����
� �'��� ��� , Haram Oldu, �����l� � ���/���  and A ��� �(����� ). 
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hero and his life conditions do not seem to be ‘poor’ when he first 

appears on the screen. However, throughout the narrative in Ben �������������������� ¢¡�£¤¡� ¦¥¨§©���ª§«�
bah, Haram Oldu and ¬/ �¯®��°�� ��� 

, ‘poor-

rich’ opposition gains a marked status in signifying the conflict between 

the hero and the villain(s). In ± �¤���²�E�����³�E���´�µ�A ¶¡�£¤¡� 
, the hero is 

imprisoned unfairly because of the villain and is stricken with poverty 

afterwards while we see the villain in a luxurious office with his 

secretary. In Son Sabah, the villains are much richer than the hero as it 

is made obvious by, for example, the difference between their big farm 

house and the hero’s small and ordinary one. In Haram Oldu, we see 

the ‘boss-worker’ opposition, which can be regarded as a version of the 

central opposition between ‘the poor hero’ and ‘the rich villain’ in 

arabesk films, because, recursively enough, the relationship between 

the hero or heroine as poor and the villain as rich in most of arabesk 

films is encoded as an employer-employee relationship, which 

inevitably affects the audience’s giving a meaning to the identity of ‘the 

boss’ and to the identity of ‘the worker’. In ¬/ �¯®°���� ·�� 
, although he is 

rich and famous now, it is made known, by flashback (through which a 

significant part of the story in this film is shown), that the hero was 

suffering from poverty while the villain was enjoying the hero’s money. ¸/¹�����®  �E�¯ºE 
and ¬ £�®°��»�®¼�

are the most inconsistent examples regarding 

the central role that ‘poor-rich’ opposition plays in arabesk films. The 

heroes in these films are neither poor at the beginning nor they become 

so afterwards, though, in ¬ £¤®°�P»¤®��E¥
‘the rich villain’ part of the opposition 

is preserved. These two exemplify ‘mafiatic villainy’ and a conflict 

between the hero and such a group, which seem to be used more in 

arabesk films made in the 1980s than those in the 1970s. Although the 

fact that he is poor gains its pivotal meaning when the antagonist’s 

being rich is shown soon after our first encounter with the protagonist, 
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the audience already knows the binary opposition of ‘poor-rich’23 

beforehand because it is a generic feature of arabesk films.  

The indirect presentation of the hero during the initial exposition 

at the very beginning of the film includes also the presentation of his 

girlfriend/wife (the heroine), his home/family, his neighborhood/friends 

and his job. The Table 1 shows the context within which the hero in 

each film is presented. So, the hero is introduced within a context in 

which he has friendly, happy and seemingly strong relationships with 

some other people. These relationships which are not presented in 

detail are the only channel of getting information about these people 

around the hero. We learn their names or learn about the jobs of a few 

of them, but nothing more in personal. The only thing  we are made 

sure about these people is limited to their conditions of living which is 

the same or similar to the hero’s. The identification of the hero in the 

initial exposition never allows him to be regarded as a ‘character’ rather 

than a ‘type’, as well. As other people around him, almost nothing about 

the different sides of his personality, his inner conflicts, dreams, fears 

etc. is provided. The most evident, if not the only, characteristic of him, 

as I mentioned before, is generally his being ‘poor’. In many of arabesk 

films, although in the initial exposition the hero is represented with his 

environment (his family, his friends, his girlfriend etc.) he somehow 

loses them or is separated from them because of the villain(s); the most 

obvious examples are ½¿¾¤ÀÂÁ�Ã�Ä�Å�Æ³ÇE¾EÀÉÈ�Ê�Ë¶Ì�Í�ÌEË , Dertler Benim Olsun, 

½¿Å�Î°Ï�Ð�ÀÑ½/ÒÓÁvÌ�ÀEÔÕÅ , Derbeder, Ö6×�Ø�×�ÙÛÚOÜ�Ù�Ý¤Þ , Seven Unutmaz, Kara 

Yazma, ßvà�áãâ�àEá¯à�Ù ßvÜ�ÙEä¤×�ä.å , æçàPèEà�á¯àEé ê6×�ë�é�×Õâ�å , Çile, ì/Ø¼×¤Ù�åAäÕíEá¯àEé , 

Öksüzler, Gülüm Benim, î�ï�ð³ñ�òPó.ô¼õ  and ö/óEð¯ô°÷�ò�ñ·ò�ñ . Within the story of 

the  rest  of  these  thirty   films,   too,   ‘loneliness’  is   encoded  as  the  

                                                
23 As mentioned before, the first term in binary oppositions is regarded as the 
dominant or superordinate one. Accordingly, this opposition in most of the texts is 
referred to as ‘rich-poor’ duality. However, as we shall see at the end of the analysis, 
the ‘poorness’ with all the signifiers attached to it is constructed as superior to the 
‘richness’ in most of arabesk films. That is why I mention this opposition as ‘poor-rich’.  
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Table 1: Context Within Which the Hero in Each Film Is Presented 

 

 
 Home/Family Neigbourhood/Friends Job Girlfriend øMù°ú%û!ü(ýPü�þ�þÿù��Pü�ú��Pø����¼ý��
	çø������	������
Gülüm Benim  X X  ���������������������! #"%$'&�(�&�$

 X  X X )�*�+-,/./*�+102*436587:9#.<;�=�3�>�?A@4B
  X   C�D�E�F�DHGID�EKJ�L�MON�MPE-M�QSR�T�U%Q�T�G�VWJYX�Z%U/D[J

\�]%]8^H_I`<acb1d�egf�h8]
h8iKj�h8e
 X X X X 

Benim Gibi Sevenler X   X k�^Pl/^4jO`Wmon�pP]rq#]
a�^�m
   X X s�tPu/t�vxw�yPvrz[{�|�}2~P�-�6~P�-~�v�}�yPvP�Pt����

  X X X 
Son Sabah, Seven Unutmaz   X X �r�H�����I�����W�H�O���6�����K�Y�������6�W�����-�P�����#�

ram �#�/�6�O���#�� �¡%�%¢H£�¢�£¤�6¥�¦4§�¨O©<ª�«P¢�¬�¡<�P� -�P£
 X  X  ®I¯6°4±�²�³<´¶µ�¯O·P¸
±H¹KºI»�¼8¸Y®O±�¹�±4²O³WºY½�¾4²I¿H´�¸/À�¹
 X    

Kara Yazma  X  X ÁoÂOÃ�ÄOÁ¶ÂPÃ�ÄWÅ�ÆIÇPÈ�É�Â�Ê�Ë%Ì
 X X X  

Kul Kuldan Beter  X   Í#ÎPË<Ï�Ð�Ë<Ì
   X  
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secondary indicator of the identity of arabesk hero which actually 

underlines his ‘poorness’. Arabesk heroes have no personal history and 

the narrative does not construct a personal history for them when the 

film is over, either, apart from their struggle against villainy, although, 

especially in some films, their loneliness evokes some questions: At the 

beginning of Kul Kuldan Beter and A Ñ6Ò , for instance, heroes are shown 

in the prison from which they will soon be released. During the initial 

exposition in these films, we do not  know why the hero has been in the 

prison;  until  he  gets  out  of  the  prison,  we only see his friends in the 

prison, who seem, above all, ‘poor’. This ‘poorness’ is not only signified 

through their material conditions of living or their appearance. They are 

also ‘lonely’. They seem to be deprived of the material well-being as 

well as a family, a home etc. It seems that the hero has only the people 

in the prison as his friends. During the course of actions, his crime is 

somehow made clear, but no detail about his personal, inner life is 

given. Therefore, he is again identified through his ‘poor’ and ‘lonely’ 

existence as was presented at the beginning of the film24. Undoubtedly, 

some information is provided about the past of the hero at some point of 

the text25, but this information contains nothing peculiar about his 

choices, achievements, failures, desires etc. which makes this history 

personal. The history of arabesk hero before and after the film is 

shaped by the events in which he does not have an active role or in 

which he is not included as a personality but only as a composite of 

some traits, such as ‘being poor’, which are attached to his identity 

mostly during the initial exposition. So, arabesk hero is presented, in his 

past, present, and also in his future, as if he is not an individual but only 

a ‘type’ whose “prominent trait is grasped as representative of a whole 

                                                
24 Prison is a frequently used sign in arabesk films which underlines the 
‘poorness’/’loneliness’ of the hero. We will touch upon this point again while examining 
the blow.  
25 In Ó1Ô ÕoÖ�×�Ø�×4Ù Ù Ô�ÚO×�ÕÜÛ�Ó�×�Ý!Þ�ß�à�áHÕ�â[×HÝäã�Ù åçæ4è�æ4åéÛ�ê�áHë
á�Ø�ì í�î�ï4Ù�ð�Ù åçá�íñÛ2ò6ßHÝóò�á�ôHá�õ�Ûöî�á�Õ÷áø á�íùåoá�ÛgúWØüûHá�ÝHâ4ý�ÕÜÛ�ê�ï4í[ï�Õ÷ï4åþî�á4Ù åçá�ÿ�ì¤á�Ý�ÿ�� è�ìWâùØ�ì Ý , however, the past of the hero 
remains to be completely unknown. 
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group rather than as a purely individual quality” (Rimmon-Kenan, 1989: 

41). Therefore, all figures in arabesk films, including the heroes, just like 

the ones in melodramas, who cannot become ‘characters’ but remain 

as ‘types’, seem ‘to be acted out’ rather than ‘to act’. In all arabesk 

films, the gap stemming from the lack of personal history of arabesk 

hero is filled by the history of the singer-actor. The own history of the 

singer-actor which is inevitably transferred from the real life into the 

fictitious life of the film, is composed mostly of his image in the eyes of 

the audiences. This image, which is marked by slogans like 

‘wholehearted friend’, ‘voice of the people’, ‘one of us’ or labels like 

‘brother’ or ‘father’, is often supported by the real history of the singer-

actor who was once ‘poor’ just like the hero of the film. In Haram Oldu, 

for instance, the hero, the name of whom is the same with the actor-

singer’s real name, explains the relationship between him and his 

admirers in the film, which inevitably include the audience of the film, as 

well, as follows: “I am one of them”(Appendix A – 1)26. The singer-

actor’s using of his real name in most of arabesk films27 also 

strengthens the link between his real identity and the fictitious identity of 

the hero. Stokes states that “while watching the [arabesk] films, [I 

realized that] the actors do not ‘act’, but play themselves. In most films, 

arabesk stars use their real names” (1992: 138). In some films, the hero 

is or becomes a famous singer, as well. These films are �������
	�������������������������� �"!�#�$%!'&%!�#(� )+*�,-*�.0/1��.�!��2�435*�$76�8%*��435!79:!�.<;=.76',>�?*�@A�CBD6%9A*�E�F�@
GIH�JLK�M�N(OPG+M�NQMSRTM�U2V?M�OXW>Y2Z�M�[%\�]�N^O`_bacM�[7deZ'f�NgH�VhOji"M�NQM�V k Kml%H�Oon�\�Y�p�U:K>q�N(O
r+Z�NgdmKmM�V?M�V�O r J�dm\�Y�d>[

and s q�['YLteUuR7M�J�deZ'f�NgH�V . Generally speaking, then, 

arabesk hero is a ‘type’ rather than a ‘character’ because neither in his 

past (in his history) nor in his present (in initial exposition) and future is 

he identified by his different character-traits as an individual; but it is 

                                                
26 Appendix A is devoted to the original (Turkish) dialogues which I will quote from the 
films throughout my analysis. 
27 Except for Dertler Benim Olsun, Mavi Mavi, Kul Kuldan Beter and Gülüm Benim.  
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usually indicated, in the initial exposition, that he lives in an 

environment, which is mostly marked by its solidarity and its ‘poorness’.  

In some of these thirty films, the identification of the heroine is a 

part of the initial exposition28, while in some others, it is the moment 

when the story actually begins by showing the first sign of a newly-

emerging love29. 

 

4.2.2 Love 

 

The main subject in most of arabesk films is the love between 

the hero and the heroine. So, arabesk story is mainly a ‘love story’. This 

love is at the center, and all other events develop around it or they are 

connected to it. That the film will be mainly a ‘love story’ can be 

regarded as one of the generic expectations of the audience from these 

films. “Elements of pathos and sentiment”, which have been mentioned 

as one of the generic features of melodramas, are largely contained 

within this love relationship in arabesk films. As Stokes puts it “in 

arabesk films, . . . . [w]ithout the emotion of love, the dramatic 

machinery of the narrative cannot be set into motion” (1992: 156). Love 

between the hero and the heroine constitutes the main subject of 

arabesk films, and, the recurrent theme in these films is that the most 

precious value which has to be protected against all villainy is ‘love’. 

Therefore, Cawelti’s argument concerning how “the emphasis on 

                                                
28 v�wyx{z}|y~2������wAx��T� �I���y��� , z}wA����� wA��v%w�x:� ���T� ����xy�>�����>���y�e���������T� �I�y����z}w����:w��AwA� , Batan � �yx:wy� , Seven Unutmaz, Kara Yazma, �e� �A�yxA��¡y� , Durduru x¢z£��x��A����� , Çile and ¤ �>�yx2� �A|��¥�y� .  
29 Bir Teselli Ver, ¦��2§������e� �%����� ��� , �£�������¥���¨�%�y� �I�A�2� , Mavi Mavi, ©T���ª�«��� x  and ©7� � ��¬:�ª�
Sen Bilirsin. In the rest of the films, initial exposition is followed by trouble instead of 
love. Among these, three films have some different features in terms of the role of the 
heroin. In Öksüzler, L�y�®�I���:�ªx  and ©��y�(� � ���I�y� (all of which by Küçük Emrah), the hero 
does not either have a girlfriend (and hence a love relationship is totally absent), or the 
love relationship between the hero and his girlfriend is not central, as opposed to the 
other films; therefore, the role of the heroine who, most of the time, is the direct or 
ultimate target of the villain, in these films is shared by the sister, the mother and the 
girlfriend. Love’s losing of its generically conventional status in Küçük Emrah’s films 
can probably be explained by his being too young. 
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romantic love as an ultimate value” comes out to be one of the “basic 

continuities of theme and structure” in melodramas seems highly 

relevant for arabesk films, as well.  

In most of arabesk films, the hero and heroine immediately fall in 

love with each other if they are not already so. In other words, love 

between the protagonists of the film seems to be taken for granted.  

Therefore, the main question is not whether these two people will fall in 

love with each other or not. Instead, the main question is always how 

come the hero and heroine will suffer due to their relationship in spite of 

the fact that they love each other. Because there is no tension between 

the hero and heroine as regards their romantic, individual feelings 

towards each other, what is emphasized through the love story in 

arabesk films becomes something outside the sphere of personal love 

relationship. The conflict and struggle between the hero and the villain, 

which is created around or in relation to the relationship of lovers, is 

encoded as the actual problematic. In other words, although it is 

romantic, love, as a function, serves in arabesk films not for showing 

how its romanticism is experienced, but rather for emphasizing how its 

value  is ignored, discredited and suppressed by the villain(s).  

There are three ways of combining exposition, love and trouble 

in arabesk films: 1) exposition (including love) – trouble; 2) exposition – 

(newly-emerging) love – trouble; 3) exposition – trouble – (newly-

emerging) love. In ¯+°�±³²
´�µ�¶�·�¸�°�±º¹�»ª¼¾½�¿�½�¼hÀ`² °�·gÁm»m°�·o¯+°�±�Âª¼ Ã"»eÄ�Å�±�À
Der Æ °�Ç%°�·(ÀÈ¯�¶%Á®¶�± É4½�±�°�¿2ÀËÊÌ°TÍA°�± Î5±7Å%Ám¼?¶�ÏAÀÑÐ�¶�·Q¶ Ò7¶�Ï2¼?¶�ÀÔÓ>Ä:Õ�¶�±�¸�Ö�·(À×{Ø�ÙQÚ�Ø�ÙgØ�ÛÜ×
Ý�Û�Þ�ß�Þ%à�áXâ5ãªä>å

and æbç ß�Û�à�Þ�è�ÙéØ�ê , the hero and heroine are 

already in love with each other and the heroine is included in the initial 

exposition30. Therefore, in these films, encoding of the main conflict 

between them and the villain(s) in relation to their love becomes fully 

                                                
30 In ë}ì:í�ìyî�ï ðIñ�ò�ó�ôTó õ�ì�ð , too, the heroine is included in the initial exposition. Although 
during the initial exposition we see that the hero and heroine do not know each other 
yet, they immediately meet and fall in love, before from whom the actual threat to their 
relationship will come is revealed.  
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apparent right after the initial exposition, which is followed by trouble, 

i.e., showing the clues (the villain) about from where (whom) the 

ultimate blow to the hero and heroine will come before it actually takes 

place. In ö�÷�ø`ù"ú�û�ü�ý�þ�÷�ø<ÿ������������
	 we see during the initial exposition 

that the hero and heroine are very happy while getting prepared for 

marriage. Immediately after these happy scenes, we learn that a 

mafiatic gang is forcing the hero’s brother to take part in a robbery 

where he has been working; and, this robbery would be committed in 

the same night when the hero and heroine would get married. So, we 

understand that this villainous act, although it is not directly related to 

the relationship between the hero and heroine31, will make this marriage 

impossible. In Derbeder, Seven Unutmaz, Kara Yazma, ����'ü�ø'þ���ý , Çile, 

ù���ý�����ý���ø�ù���ø���ü����  and ���cü�ø����'ú�ý���� , the hero and heroine are presented 

as already being in love. However, we immediately see that their 

relationship is directly threatened by the villain(s) who have a close 

(family) relationship mostly with the heroine32. In Dertler Benim Olsun 

and ö+ü��-ü�ø�� ��ø�÷�� , we see the villain right after the initial exposition in 

which love between the hero and heroine is revealed, and the first sign 

of his villainy is shown immediately: he throws the heroine a furtive and 

villainous glance, which is emphasized by a zoom shot of his face. In 

Bir Teselli Ver, Yu ! ü����"$#��%�&�>ü�ý , ' �&"���ý����(#+ü����?ü���� , Mavi Mavi, ) �*�mþ&�*�>ø  
                                                
31 In some films ( +�,.-0/21.3547698:,7-<;>= ?�@:A7@:?CBEDE4.FG47H:IKJML�NO=QP>= ?R47JSBCT�4.U�N7V54 and Sensiz W 47AOI XY176ZN:? ) love seems not to be the direct target of the villainy, however, in these 
films, too, the main suffering of the hero and heroine comes out to be their separation 
which is, though indirectly, caused by the villainy.  
32 In /QN.69[�N:6\N:-]/Q@7-7X74OX�I , the first sign of trouble is related to the heroine’s mother. This 
film is the only one in which the mother (instead of the father) is shown as a villainous 
character. The heroine is fatherless, and her fatherlessness is emphasized during the 
story. Her mother does not want the heroine to get married with the hero, because he 
is poor. However, she has a reason behind her objection to this marriage, and this 
objection is because of what her husband (the heroine’s father) did to them in the 
past: “I said the same thing to my mom before getting married to your father. What 
happened then? You were knee high to a grasshopper when he left us. Where are all 
the happy drems? He left me the debts to the grocer, the butcher as well as empty 
saucepans. Is it a lie, huh, is it?” (Appendix A – 2). Moreover, we see afterwards that 
the ultimate blow to the hero and heroine comes from a rich friend of both hero’s and 
heroine’s, and the mother repents of taking part in the separation of the hero and 
heroine.  
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and ^�_�_a`�b>cd egf�hjiCkK_�k�lnm%kKh , the heroine is not included in the initial 

exposition, which is followed by the first sign of a newly-emerging love 

between the protagonists33. Therefore the story actually begins with the 

encounter of the hero and heroine with each other. However, in these 

films, too, the development of the story does not depend on the 

question whether they will really love each other or not, because the 

process of falling in love is short enough that the main emphasis 

becomes how (because of whom) this love causes pain for them. As 

mentioned above, that the main problematic of the film would be related 

to the villainous acts of some third persons rather than the personal 

relationship between the protagonists can be regarded as one of the 

generic expectations of the audience from arabesk films. As soon as 

the hero and heroine meet for the first time after the initial exposition, 

we understand that they will soon fall in love. We do not wait long for 

our expectation to be met, because, in a very short period of time34, 

                                                
33 Mavi Mavi and o>p p q7r5sKtvu�w7xzy|{ p { }�~O{ x are different from other arabesk films in that after 
the initial exposition the hero and heroine fall in love with each other but at some point 
in the story we understand that the heroine is deceiving the hero about her love 
towards him; in Mavi Mavi, this is because to take her revenge on the hero, and in 
o�p p q.r�s�t�u�w.x]y�{ p { }�~:{ x to be informed more fully about him. So, the heroines take part in 
villainy in these two films. Although in Mavi Mavi the heroine really falls in love with the 
hero afterwards, in o�p p q.r�s�t�u�w.x�y|{ p { }�~�{ x�p ����w never really takes place and the hero 
suffers from an unrequited love. However, in both of these films the conflict between 
the hero and the heroine is not restricted with a romantic relationship; love is again 
surrounded by the class identities of the two sides of the conflict. I have mentioned 
before how the social identity of the hero together with his environment is constructed 
in o>p p q.r5sKtvu�w7x�y�{ p { }�~O{ x . In this film, the richness of the heroine and the social group she 
belongs to, which is underlined through her intellectual – her being a journalist – and 
material – her rich home and neighbourhood, her rich bosses etc. – richness, is 
emphasized as opposed to the poorness of the hero and his environment, as well. 
Likewise, in Mavi Mavi, the class opposition between the two, by the end of the film 
when the heroine actually falls in love with the hero, is clearly uttered by the hero as 
follows: “We belong to two different worlds. As you have said in your holiday home, 
you and I like the lovers in the pulp fictions. You were right. I am not angry with you. 
But we cannot be happy after all what has happened. We go on separate paths” 
(Appendix A – 3). 
34 What I mean by ‘time’ here is both the ‘text-time’ and the ‘story-time’. If the actual 
duration of (i.e. the temporal relationship between) the successive events in a story is 
regarded as the story-time, the text-time refers to how this temporal relationship is 
spatially represented in the text. As Rimmon-Kenan puts it, “[text time] is a spatial, not 
a temporal, dimension” of the narrative (1989: 44). The distinction between story-time 
and text-time seems important because the duration of the events in the text (i.e. what 
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their feelings for each other become explicit. In ��������G�������������*� , Benim 

Gibi Sevenler, Son Sabah, Sabuha, ���K�����*�����*� , Haram Oldu, Kul Kuldan 

Beter, Gülüm Benim, �����  and � �*�*�&��¡¢�>��£*�K�*¤*����¥  the initial exposition is 

followed by trouble instead of love. Therefore, from its very beginning 

on, love between the hero and heroine in the story of these films is 

experienced in relation to the opposition between the hero and the 

villain(s). In other words, we, the audience, watch the hero and heroine 

(i.e. their future relationship) as the victims of the (potential) villain(s) 

introduced beforehand although love between them has not actually 

been shown yet; because the audience is made aware of a family or 

                                                                                                                            
proportion of the text is devoted to the events) compared to the duration of the events 
in the story (i.e. what is the actual time passed for these events to take place) as well 
as comparison of both with the text-time and story-time of the entire narrative can be 
an important indicator of which elements in the narrative are emphasized and which 
are regarded as to be taken for granted. In these six films, the meeting of the the hero 
and heroine comes right after the initial exposition, and it immediately becomes 
obvious that these two will be lovers soon. The following proportions show the text-
time (the approximate minutes) devoted to this process of falling in love including the 
initial exposition in comparison with the whole text-time (approximate minutes) of the 
films: in Bir Teselli Ver 15'/90'; in Yuva ¦7§ ¨ª©�«O¬� ®.¯  10'/97'; in 

° «7¨�«7¯Z«7±²©�®: ±R®.³5§  15'/101'; 
in Mavi Mavi 20’/86'; in ́>¬O§�µ¶¦.§ · 5'/78'; in ´>  ®7¸5§K±º¹�»Y·²¼�½  ½ ¯�¦O½ · 20'/78’. The same 
proportions in terms of the story-time is as follows: in Bir Teselli Ver (at most) 1 
day/unknown (but at least a few weeks); in ¾%«5¿S®7¦7§K¨�©�«O¬¶ ®.¯  (at most) a few 
days/unknown (but at least a few years); in 

° «7¨�«7¯Z«7±À©�®7 ±R®Y³Y§  (at most) a few 
weeks/unknown (but at least a few years); in Mavi Mavi (at most) a few days/unknown 
(but at least a few months); in ´�¬:§Kµ¶¦.§ · (at most) 1 day/unknown (but at least a few 
months); in ́�  ®.¸�§�±v¹�».·�¼�½  ½ ¯�¦O½ · (at most) 1 week/unknown (but at least a few months). 
(I have given the proportions only in these six films, because in the rest of the films 
either love is present at the beginning and story actually begins with the presentation 
of trouble, or trouble already precedes newly-emerging love.) These proportions, I 
suggest, indicate that the main problematic in these films, too, is about how the story 
develops after the hero and heroine fall in love with each other; and, as mentioned 
before, the beginning point of this part of the story is the moment when the clues 
about the villainy is revealed for the first time, i.e., trouble. Although there is a latent 
exposition in most of arabesk films during which we see the happy or hopeful 
moments of the hero and the heroine somewhere in the middle of the story (and which 
is accompanied by the hit song of the film that lasts at most approximately five 
minutes), this part actually does not push the story forward; therefore, the latent 
exposition, too (like the initial exposition) belongs to textual level, rather than the story 
level. So, I would argue, the greatest portion of the story and text in all arabesk films is 
devoted to the presentation of the conflict and struggle between the hero and the 
villain(s) which develop in relation to the love between the hero and heroine rather 
than to the presentation of personal and romantic relationship between them.   
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employment relationship between the villain and the heroine35, it is 

understood that the opposition between the hero and the villain, 

revealed during the initial exposition and trouble following it, will turn out 

to be a conflict that will be openly encountered by the hero (and 

heroine, as well as, the audience). In ÁÃÂ�ÄÅ*ÆÇÈÁRÉ0Ê Ë%Ç�Ì*Â , for instance, the 

heroine is a worker of the villain’s father (in his olive groves), and the 

villain sees and immediately covets her while she is working. Although 

at this stage of the story the hero and heroine are not lovers yet, 

because it is a generic expectation from these films that they will soon 

be, love is encoded as the primary target of the villainy, and hence as 

the main sphere of the conflict between the hero and the villain. So that, 

the social identities of the hero and the villain become the primary 

indicator of the two sides of the actual conflict which develops around or 

in relation to the love relationship afterwards. Thus, in most of arabesk 

films, regardless of different combinations of love and trouble, the 

conflict, which develops in relation to love, functions as a metaphorical 

representation of the social conflicts because the (potential) tension 

between the hero and the villain(s) is primarily constructed on their 

opposing social identities.   

 

                                                
35 The films, in which the close relationships between the heroine and the villain(s) are 
revealed after the presentation of the hero (exposition) and the villain (trouble), but 
before the hero and the heroine fall in love with each other (love), are as follows: in 
Benim Gibi Sevenler, the heroine is the daughter-in-law of the villain; in Son Sabah, 
she is the daughter-sister of the villains; in Sabuha, she is one of the villagers ruled by 
the villain ( Í:Î5Í ); in Ï>Ð Ñ|Ò%Í7ÓZÍ:Ô7Õ , she is the daughter of him; in Haram Oldu, the hero is 
married with the daughter of the villain, therefore it is apparent that love between the 
hero and the heroine will be the main conflict; in Kul Kuldan Beter, the heroine is a 
belly-dancer in the villain’s night club; in Gülüm Benim, she is the daughter of him; 
and, in Ö2× Õ , she is about to be a prostitute in the hands of the villains; in Sensiz 
Ò&Í7ØOÕ ÙYÚ7ÓZÛ:Ü , she is the witness of a crime committed by the mafiatic villains, therefore 
she is already threatened by them, which establishes the main obstacle of a 
relationship between the hero and the heroine. 
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4.2.3 Trouble 

 

Trouble, as a function, serves for introducing the villain(s) who 

will be ultimately responsible for blow(s), from which the hero and 

heroine will suffer, at the beginning of the story. Because the two 

diametrically opposed sides of the main conflict, the primary 

representatives of which are the hero and the villain, are made known 

very early within the story, all the successive events develop in 

accordance with this opposition established primarily on the basis of the 

social identities of ‘types’ (the hero, the heroine, the villain(s), their 

different environments etc.).  

The villain is the complete opposite of the hero. The primary 

indicator of villainy in arabesk films is ‘richness’ because ‘being rich’ 

comes out to be the common identity trait of the villains almost in every 

arabesk film analyzed in this study. In some films, such as ÝÃÞ�ßà*áâãÝRä
å�æ â�ç*Þ�è�é�Þ�ßêÞ*à�áaëíìRä%î]ï]îKð�Þ�ë and é�ä%ë�ä%ñ�ä�ðòìÃÞ�î�ð�Þ|ó�á , there is more than 

one villainous character and some of them seem to belong the same 

class with the hero. However, in all these examples, except for the chief 

villain, who is always ‘rich’ and actually responsible for the suffering of 

the hero and the heroine, others are transformed within the story and 

take the side of the hero afterwards. Sometimes, we witness the 

transformation of the villain at the end of the film, as well. In Derbeder 

and Durdurun
å æ â�ç*Þ&ç�á , for instance, villainous characters repent of 

torturing the hero and heroine. However, as mentioned before about the 

villain in melodrama, Steele states that in such situations the audience 

“doubt the sincerity of [their] repentance” because they show it “only 

when [their] doom is near”. The villain, like the hero, is not a ‘character’ 

but a ‘type’. He is even more roughly identified than the hero because 

he is not a part of the initial exposition. The moment he first appears is 

most of the time the starting point of the story (unless the sign of a new 
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love between the hero and heroine is shown first36) because we are 

provided with the sign of a trouble soon after we see the villain37. In 

other words, the narrative is transferred from the textual level to the 

story level at this point. The villain is not given a chance to be 

introduced during the initial exposition. We do not see his relationships 

with his family or his friends outside the story, therefore the audience 

are not permitted to be identified with him as they are with the hero 

during the initial exposition. In every film, when the villain is shown for 

the first time, we see him within a context which underlines his 

‘richness’. The villain is always presented first in his luxurious home, 

luxurious office, his car or in another luxurious vehicle he owns. The 

signifiers of ‘richness’ come soon after (sometimes right after) the initial 

exposition during which we mostly recognize the ‘poorness’  of the hero 

and his environment, so that the construction of the opposition between 

the hero and the villain through the ‘poorness/richness’ duality in 

arabesk films is emphasized by the help of this syntagmatic feature. 

The presentation of the dinner table, for example, becomes a 

remarkable signifier of this central opposition, especially when the 

exposition of the hero’s and villain’s homes comes one after another as 

in, for instance, Dertler Benim Olsun, ôÃõ�öG÷*øùúôRû¢ü�ý�ù�þ*õ , Derbeder and 

Sabuha. The same syntagmatic feature can be detected in latter 

expositions in almost every film, which shows the happy scenes – 

mostly accompanied by a song – of the hero and heroine38. The 

presentation of these happy moments, is always followed by a conflict, 

                                                
36 As in ÿ�� �������	��
 
 �������������������� �����	
���
 � �!�"�$#&%�'(#&��)���*������!�	���+���,�-�!
 �.��/�� �10.�23�	0.�423�
and 5 
 
 ��*�6�7#$��'�ÿ8� 
 � �9�	� ' .  
37 The audience knows beforehand about not only the singer-actors but also the actors 
who act as villains in almost every film. Therefore, the overall image of these actors, 
marked mostly by their ‘richness’, is inevitably transformed from one film to another. :$;�<=?>?@�ACB9D E

Benim Gibi Sevenler, Derbeder and Sabuha FHG-I�J�K!L	M�NPORQ�S�TNVU9W N Batan XZY�[�\�]"^R_ `ba�c�[�d	e�f�^�gih	j!h�f+h!kml8c�n k c�o�p
and q�r!sut v w�x w�x ) and Turgut Özatay (in y1z{3|�}!~6��-�!�"� �����-���"���!�b� ���

and ���	� ), for instance, are among the most well-known villains of the 
Turkish cinema who also acted in arabesk films.  
38 However, in Sabuha, Öksüzler, �1�!���.�	���6�  and �����u� � ��� ��� , we cannot see such a 
scene. 
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a trouble or a blow, the cause of which is, of course, the villain(s). For 

instance; in �(�8���& ¢¡¤£¦¥¨§?©«ª¬©®¯�$£ , right after such an exposition, we 

witness a conflict between the hero and the villain; in °²±�³�±$´¶µ¸·1´-¹¢º , 
when the hero’s and the heroine’s happy moments are over, the 

camera slightly moves and shows us the trouble i.e. the villain who has 

been spying on them; in Çile, when the hero and heroine are having a 

picnic and very happy, a group of young men and women suddenly 

come by their cars, beat the hero and attempt to rape the heroine. 

Thus, the opposition between the hero and the villain is constructed 

right at the moment when we see the villain for the first time. 

 

4.2.4 Conflict 

 

Once the two sides of the main opposition are identified at the 

textual level through exposition and trouble, the scenes, in which the 

hero and/or heroine directly interact with the villain(s), present how 

trouble turns out to be a real opposition between these two sides at the 

story level. Conflict, in arabesk films, is not limited to the encounter of 

the hero/the heroine with the chief villain(s). In some films, there are 

some other villainous characters with whom the hero interacts. Although 

these conflicts are only indirectly related to the main subject, their 

existence seems quite important because they emphasize further how 

the identity of the hero and his counterpart is established and what is 

generally problematized by the narrative. In these films, as mentioned 

before, ‘poorness’ is pointed out as the only possible site for the 

realization of love; in other words, ‘poorness’ is encoded as a 

‘possibility’. As it is made fully apparent through conflict, however, 

‘poorness’ is encoded at the same time as an ‘impossibility’ because, 

most of the time, their desire to be together turns out to be a matter of 

life or death for the lovers; although in some arabesk films they succeed 

in being together at the end,  they suffer a lot from the villainy 
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throughout the story. This dual encoding of the ‘poorness’, I suggest, is 

one of the main characteristics of these films which makes them 

‘arabesk’; in other words, tragedy of the ‘arabesk hero’ stems from this 

paradox because ‘poorness’ is the most prominent indicator of his 

identity. “Hence”, as Özbek puts it regarding Orhan Gencebay songs, 

‘poorness’, as a social problem, “is, on the one hand, approved, but, on 

the other hand, rebelled against” in arabesk films. “So”, she remarks,  

“this cul-de-sac” causes these films and songs39 to be “marked as 

arabesk” (2002: 201). However, this is not what ‘arabesk film’ is all 

about40. This ambivalent characteristic has been generally ignored by 

the critics of arabesk culture especially when they consider arabesk 

songs, because arabesk lyrics are very “abstract”. They consist of 

universal questions like love, death, happiness, loneliness, destiny, 

patience, and general issues regarding human relationships such as 

affection, friendship, poverty, humiliation (Özbek, 2002: 105). Arabesk 

songs generally have a depressing emotional atmosphere in which 

hopelessness and heart-ache are the dominant feelings; and, one can 

hardly find an apparent, physical reason lying behind the dark mood 

which covers most of these songs. Arabesk films, however, are not only 

made up of presenting the paradox of the hero mentioned above, but 

they also concretize the villainy, the source of his suffering. Therefore, 

as opposed to the songs in which ‘the voice’ does not address a flesh-

and-blood opponent (that is why ‘God’ and ‘fate’ attract the attention of 

the critics, because, along with an ‘abstract’ lover, they are the ones 

which ‘the voice’ in some songs directly addresses), films provide a 

target (an identity) towards which all anger, opposition and resistance 

existing within ‘arabesk’ can be directed. In arabesk films, we do not 

see the hero as if he was absolutely prisoned at and submitted to the 

hopelessness of this cul-de-sac. But, we also see his and the heroine’s 
                                                
39 She mainly talks about Orhan Gencebay songs and films, but I think this remark is 
also applicable for the films by other arabesk singers.   
40 And, this is not generally what ‘arabesk’ is all about, for Özbek, either.  
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struggle against the villainy which is encoded by the narrative as the 

primary source of their suffering. Therefore, arabesk films are not 

simply the narratives of submission, but they are also a site for the 

expression of discomfort, and thus, the narratives of resistance. Lastly, 

in some arabesk films, the conflict does not only arise between the hero 

and the villain(s), but also between him and his environment. In Bir 

Teselli Ver, Dertler Benim Olsun, Derbeder, Son Sabah, Seven 

Unutmaz, »¬¼6½�¾�¿$ÀÁ¿$Â$Ã , Mavi Mavi, Gülüm Benim and Ä¬Å®Å�Æ¢Ç�È¤ÉËÊRÌ¢ÍÏÎÑÐ6Å®Ð®ÒHÓ1Ð6Í , 

hero’s family or his friends want him to give up his relationship with the 

heroine because of the class difference; in Ô²Õ�Ö¤×$Ø¤ÙÚÔ ÛÝÜ(Þ&Ù&ß�Õ , à(Õ8Ö�Õ$×$Ø¤á
Kul Olmaz, Sabuha, âäã�å¢æ¢ç�è&é&ê , and Çile, because of some traditional 

values or social norms, a conflict occurs between the hero and his 

environment (sometimes the heroine herself). Such conflicts, in these 

films, add to the encoding of ‘poorness’ as the ‘impossibility’ because 

the hero remains ‘lonely’ (at least for a certain period of time in the 

story) and thus his ‘poorness’ is underlined.   

There are usually a couple of scenes which show conflict in 

every film, therefore it is hard to define a strict pattern which is the same 

in all of them in terms of how they are combined with other functions. 

However, at least, it can be said that conflict in which the hero and/or 

the heroine come face to face with the chief villain(s) generally 

precedes determination and blow. In other words, it is after conflict that 

the audience see how determined the hero and/or the heroine are to be 

together and what kind of blow(s) the villain delivers from which they 

suffer a lot. 

 

4.2.5 Determination 

 

This is one of the functions which is common to all arabesk films. 

Although his ‘poorness’ as an impossibility has been revealed, the hero 

(and the heroine) does not give up the struggle against the villain(s) 
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because his ‘poorness’, at the same time, comes out to be the 

necessity for the realization of ‘love’. Determination shows that this 

paradoxical existence of the hero firstly paves the way for a desire to 

resist against rather than to submit to the villainy. Determination is the 

first and shared reaction of the hero and the heroine against the villainy. 

However, in most of these films, they lose this strong emotional tie 

because of some misunderstandings or deceptions.  

 

4.2.6 Concealment and Revelation 

 

Concealment is a function used in most of arabesk films which 

causes the hero and the heroine to separate. The hero and the heroine 

decide to separate not because they give up struggling against the 

villainy, but because one of them thinks that the other does not love 

him/her any more. Such a thought stems from either a 

misunderstanding41 or a deception42. There are two types of deception. 

Either the hero or the heroine deceives the other one because his/her 

life or freedom is in danger, or the villain deceives the hero/heroine or 

both to separate them. But in all cases, the villain(s), though sometimes 

indirectly, takes part in the separation of the lovers. For instance, the 

heroine in Sabuha coincidentally sees the hero with a woman and 

thinks that she is his lover; therefore, the heroine leaves the hero. 

However, the hero is still in love with the heroine. Moreover, the 

audience know that the reason why the hero left his village and came to ë®ì4íïî-ð�ñ8ò¢ó¤ô¢õPö?÷�ø+÷ùö?÷ûúü÷¢í�õPý íHöþíHö¢ý ìüõ¸ÿ-úVî�ð�ô�ý ì ø+÷�ó î¢í�÷ � íïÿ í ö1÷���ý�ó6ó î�ý6ð�� ì���ý6ó®ó�ý6ð��
of the hero’s father and mother. In 	�
������������� , the heroine deceives her 

lover, the hero, by saying that “You can’t make me give up my life just 

                                                
41 As in Bir Teselli Ver, Benim Gibi Sevenler, Sabuha, Çile, ������� � !#"�$&%(' , Haram Oldu, 
Gülüm Benim, ) !*$+� , ��'-��' , )/. �021�� � , )43 �  and 5�6�7*8(9 :�;=<�>@? A*B#C&D*E . 
42 As in Bir Teselli Ver, F�G�HJI4K*L=M*NPO(G*HRQ4S TJU@V(U�T , Derbeder, FWMYXZM�HR[\U*H G(V , Son Sabah, ]_^ ` M*a*bced ^ VfS M�N , g afh#M*H#O(i�N , I ^ NPj ^ N ^ HJI\U(H*h�MkhYb , I�l S ] M*N&M(a�b , Mavi Mavi, Öksüzler and m/n n o�pYqsrut�v�w

Bilirsin. 
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x+y/z|{_y~}��e��������z�� �������z���x�z+y/���Z�=�&�/�W�W}W�������������_�����_y/���~��yW��{��s�s�#��{_y/}�y�x&x+�/z
me? What do you want me to do? Shall I swap my Mercedes for a 

donkey? Everybody should stay where they belong. Go back to your 

own life; you must miss it” (Appendix – 4). The hero leaves her. 

However, the heroine is actually lying. She deceives the hero because 

her father threatens her with killing the hero if she did not put an end to 

her relationship with him. In �- �¡¢ �£¥¤§¦�£�¨�© , the villain deceives both the 

hero and the heroine. He tells the hero that the hero’s brother and the 

heroine became lovers while he was away. The villain also says to the 

heroine that the hero has come from Germany with another woman, 

who is his wife. Thus, the hero and heroine separate. What is the most 

striking thing about concealment is that the hero and the heroine, in 

spite of their deep and passionate love, easily believe in the deceiver or 

what they coincidentally see. They do not question whether they might 

have misunderstood or not, or whether the deceiver is telling the truth or 

not. Concealment creates a confusion, awakens curiosity and increases 

tension on the part of the audience because the situation is in fact so 

simple that to misunderstand or to be deceived is almost unbelievable, 

especially when the strong emotional tie between the hero and heroine 

is concerned. This confusion, curiosity and tension, on the one hand, 

makes the film be watched more easily. Because arabesk films are 

quite similar to each other, the expectation for revelation created 

through concealment gives each film an additional energy to be 

watched. In all the films where concealment is used as a function, 

revelation also takes place through which the hero and the heroine 

realize the misunderstanding or deception, so that love as a personal 

relationship between these two people regains its unproblematic status, 

although it does not necessarily lead to the re-unity of the lovers.  

As mentioned before, “suspenseful excitement” and “seemingly 

miraculous coincidence” are among the essentials of the melodramatic 

incidence. Concealment also serves for exaggerating or “dwelling-upon” 
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the emotions, which is argued to be one of the essential strategies of 

melodrama. These melodramatic characteristics of arabesk films, which 

are amplified through concealment, pave the way for the criticisms 

against them according to which, in these films, ‘reality’ is distorted and 

‘fate’, rather than actual social problems, is presented to be responsible 

for all sufferings. As it has been mentioned regarding melodramatic 

imagination, all sufferings in arabesk films can be considered a 

symbolic representation of social conflicts. Therefore, it can be said 

that, arabesk films, like other melodramas, do not distort ‘reality’ but 

they represent the mental-emotional universe of the lower classes 

which is nourished by their real life experiences. In fourteen of the thirty 

films analyzed in this study ( ª-«�¬��®�¯°ªJ±³²R´_¯�µ�« , Benim Gibi Sevenler, 

Derbeder, ª�«~¬¢«�¯·¶§´�¯�¸�¹ , Seven Unutmaz, º¼»�½Y¾�¿�À�Á�ÂÃ»�ÄÆÅZ¾�Ç , Kara Yazma, È ¿YÉW¾�Ê�Ë�Ì�Ç , Çile, Kul Kuldan Beter, Öksüzler, Gülüm Benim, ÍÃÉ�ÇÎÀ�Å�¾�ÏÐ¾�Ï  

and ÑÓÒ�Ô ), the word ‘fate’ is uttered (I did not take into consideration the 

songs. The interaction between the narrative of the film and the songs 

will be considered while examining songs as a function).  In addition to 

the fact that the audience already know it is the villainy, but not an 

unknown reason, like ‘fate’, lying behind the separation of the lovers as 

well as that concealment always ends in revelation, in some films, the 

utterance of ‘fate’ as an abstract cause is directly linked with the 

‘villainy’ as a concrete reason of the sufferings. The following dialogue 

between the hero and the heroine (who is about to die) in Derbeder, 

after revelation, is an example:  

- (heroine) Fate has drawn us apart, Ferdi [the hero]. 
- (hero Õ�Ö-×�Ø¢Ù�Ú/ÛÝÜZÞ�ß�Úàß�Ú/á+×/âã�ÚWä�å=æ_×�ç§èéâZêsêÆêâ ë�Ú|ì  
- (heroine) They drew us apart. They damaged our great love (The 

audience know to whom this ‘They’ refers to  – the heroine’s 
‘rich’  father and the hero’s ‘rich’ friend). (Appendix A – 5) 

 
Likewise, at the end of Kul Kuldan Beter, when the heroine is killed by 

the villain (the ‘rich’ boss of the heroine) the hero, who is also about to 

die, says to his friend that “Ergun! We were just about to marry. They 
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didn’t let us live again. They hurt us again. What kind of a fate is this? 

Don’t we deserve to live? Is one person worse than the other?” 

(Appendix A – 6). Similar examples can be given from some other films, 

in which ‘fate’ is not encoded as an unknown phenomenon but rather 

the villain is pointed out as the obvious and concrete representative of 

what is meant by ‘fate’.  Therefore, I suggest, the following statement by 

Stokes, which also summarizes on which basis ‘arabesk culture’ is 

criticized in general, does not seem quite agreeable: “The arabesk 

drama describes a situation in which the real enemy is fate” (1992: 

154).  Although somewhere in the middle of the story, the hero and the 

heroine separate as a result of a “seemingly miraculous coincidence” 

and a concomitant misunderstanding, or of their unexpected trust in the 

deceiver, they, in the end, realize the villainy lying behind their 

separation (revelation), so that coincidences are not presented to be the 

ultimate reason for their sufferings. Moreover, the audience already 

know that the villain, but not ‘fate’ or a ‘miraculous coincidence’, is 

actually responsible for their separation, although the hero and the 

heroine have not realized it yet. Thus, as long as concealment is 

preserved within the course of actions (i.e. until revelation takes place), 

the increasing tension on the part of the audience causes the reaction 

against the villain to increase, as well. Exaggeration through 

concealment emphasizes further the conflict between the hero and the 

villain, which has been encoded primarily as a class conflict since the 

very beginning of the narrative, rather than emphasizing ‘fate’ as 

ultimately responsible for the separation of the hero and the heroine, 

because after revelation, the villain remains to be the ultimate reason 

for blow(s), the villainous act(s) because of which the hero and heroine 

suffer a lot, their relationship is destroyed and, in some films, they never 

come together again. 
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4.2.7 Blow 

 

Throughout the films, arabesk hero and heroine become subject 

to several blows coming from one or more villainous characters. Table 2 

shows what kind of blows (caused by the villain) the hero and heroine 

suffer from in these thirty films. As mentioned above, although some 

coincidences are also effective on the separation of the lovers, at the 

end of the story, it is always the chief villain that turns out to be the 

primarily responsible person for their sufferings. The direct target of 

blow, which comes from the chief villain, may be the livelihood, the 

freedom, the honour or the life of the hero; but, it ultimately threatens 

the relationship between the hero and the heroine. By the end of the 

film, the hero is faced with the ultimate blow of the chief villain. This is 

the final part of the narrative. 

 

4.2.8 Dénouement 

 

Dénouement is a literary term which is defined as follows: “It may 

be the event or events following the major climax of a plot, or the 

unravelling of a plot’s complications at the end of a story or play” 

(Cuddon, 1992: 215). In another definition of the term, it is emphasized 

that “[dénouement] usually takes place in the final chapter or scene, 

after the climax is over. . . . [and, it] occurs only after all the conflicts 

have been resolved” (Wheeler). In almost all of arabesk films analyzed 

here,  the  villain is somehow punished at the end43, but in most of them  

                                                
43 Except for Gülüm Benim, í/î(ïð2ñ�ï ò  and í/ó ó ô�õYïsöu÷�ø�òJù�ú ó ú ûüñ@ú ò .  
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Table 2: Blows From Which the Hero and Heroine Suffer  
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1- Threatening the livelihood (of the hero) 

2- Threatening the freedom (of the hero with calling the police etc.) 
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4- Beating and/or (attempt for) killing (the hero, one of his friends etc.) 

5- Deception (of the hero and/or heroine) 
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the hero and the heroine are not rewarded44. So, the poetic justice in 

melodramas, which was defined, in the previous chapter, as ‘being 

rewarded of the good and being punished of the evil’ at the end of the 

narrative, does not take place in many of arabesk films or it does only 

partially. What happens to the hero, the heroine, and the villain(s) at the 

end of these thirty films is shown at Table 3. Because the audience’s 

expectation for the realization of the poetic justice is not satisfied most 

of the time, at the end, they are not given a chance to be released from 

their anger towards the villainy. In that sense, most of arabesk films do 

not have a cathartic45 dénouement. What I would further suggest as 

regards dénouement in arabesk films is that, although the hero and the 

villain come face to face with each other “at the end of” the film, as the 

definition of the term suggests, which creates an expectation on the part 

of the audience for the resolution of the conflict between them, this 

expectation is not satisfied in most of the films. In other words, the 

audience is not provided with a ‘sense of ending’. Dénouement is left 

half finished because the narration of the story is cut at such a point that 

the audience is left with the feeling of discomfort. I will try to clarify what 

I call ‘half finished dénouement’ in the  arabesk  films  by  giving  some  

examples: in  Dertler Benim Olsun,  after  being  raped by the villain, the  
                                                
44 Except for Bir Teselli Ver, ������������������������� , Benim Gibi Sevenler, �������������������
Olmaz, ��� �����¢¡£����¤�¥ , Son Sabah, Sabuha, Seven Unutmaz, ¦§�©¨ª����� �«����¥¬� �� , Öksüzler 
and ®¯¤�����° �±¦§��¥�� � ²�³��´ . These films have ‘happy endings’. The hero and the heroine 
(in Öksüzler the siblings) come together and their coming together turns out to be the 
punishment of the villain(s). However, in some of these films (especially in Bir Teselli 
Ver, ��� �����µ�¶���·�¸����� � , Son Sabah, ¦¹��¨º����� �»����¥¬� �� , Öksüzler and ®¯¤�����° �¶¦¼��¥�� ��²�½��´ ), 
too, the villainy, though somehow punished, may remain to be not totally defeated. For 
instance, in �����������¾���¿�¸������� , the hero kills the villain, but the the situation of the 
villain’s father, who is presented as one of the villainous characters as being primarily 
responsible for the sufferings of the hero and heroine, is not shown at the end of the 
film. Therefore, although ‘the villain’ (who rapes the heroine) is defeated, ‘the villainy’ 
(encoded as ‘richness’ throughout the film, one of the primary representatives of which 
is the villain’s father) remains untouched when the film is over. That is why 
dénouement in most of arabesk films, I would suggest, are left ‘half finished’. 
45 Cathartic effect is explained as follows: “the tragedy, having aroused powerful 
feelings in the spectator, has also a therapeutic effect; after the storm and climax there 
comes a sense of release from tension, of calm” (Cuddon: 115). What I suggest 
regarding arabesk films is that such “a therapeutic effect” is rarely experienced in 
these films.  
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heroine gets married with him. In the morning, when they are getting 

prepared for the honeymoon, the hero appears and kills the villain on 

the street before the heroine’s eyes. After killing the villain, the hero 

slowly walks away. During all these events, the hero and the heroine do 

not talk to or touch each other. The heroine just stands there and looks 

at the hero while he is walking away. And the film ends at that point. 

The heroine could have run after the hero and say, for instance, “I will 

wait for you” (because he will probably be imprisoned), but she does 

not. Or, the hero could have said to the heroine that “we cannot be 

together any more because ...”, but he does not. The film ends at a 

point when both of them can still be seen within the same frame. We 

cannot understand whether they are totally separated or not. At least 

one last conclusive remark seems to be missing in the narrative. At the 

end of Seven Unutmaz, the hero blinds himself and leaves the heroine’s 

home. The heroine runs after him and catches him on the street. 

Meanwhile, the heroine’s father (the villain) comes and says to her 

daughter that “Stop Esen, or I will kill him!” (Appendix A – 7). But, the 

heroine does not listen to his father, embraces the hero and tells him äæå¯çèäêé½ëíìïî±ðµñ�ñ«çòñ î¢çôó¼õ÷ö¹ìíä½øèùúìèäûå§ìýüÿþ��«ç���������äæå¯ì å§ìòü ø
	�� ç ñµñ���¹ì�ì
� ð õ ó§ø��úü
love” (Appendix A – 8). While she is uttering these words, his father 

stands just behind them with a gun in his hand. Although he seems to 

have understood that he cannot prevent his daughter from loving the 

hero, we cannot still be sure if he will let them stay together. The story 

is cut at that point when the hero (whose eyes are still bleeding)-the 

heroine and the villain are shown at the opposite sides of the same 

frame, and the film ends through re-presentation of certain scenes from 

the film46. In Haram Oldu, the heroine decides to go to Germany where 

                                                
46 A direct comparison between two films may be more clarifying. At the end of Batan ���������

, the hero kills the villain and prevents the heroine from commiting suicide; and, 
immediately after that, we see the hero and the heroine as bride and groom, and they, 
including the hero’s family, get prepared to have a wedding photo taken. Meanwhile, 
the heroine’s father (another villainous character of the film, similar to the heroine’s 
father in Seven Unutmaz) and mother come there. The heroine’s father seems to feel 
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her mother lives. In the final scene, the hero and the heroine come to 

the train station. The heroine wants the hero to buy some newspapers 

for her. While buying newspapers, the hero sees that his book is 

published, right at that moment the train departs. They cannot say their 

last words (“we will never see each other again”, or “we will soon be 

together because I love you” etc.) to each other before leaving. He buys 

the book and runs after the train shouting happily to ��� � � !#"#$&%('*)�+,$-%�� ./$
[his lover]! My book! My book has been published!”. Meanwhile, the 

hero’s wife (one of the villainous characters) comes to the station and 

shoots the hero while he is running. The heroine sees the hero’s wife 

before she shoots the hero but he cannot hear her voice because the 

train is moving. The hero dies, and the film ends at that point. In 0�12143�5&687
Sen Bilirsin, after the hero learns that the heroine has deceived him 

(throughout the film, the hero thinks that she is a worker who is in love 

with him, but actually she is a journalist who is doing a research about 

the lives of the workers), he decides to kill her. He goes to her home 

with a knife in his pocket. He catches the heroine and tells her “Why, 

why did you do that to me? I offered you my innocent love. But you 

played with me. You broke my heart. Do you find it that easy to play 

with people?” (Appendix A – 9). Right at the moment he would kill her, 

the heroine’s little ‘disabled’ son comes and says to him that “Don’t do 

it, please don’t leave me without a mother. This is useless. I will be a 

writer when I grow up. I will write your story. I will write about my mom. I 

will write about the drivers who made me like this. I will write about 

unfair acts. Please don’t do anything to hurt her!” (Appendix A – 10). 
                                                                                                                            
a big regret for the things he did in the past. When the hero sees them, he goes and 
brings them to the others’ side, so, everyone is included in this wedding photo, which 
somehow gives a message that “they lived happily ever after”. This dénouement 
creates a ‘sense of ending’ on the part of the audience, because, here, all conflicts 
seem to be resolved and the positions of the major figures of the film (the hero, the 
heroine, the villain, the other villainous character etc.) in terms of their relationship with 
each other and their reactions towards the final situation of the story do not remain to 
be uncertain when the film is over. What I suggest as to be missing in most of arabesk 
films is such a conclusion which would create a feeling of satisfaction or ease on the 
part of the audience. 
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The hero throws the knife and starts to walk away. We see his face full 

of grief and pain, while the heroine and his son are standing at the 

background. The film ends at that point. Dénouement, in most of 

arabesk films, has a similar characteristic in that it cuts the story at a 

point when a final, concluding remark has not been said yet, and thus, 

leaves the audience with discomfort. Therefore, it can be said that, in 

general, at the end of arabesk films (even including some films with a 

seemingly ‘happy ending’ such as 9;:=<?>�@8AB9DCFE�GHAJI�: , Son Sabah and 

Öksüzler) the conflict between ‘the goodness’ and ‘the villainy’, which is 

encoded as a conflict between ‘poorness’ and ‘richness’, remains 

unsolved. Thus, the ambivalence of arabesk narrative, which is 

underlined throughout the narrative by the ‘poorness’ encoded both as 

a ‘possibility’ and an ‘impossibility’, is emphasized at the end of the 

films, too, because of ‘partially realized poetic justice’ and ‘half-finished 

dénouement’. I do not argue that dénouement is left half-finished by the 

directors of arabesk films certainly on purpose. There may even be 

some technical reasons behind that. Nevertheless, however, such 

dénouements are observed in many arabesk films and, I suggest that, 

they create a feeling of discomfort on the part of the audience. 

 

4.2.9 Arabesk Songs 

 

Arabesk songs in arabesk films do not only belong to the level of 

the narration, i.e. they are not only used to support the emotional 

atmosphere established through the course of actions, but they are also 

included in the textual as well as the story level in their own rights. That 

is why I regard them as one of the functions that have to be taken into 

account in the analysis of arabesk films. Undoubtedly, the first criterion 

on the basis of which ‘arabesk films’ are grouped together is the songs 

which are used in all of them. In other words, these films are called 
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‘arabesk’ because ‘arabesk singers’ act and ‘arabesk songs’47 are used 

in them48. Therefore, the interrelationship between the narrative of the 

songs and that of the films is a very significant point which has to be 

touched upon in an analysis of arabesk films. ‘Intertextuality’ is a key 

term that can help us clarify this interrelationship. Intertextuality is [a] 

term coined by Julia Kristeva in 1966 to denote the interdependence of 

literary texts, the interdependence of any one literary text with all those 

that have gone before it. Her contention was that a literary text is not an 

isolated phenomenon but is made up of a mosaic of quotations, and 

that any text is the ‘absorption and transformation of another’; however, 

intertextuality “is not connected with the study of sources” or it has 

nothing to do with the ‘effect’ of a writer on another writer; therefore, 

Kristeva uses another term, “transposition” in order to point “not merely 

to the way texts echo each other but to the way that discourses or sign 

systems are transposed into one another – so that meanings in one 

kind of discourse are overlaid with meanings from another kind of 

discourse” (Cuddon, 1992: 424). This is what I would suggest regarding 

the use of arabesk songs in these films: as the term ‘intertextuality’ 

points out, the meanings created through arabesk songs are overlaid 

with the meanings created through arabesk films, and vice versa49. The 

                                                
47 The actor-singer (the hero) sings, in some films, türkü (folk song) in addition to 
arabesk songs.  
48 In arabesk films, some other kinds of music are also used. Konuralp mentions this 
type of music as the KMLONOPRQ;P�QDSUTWV X . He states that the KMLONOPRQYPDQDSUTWV X  is a term coined 
by Nedim Otyam, a Turkish composer, which refers to the musics used in the 
melodramas (including arabesk films) that are taken from several, mostly foreign, 
records and which accompany the scenes of fighting, pursuing, tension etc. (1999: 
65). Konuralp argues that the use of KRL�NOP�QYPZQDS zik in arabesk films is more [,\ ]M^M_O`Rab^RcM]edWfhgY`Rc�ai^M]kjifljnmO^kd�o cR_W_�\ dWcpo�q=^MrW\ o sWc�gtgu^�o fR]paichgucM_wv�^RdUchxO_U^Hy,\ zwcpaichvR^R_O{
films, using such scenes of violence and tension are more common (1999: 68). In this 
study I will only deal with the songs, not with the |R}�~O���Y���Y�O�W� � ,  used in arabesk 
films.   
49 While talking about intertextuality between arabesk films and arabesk songs, � �U�i�h�8���O�U�b�O�p� � �8���������*�R�h���h�i���R�M�O���b� � �u���������b�����=�R O� � ¡¢���£�u�h� ¤��h�i�h�u�M�M¥J¦J�M�b�O� ����§�¤p§R�M� �h�
theatre and traditional folk narratives has to be mentioned, as well, because not only 
arabesk songs but also these sources have significant effects on the construction of 
the narrative in arabesk films as well as on the perception of it by the audience. When �b������� �Y� � �p�b� ��� �����O�R� �,�M�����������=�M W� � ¡W�h�¨�u�h� ¤M���b���u�M���������h�i�p�O�M���u�n�

lms in terms of their 
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songs are produced before they are used in arabesk films50. In other 

words, most of the audiences probably know the songs in advance; 

they have already listened to it in their everyday lives (at home, on the 

street, at work etc.) when they come to the cinema; they are already 

familiar with the narrative of the songs – the meanings as they are 

encoded in a musical form, the emotional atmosphere of them etc. – 

and the reception of these narratives as a musical form by the 

audiences/the listeners has already been affected by their real life 

experiences. In arabesk films, the narratives of the songs are 

intertwined with the narratives of the films, so that the meanings which 

are previously created in one encoding system (music) are transmitted 

to another encoding system (cinema); they are articulated with and 

inevitably affect the meanings created through the film. At the same 

time, however, the meanings in the songs are also affected by the 

meanings in the films, and thus, they become subject to change. 

Therefore, ‘intertextuality’ between arabesk songs and arabesk films 

does not indicate that the meaning of a signifier, as it is encoded in a 

song, is totally maintained in the encoding system of the film in which 

this song is used; but, it rather means that, when the song is used 

within the narrative of a film, the meaning of that signifier does 

inevitably change because of the interaction between these two 

                                                                                                                            
generic features are taken into account, it becomes obvious that arabesk films were 
made to a large extent on the basis of the conventions which were previously used in ©bª�«¬®«�¯U° ± ²W³h´µ´u«h± ¶�·h¸i³�´u³M¹�º¼»*¶h¸i«�¶O½O«p¸/¾&³M¹�¬=«M¯O° ±-¸�«h´u³�¸n¿W¹M¾ÁÀ?¬=«M¯W° ± ²W³h´;Â ¹

oldest sources 
[are] said to be Ortaoyunu, Karagöz and Tuluat . . . which [use] stereotypical character ÃbÄ ÅhÆMÇiÈRÉ�Ä Ê�Ë�Ì�Í#Î Ë�ÈRÏ�ÏhÄ ÉbÄ ÊhËpÐ#Í#ÍHÍOÑ=ÒRÓOÄ Ô Õ¢ÈhÖ×ÈMÏMÈhØUÉ?Ò�Ï�ÉbÙ�Ò�É?ÈpÔ Ò�Ì;ÊOÃ®Ú#ÒhÔ ÊMÛ�Ô È�Ë�Ð¢ÜuÙRÄ Ý�Ù�Þ Ì¢ßUÖYà�ÊhÔ Ä áOÒRÌ
the struggle of an ordinary person against the upper classes’” (2004: 24). Thus, many Ò�Ô Ò�ÖuÒpËUÉ?ÌâÜ;Ä ÉbÙ,Ü,ÙMÄ Ý�Ù;ÉbÙ�Ò�È�Æ�ÏpÄ ÒhËOÝWÒ�È�ÇbÒ�ÈpÔ ÇiÒMÈMÏ�ß,Ã?ÈhÖYÄ Ô Ä ÈhÇHÃbÇ�Ê�ÖãÉnÙOÒDÑ=ÒMÓWÄ Ô ÕWÈ�Ö×ÖuÒpÔ Ê�Ï�Ç�ÈhÖ,È�ÌMÐ
popular theatre and folk narratives are used and transposed into a new context in 
arabesk films.  
50 Stokes makes a mistake regarding this point. He states that “[s]ongs which achieve 
the status of popular hits, giving their name to the film and cassette of the film music 
with which they are associated, typically occur in the middle of the film” (1992: 142). 
However, the songs are composed and sold in the market prior to the production of 
the films. In other words, these songs are not a part of the soundtrack. On the 
contrary, when a song becomes popular, a film is shot and the title of this popular hit is 
used as the title of the film.   
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encoding systems. Hence, the reception of the meanings of the songs 

never remains the same any more once the songs are used within the 

narrative of the film; in other words, the meanings created through the 

narrative of the film are, in turn, articulated with the meanings of the 

songs, and they affect the listening process of the songs ever after51. 

One of the major concerns in this study is to see into what kind of a 

story arabesk songs are transposed. Once they are used as an integral 

element of the films, the ‘abstract’ nature of lyrics is concretized. For 

instance, ‘fate’ is addressed in some arabesk songs as the source of 

the grief, which is one of the dominant feelings in these songs. When 

the song becomes a part of the film narrative, however,  the source of 

the sad feelings, which are embedded in the music and lyrics of the 

song, turns out to be quite concrete – the villain(s). Therefore, ‘fate’ is 

not encoded as something ‘abstract’ any more, but it also refers to ‘the 

villainy’ because of which, the voice in the song (i.e. the hero of the film) 

suffers a lot. 

In this analysis, I do not suggest that the combination of these 

nine functions with one another is always identical in every arabesk film. 

I suggest, however, that there are certain regularities in terms of how 

these significant elements of the film narrative are combined, which 

affect the meanings that can be derived from the film as a whole by the 

audience. One of my major conclusions is that the primary 

paradigm/binary opposition in arabesk films is the one between ‘the 

poor’ and ‘the rich’. When we consider the functions discussed above, 

we see that arabesk films possess the generic features of melodramas. 

As in melodramas, the sufferings of the hero and the heroine turn out to 

be a metaphorical representation of the social conflicts. However, I 

would suggest, because of the emphasis on the ‘poorness’ both as a 

                                                
51 ‘Intertextuality’ as a mutual process between arabesk songs and arabesk films 
becomes more meaningful when it is concerned that the songs used in the films are 
usually the most well-known or the hit songs,. Most of the time, the title of the film is at 
the same time the title of the hit song.  
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‘possibility’ and as an ‘impossibility’ in arabesk films i.e. because of this 

ambivalent characteristic which makes them ‘arabesk’,  the class 

conflict in arabesk films is presented more as a ‘social problem’ 

compared to the more personal representation of the  class conflict in äæå#çéèuç
ê
ë2ì í�î-ï ïðç&ì ñ�ò�óôî-ï�î�õ�öø÷ùó/î�ú#ç
õ
û¨üýë2ì2ïðõéë ò®ç�þ�äýë ünÿ£äæåJç å#ç&ó/ñ � óýë2ï î�ó�ë2ì ÿ
through his ‘poorness’. He is encoded as a ‘type’ (i.e., representative of 

a social group) rather than as a ‘character’; in other words, not the 

‘individual’, but ‘social’ characteristics of his identity (such as his 

‘poorness’) is used in the presentation of the hero as well as other 

figures (the heroine, the villain etc.); that is why ‘Us’/‘Them’ opposition 

is frequently uttered in these films to refer to the conflict between the 

protagonists and the antagonists. In the following chapter, I will give 

concrete examples as regards the binary opposition between ‘Us’ and 

‘Them’ in arabesk films.   
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CHAPTER V 

 

 

THE DICHOTOMIZED WORLD OF ARABESK MELODRAMA: 

‘US’/’THEM’ PARADIGM 

 

 

This chapter is devoted to the analysis of the paradigmatic 

structure in arabesk films. Firstly, I will dwell on what the paradigmatic 

analysis is generally about and how I will make use of this method. In 

this chapter, I would basically argue that ‘Us’/’Them’ opposition, which 

is frequently uttered in arabesk films, is established primarily on the 

basis of the poor/rich paradigm; thus, the conflict between 

protagonist(s) and antagonist(s) is encoded, above all, as a class 

conflict between these ‘types’ which seem to represent a social group 

rather than being autonomous ‘individuals’. In The Uses of Literacy, 

Richard Hoggart states that 

[p]resumably most groups gain some of their strength 
from their exclusiveness, from a sense of people outside 
who are not ‘Us’. How does this express itself in working-
class people? I have emphasised the strength of home 
and neighbourhood, and have suggested that this strength 
arises partly from a feeling that the world outside is 
strange and often unhelpful, that it has most of the 
counters stacked on its side, that to meet it on its own 
terms is difficult. One may call this, making use of a word 
commonly used by the working-classes, the world of 
‘Them’. . . . To the very poor, especially, they compose a 
shadowy but numerous and powerful group affecting their 
lives at almost every point: the world is divided into ‘Them’ 
and ‘Us’. (1966: 62) 
 

According to John Hill “the ‘them’ and ‘us’ attitude [is] characteristic of 

certain forms of working-class consciousness” (1986: 143), and this 
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attitude can be observed in most of arabesk films analyzed in this study.  �������
	��� ������� ������	�����������	�� �!��"#�$�$���&%
��'(�)�*���!�,+-�/.��0� 1�	32425��� "/'6��	327	/��89	/�
well, since, as mentioned before, manicheanism or “dichotomizing of 

the world” is within the constitutional strategies of melodrama. Because 

each melodramatic figure appears to be a ‘type’, not a ‘character’, the 

prominent trait of whom “is grasped as representative of a whole group 

rather than as a purely individual quality”, the opposition between the 

protagonist and the antagonist almost automatically divides the world of 

melodrama into two hostile camps, ‘Us’ and ‘Them’, even though the 

main conflict is most of the time personal. I will try to show how and on 

the basis of which identity traits ‘Us’ and ‘Them’ opposition is encoded 

in arabesk films. I will specifically attempt to make it clear that the class 

opposition constitutes one of the primary paradigms in these films; in 

other words, I will argue that in the construction of ‘Us’/‘Them’ 

dichotomy, the class identities of the hero, the heroine, the villain and 

their environment play a significant role. The most important indicator of 

the class character of ‘Us’/’Them’ opposition is the identification of 

these two social groupings primarily on the basis of 

‘poorness’/‘richness’ dichotomy. One may ask if the representation of 

the hero as being poor and the representation of the villain as being rich 

is enough to conclude that arabesk films problematize the class conflict. 

To deal with this question we have to consider a broader one: How can 

class or class conflict be represented? Therefore, before the analysis, I 

will discuss on the question how ‘class’ can be represented. And, 

following the analysis, I will consider the relationship between the 

poor/rich paradigm and other paradigms that are frequently observed in 

arabesk films, and examine how class issues are incorporated into 

other socio-cultural issues which are problematized in these films. 
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5.1 Paradigmatic Analysis 

 
Paradigmatic analysis is a way of analyzing texts on the basis of 

discovering which “signs are organized into codes” (Fiske, 1990: 56), 

i.e., which particular signs are selected from a set of signs instead of 

others and/or which signs are considered as superior to the others. 

Chandler defines a paradigm as “a set of associated signifiers or 

signifieds [or both] which are all members of some defining category, 

but in which each is significantly different” (2003: 80). From this 

definition, the following can be inferred as regards a paradigm: Firstly, a 

paradigm is composed of signifying units which are associated with 

each other. Chandler suggests that this association is formed on the 

basis of a particular function each of these units can fulfill in the same 

context; so, “in a given context, one member of the paradigm set is 

structurally replaceable with another. The choice of one excludes the 

choice of another” (2003: 81). In other words, each unit in a paradigm is 

a substitute of others. Secondly, this substitution, however, is not a 

positive but a negative one because these units are different from one 

another, i.e., they are ‘antonymous’. Saussure’s following remarks 

reveal the logic behind suggesting that the signifying elements in a 

paradigm are oppositonally associated with each other: “concepts are 

purely differential and not defined by their positive content but 

negatively by their relations with the other terms of the system. Their 

most precise characteristic is in being what the others are not” (qtd. in 

Berger, 1980: 10). Therefore,  choosing one signifier instead of another 

one in the same context deeply affects the meaning. As Fiske states 

“where there is choice there is meaning, and the meaning of what was 

chosen is determined by the meaning of what was not” (1990: 58).  

Paradigmatic relationships foster the preferred reading because 

the elements of a binary opposition are not equally weighted. In other 

words, it is through these binary oppositions, which construct the hidden 
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(or one can say ‘ideological’) meanings of the narratives, that the 

readers /audiences are positioned “to privilege one set of values and 

meanings over the other” (Chandler, 2003: 108). Chandler argues that 

the first term in a binary opposition “is typically dominant . . . and 

therefore seems to be ‘neutral’, ‘normal’ and ‘natural’.  It is thus 

‘transparent’ – drawing no attention to its invisibly privileged status” 

(2003: 112), whereas the second term is different, deviational and 

subordinate. “The very idea of a binary opposition implies a centring or 

imposition of order” (Cuddon, 1992: 82). Fiske holds that, even if it is 

not always explicit, “there is none the less an unspoken consensus 

within [a] culture” (1990: 109) which makes the members of this culture 

be aware of the common meanings that can be derived from a 

paradigmatic relationship; in other words, paradigms are culture-

specific. Therefore, paradigmatic relations can be “held ‘in absentia’: in 

the absence from a specific text of alternative signifiers from the same 

paradigm” (Chandler, 2003: 99). Chandler argues that paradigmatic 

units can be represented in a text even though they are absent from it, 

because, the relationship between signifiers is assumed to be taken-for-

granted or obvious; therefore, while analyzing such “a profoundly 

ideological absence which helps to position the text’s readers” as one of 

the “people like us” (2003: 99), one should be aware of the fact that this 

‘Us’ is positioned in opposition to ‘Them’ and this association between 

‘Us’ and ‘Them’ is culture-specific. In this chapter, I would like to 

examine how this ‘Us’/‘Them’ opposition is encoded through the use of 

certain layered paradigms among which the poor/rich dichotomy plays a 

central role in arabesk films so as to see how the audience are 

positioned to watch the films from a class-based perspective.  
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5.2 The Representation of Class 

 

“There is no homogeneous working class as such which is 

capable of representation” (Bromley, 2000: 54). As Thompson points 

out, class is not “a thing” (1963: 10). He considers class as “a 

relationship, and not a thing” (1963: 11), “an historical phenomenon, 

unifying a number of disparate and seemingly unconnected events, 

both in the raw material of experience and in consciousness” (1963: 9). 

Class is not a “structure”, or even a “category”, into which the people 

were born and by which they are conditioned once and for ever. Class 

is rather “an active process, which owes as much to agency as to 

conditioning” (1963: 9). It refers to “an historical phenomenon” which is 

always in a state of “making”: 

If we stop history at a given point, then there are no 
classes but simply a multitude of individuals with a 
multitude of experiences. But if we watch these men over 
an adequate period of social change, we observe patterns 
in their relationships, their ideas, and their institutions. 
Class is defined by men as they live their own history, 
and, in the end, this is its only definition. (Thompson, 
1963: 11) 
 

Thompson offers a dynamic conception of class instead of the static, 

vulgar conceptions of class formations according to which “[t]he position 

of proletarians in their relation to capital produces the proletariat as a 

revolutionary class. Capital produces its own negation, its own ‘grave-

digger’” (Johnson, 1979: 204). According to this simplistic view, there is 

a direct correlation between economic base and class consciousness. 

The base/superstructure model suggests that the working-class is 

essentially revolutionary because the economic base of the social 

structure necessitates so. If the working-class fails to accomplish this 

historical mission this is simply because bourgeoisie imposes false 

consciousness on it. Such a conception of class consciousness paves 

the way for the idea that the cultural representation of class conflict can 
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only be possible through showing the exploitation of the labour power 

by the capitalists and the conscious and determined resistance of 

proletariat against them. Therefore, the ‘poor’/‘rich’ dichotomy by itself is 

not accepted to be enough for a ‘true’ representation of the class 

conflict. However, according to Gramsci,  

[a] very common error is that of thinking that every social 
stratum elaborates its consciousness and its culture in the 
same way, with the same methods, namely the methods 
of the professional intellectuals. . . : this is an 
‘enlightenment’ error. The ability of the professional 
intellectual adroitly to combine induction and deduction, to 
generalize without falling into empty formalism, to 
transport from one sphere of judgement to another certain 
criteria of discrimination, adapting them to new conditions, 
is a ‘specialization’, a ‘qualification’. It is not something 
given to ordinary common sense. (2000: 388-389)  
 

In Gramsci’s view, common sense refers to the whole cultural formation 

of a particular social group or class which is quite complex because it is 

composed of many contradictory elements. “He defines ‘common 

sense’ as containing fragmentary ideas, a collage of opinions and 

beliefs that fails to be not only coherent but also critical” (Landy, 1994: 

29). To him “[c]ritical self-consciousness means, historically and 

politically, the creation of an elite of intellectuals” (Gramsci, 2000: 334); 

“the active man-in-the-mass” who has a practical activity, however, “has 

no clear theoretical consciousness of his practical activity” (Gramsci, 

2000: 333). In Hoggart’s view, “[T]he working-class splitting of the world 

into ‘Us’ and ‘Them’ is . . . a symptom of their difficulty in meeting 

abstract or general questions” (1966: 86) because “working-class 

people are only rarely interested in theories or movements” (1966: 89); 

working-class life is “the ‘dense and concrete’ life, a life whose main 

stress is on the intimate, the sensory, the detailed and the personal” 

(1966: 88).  That is probably why melodrama, characterized by its 

emotional, sensational and personal way of representing social 

conflicts, is the most popular genre or style. The ‘rich’ villain in arabesk 
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films does not need always to be a factory owner; he may well be the 

owner of the grocery store in the neighbourhood. Important thing is that 

there is an obvious difference the villain and the hero in terms of their 

material wealth. This feature of arabesk films gives us some clues 

about how class difference is perceived by the lower-class people. Their 

consciousness does not contain the analytical differences between ‘the 

classes’, which the intellectuals use to explain the class conflict. They 

are more concerned with the practical or immediate, everyday 

experiences while conceptualizing their and others’ class positions. 

Their is an ‘empirical consciousness’. They are ‘poor’ and everyone 

else whose life conditions are better than them is ‘rich’. “If a person has 

a good job, I consider him rich” (2002: 388); “Today, a person who 

owns a house is rich” (2002: 445); “I hated everyone who has nice 

clothes” (2002: 345). These sentences, quoted from Yoksulluk Hâlleri, 

show the signifiers of ‘being rich’ in the eyes of ‘the poor’:  having a job, 

a house or nice clothes. ‘Us’/‘Them’ opposition is frequently uttered by 

the ‘poor’ interviewees in this book. As Necmi Er :�;�<3=#>@?�A#B7=#?�CED�FHGJI$A
answers the poor-subaltern give to the questions concerning social-

political problems in most instances go and come between the 

particular, the individual, the empirical and ready-made formulas, 

slogans, common-sensical reasoning. The social-political problems are 

reduced to the area of the everyday, ordinary, direct experience by 

making references to the personal stories, worries, events (2002: 57). 

Thus, the general and abstract reasoning coincide with the particular 

and direct experience. In the poor’s minds, being poor is a significant 

part of their social identity i.e. it is an indicator of their ‘class’ position. 

And such conception of class is no less a part of the intellectual activity 

than more analytical conceptions of class. Gramsci states that “[a]ll men 

are intellectuals . . . but not all men have in society the function of 

intellectuals” (2000: 304). Although he thinks that subalterns, like other 

social groups, need to create their own intellectuals, what he calls 
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“organic intellectuals”, in order to raise a critical self-consciousness, 

“[t]his is not to say that [subalterns] have no understanding of their 

condition” (Landy, 1994: 26). Therefore, the conceptions of class by the 

subaltern classes on the basis of their everyday or empirical 

consciousness, which show themselves through dichotomizing the 

world between ‘the poor’ and ‘the rich’ or ‘Us’ and ‘Them’, are as much 

explicable of the class conflict as more analytical conceptions of the 

issue. Landy states that, in Gramsci’s view, “the subaltern is neither 

bereft of awareness of nor passive in the face of social conditions” 

(1994: 14); he does not establish “criteria of good and bad, correct and 

incorrect” in “his examination of certain literary forms, especially mass 

and popular forms such as melodrama” (1994: 33). By drawing on 

Gramsci, I would suggest that there is no one, ‘correct’ way of 

representing class or class conflict. The ‘poor’/‘rich’ opposition in 
K#L�K#M!N�O/PRQ�S0T)U5OVK/ORWXN#T)T(K�OYS)Z\[�]
N ^
T K/O$O�S ^$K3T`_aN/b/S)T c$K3U U5N#T d/e#L�K�U7K/O
represents how the class position of the ‘poor’ people is refracted 

through their empirical consciousness, although the exploitation of the 

labour or an overtly political opposition between lower and upper 

classes is not shown in these films. I do not argue that ‘poor’/ ‘rich’ 

opposition in arabesk films is the representation of the class conflict in 

Turkey, because, as mentioned above, there is not a thing, a social 

entity, which we can call ‘the class’ that can be represented as such. 

However, I would argue, this opposition shows us how the class conflict 

is understood and conceptualized in the minds of popular classes. 

 

5.3 A Paradigmatic Analysis of Arabesk Films 

 

In my analysis of the paradigmatic structure in arabesk films, I 

will focus on the functions exposition, love, conflict, determination, blow 

and arabesk songs in order to show how ‘Us’/’Them’ opposition is 

primarily encoded on the basis of the poor/rich paradigm. In addition to 
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the poor/rich paradigm, there are also other paradigms which are used 

to depict the social identities of ‘Us’ and ‘Them’. Therefore, not only a 

class opposition which is represented through the poor/rich dichotomy, 

but also a cultural opposition is revealed in these films through 

modern/traditional or urban/rural dichotomies. At the end of my 

analysis, I will examine the interrelationship between multiple 

paradigms in arabesk films. 

 

5.3.1 Exposition 

 

As was mentioned before, all arabesk films start by introducing 

the hero and his environment, i.e. by exposition. It is usually indicated, 

in the initial exposition, that the hero lives in an environment, which is 

mostly marked by solidarity and ‘poorness’. The initial exposition has 

some important effects on how the audience gives meaning to the 

upcoming story. First of all, it introduces the hero and his environment 

before the events have not started yet. Therefore, the people presented 

at this stage are perceived in their ‘normal’ conditions of life, which are 

not affected yet by the intervention of any new or unexpected event that 

would actually give a start to the story. That is why exposition seems to 

be the most ‘natural’, though not ‘realistic’, part of arabesk films. 

Exposition provides the audience, what Kress and van Leeuwen call 

“modality markers”. They state that although it is generally argued that 

“the camera does not lie”, the questions of  

truth and reality remain insecure, subject to doubt and 
uncertainty, and even more significantly, to contestation 
and struggle. Yet, as members of a society, we have to be 
able to make decisions on the basis of the information we 
receive, produce and exchange. And in so far as we are 
prepared to act, we have to trust some of the information 
we receive, and do so, to quite some extent, on the basis 
of modality markers in the message itself, on the basis of 
textual cues for what can be regarded as credible and 
what should be treated with circumspection. These 
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modality markers have been established by the groups 
within which we interact as relatively reliable guides to the 
truth or factuality of messages, and they have developed 
out of the central values, beliefs and social needs of that 
group. (2003: 159) 
 

Thus, Kress and van Leeuwen hold, although modality markers do not 

show the ‘reality’, they produce “shared truths aligning readers or 

listeners [or, audiences] with some statements and distancing them 

from others. [They serve] to create an imaginary ‘we’ [or, ‘Us’]” (2003: 

160).  

The distinction between (initial) exposition, as a function that 

serves at the textual level, and the subsequent functions which belong 

to the story level, seems important in order to understand the 

construction of ‘viewpoint’52 in arabesk films. The story does not begin 

before somehow53 introducing the hero and his environment. Therefore 

the relationship between the audience and the hero (and his 

environment) is established before and outside the story. Thus, the 

audience is engaged in the story through and together with the hero 

and his environment. This structural feature of arabesk films, along with 

the existing image of the singer-actor, creates an intimacy between the 

audience and the hero (and his environment). In other words, the 

audience is also included in the hero’s ‘natural’ environment which is 

presented during the initial exposition and which is marked, above all, 

with its ‘poorness’. The construction of ‘viewpoint’, on the one hand, 

positions the audience, and, on the other hand, secures ‘poor so 

humane’ image of the hero. There are some films in which the poor 

hero becomes rich afterwards. These films are fhg
i�j#g�k�g�imlonap�qrp�sutwv
s3g/xylz9{/|#}!~#{$����}3�E{
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and 

                                                
52 A brief definition of this term is as follows: “The position of the narrator in relation to 
his story; thus the outlook from which the events are related” (Cuddon: 970).  
53 In Benim Gibi Sevenler, Vurmay ����-�� ¢¡��£ ¤¢¥a¤¢¥ and ¦
§¢¨¢©«ª ¬u�®�¯�° ±¢²¢³�´�µ , the film 
begins at some point in the midst of the story and the past events are shown through 
flashbacks. Nevertheless, however, exposition of the hero and his environment 
precedes the presentation of the story.  
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¼
. However, in all these films, the hero continues to be 

suffering from the villainy, which has taken place mainly because of his 

‘poorness’, even though he becomes rich afterwards. What is more 

striking as regards these films is that, whenever the hero gets rich (and 

in most of them famous, as well), he loses his girlfriend or family with 

whom they were together or loving each other before, though they are 

poor. It is a recurrent paradox in these films with no exception. Below 

are two examples in relation to this recurring motif: In Derbeder, it is 

shown in exposition that the hero and his girlfriend (the heroine) are 

together and happy. Soon after we understand that they cannot get 

married because the girl’s father does not let them unless the hero pays ¾3¿
À$ÁÃÂ�Ä5Å�¿�Æ�¿
Ç/Â 54. The hero goes to Germany to work so that he can earn 

this money. When he gets the necessary amount of money and 

establishes some relationships which will open him the doors to be rich 

and famous, he turns back. However, because of the villain’s lies 

(concealment), the hero and the heroine separate. He is now ‘rich’ but 

‘lonely’. In Öksüzler, three siblings are shown in the initial exposition 

who are homeless but happy of being together. Whenever they are 

found by the police they are adopted by different families and thus have 

to separate. The hero’s material conditions of life are much better now 

and he soon becomes a famous singer, however, he suffers this time 

from not being together with his siblings because he does not know 

where they are. Thus, ‘poorness’ does not leave arabesk hero, at least 

until the very end of the film, although he becomes materially rich. By 

using the term ‘poorness’ instead of ‘poverty’ I attempt to make it clear 

that the suffering of arabesk hero and/or heroine is not only related to 

the lack of material well-being, but their becoming lonely or their 

somehow losing each other is also encoded as a part of their ‘poorness’ 

within the narrative of arabesk films. Therefore, by drawing on 

Bourdieu, I will suggest that by not “using the material poverty as the 
                                                
54 Money paid by the bridegroom to the bride’s family. 
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sole measure of all suffering”, arabesk films do not keep “us from 

seeing and understanding a whole side of the suffering characteristic of 

a social order” (1999: 4). Generally speaking, then, the eye (the 

viewpoint) through which the story is filtered, gets belong not only to the 

‘poor’ hero but also to his environment as well as to the audience; and, 

hence, the first term of the opposition ‘Us/Them’ is constructed actually 

during the initial exposition. After that point, all events are related to one 

another in light of the viewpoint of ‘Us’55. 

The villain is the complete opposite of the hero; therefore, he56 

belongs to ‘Them’. The opposition between the hero and the villain is 

constructed right at the moment when we see the villain for the first 

time; and, because this is at the same time generally the starting point 

of arabesk story, which is full of the suffering of the hero and heroine 

(and, in a sense, of the audience who are identified with them), ‘Them’ 

is encoded as the major source of all grief and pain. 

In general, in urban context, the villain is presented as a 

businessman (a factory owner, for instance) whereas in rural context, 

he appears as an È�É3È (a land-owner). In both cases, the villain is 

primarily identified through his ‘richness’. That most of the villains are 

‘rich’ does not mean, however, every ‘rich’ is a villainous character. ÊHË0Ì½ËÍ Î#Ï(ÐmÑÒÐJÓ$ÔRÕ-Ô/Ö/Ë)Í ×�Î�Ì Ì5Ô�Í Ñ�Ø6Ï�Î#Ì7Î�Ù�ÚuÐJÓ$Ô�Ï�ÔÛÎ#Ï�ÔÛÙ$Ñ3Ì5Ô/Ð�Ë)Ì5Ô�Ù4Ü Ý�Ñ�Ñ
d’ 

characters in arabesk films who are also ‘rich’ or, at least, who does not 

belong to the ‘poor’ environment of the hero. However, such characters 

are very rare in arabesk films compared to the classical melodramas of Þ-ß�à/áâ ã�ä�åçæhèêé!ßìë�ß#í�ë�ß�î�ß�ï$ð�ä�ð�á ñ#ïòñ�ó�ë�á ô
é
ness in the Turkish melodramas 

and in the popular imagination of the social reality are quite similar to 
õ�ö/÷�øúù�û�ø
õ�ü�ýyþ�ÿ�� õ3÷������êü	��ù�
3ö�����!û ÿ�� û��3ü�� ÷
ø��
õ�ÿ�ÿ��������7ù�ÿ�û����$ÿ�û�ö���÷�õ�ÿ�� ÿ���ù
û
                                                
55 This is called “primary effect”: “The text can direct and control the reader’s [the 
audience’s] comprehension and attitudes by positioning certain items before others. . . 
. Thus, information and attitudes presented at an early stage of the text tend to 
encourage the reader [the audience] to interpret everything in their light” (Rimmon-
Kenan, 1989: 120). 
56 The villain in arabesk films is most of the time male. 
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regarded as being composed of an essential villainy or a villainy-in-itself 

by the poor-subaltern, but the forms of behaviour and the way of life it 

leads to are considered villanious. The typical answers the poor-

subaltern give to the questions regarding how they treat the rich are like 

‘some of them are good, some of them are bad’ or ‘they are not all 

alike’. However, he adds, “undoubtedly, in the narratives of the poor, 

the dominant image regarding the rich is negative” (2002: 35, my 

translation). Accordingly, most of the rich characters in arabesk films 

are villainous figures; therefore, the rare existence of rich but good 

characters does not distort the correlation between ‘richness’ and 

‘villainy’ in these films. In Bir Teselli Ver, for instance, the heroine’s 

uncle takes the side of the heroine and the hero contrary to the rest of 

the heroine’s rich relatives. Actually, we do not know how rich he is. 

Nothing (his house, his family, his job etc.) is shown about him 

throughout the film. Nevertheless, he is the uncle of the heroine and 

seemingly does not belong to ‘Us’. However, at the very first scene the 

‘good’ uncle appears on the screen, we understand that he also hates 

the greed for money of the other members of the heroine’s family and 

he, too, constructs ‘Us/Them’ opposition in his angry utterances 

towards her other uncle. Right at the moment when the heroine and her 

‘bad’ uncle talks about money the ‘good’ uncle enters: 

- (Bad uncle, to the heroine) What is wrong with more money? 
- (Good uncle enters the living room –his first appearance– and 

immediately joins the conversation ) Absolutely wrong! All 
badly wrong! (angrily) You will make her just like yourself. (to 
the girl) What kind of villainy is this evil inoculating you? 

- (the heroine, to the good uncle) All about money, my uncle. 
All the time, they talk about money. 

- (Good uncle) They prefer money to everything, my girl. 
(Appendix A – 11) 

 
As is exemplified here, the rare existence of ‘good’ rich characters in 

arabesk films, too, can be used to underline how ‘being rich’ plays a 

central role in the construction of ‘Us/Them’ opposition in these films. 
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There are also some arabesk films, in which some villainous characters 

are not ‘rich’. ���������� �!�"$#�% is a remarkable example in that sense. This is 

the only film among thirty films analyzed here in which the chief villain 

comes from the lower class whereas the hero and the heroine lead an 

upper-class way of life. We learn at some point in the story that he was 

once working as a mechanic when he saw the hero’s wife and fell in 

love with her. Behind his villainy against the hero and the heroine is this 

unrequited love. I do not think, however, that this film completely 

contradicts my suggestion about how in arabesk films ‘Us/Them’ 

opposition is established mainly around class conflict.  Firstly, it is for 

sure that the richness of the hero is not the same with how the richness 

in other films is encoded; the rich character in this film is, above all, 

Ferdi Tayfur (he uses his real name in the film), who, by the virtue of his 

already-established image is still one of ‘Us’ in the eyes of the 

audience. His real-life history and his previous films function as an 

unseen exposition in the minds of the audiences, which reminds them 

that he knows what it is to be poor. Therefore, I think, such a film can be 

regarded as the continuation of Ferdi Tayfur’s some previous films 

( & �������('*)+��,.-/!�"10 u 2 �.3.�54�67#8-:9;��" , for instance), in which the hero (Ferdi 

Tayfur), who was once poor, becomes a famous singer and at the end 

comes together with the heroine. What actually challenges my study in 

this film is the identification of the villain. We know almost nothing about 

him. He is presented at the beginning as one of the mafiatic typologies 

with whom the audience is already familiar; therefore, he does not 

actually need to be identified further. What is interesting is that he could 

have been rich or at least he did not have to be a tamirci (mechanic – 

every mechanic may not be poor, of course; however, the connotations 

of this word, the context, and the psychological state of the man while 

uttering it, all add to the idea that he is a member of the lower-class 

while the woman – the hero’s wife – is from the upper-class): While 

threatening her with a drawn knife, the villain whispers to the woman in 
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anger and lust “Look at my face! Look at carefully! I was the mechanic. 

You would come by your car. I wouldn’t let anyone repair your car. I’d 

do it myself. I’d caress your seat all nights long. Remember me, huh, 

remember me?” (Appendix A – 12). This lust and anger towards the rich 

woman seems to make the villain, I suggest, the ‘alter-ego’ (the double 

and counterpart) of the romantic hero (and of the audience who are 

identified with the latter) in Benim Gibi Sevenler who is also a mechanic 

and in love with a rich woman. I also suggest that the openly-

established class opposition between the villain and the woman stems 

from the conventions of arabesk films according to which at the core of 

the main conflict always exists class opposition. In my opinion, these 

conventions affect not only the encoding but also the decoding process 

of the film. Therefore, the villain’s rape of the woman, at least in this 

scene, prevents him from being perceived as identical with the rich 

villains of other films who rape the ‘poor heroines’. 

According to Meral Özbek, there is a difference between arabesk 

songs of the 1970s and those of the 1980s in terms of their musical 

structure, lyrics, consumer profiles and their social meanings. This 

difference, for her, is related to some factors such as arabesk songs’ 

becoming popular among middle classes along with their popularity 

among subaltern classes, the development of music industry, changes 

in the urban population in terms of their density, (social) quality and 

tastes, and overall changes in economic and political structure of the 

country (2002: 119-120). A significant difference between arabesk films 

of 1970s and that of 1980s, too, can be recognized especially when the 

relationship between the hero and the villain as well as blow(s) from 

which the hero and/or the heroine suffer are examined in all these thirty 

films. The films in which only a few villains57 are responsible for the 

whole suffering of the hero and the heroine are mostly of the 1970s; 
                                                
57 It has to be kept in mind that these villains are not identified as individual characters 
but as ‘types’ whose common indicator is their richness. And, most commonly used 
labels of them are fabrikatör (factory owner) and <>=?<A@ land owner). 
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therefore, the hatred against villainy fostered by the narrative of these 

films is concentrated on these villains. In these films, there is already a 

close relationship (an ‘employer-employee’ relationship as in Bir Teselli 

Ver, BDC�E5F.G5HIB7JLKNM�H�O�C , Derbeder, BDC�E�C.H PNM�H�Q�R , Sabuha, Seven 

Unutmaz, STJ�UVC�F�G5WYX�J�R:Z5C�[ , Kara Yazma, \5]_^�`.a�b8c�d , egf:h�f+ijf8k lnm�o�k�m�p�q  
and Haram Oldu, and/or a private relationship as in Benim Gibi 

Sevenler, rgs+tvu�s8t$s�wxrNy8w.z�{:z�|;}�~����;� and �nz.t$|5�5{���{�� ) between the villain 

and the hero-heroine. Because of this close relationship, villainy has an 

open and direct effect on the material conditions as well as on moral 

values or psychological state of the hero-heroine. Similarly, in Ben 

rA�.��{.t��8�.w����;��y8��y+� , Dertler Benim Olsun, � {���{���|5����s8� Olmaz and Son 

Sabah, which were shot in the 1970s, one or a few villains directly 

threatens the livelihood of the hero. Thus, an obvious link is established 

between different kinds of blows (being raped, insulted, fired, beaten, 

killed etc. by the villain) that the hero and/or heroine are subject to. In 

other words, the villain who insults/beats/kills the hero mainly because 

of the love relationship between the hero and the heroine, is at the 

same time in such a position (the heroine’s father58, the hero’s/the 

                                                
58 The ‘father’ of the hero or the heroine comes out to be a significant figure in most of 
arabesk films as a very central cause of the hero’s and heroine’s suffering. First of all, 
in all of these films either the hero or the heroine is, and sometimes both of them  are 
fatherless. In some of them there is a direct, and in some others an indirect causal 
relationship between the villainy and the ‘father’ figure/fatherlessness. In Bir Teselli 
Ver, �������T�>�����¡ >���£¢¥¤ ¦�§>¨>§�¦ , Dertler Benim Olsun, ©�ªV«�¬�¯®/©�°�±³²�®>´�ª , Benim Gibi 
Sevenler, Derbeder, µ�¶V·5¶�¸º¹�»�¸V¼�½ , Son Sabah, Seven Unutmaz, Kara Yazma, Dil ¾ ¶�¿À¶�Á�Â and Gülüm Benim, the father of the hero or heroine is either one of the chief 
villains or his/their supporter. Therefore, in these films, the hero and heroine struggle 
against the ‘father’ as well as the villains (if there are any other). If we do not take into 
account the examples in which the hero has no one from his real family at all ( Ã³ÄVÅ5Ä>Æ�Ç¯È
Kul Olmaz, Sabuha, É ÊÌËVÍ�Î�Ï>Ð�Ñ , Ò�Ó�ÔÖÕVÓ�Ô	Ó�×ØÒÚÙ>×>ÛVÜÝÛ_Þ ßáà³Ó�âÝÓ�Ô	Ó�ãåä�Ü>æ ãnÜVÕ_Þ , ç�èêé�ë_ì íVî�ïÖð�ñ , 
Haram Oldu, Kul Kuldan Beter, Öksüzler, ò¥óôì�õ÷ö�ì ë  and ø�ù�ë�ö>ú û*ü:é�ó�ì íVî�ï	ð�ñ ), in the rest 
of the films ( ý+þ?ÿ������ � � þ	��
 ��� , �� � ������������������� ������ "!#��$&%('	�*)+$� ,%-� �.!���!/�0)21	% and 3�4 4 5�6&7(8
Sen Bilirsin) the hero’s having no father is so apparent that his ‘loneliness’ or 
‘defencelessness’ is symbolically linked to his ‘fatherlessness’. The fatherlessness of 
the hero is even openly declared by an extradiegetic narrator (“a narrator who is 
‘above’ or superior to the story”  (Rimmon-Kenan, 1989: 94) ) at the beginning of 329�7 : 
The film begins with the screams of a woman who is in labour. Right at the moment 
the child is born, the film freezes for a while and we hear a voice from background 
saying that “He is named Emrah. His mother’s name is Fatma, his father’s Adem. The 
father’s name of all fatherless children is always Adem. Emrah, too, is born out of 
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heroine’s boss, etc.) that he can directly affect the hero’s and/or the 

heroine’s material life conditions. In many arabesk films, like in 

melodramas, ‘raping’ or ‘attempting to rape’ is one of the common ways 

of showing the villainy. At this point when I am trying to make clear how 

the villain’s representation as being very close to and directly effective 

on the hero’s-heroine’s life establishes a symbolic link between different 

kinds of blows, a concrete example might be very helpful: The villain in 

Dertler Benim Olsun is a rich young man. The hero and heroine are in 

love with each other and dreaming about their future at the beginning of 

the film. In the villain’s first appearance, which is at the same time his 

first encounter with the heroine, we immediately understand that he is 

the villain because he is insolent, spoiled, impudent, and, above all (or 

we can definitely say ‘because’) he is rich, and also that he has coveted 

the heroine. The hero and the villain do not actually have a direct 

relationship. However, at some point in the story, the villain destroys the 

hero’s stand where he sells watermelons, and soon after that, the villain 

rapes the heroine. The close temporal relationship between these two 

events in this film strengthens the symbolic link between the material 

suffering of the hero and the suffering due to losing his honour, which 

is, as Elsaesser remarks in relation to melodrama, a widely used and 

symbolic way of signifying the class conflict in melodramas.  

                                                                                                                            
wedlock. He has already had the burden of being ‘a child of sin’ on his shoulders” 
(Appendix A – 13). I suggest that ‘the villain father’ or ‘fatherlessness’ in arabesk films 
has some symbolic meanings, which is highly related to the ‘loneliness’ or 
‘defencelessness’ the subaltern classes feel when they confront all kinds of suffering 
that are “characteristic of a social order”. The primary organizer of the social order, 
especially when the economic structure (though it has been continuously changing 
since the 1980s) and political culture in Turkey is concerned, is the state. Therefore it 
is the state, in the eyes of the subaltern classes, which can restore the order and 
make their lives better. At the same time, however, there is always a mistrust in the 
state in popular minds, the reason of which, again, is the idea that the state is primarly 
responsible for this social order. ‘Devlet Baba’ (State Father) is a very commonly used 
phrase in our daily political language. Besides, ‘father’ is the nickname of Süleyman 
Demirel, who has been very influential in the political life of Turkey both as the head of 
the government and as the head of the state. This symbolic link between ‘father’ and 
‘state’, especially in the minds of the subaltern classes, I think, is echoed in arabesk 
films through establishing a link between the hero’s ‘suffering’, ‘loneliness’ or 
‘defencelessness’ and ‘the villain father’ or ‘fatherlessness’. 
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The films in which villainy is largely dispersed instead of 

concentrated on one or two villains, or in which there are mafiatic 

villains the identity of whom are blurred as opposed to the clear 

identities of the villains in the 1970s (i.e. either a factory or a land 

owner) were made mostly in the 1980s. In :�;*<>=@?*A+B*CEDF;G<IHKJMLONFPGN�L and Q@R+STR0UGVXW>Y[Z�\/]
lmaz, which were made in the 1970s, too, we see quasi-

mafiatic villains, however their identity is much clearer than the mafiatic 

villains in Kul Kuldan Beter, ^`_ Vba�U*Vdc  and egf cGU�h-WjikR _ V-lGmGnoZFp , which were 

made in the 1980s: the audience is informed of, for instance, how they 

became rich or what kind of a job they are exactly doing. In other words, 

the villains in these two films are presented as more tangible or 

accessible as opposed to the much darker villains of the latter group. In 

the films of the 1980s, the villains are not factory or land owners any 

more, but they are obviously engaged in some dark business about 

which the audience can have no idea. Therefore, it seems that, in these 

three films, compared to the others, the link between the villain and his 

class identity is relatively unclear59. That this link gets blurred can be 

detected in some other films of the 1980s, as well. In Mavi Mavi, the 

heroine’s family environment (and up to a point, the heroine herself) 

and her friends are depicted as villainous; however their villainy does 

not become a direct or physical one, therefore it does not threaten the 

livelihood of the hero. In Öksüzler, we see three homeless siblings in 

the initial exposition but no one is pointed out in the film as the villain 

who might be responsible for their misery. Moreover, when these three 

children are separated, the hero greatly suffers from that and his main 

objective throughout the film becomes finding his siblings; although the 

family who has adopted the hero’s siblings is introduced indirectly as 

villains, however, no indicator about these people’s identity is given to 

us. In other words, a link between their identity and their villainy is not 

established. In Vurm
RFl�VXc

, we see many villainous people: a prostitute, 
                                                
59 As I will suggest below, however, it does not mean that such a link is totally absent. 
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her pimp,  a man we see just once who comes to the hotel, in which the 

hero’s father works as a janitor, with a seemingly young and innocent 

girl, the people in the  apartment building in which the hero and his 

family live and work as caretakers, a mafiatic casino owner, an old man 

with whom hero’s sister lives as his mistress etc. qsrFt  is a quite 

exceptional film because it directly attempts to point out (just like a 

documentary film) the reason behind the sufferings of the homeless 

children, and it is sometimes directly declared throughout the film that 

‘the society’ is responsible for this suffering; therefore, the villainy is 

dispersed and at the same time blurred. q`u(uMvGw�tXxzy|{*}�~/�(u(�-�����(} is also an 

exceptional film in that while constructing the second term of the 

‘Us/Them’ opposition, ‘Them’ is not clearly identified. In this film, the 

hero falls in love with a girl who is a worker in the factory where the 

hero also works. However, we see within the story of the film that the 

girl is actually a journalist who secretly does some research about the 

life of the workers. The hero understands the true identity of the girl 

while her research is being advertised on television: “News-flash from 

SABAH! An undercover report of the year! I’ve written it for you. 

SABAH! I’ve experienced the little worlds, little joys and happiness of 

the factory workers. SABAH! I’ve been with them for days Their is an 

honest, spotless and naive world. The world of the little people who 

love, are loved and preserve their own values. The world of the people 

who live for their honour, who get a different perspective on life. I’ve 

written it for you. You have to read it! SABAH! This is a must read, a 

must!” (Appendix A – 14). ‘Them’ is encoded at this point as the target 

audience of this advertisement, but it is not presented at all who these 

people are to whom the advertisement speaks. So, in arabesk films of 

the 1980s, the identity of the villains becomes relatively blurred 

compared to those made in the 1970s. However, I also suggest that the 

central opposition between ‘poor hero’ and ‘rich villain’ which eventually 

becomes the decisive indicator of the ‘Us/Them’ duality does exist in 
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these films, as well. In all of them, like the rest of these thirty films, the 

poorness of the hero is encoded as the primary indicator of his identity60 

and from the initial exposition on ‘Us’ is defined on the basis of this 

identity. If we consider especially, as I have tried to explain above, how 

the initial exposition functions to position the audience in relation to the 

hero and his environment in these films, just like in the films of the 

1970s, it can be clearly seen that the audience is still included in ‘Us’ in 

the films of the 1980s as well61. Although the villainy is dispersed and 

the villains’ identity is relatively blurred in these films, their ‘richness’ is 

also preserved. For instance, in Mavi Mavi, the ones who insult the hero 

(including, at the beginning, the heroine herself) are all rich (they have 

very luxurious houses or elegant cars etc.); in Kul Kuldan Beter, �K�G�X���G�b�  

and �|�*�G���-�����*�*�(���0�o�0� , the mafiatic villains, though we do not exactly 

know about their business, are all apparently rich; in ���0�E�������b  , all 

villainous figures are presented as ‘rich’ through, again, their nice 

houses, cars, clothes etc.; and, the symbolic link between villainous 

figures’ being members of the ‘upper class’ and their villainy is 

established: while collecting the garbage of each flat in the upper floors 

of the apartment building, the hero’s father has an heart attack and falls 

down when he is on the stairs. The hero, his mother and his sister 

immediately come from the basement (on which is their flat) to help the 

father. While they are trying to help him stand up, a woman opens her 

flat’s door and scolds them because of the noise they make. 

Meanwhile, we see a man descending the stairs. The angle of the 
                                                
60 Except for ¡�¢	£-¤¦¥�£ § .  
61 In ¡�¨ ¨ ©�ª&£(«¬*®�§@¯G° ¨ ° ±"¥	° § , the audience’s positioning at the textual level of the film as if 
they were one of ‘Us’ is strikingly apparent. When the hero and his friends from his 
neighbourhood and the factory he is working in have been sitting in their kahvehane 
(coffeehouse) they suddenly notice the girl and then the advertisement (which I have 
mentioned above) on television, and they start to watch it carefully. The camera first 
focuses on the face of the hero who is utterly shocked. Then, it shows the television 
just from behind the head of the hero, slowly focuses on the television and stays 
showing television until the advertisement ends. Thus, the hero’s (and others’ in 
kahvehane) ‘angle of vision’ becomes at the same time the audience’s ‘angle of 
vision’. In other words, the audience’s position as ‘one of ‘Us’’ becomes much more 
obvious.   
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camera is positioned in such a way that we see the bond çanta (a 

business briefcase) he carries more clearly than his face. While the 

hero’s father is still lying on the stairs, the man with bond çanta says 

angrily:  

- What the bloody hell has happened here? This is a real 
disgrace!  

- (Hero) Um, my father is not well! 
- Ok! Clean the stairs later. (Appendix A – 15) 
 

Such unbelievably cruel and unconcerned attitudes of these two people 

from the ‘upper floors’ towards the hero’s father while he is having a 

heart attack, and the details like bond çanta which signifies further the 

man’s being from ‘the upper floors’ obviously emphasize the class 

difference between these villainous people and the hero’s family, who 

are from the lowest floor of the apartment building. Thus, generally 

speaking, the primary indicator of ‘Them’ in the films of 1980s is still 

their ‘richness’. The class opposition is encoded as the central motive 

behind the conflict between the hero-heroine and the villain(s) in 

arabesk films of both the 1970s and the 1980s. 

   

5.3.2 Love 

 ² ³*´*µ(¶O·�¸,¹�º�»�¼¾½¿¼0À0³¾¸,ÁÃÂÄ¶0¼*ÂÆÅ  ÇMÈ,ÉËÊ0ÌÎÍ�ÌGÏGÐ(Ñ Ò�Ó+ÔÕÔ¿Ì¾Ñ ÖG×¾ØÙÓ�ÔÚÓÛØ,Ì�Ü�Ì+Ó*ÈÝÌ�×�Ñ ÞßØ,Ì*È�àGØEá0âãÈÙÖÎÈÄÊ0ÌåäMæ0Ö0Þ
meets girl’ plot: they unite, they split, they reunite. In one 
particular variation, the boy from the urban upper class 
and the girl from the lower class have an affair and then 
the boy leaves the girl. The girl finds him again, but learns 
that he no longer wants her. She comes back in disguise 
(urban, rich, sophisticated) and the boy, having failed to 
recognize her, falls in love. This time the girl takes her 
revenge and leaves him. In the end, her identity is 
revealed and the boy learns his lesson. (1998: 265) 
 

Arabesk films, like melodramas, are generally about the love between 

the hero and the heroine, therefore their emotional atmosphere, which 
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is intensified by coming together and becoming separate of the 

protagonists, along with other similarities, makes them highly 

melodra çÚè*éEê ëGì í�î�ïñðGòFðkóÆô ë�î¾õ�éEóÙè�ó"ö éÙî éÄ÷Fð ë*ø èGù�ùGê ë�è�ø ú�ð�û*êMø ü�è m 

melodramas, whose plot structure are, most of the time, in tune with the ý¾þ�ÿ���ÿ������	��
Fÿ���
���/ÿ������������+ý�����þ����Mþ�������
Fÿ��� "!#��$�%&���'!	�Ùý(% )	�Fÿ+*0ÿ(�,
moment they meet on, the hero and heroine fall in love with each other. 

In melodramas, too, the class conflict is encoded as the most primary 

determinant behind the separation of the protagonists (that is why their 

love is generally described as ‘rich man-poor woman’ love). However, 

this conflict is experienced largely between the hero and heroine, 

although their opposing environments are also included in the story. In 

arabesk films, because love (as a personal relationship) is not 

problematized as a source of tension between two people (the hero and 

heroine), what is emphasized is rather the conflict between the people 

who ‘know’, ‘understand’ and ‘exalt’ love (i.e. ‘Us’ including the hero, his 

environment, the heroine) and the ones who ‘are not (cannot be) aware 

of’, ‘suppress’ and ‘rape’ it (i.e. ‘Them’ including the villain(s)). Although 

the class conflict is metaphorically represented through love between 
)-�Fÿ.��ÿ(�Ùý/�+þ0�1�Fÿ(�Ùý(�-þFÿ1�-þ2
*ý3)	�4��$ ������� ����$65�ÿ�7���$ 8���% %¿ÿ9$ ý��(����%:���;��þ0�"�(þ
arabesk films, its social dimension is emphasized more in the latter 

compared to the more personally encoded emphasis in the former. As 

mentioned before, because the two sides of the opposition (the hero –

his environment– vs. the villain(s), or ‘Us’ vs. ‘Them’) are represented 

through typical features of their social identity rather than their 

individual, character-traits, the representation of the conflict around love 

as the main object to be protected against villainy becomes a 

metaphorical representation of the (beyond individual) tensions 

between two diametrically opposed social identities. In her analysis of 

arabesk songs by Orhan Gencebay, Özbek states that in Gencebay’s 

songs (especially in the ones which are close to ‘folk music’ rather than 

‘classical Turkish music’ as regards their structure), love is coincided 
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with social problems; love, in these songs, has a metaphorical quality in 

that because ‘to love’ is concerned to be identical with ‘to live’ and ‘to be 

happy’, it is presented something to be defended and protected against 

suppressing and destructive effects of the social order (2002: 186). 

These arguments are relevant for the status of ‘love’ not only in 

Gencebay’s but also in other singer-actors’ arabesk films. Stokes 

regards love as a metaphorical representation of the “lover[’s]” (the 

hero’s) socio-spatial existence: “The focus of arabesk drama is not the 

actual conclusion but the progressive state of the protagonist’s decline, 

a  state which is metaphorically represented by the social and spatial 

peripherality of the lover” (1992: 156). I suggest, contrary to Stokes, that 

how arabesk films end does matter. However, it is for sure, that “the 

progressive state of the protagonist’s decline” is underlined throughout 

the story.  Therefore, as much as the presentation of the hero’s (and the 

heroine’s) sufferings mainly because of love, how (because of whom) 

these sufferings are experienced is also presented and emphasized. In 

other words, as Stokes himself puts forward, the conflict between the 

hero and the villain stemming from the love between the hero and 

heroine becomes a metaphorical representation of a social (class) 

conflict between these two oppositional identities. Contrary to the 

‘abstractness’ of arabesk lyrics (Özbek, 2002: 105), in which why the 

lover suffers from his emotions is not clear, the villainy i.e. the cause of 

the hero’s and heroine’s  sufferings is concretized in arabesk films. 

Moreover, the hero and heroine do not remain unresisting against 

villainy but they struggle against it to be or to stay together. Therefore, 

Stokes’ argument regarding these films that “[t]he protagonist is 

portrayed as a passive victim of his emotions[;] . . . . Love and fate are 

thematically intertwined” (1992: 156) seems flimsy and biased, hence 

not quite laudable. Against this one of the basic criticisms of arabesk 

culture in general, I would argue by drawing on Özbek’s argument 

regarding arabesk songs (2002: 11-12) that arabesk films are criticized 
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for being totally fatalist only on the basis of a few lines; these films, 

however, also contain enthusiasm and resistance. <>=?=�@�A�B�CED0FHG�@JI�K�L�C�MON�A�B�@�P�Q�D�R(C�D&G	M�KTSUK�V�C�W X�Q�YZY[K9W @�B9A\Q�Y:Q(R�C G]C ^_G	M0K
“upper class, which is fixed as the object of desire”, because the hero 

falls in love with the heroine only when she “comes back in disguise 

(urban, rich, sophisticated)” (1998: 265). The idea that the upper class ` acb(d3e�f�g�b�gih�acj-k0bml	f�npo�b�e�j6f3qrg�b�a�`�s\b�tu`�dcj	k0bJvUb�w�`�x y?h(z�z&b�x f�g(s\h�z:h�acg�f�b�a
{3|3}�~����(�Z�9��� }���� ���0���(��� �������?���0~?������~c����������������|����({O�����&~?�(� �U�0|(��{?}\~�|��0}#�
the signifiers of the upper class, i.e.,  

[l]uxurious American cars, blondes wearing revealing 
dresses, crazy parties and whisky all connote moral 
corruption” and they are “in sharp contrast with the virtues 
(simplicity, loyalty, correctness and chastity) of the woman 
[the heroine] from the rural area/lower class. (1998: 265) 
 

It can be argued that {3|3}6��{��������]���?}6��{O~0|��&�c�U������� �?�(���&�(� |����\�(�:��~���}	�0�
heroine’s moving upward in terms of her class position makes the 

realization of love relationship between the hero and the heroine 

possible. However, not in some, but in all of arabesk films analyzed 

here the hero and the heroine can come together when they belong to 

the lower class. In these films, we either see that there is not a class 

difference between the hero and heroine (most of the time both of them 

are from the lower class), or when there is, the heroine of arabesk films 

(the ‘rich’ one of the pair), as opposed to that |���~0|��&���U������� �?�(�
melodramas, prefers moving to a lower class of which the hero is a 

member.   �¡�¢(£\¢�¤3¡�¥�¦�§ ¨?©(ª;«�£	§ ¨3¬ &©(®°¯±¦3¤�¤�£³²u¤�:©(® ª ¤3´0¢�µ;¤3¶·¡-¬0¢¹¸U¢�º�§�ª »?©(
melodramas is used in the stories of some arabesk films, as well, but 

this time generally the man is poor and the woman rich, basically 

because most of arabesk stars are male62. However, the rich-poor love 

                                                
62 There are also some female arabesk stars, such as Küçük Ceylan. Although in 
Ceylan’s films the protagonist is the heroine rather than the hero, the basic 
paradigmatic relationship between the poorness (of the protagonist) and the richness 
(of the antagonist) is still preserved.   
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is not a typical characteristic of these films. In thirteen of arabesk films 

analyzed in this study, there is an apparent difference between the hero 

and the heroine in terms of their classes; these are Bir Teselli Ver, 

Dertler Benim Olsun, Benim Gibi Sevenler, Derbeder, Son Sabah, 

Seven Unutmaz, ¼¾½�¿ÁÀ�Â�Ã�ÄÆÅÇ½�È?ÉÊÀ�Ë , Kara Yazma, ÌÎÍ�ÉÏ¼9À�Ë±À�Â�Ã , Haram 

Oldu63, Mavi Mavi, Gülüm Benim and ÐÎÉEÉEÀ�Ñ(ÃÊÒ�Ó�Ô�Õ×Ö�Í�É�Í�Ë	Â�Í�Õ . However, in 

fourteen of them, the lovers are of the same class – generally, both of 

them are poor64; these are Ö6Ô�ÕJÌÙØ�Ú�À�Ë	Û0Ô�ÕÝÜ>É�ÒHÞ0È�Þ0Ò , ÖUÀ�ß�Â�Ã�Õ�Ör½'ÌàÞ0Õ3á�À , 
Hatas ÃEÄ År½3ÉÆâÎÉ�ÒãÀ3Ä , Ö6À�ßäÀ�Õ åàÞ0Õ�Ô�È , Sabuha, æ Âçá�À�Õ�Û0è3Ë , Durdurun 

ÌéÞ0Õ3á�À0á�Ã , Huzu Ëê½0Ò Å6À�É�ÒHÀ�ë�Ã , Çile, ìÇßäÀ�Õ�Ã�á�Ø3Ëí½0Ò , Kul Kuldan Beter, 

ÐÎÈ�Ã�Û?Â�ÃÊÕ , Ð>î3Ã  and Ó�Ô�Õ�Â?Í�ÄÏ¼9À3È�ÃEá�Ø3Ëê½0Ò 65. In the latter group, because the 

heroine is from the same class with the hero (i.e. mostly from the lower 

class), the sides of the conflict between two opposing classes, ‘Us’ and 

‘Them’,  (marked with their ‘poorness’ and ‘richness’) are much clearer 

and mutually exclusive. For instance; in Ö6À�ßÊÂ�Ã�Õ'ÖÇ½�ÌàÞ�Õ3á�À , both the hero 

and the heroine work for the villain’s father, one on his boat and the 

other in his olive groves; in ïÙÀ�ßðÀ3Â�Ã�Ä�År½3É6â>É�ÒãÀ3Ä , both the hero and the 

heroine build their lives by their own labour and the difference between 

them and the villain is very obvious in terms of material wealth; in Batan 

Gün Ô�È , both the hero and the heroine are farm workers of the villain’s 

father; in Sabuha, both the hero and the heroine are the villagers under 

the rule of the villain ( À�Ú�À ); in æ Â°á�À�Õ�Û0è3Ë , both the hero and heroine are 

poor, one is a musician and the other is a factory worker; in Durdurun 

ÌéÞ0Õ3á�À0á�Ã , Çile and ÐÙî0Ã , both the hero and heroine are from the same 

poor neighbourhood; in ïé½�Ä3½�Ëí½0ÒñÅ6À�ÉEÒ�À�ë�Ã , both the hero and heroine 

                                                
63 This is an exception in the sense that in this film the hero is rich whereas the 
heroine is not.  
64 Except for ò�óõô:ö�÷õø°ùpú,ûüóõôþý�ÿ ��������� , ���Êùpô
	 �õ÷Áú��� and ����	�û���	�ô . In ���Êùpô
	 �Á÷õú��� and ����	�û���	 ô , the hero and heroine are both rich. In ò�óõôéö�÷üø°ùÁú,û óÁô ý�ÿ ��������� , although the 
hero and heroine are not presented as ‘rich’ during the initial exposition, it is obvious 
that they are not ‘poor’ either.  
65 In this part of the discussion, three films, in which love is either not present or not at 
the centre of the story, are excluded. These films are, as mentioned before, Öksüzler, 
Vurma��	�ô  and ���üú�	 ÿ ù��rù�� .   
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work in the factory of the villain’s father; in Kul Kuldan Beter, the hero is 

unemployed while the heroine works in the villain’s night club; in Sensiz ����� �
yorum, both the hero and heroine lead moderate lives, both of 

whom are threatened by a ‘rich’ mafiatic gang. Because, in these films, 

the hero and heroine are of the same class, unlike melodramas, the 

conflict in relation to love, which metaphorically represents the class 

conflict or, of which the class opposition becomes an apparent 

paradigm when the indicators of the identities as ‘types’ provided to the 

audience are concerned, is not experienced between the hero and the 

heroine. Therefore, instead of representing the class conflict as the 

primary opposition through a ‘personalized’ love relationship, love more 

directly becomes, in these films, a site to be preserved and protected 

against the villainy of ‘Them’.   

In the former group of arabesk films, in which the hero and 

heroine belong to different classes, the heroine ‘prefers to’ (and even 

‘has to’) move downward to be united with her lover as opposed to the � ��!�"�#%$&�'#%$)( "+*,�)-.�0/1#32 465�*7*8��2 "�9�!�5�*
as with whom the hero falls in love "�$�2 :<;8�=��$�>?5�(A@B�1C�#%�EDF!G9�"�H�5�$JI0K=LM(N# LO>?PQ(�� �SR6"�*,��(UT150R&VW#%$U9�# (=X�K�# (6�

(urban, rich, sophisticated)”66. For instance; in Bir Teselli Ver, the 

protagonists get married when the heroine escapes from her rich 

environment and takes shelter in the neighbourhood of the hero. ‘To 

love’ and ‘to be loved’ is possible only in this ‘poor’ neighbourhood 

because where the heroine comes from, in the heroine’s words, is “a 

hell” where “no one can feel free herself/himself” whereas the hero and 

his neighbours are “simple but emotional people”; in Dertler Benim 

Olsun, the heroine suggests the ‘poor’ hero to run away together, 

because her ‘rich’ father wants her to get married with the ‘rich’ son of 

                                                
66 In the three of these arabesk films, Derbeder, Y=Z
[]\�^�_ `.a�Z�b�c \�d  and Kara Yazma, the 
hero becomes rich afterwards, i.e., similar to the heroine in melodramas, the hero, this 
time, moves to the upper class. The hero becomes a famous singer in all of them. 
However, in Derbeder and Kara Yazma, although the hero is rich now, the lovers 
cannot reunite. In Y=Z
[]\�^�_ `?a+Z�bec \�d , on the other hand, they can, but when the hero 
starts to lead his former poor life again.   
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one of his friends; in Benim Gibi Sevenler, when the heroine learns that 

the hero is a mechanic, we hear the following dialogue:  

- (the hero) You see, I’m only a mechanic. Now you know who 
I am, what I do. 

- (the heroine) I don’t love you for your job. Why do you think 
so little of yourself? I don’t measure people by their job or 
how much money they’ve got. We have a close relationship. 
We have a cosy, trustworthy relationship. Let’s go. Let’s go to 
my home. I want you to meet my uncle. (Appendix A – 16) 

 
They go to her uncle’s home. The heroine’s uncle is actually her step-

father. He is a rich man. At this home, the hero is scorned by the step-

father and another ‘rich’ man who wants to get married with the heroine. 

The hero leaves their home angrily, and the heroine runs after him. 

When she catches him we hear the following dialogue: 

- (the hero)  Did you bring me here to make me feel ashamed? 
Go, go to him! He is polite and noble; he has both status and 
money. Why would you leave such a life for me? Why are you 
with somebody who is only a mechanic? How can somebody as 
poor as me make you happy?  

- (the heroine) I’ve planned for everything Ferdi. I don’t want a 
single penny from you. My money is more than enough for us. 

- (the hero, angrily) Your money! Your money! (He slaps her). I’m 
not for sale. Do you think I am? Do you? 

- If you’re gonna hit me, hit me! If you’re gonna kill me, kill me! 
Just forgive me! What I said was wrong; we would survive 
whatever. Don’t get upset! I’m sorry. I can’t live without you, 
Ferdi. (Appendix A – 17) 

 
The slap makes her realize that love becomes possible only when she 

leaves her ‘wealth’; in fhg�i�j&k�lnm'opg&q6rnj1s , the poor hero falls in love with 

the rich heroine, who visits his village with her friends. When she goes t&u�v1wyxGz|{%}6xGu+~�t0������xQ�&��� ���Gz��hxz0z��F� �+u � ��}'��� })���%�3� u��0��u�~=����z��0}�xGz|{�}�xGu�~�t��0���
He becomes a famous singer there, and coincidentally meets the girl. 

However, they cannot unite there although both of them are rich. When 

the hero turns back to his village as a blind man and starts to lead his 

former ‘poor’ life again, the heroine, too, comes after him, and starts to 

live with him by disguising her real identity. Only when both of them 
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become ‘poor’, can they live together; in Gülüm Benim, the heroine 

prefers living in a poor home with his lover, the hero, who is a truck 

driver, to getting married with a ‘rich’ man whom she does not love. 

Generally speaking, in all of these films (except for ���%�������n�����1��� ���3�%¡£¢6��� ), 

the heroine is ready to leave her ‘rich’ life in order to reunite with the 

hero because, as a generic feature of melodramatic narratives, love is 

emphasized as an ultimate value in arabesk films, too; but, as regards 

the possibility of finding love, arabesk films underline the class 

opposition more clearly and, by the help of love relationship as a 

metaphorical representation of social conflicts, exalt the ‘lower class’ 

while degrading the ‘upper class’. 

 

5.3.3 Conflict 

 

During the presentation of conflict and the hero’s and/or the 

heroine’s reactions to it when the tension or suspense reach its climax, 

‘Us’ and ‘Them’ are directly uttered by the protagonists of the story, so 

that on the basis of which identity traits this opposition is constructed by 

the narrative becomes much clearer. In other words, conflict is, in a 

sense, the manifestation of the most predominant paradigmatic 

relationship as heard directly from the hero, the heroine and/or the 

villain(s), around which the opposition between ‘Us’ and ‘Them’ is 

encoded by the narrative. Below are provided some sample dialogues 

during or just after conflict, in which the opposition between ‘Us’ and 

‘Them’ is clearly uttered.  

In Bir Teselli Ver, the heroine apologizes for the attitudes of her 

uncle and ‘rich’ friends who makes fun of the hero the previous day. 

This conflict occurs at the heroine’s home, and we see ‘Them’ – the 

heroine’s uncle and friends - as a group, who listens and dances to the 

western music, and all are apparently ‘rich’: 
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- (hero) Why are you going to apologize? 
- (heroine) For what has happened yesterday. I didn’t want to put 

you in such a hellish situation, but I couldn’t help it.  
- Yes, it was very upsetting for me; but after thinking about it I 

knew I shouldn’t be upset by this herd of people, you call friends. 
- Herd yes; I’m one of them. 
- Yes, you’re one of them, but you’re different. It is easy to notice 

these things for a shepherd. 
- How did you notice it then? 
- Because I was a shepherd when I was young. (Appendix A – 18) 
 

In Benim Gibi Sevenler, the hero declares to the heroine’s step-

father and her ‘rich’ suitor that he wants to get married with the heroine. 

This conflict occurs at the heroine’s ‘rich’ home where she lives with his 

step-father: 

- (hero) No, it’s my mistake. I shouldn’t have come. 
- (father) Your main mistake is that you don’t know where you 

belong! 
- (suitor) You are getting angry for no reason, Mithat Bey. Look 

who are you talking to! He’s worthless.  
- (hero) Worthless? Who are you talking to? Of course! A 

mechanic! Someone so small, but someone who works bloody 
hard for his money. [. . . .]  

- (suitor) He’s being too dramatic to make you feel sorry for him. 
But, his main purpose is to take Selma’s money, Mithat Bey. 
Does he think he can fool us? 

-  (hero) Be careful of what you say, Mister! We’re not as low as 
taking money from other people! (Appendix A – 19) 

 
In ¤¦¥�§¨¥&©1ª�«�¬� ®°¯�®%±y¥1« , the heroine and her little daughter pass 

through the coffeehouse where the men from neighbourhood are sitting 

and staring at these two because they are incited by the ‘rich’ villain 

against the heroine who was once a prostitute. Although the source of 

the conflict is related to the question of honour, it turns out to be a 

matter of ‘poorness’ in the little girl’s words: 

- (heroine’s daughter) Mom, why are they looking at us like that? 
- (heroine) It only seems like it, my girl. 
- We haven’t done anything bad to them, have we? 
- No, we haven’t my girl. 
- Mommy! Mommy! Why are they looking at us like that, then? 
- Don’t worry about them. 
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- Whatever they say, you’re the best mom in the world. They don’t 
know you, do they? They wouldn’t look like that if they did. They 
are so good! If they were, they would help us. Good people 
always help the poor67. (Appendix A – 20) 

 
In Kara Yazma, the hero and one of his friends clean the sewer 

of a ‘rich’ house while the owners of the house – a fat man and a two 

women – are sun bathing. These are not the actual villains of the film, 

but this conflict shows what kind of difficulties the hero is faced with to 

earn ²�³&´6µ·¶�¸º¹»³1¼½³�¾1¶ he needs to be able to get married: 

- (hero, to the fat man) I hope your house burns down; you’re very 
tight-fisted. You can keep your money; you can keep your shit, 
as well (he pours the dirty water on the fat man)  

- (hero’s friend) Well done; they can clean their own shit from now 
on. 

- (hero, on his own) Ah Emine! All this will be over, and we will 
soon be together. (Appendix A – 21) 

 
In ¿n¾
À�³1Á�¸ Â&¼ , the villain – the son of the factory’s owner where the 

heroine works – drives the other worker friends of the heroine away in 

order to be alone with her: 

- (villain) Don’t misunderstand me. I have to be like that with them. 
- (heroine) I’m one of them; I also work for your father.   
- You’re different Selma; you’re very precious to me. 
- I want to go to my friends, now. 
- Wait a sec; I like you. All you have to do is say yes and your life 

will be complete. 
- Please let me go, Kâmil Bey! You disgust me; take your proposal 

to some other women who would listen. All I want to do is earn 
my living. (Appendix A – 22) 

 

                                                
67 In this dialogue, we can also see an example regarding the existence of a dual 
image about the rich in the poor’s minds. In the little girl’s words, who is meant by 
“good people” who are supposed to help the poor are the rich. As I have mentioned 
before, to the poor-subaltern, not all the rich are bad people; there are also some good 
ones among them. However, again as mentioned before, in most of arabesk films, 
including this film, the rich are generally encoded as villainous characters. Moreover, 
although we can detect a possibility for being ‘good’ of the rich people in this dialogue, 
the little girl nevertheless identifies themselves on the basis of their poorness as 
opposed to richness of the other people. 
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In ÃnÄÆÅ0Ç1È�É Ê&Ë , the boss of the hero fires one of his friends. The 

boss is not the actual villain of the film, but this conflict seems important 

regarding especially how the identity of the hero is established: 

- (hero’s friend, to the boss) You merciless man! Why did you 
have to do that? I wouldn’t be that cruel to my dog. 

- (hero) Only human beings wouldn’t do that, Fahriye! 
- (boss) Do you think I’m some kind of animal? 
- (hero) You’ve got the wrong end of the stick, boss. I meant 

people who behave inhumanely. 
-  (boss) You talk out of your ass! I fired Fahriye. I am the boss; it’s 

my decision. 
- (hero) It’s not about you being the boss, it’s your conscience 

talking. Don’t think you own us! 
- (hero’s friend) Don’t poke your nose into my business, Müslüm!  
- (hero) No, Fahriye. It’s our business; it’s the workers who make 

the business. (Appendix A – 23) 
 

In Çile, the hero beats his brother, who will be one of the 

villainous characters afterwards, because of his gambling habit. The 

brother cries and explains why he has to gamble instead of going to his 

school. Although his main problem is related to ‘poorness’ (not having 

enough money), it is understood that ‘their’ poorness is not only a 

monetary but also a cultural problem: 

- It’s easy being a doctor, but it’s not so easy being modern. To 
them we will always be country boys. Today I was going to meet 
a city girl, rich and cultured, for a date. I was going to rent a car. 
That’s all, bruv. We’ll never have enough; even if we become 
doctors. (Appendix A – 24) 

 
In Haram Oldu, during the initial exposition, it is understood that 

the hero is a rich and famous singer; however, we learn soon, through a 

quarrel between him and his ‘rich’ wife, that in fact he was once one of 

‘Us’ and he hates ‘Them’: 

- (hero’s wife) Get out of here! I never want to see you again. Who 
you to leave me behind in the dressing room like some piece of 
shit! Who do you think you are? [. . . .] 

- (hero) Enough! Before I met you corrupt people I was a waiter 
but, at least, I was human. I won’t be like you; I won’t allow this to 
happen. Now, I’m leaving; and, I will never be back again. 
(Appendix A – 25) 
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In Mavi Mavi, in different scenes of conflict, ‘Us’ and ‘Them’ 

opposition is uttered by different persons throughout the film. In the first 

one, the hero – the driver of the school bus –is explaining to the 

heroine, in her very ‘rich’ home, what her sister was doing with a young 

‘rich’ man in a car, and the heroine’s ‘rich’ friends are also listening to 

their quarrel; in the second one, the hero’s mother is crying and telling 

the hero that ‘this rich girl’ – the heroine – cannot be her daughter-in-

law; in the third one, the heroine is explaining to her ‘rich’ father and 

mother why she has fallen in love with the hero: 

(The first dialogue from Mavi Mavi) 

- (heroine) Behave yourself, watch your language! 
- (hero) Do you lot thank people in this way! I’m warning you 

again, keep an eye on your sister. 
- (heroine) Leave now, or I’ll call the police! 
- (hero) No, no, no, I’m sorry. It’s my mistake. I should not get 

involved in the business of dishonourable people. Excuse me! 
(Appendix A – 26) 

 
(The second dialogue from Mavi Mavi) 

- (hero’s mother) Tell me son! What can you possibly give her? 
Houses, servants, huh? You think she can live here? In this 
house, in this neighbourhood? Away from everything she’s used 
to; do you think she can come down to our level? They are rich, 
son. We should stick to our own. They have different tastes to 
us. They always look down on our clothes. 

- (hero) Enough mom!  
- (hero’s mother) No, it's not enough! Look at her! She’s wearing 

next to nothing. How can we introduce her to our friends like 
that? How do you expect me to treat her as my daughter-in-law, 
my son’s wife? We can never be a family with somebody from 
the rich class. (Appendix A – 27) 

 
(The third dialogue from Mavi Mavi) 

- (heroine) It’s not enough dad! What I’ve learned from so-called 
‘kidnap’ is that we are all living in a lie. It seems the rich you are, 
the more honourable you are. 

      [. . . .] 
- (heroine’s father) I’m ashamed of you! It’s obvious that that bus 

driver not only raped you, but brainwashed you, as well.  
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- (heroine) You ÌnÍÎÐÏ8ÍGÑ�Ò&Ó�ÔhÕ¦Ö3×=ØÚÙ»Î&Û�Ü&Ý�Þ&ÎàßÐØ+ÒáÛ=Ñ�â�ã Ñ�Ñ�ä?å0Ñ6Ï8ÒæÑ+Ò�Ø�ç
a bus driver did not rape me. He could have but he didn’t. He 
taught me the real meaning of honour. He taught me how to be a 
human. (Appendix A – 28) 

 
The number of these examples can be easily increased. Except 

for èêé�ëíì¦î�ï�ð1ñ£ò&é1ëôó¦õ3ö�÷=ø1÷&ö , è.ð+ù·ð�ëôúû÷ ë+é1ø , Son Sabah, Huzurum 

Kal öyð�ü�ý , ì�þ3õ|ÿ�ð1ñ½ð��1ý , � ù·ð1ë�ý���î&ñ�� ö , the opposition between ‘Us’ and 

‘Them’, which is established in all films (including these six) at the 

textual level, is underlined further during conflict at the story level as 

heard directly from the hero, the heroine, a villainous character or any 

other person. Conflict does not only operate at the story level, but it also 

shows the opposition at the textual level which can be derived from how 

the setting is created and how the shots are taken. For instance, in Bir 

Teselli Ver, Dertler Benim Olsun, � ð�ù¨ð��1ý
	���=õ�� õ%öæð�	 , Sabuha, Kara 

Yazma, ������ð1ë�ò��&ñ , Mavi Mavi, ��� ñ£öæð���ý·ë  and � õ%õ�ð���ýnö ��é1ë è þ3õ�þ%ñ��6þ3ë , the 

neighbourhood or friends of the hero or of the villain are also included in 

the setting while they directly come face to face. In these scenes of 

conflict, the hero and his friends (the neighbours, villagers etc.) are 

positioned in such a way that they look like opposing the villain and his 

friends who stay at the other side of the screen. More strikingly, in all of 

these scenes the angle of the camera at the beginning (the angle from 

which the audience start to observe the opposition) is always identical 

with the hero’s and his friends’ angle of vision; in other words, the 

camera shows firstly the villain from a horizontal angle at the beginning 

of conflict, so that the audience see him and other villainous characters 

(‘Them’) from the angle of the vision of the hero and his friends (‘Us’). 

Thus, the shots, which belong to the textual level, in such scenes of 

conflict, do not only support ‘Us’/‘Them’ opposition through their counter 

positions on the screen; although ‘Us’, too, is shown from a horizontal 

angle afterwards during conflict, at the beginning of the interaction 

between these two opposite sides, the audience is also included in ‘Us’ 
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by the placement of the camera behind or next to the hero and his 

friends before the villain makes his first attack on ‘Us’. 

 

5.3.4 Determination 

 

During the presentation of determination, especially through the 

dialogues between the hero and the heroine, their problem is again 

encoded as an opposition between ‘Us’ and ‘Them’. Below are provided 

some examples to that: 

In Bir Teselli Ver, the heroine comes to the hero’s 

neighbourhood, and the hero wants her not to go back to her family’s 

home; secondly, we see another dialogue between the hero and one of 

his neighbours, after the heroine decides to stay with the hero: 

(The first dialogue from Bir Teselli Ver) 

- (heroine) I missed this atmosphere, this cozyness.   
- (hero) Please stay! 
- (heroine) How can I? They are strong; they have enough power 

to do anything they want. 
- (hero) Ok, let them! I’ll sort it. (Appendix A – 29) 

 
(The second dialogue from Bir Teselli Ver) 

- (hero’s neighbour) They are strong, my son. 
- (hero) What about us? 
- (hero’s neighbour) Don’t think with your fists; in this case they’re 

not strong enough. (Appendix A – 30) 
 

In Kara Yazma, because the heroine’s father ( ����� ) does not 

allow his daughter to get married with the hero (a shepherd), they are 

trying to decide what to do: 

- (hero) We’ll never escape Emine [the heroine], never! All the 
pain, all the sufferings; whatever happens we’ll confront them. 

- (heroine) We’ll fight hand in hand until we die. (Appendix – 31) 
 

In  "!$#&%'!�#�!�(� *)�(�+,�$+�- , because the heroine is raped by a ‘rich’ 

man, the hero wants to take revenge, and an old man from his 
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neighbourhood offers him help; in this dialogue, we also see how ‘being 

dishonourable’ is intertwined with ‘being rich’: 

- (old man) Is this about the woman that you’re gonna get married 
to? 

- (hero) Her mom betrayed her. He’s so strong; nobody can touch 
him.  

     [. . . .] 
-  (old man) He beat you before because you’re too weak. In the 

past, it was the world of man-power. Nowadays those bastards 
with the money have the real power. 

- (hero) It doesn’t matter who they are. They are not gods, are 
they? My life is devoted to being honourable. My life has 
finished, and now I will finish theirs. (Appendix A – 32) 

 
In Çile, an old but ‘rich’ man brings the heroine to his home to get 

married with her, although she does not actually want it. The hero 

comes to the villain’s home to take his lover back, but the villain’s men 

beat him on the street. The hero, being wounded, cries out the following 

lines to the apparently ‘poor’ people who come there in order to help 

him: 

- Friends, we all suffer the same kind of pain. We’ll endure, be 
beaten, be repressed. This is our torment. But, we’ll safeguard 
our labour, bread and honour. We won’t allow them to steal 
these things from us. We die first! (Appendix – 33) (After telling 
these, he re-enters the villain’s home).  

 
In Öksüzler, the hero does not give up looking for his brother and 

sister, and for him, ‘they’ are responsible for this separation; however, it 

is not quite obvious who this ‘Them’ is; the only thing we know is that 

the family who has adopted his brother and sister is seemingly ‘rich’: 

- My heart will always be broken until I find them. I don’t know if 
they are hungry, or if they are in pain. I’ve never seen my 
mommy; my dad died in an accident. The three of us loved each 
other so much but it was never enough. We’re all blown away; 
they trod on us. (Appendix – 34) 

 
In .�/�02143�5'6
7 , a rich man from their apartment building, in which 

the hero and his family work as caretakers, rapes the hero’s sister, and 

his family is expelled from their apartment. Here, again, the hero 
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accuses ‘Them’ of all sufferings. In this film, there are many villainous 

characters, the only common characteristic of whom is their ‘richness’: 

- Let it happen, mom. If it’s bad to protect one’s honour, let them 
do it. Everyone is beating us. One day, we’ll beat them. My poor 
mom, please don’t cry. (Appendix – 35) 

 
 

5.3.5 Blow 

 

In some films, after blow, too, the opposition between ‘Us’ and 

‘Them’ is revealed, so that the conflict between the hero (as a member 

of ‘Us’) and the villainous character (as a member of ‘Them’) is encoded 

again as the main problematic of the narrative: 

In Bir Teselli Ver, the hero and one of his neighbours, who is an 

ironworker, have a dialogue after the heroine’s ‘rich’ fiancée – the 

owner of the factory where the hero works – fires the hero: 

- (the hero’s neighbour) Why didn’t you argue with them? 
- (hero) Huh, it does no good to argue with them. 
- (the hero’s neighbour) Do you not know why this happened to 

you? What point is there in meddling with these people? Come 
on boy, take this hammer! Whatever happens we’ll sing our 
song. Come on! (Appendix A – 36) 

 
In Kara Yazma, after the villain’s – 8�9'8  – men beat the hero in 

the middle of the village, the hero, being seriously wounded, says to 

one of his friends who wants to help him that 

- My friend, leave me! When I die people will hopefully realize 
why? I’m not dying only for love; to die is better than to live a life 
of slavery. (Appendix A – 37) 

 
In Mavi Mavi, the heroine – as a ‘rich’ girl,  when she is not in 

love with the hero yet – deceives the hero (the hero thinks that she 

loves him, therefore he attempts to kiss her), and they (the heroine and 

her other ‘rich’ friends) make fun of him: 

- (heroine, to her friends) The leopard has now shown his true 
spots; a man of honour, huh! He tried to show us his honourable 
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ways, he insulted us. This small man who questions our ways, 
yes him, forgot all about honour and instead tried to have me 
when I did lead him on a bit. (They laugh) This is what they call 
honour. A bus driver and me, huh! What a lovely couple! What a 
great love! Such a love only takes place in pulp fictions. 
Everybody should know their place. You are a bus driver! You 
are a bus driver! Get it? (Appendix A – 38) (The hero slowly 
approaches her, and gives her a resounding slap) 

 
Immediately after this scene, we see the hero and his friend :<;�=�> ?�@BA�=DC,E$=FC$GIHFAKJLE�M�N 68; his friend says to hero that 

- I thought she was Ok! I believed her intentions. But she was 
messing with us. What can we do about it? This hypocritical 
world belongs to them. In their eyes we are merely poor people. 
They made fun of us. They played with us. (Appendix A – 39) 

 
 

5.3.6 Arabesk Songs 

 
‘Us’ and ‘Them’ are frequently addressed in arabesk songs, as 

well. We can detect them in the very titles of some songs, such as 

Benim Gibi Sevenler,  or O�P�Q�RTS�U�VXW 69. Although in the songs who is 

addressed by these pronouns is not quite clear, in the films the 

identities of these two oppositional groups are revealed. Thus, while the 

hero is singing the previously ‘abstract’ song within the narrative of the 

film, the audiences/the listeners know this time why he calls out to ‘Us’ 

or ‘Them’ and who these people are. I will try to exemplify how the 

songs are included in the narratives of arabesk films through a detailed 

analysis of Bir Teselli Ver70. 

Bir Teselli Ver starts with the music of a hit song by the actor-

singer, so that the song coincide with the other textual elements of the 
                                                
68 An alcoholic drink. 
69 These are at the same time the titles of the films. 
70 It does not matter a lot which film is selected here to analyze, because 
‘intertextuality’, as I try to apply the term in order to explain the interrelationship 
between arabesk songs and arabesk films, is an inevitable process in all of these 
films. Although Bir Teselli Ver has some peculiar characteristics in terms of the use of 
music, it generally is in tune with the other films in that sense. I have chosen Bir 
Teselli Ver also because it is accepted to be the first example of ‘arabesk films’ which 
has pioneered in making these films more popular (Özgüç, 1985: 14). 
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initial exposition – his home, his neighbourhood, his relationship with 

the others for this neighbourhood etc. Almost all arabesk films either 

immediately start with a song by the actor-singer, or during the 

exposition an arabesk song is heard from the background. When the 

songs are given from the background they turn out to be an element 

from the narration level. In some films, however, we see the hero 

singing on the stage at the beginning of the film (e.g. Y�Z\[,]�^,_�`�a , Haram 

Oldu, Ayr b lamam or ced�b�_$Z�bX^ ); likewise, in some films, we see the hero 

singing, not as a singer, but, for instance, as a prisoner (e.g. Kul Kuldan 

Beter or cefFf�]�gLb�h ikj�^mlonDfFnFa2Z�nD^ ). In these films the song does not only 

belong to the narration level, but it functions as one of the textual 

elements which takes part in the identification of the hero like other 

textual elements of initial exposition. In many scenes of arabesk films, 

while the hero is singing we hear the voices of all the instruments 

although we do not see them. In other words, when the hero as a 

prisoner sings his song to his friends (thus the song takes part in the 

identification of the hero like other textual elements of the initial 

exposition), the music, the voice of the instruments, is given from the 

background (thus, instrumental parts of the song actually belong to the 

narration level). Thus, the songs in arabesk films may (and, most of the 

time, do) belong to more than one level of the narrative. This 

characteristic of the songs can be seen not only in the initial exposition, 

but also in other parts of the film in which the hero openly sings the 

song. The accompaniment of the song to the other elements of the 

initial exposition, which point out, above all, the ‘poorness’ of and  

‘friendly relationships’ between these people, makes it also a signifier of 

the social identity of these people. In other words, the use of a song by 

the actor-singer during the initial exposition encodes this song as a part 

of these ‘poor’ people’s lives, i.e., as a part of ‘Us’. Therefore, each time 
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the song is used again throughout the narrative, it serves for the 

signification of ‘Us’ in every context71.  

In Bir Teselli Ver, after the hero meets the heroine and falls in 

love with her, he comes to his neighbourhood, to the place of one of his 

neighbour’s who is an ironworker. The hero seems lost in thought. His p�qsr tLu�v�wsx,y{z�|�}\|�~��mu�z��K� |�x,���<r ��u��$wLx����e���X}\�����
�*�,�$qBp��sr ��� – 40). The 

hero replies “Nothing!” (Appendix A – 41). His neighbour says “Ok, 

then! Listen to our music! This music will uplift you” (Appendix A – 42). 

Their ‘instruments’ are the hammers in their hands. Two workers start to 

hit a piece of iron with their hammers. Right at this moment, a music by 

the actor-singer comes from background and accompanies to the 

voices of the hammers. The rhythm of the hammers, and the rhythm of 

the music is the same, and they coincide with each other. The camera 

first shows the workers hitting the iron, and then zooms into the face of 

the hero who is sitting there, and the scene lasts about thirty seconds. 

Here, the music, which is actually an element of the narration level 

(because it comes from the background), suddenly becomes an 

element of the story level. It is included in the everyday life of ‘Us’, as it 

is encoded through the context (the place where the ironworkers from 

the hero’s neighbourhood work) and the words of the ironworker: the 

hammer in the ironworker’s hand turns out to be “our instrument” for 

playing “the music” coming from background.  

The following day, the hero (a worker in the heroine’s father 

factory) meets the heroine again. He sings the hit song – the song 

played at the beginning of the film – to the heroine, while they are going 

to a shore. This is the scene in which the feelings of the two towards 

each other become more open. The song, in this scene, functions as an 

element of both the text and the narration, because, while the voice of 

the music comes from the background, we see the hero singing the 

                                                
71 These contexts include not only other parts of the film, but also the real life of the 
audiences who listen to this song after watching the film.   
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song to the heroine72. On the shore, the heroine asks the hero “Why are 

you so quiet?” (Appendix A – 43). The hero replies her “I’m listening to 

a song” (Appendix A – 44). Right at that moment a music (again, from 

one of the songs by the actor-singer) comes from background. The 

heroine says “What kind of song?” (Appendix A – 45). She cannot hear 

the music but the hero can, and also, we (the audience) can. Here, 

through the use of the music, a direct connection between the hero and 

the audience is established. After they leave the shore, the heroine 

takes the hero to her ‘rich’ home. At home, there are her ‘rich’ friends, 

who are having a party. When her friends learn that the hero is a 

musician  (it is shown, during the initial exposition, that the hero is an 

amateur composer), one of them stops the music coming from the 

record player (this is a ‘western music’ to which these ‘rich’ friends 

dance) and says that “Hey guys, we have got a musician here, and his 

name is Orhan” (Appendix A – 46). Everyone in the group starts to 

laugh and applause, and they want the hero to sing to them. The 

heroine takes him to the piano. 

- (hero) I don’t know how to play this. My music is different. 
- (heroine) Ok, let me have a go. You do the singing.  
- (hero, by pointing her friends) To them? 
- (heroine) They won’t let you go until you sing to them. (Appendix 

A – 47)  
 

                                                
72 Such scenes are very common in arabesk films. These are the happy moments of 
the hero and the heroine, when the hero (the actor-singer) sings one of his songs to 
the heroine; thus, the song – generally the hit song which is known also by the 
audience very well – becomes a part of love, the most valuable thing for ‘Us’. A 
notable point as regards such scenes is that they are always shot in the public areas 
(shores, parks, streets, picnic places etc.), not in the private areas (i.e. homes). 
Therefore, I would argue, these scenes, which belong to the textual level rather than 
to the story level because during these moments the story is not pushed forward but 
only how happy the lovers are is shown, support to encode love as not something 
personal but it belongs to the ‘public’; in other words, the settings of these scenes (the 
public places where, not the ‘rich’, but most of the time the ‘poor’ – the ‘people’ – go) 
can be understood as a metaphore to underline that love in these films is not only 
experienced between these two individuals (the hero and the heroine) but it is a 
‘common site’ which is shared by all of ‘Us’.   
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The heroine starts to play the song. The camera first shows the hero, 

standing in front of the heroine’s friends with his dirty clothes (‘�F�����
tulumu’), and then shows the others (the heroine’s friends, her ‘rich’ 

uncle and fiancée) as a group, who wear nice clothes. While the 

heroine is playing the melody and when the hero has not started to sing 

yet, it is shown that the ‘rich’ friends start to talk with each other; they do 

not listen to the music, and suddenly the ‘western’ music, and their 

dance to it starts again. The heroine stops playing the hero’s song. The 

hero, angrily, bends his head, and leaves the home. In this scene, the 

song is directly used as a part of the story, through which the class 

conflict between ‘Us’ and ‘Them’ is revealed73. In the following scene, 

we see the hero playing a song to his neighbours, and the neighbours, 

as opposed to the ‘rich’ friends of the heroine, carefully listens to him. 

Thus, the opposition between ‘Us’ and ‘Them’ is emphasized further.  

Another notable point in the film regarding the use of the music is 

that, following the separation of the hero and the heroine within the 

story, the hero sings one of his songs (which, is also, one of the actor-

singer’s well-known songs) to his neighbours. He is full of grief while 

singing this song, and his sad feelings are also shared by the 

neighbours who listen to him. A part of the lyrics is as follows: 

“Wherever you see a garip,/don’t look down on him; you don’t know 

about his trouble./What secrets are hidden behind his being garip;/there 

must be someone responsible for the way he is” (Appendix A – 48). The 

words like ‘garip’ or ‘dert74’ are commonly uttered in most of arabesk 

songs. Garip or gariban perfectly identifies arabesk hero, because 

                                                
73 Konuralp states that the music is used as an indicator of the class difference in the �'����� �  ¢¡\£¤£��¥� ¦\§�¨X¡¥£o¡�©�ª«¡¬©®o��� � ¯±°L� ²´³µ¦\¶¬·�³¹¸¬¦µ²��µºµ�\¨
»¼²½� £��¾²½³µ�¹©¢¦¥¸¿·IÀÁ¶�¸¬ÂÃ²´� ¦\¸µ©T¡¬©T¡�¸
element of the story level, as in Bir Teselli Ver, in arabesk films, like in the other 
melodramas, the class difference is emphasized through playing different kinds of 
music in the presentation of different groups of people. For instance, as Konuralp 
holds, while the upper-class is accompanied by the western classical or jazz music, 
the presentation of the lower-class is accompanied by the folk or arabesk melodies 
(1999: 66). 
74 Which literally means ‘trouble’.  
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these words connote two primary identity traits of him: ‘poorness’ and 

‘loneliness’.  The two literal meanings of the word garip underlines 

these two identity traits of arabesk hero: in the Turkish-English 

dictionary of Redhouse garip is defined as a person who is ‘needy’ and 

‘stranger’. Stokes argues that  

[a]rabesk is essentially concerned with the plight of the 
alienated and uprooted migrant, the garib or gariban, who 
is separated from the bedrock of village life, without 
friends, and money and completely at the mercy of the 
unscrupulous. The focus of the drama is the 
powerlessness of the protagonist to choose his or her own 
destiny. The only moral resource of the gariban is a sense 
of honour, which is portrayed as inadequate and 
inapplicable to the situations in which they find 
themselves. (1992: 149) 
 

For Stokes, being garip or gariban is related to the powerlessness, 

because of which arabesk hero blames nothing but fate for his 

sufferings: 

[T]he ultimate fall of the protagonist of arabesk film is not 
portrayed as an issue of justice per se, but as a statement 
about powerlessness. The drama states that, whatever 
happens, we will find ourselves in situations where we are 
forced through powerlessness to act in ways . . . . for 
which we will eventually suffer. The penalty is isolation, 
alienation, and loneliness, but the actions which lead us to 
this state are our only alternatives, and we cannot be 
blamed. . . . Fate decrees isolation and alienation, and this 
fact cannot be escaped. (1992: 151) 
 

However, garip does not only mean ‘stranger’ but it also means 

‘strange’, as it is stated in the Redhouse dictionary. It is obvious that a 

gariban person is primarily characterized by his/her poor and lonely 

existence as a stranger. Interestingly, however, the other meaning of 

the word garip, which is ‘strange’, illuminates the other, contradictory 

side of arabesk hero. Arabesk voice is ‘strange’ or ‘ambivalent’ because 

on the one hand it declares the powerlessness of arabesk hero and 

thus announces being gariban as an inescapable aspect of his life, as 
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his destiny, but on the other hand it points out the reason of being 

gariban, which seems to be more concrete than fate, by saying that 

“there must be someone who is responsible for his [garip’s] situation”. 

Within the ‘abstract’ narrative of the song, we cannot understand who 

this ‘garip’ is, what his trouble is or why (because of whom) he suffers 

from this trouble. However, when the narrative of the song is coincided 

with the narrative of the film, all these questions have an answer. It is 

no more only ‘fate’ which is responsible for the trouble of the voice in 

the song. “So,” Stokes himself avers, 

arabesk presents a quite explicit form of social critique, in 
which the bad characters systematically exploit the 
powerlessness of the central character for their own 
sexual gratification and material gain, in which the lot of 
the poor but honest man and woman is a poverty-stricken 
and anomic existence on the periphery of the city, and in 
which official justice and legality are seen to conspire 
against the integrity of fundamentally honest and 
honourable people. (1992: 151-152) 
 

The word ‘garip’ still connotes the ‘poorness’ or the ‘loneliness’ (the 

indicators of the social identity) of the voice, but, s/he is not the victim of 

“his or her own destiny” any more. Because, throughout the film, the 

people (‘Them’) who are responsible for his/her sufferings are clearly 

represented75. We can ask that if arabesk contains a message like ‘bad 

people are our fate’ or not. As mentioned in the previous chapter while 

discussing on determination, in arabesk films, the hero’s and heroine’s 

first reaction  when they face with the conflict, is always to resist against 

the villainy rather than simply to submit to it. However, because of some 

misunderstandings, coincidences or deceptions, they cannot stay being 

                                                
75 In most of arabesk films, following blow (the separation of the hero and the heroine), 
the hero sings a song (by the actor-singer). Therefore, arabesk songs do not only 
accompany the identification (in exposition) or presenting the happy moments (in love) 
of the hero, but they also become a part of explaining his grief. In these scenes, too, 
the narration level (the closest level to the position of the audience because both the 
audience and ‘the music coming from background’ are included in the story and the 
text from outside) and the textual level are intertwined.  Moreover, as in love, the 
setting of these scenes, too, is most of the time the public places.  
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determined. Thus, determination of the hero and the heroine to be 

together in spite of the villainous acts does not turn out to be a rational 

or conscious struggle against ‘Them’. Otherwise, we would not call 

these films ‘arabesk’. Therefore, the villain(s) appears to be a fate-like 

reality of arabesk narratives. That is why Stokes thinks that “arabesk 

has never become the focus of explicit political protest” (1992: 152). 

Although it is true that arabesk films, in accordance with other popular-

culture products, do not have an overtly political character, they 

nevertheless identify the villainy; they concretize the abstract ‘Them’ in 

arabesk songs, so that we can see as what kind of a social identity the 

source of grief and pain embedded in arabesk songs appears to be. 

Therefore, arabesk hero, who is encoded as one of ‘Us’ throughout the 

film, is no more the victim of an ‘abstract’ fate, but he is the victim as 

well as the opponent of ‘Them’, who are represented by the ‘rich’ villain, 

although ‘Us’/’Them’ opposition does not lead to an openly political 

struggle between these two social groups.   

Finally, as in other arabesk films, at the end of Bir Teselli Ver, 

too, we listen to a song by the actor-singer. Like in initial exposition, in 

the final part of the film, too, the song functions as a textual element, 

which accompanies the hero’s and/heroine’s happiness or grief. As was 

mentioned before, most of arabesk films have a ‘partially realized poetic 

justice’ and ‘half finished dénouement’ which create discomfort and 

uncertainty on the part of the audience. Through the accompaniment of 

the song to such a situation, I would argue, these ambivalent feelings 

are transposed into the song and accompany it when the audiences 

listen to it in their everyday lives after watching the film. 
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5.4 Multiple Paradigms in Arabesk Films 

 

There is usually more than one paradigm in arabesk films. The 

distinct identities of the hero and the villain  are indicated through some 

layered oppositions and these oppositions are articulated into the 

gen ÄLÅKÆsÇ¹ÈsÉ�É�È�Ê�Ë ÌÍË È'ÎÏÈ�ÐÒÑ�Ó�Ê\ÔÖÕo×$ÄLØ�ÙXÚ�Û�Ä�Ü�Ë�×ÞÝßÅKà,È�á'ÆsÎâÊ¥ÌKÆ�ÌÖÄ,ÊãÌÍ×�Æ�ÌäÌÍ×�Ä�Ê�Ä
layered oppositions are present in åÍæ�çäè�é ê�ë$ë�ì è$êsé�í�ç,î�ìFé ï�êsðñð®çsé ò,óLôKê'ð¼ê,ë,õ
as well: ö�÷,ø�ùDú û�üLý ÷ þ�ÿ ú �'ù ��� ý®÷Lú � ��� ü'ý¼ü ù � ü � � ù �
	 ú ü � ù �
� �� ÷ � ÷ � ù � ÷ �

aroused not only by class conflict but also by rural/urban 
and eastern/western oppositions. . . . The possibilities of 
crossing from one class to another and from village to big 
city provide the ground upon which melodrama plays and 
activates its machinery of desire. Hence the formulation: 
lower class/rural = East/local culture vs upper class/urban 
= West/foreign culture. (1998: 265) 

 
The table below shows which paradigms are generally used to depict 

the opposing identities in arabesk films analyzed in this study: 

 

 

Table 4: Frequently Used Paradigms in Arabesk Films 

1. Poor/Rich All films 
2. Traditional/Modern 
(Eastern/Western) 

Bir Teselli Ver, Dertler Benim Olsun, ���������������
Dünya, Seven Unutmaz, Çile, Mavi Mavi 

3. Rural/Urban Derbeder, Sabuha, �����! #"�$ %'&(�*),+  �- , Kara Yazma, .�/ 02123#4�365#7
, 829�:<;�=?>A@�B , C(D6EGF H I#J�I�J , KML*N  

4. Love/Social (Traditional) 
Norms-Customs 

Bir Teselli Ver, Dertler Benim Olsun, Derbeder, O�P�QSR N�T O�U  Dünya, VXWAYSW�Z#[ \']�^�_A`�_ a�W�\ , Batan bdc�e�f6g
, Son Sabah, Seven Unutmaz, Kara 

Yazma, h ikj�l#m#n6o#p , qMr�sutAr�sur#v�qdw�v*x�y*x�z , q�{ |2}2y#s�y�~#z , 
Haram Oldu, Mavi Mavi, Gülüm Benim 

5. Justice/Legal system-the 
State (the police, court etc.) 

���#���X���������6�����X� ���*�6�#�
, Dertler Benim Olsun, �����S�6���������d���6�#�

, Benim Gibi Sevenler, Huzurum ����� �������
, Kul Kuldan Beter, � ���<���*�A��� , �X� � , 

Sen
�?� �����#�6� �#���G�6�
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The fourth paradigm in the table indicates why in some films the 

hero’s environment (sometimes the heroine herself) opposes him about 

his desire to be together with the heroine. In such situations, the hero 

remains ‘lonely’. The articulation of ‘loneliness’ to the ‘poorness’ of the 

hero makes him more vulnerable to the villainy, which increases the 

emotional intensity of the film. 

Regarding the fifth paradigm, in almost all of arabesk films, the 

hero himself punishes (killing, beating etc.) the villain. In that sense, he 

commits a crime, thus, although it is not shown (because defeat takes 

place towards the end of the film), he gets into trouble with the legal 

system or the State. In some films, however, we see the hero in the 

prison, or in the court as a suspect. As Stokes remarks “a number of 

[arabesk] films focus on the question of legal justice” (1992: 149). 

Prison is a powerful metaphor which adds to the ‘poorness’ of the hero 

through emphasizing the ‘imprisoned’ status of him (as a ‘type’) as 

opposed to the ‘privileged’ status of the villain. “Imprisonment 

represents a final state of social dislocation, a kind of death” (Stokes, 

1992: 150). In these films, either the hero is totally innocent and who is 

guilty is actually the villain, or he commits the crime because of the 

villain, i.e., in fact, the villain is ultimately responsible for this illegal act 

of him. But in either case, it is the hero who is prisoned and it is the 

villain who remains free. This paradigmatic relationship between the 

hero and the legal system in these films turns out to be a metaphorical 

representation of the social order from the point of view of the hero’s 

identity, who solves his own problem with the villain without the help of 

the State (i.e. the police, court etc.). In these films, the State is never 

encoded as something to fight against, i.e., as an enemy of the hero. It 

is included in the story only indirectly. “It is therefore,” Stokes holds, 

“arabesk songs dwelling on the theme of imprisonment . . . . do not 

question the issue of justice, but focus on themes of loneliness and 

isolation” (1992: 150). However, it is wrong, I suggest, to argue that the 
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issue of justice is not problematized by arabesk narratives. It is true that 

the State or the official legal system is not questioned per se. It is also 

true that, however, most of the time the hero becomes the victim of the 

legal system. The State never arrests the villain, or it arrests him at the 

end of the film after the hero suffers a lot from his villainy. The same 

thing is true for Ye  ¢¡�£ ¤2¥§¦¨¦ª©(£ «¢¬§®¥(¦¯¥¢°±¥¢°³²´©(£�£¶µM·'¸
©º¹»«�£�¡ ¼2©½¥§¾¾¡ ¿
©¢°À¥»Á�Âu©§
everything has happened. Moreover, while the villain, who is actually 

responsible for the crime of which the hero is accused, is regarded as 

an ‘honourable’ person by the ‘society’, the hero is already marked as a 

‘guilty’ person both by the ‘society’ and by the ‘legal system’. In Ben ÃÅÄ»Æ�Ç»ÈÊÉÌË»ÍÏÎ�Ð�Ñ³Ò
Ó»Ò
Ñ
, for instance, the villain kills two people (one of 

them is the hero’s brother) and commits a robbery, but, somehow, the 

hero is accused of these crimes and he is prisoned. After he is 

released, he finds the villain in his luxurious office. The villain threatens 

the hero with his gun, as well as with ‘calling the police’ because he is in 

the villain’s office and this is a crime. The hero accidentally kills the 

villain and runs away. The following day, he sees the headline of a 

newspaper: “A Millionaire Has Been Murdered In His Office! The 

Murderer Escaped! The Reason Is Unknown!” (Appendix A – 49). In the 

rest of the film, the hero escapes the police. Likewise, at the beginning 

of ÔÖÕÌ× , we see the hero in the prison. He is ‘fatherless’. His mother is a 

prostitute, but the hero does not know that. We learn that the hero’s 

mother could not tell his father that she was pregnant because she was 

poor whereas the man was rich. After being released, the hero finds her 

mother, but she commits suicide because she does not want her son to 

know that she is a prostitute. The hero lives on the streets. Meanwhile, 

his father appears. He wants the hero to live with him, but the hero 

refuses him because, according to him, the father is responsible for all 

his and his mother’s sufferings. The hero meets a girl (the heroine). A 

former friend of the hero, the boss of whom is a mafiatic man, sells the 

girl to ‘rich’ men as a prostitute, and to save her, the hero attempts to 
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kill his friend. And he is prisoned again. Ironically enough (and this is 

also very meaningful), the hero’s father is a lawyer and he wants to 

defend him in the court; but the hero does not accept his offer, because 

the father is ultimately responsible for the crimes that the hero has been 

committed; how come can he defend the hero now? At the end of the 

film, we learn (through a voice coming from the background) that 

“Ekrem [the hero’s friend] became extremely rich; he has gone through 

a long life as a respectful man; his being a pimp has not been 

considered important due to his money” (Appendix A – 50) whereas 

“Emrah [the hero] died in the prison; he was twenty-eight; the state 

buried him, because, just like her mother, he could not save enough 

money for that” (Appendix A – 51). In these films, then, ‘the legal/social 

system’, ‘the father figure’ and ‘the actual guilt’ coincide with each other 

and are articulated to the ‘richness’ which always comes out to be the 

primary indicator of the villainy, and the hero (as a ‘type’) is identified as 

the victim and/or as the opponent of them.  

Thus, the identities of the hero/the heroine and the villain(s) are 

designated through layered oppositions, such as poor/rich, 

traditional/modern, rural/urban etc., which, somehow, overdetermine the 

opposing personalities, such as virtuous/evil, honest/dishonest, 

humane/cruel etc. As mentioned before, according to the most of the 

critics, traditional/modern and rural/urban dichotomies explain to a large 

extent the social dynamics lying behind the emergence and popularity 

of arabesk culture; arabesk culture (songs, films etc.) is regarded as the 

reflection of the disability of the traditional-rural masses to adapt to the 

modern-urban way of life. Such modernist approaches either totally 

disregard the class dynamics of arabesk culture or they consider it an 

ineffective factor. Contrary to these approaches, I would argue that, 

among the layered oppositions used in the narratives of arabesk films, 

‘poorness’/‘richness’, which depicts, above all, a class opposition, is 

common to all arabesk films analyzed in this study and, hence, the most 
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predominant one. What I suggest here is not the imposition of class as 

a grand paradigm to which all other identities must be subjugated. 

Class conflict in arabesk films emerges together with other paradigms. 

In some films, it is openly uttered, but it never appears to be the main 

problematic of the story. For instance, in Ø¶Ù�Ú¢Û¢ÜÞÝÌß»à , the hero talks about 

the exploitation of the workers while quarrelling with his boss; or, in áXâ
ã¾äæå�ç�èêé
, as it is clearly uttered in the following dialogue, the hero’s 

brother separates from his girl friend because of the class difference: 

- (hero’s brother) Did you talk to your father about me? 
- (his girlfriend) Yes, I did. 
- What did he say? 
- What can he say? He told me that you were a liar. 
- What? 
- It’s simple. You once told me that your father was a 

businessman. 
- Well? 
- You are still lying. Dad knows that your father is just a caretaker.  
- Look, yes, I told you a lie, but I don’t know why I did so. 
- I do. My father is one of the richest businessman in this country. 

You couldn’t have told the daughter of such a man that you were 
the son of a caretaker. 

- Is class difference so important? Don’t you love me? 
- I don’t want my friends to laugh at me. Do you know why I am on 

a date with you today? To tell you that we have to split up. 
- Well, I’m guilty of being poor then? Guilty of being the son of a 

caretaker? 
- Enough! You and I! Can you imagine? Find yourself someone 

like you, the son of a caretaker! (Appendix A – 52) 
 

After this dialogue the hero’s brother only aim becomes to get 

rich. For this purpose, he leaves his school and engages in some illegal 

acts, and becomes one of the major sources of the hero’s and his 

family’s sufferings. Although “the class difference” is uttered here as the 

only problem between these two people, in the rest of the film, the story 

is more focused on the problem of honour. In arabesk films, class 

conflict, which, most of the time, shows itself through the ‘poor’/‘rich’ 

opposition, is reduced to a moral problem or is transformed into other 

paradigms such as modern/traditional or urban/rural. Below are 
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provided some other examples which show how the central ‘poor/rich’ 

opposition in arabesk films is accompanied by oppositions like 

‘honourable/dishonourable’, ‘traditional/modern’, ‘virtuous/immoral’ etc.: 

In Benim Gibi Sevenler, after being insulted by the villain, the hero 

swaggers towards him and says “Who are you talking to? Of course! A 

mechanic! Someone so small, but someone who works bloody hard for 

his money” (Appendix A – 53). In Gülüm Benim, the hero objects to the 

woman who implies he must forget the heroine by saying that “Look, 

doctor! Is it only you lot who know about love and being loved? All these 

things are peculiar to you? Look, doctor! It is us who know what 

customs and traditions are. Nobody knows better than us the meaning 

of love, being loved and being scorned” (Appendix A – 54). In ëXì
í¾îæï�ð�ñêò
, the hero consoles his brother who wants to be rich by saying 

that “Do we need bread? We’re not rich, yet we are honourable” 

(Appendix A – 55). These examples, in which some layered oppositions 

coincide with each other as the indicators of the oppositional identities, 

can be easily multiplied. As I mentioned above, class is not a ‘thing’ 

which can be explored and conceptualized as a separate entity, but it is 

a part of everyday life which people experience as a composite of many 

individual and social problems. Therefore, it takes part in the popular 

imagination through its complex relationship with other dimensions of 

social reality. That is why, class does not appear in arabesk films as a 

‘naked reality’, but it always transforms into and/or is accompanied by 

other social paradigms. In my opinion, to discuss whether or not class 

plays a role in the formation of popular culture is in vain because, in a 

class society, it inevitably leaks into the popular imagination. What we 

can do is, as I have tried in this thesis concerning arabesk films, to 

examine in which way class issues are experienced by ‘the people’ and 

transformed into the symbolic domain of popular culture. 
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CHAPTER VI 

 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

 

In this study, by analyzing thirty arabesk films made in the 1970s 

and the 1980s, I have attempted to show how the poor/rich opposition is 

encoded as the primary paradigm in them, which calls for a class-based 

perception of the main conflict in the narrative. By departing from a 

syntagmatic structure which, I assume, is more or less common in most 

of arabesk films, I have examined how the opposition between the 

protagonist(s) and the antagonist(s) is encoded again and again 

primarily on the basis of the poor/rich paradigm in the story, text and 

narration levels. What I would suggest at the end of this analysis is that 

these films are primarily, if not exclusively, nourished by and address to 

a class-based ‘affect’ (hissiyât).  

To arrive at such a conclusion about arabesk films, which can be 

regarded as a subgenre ó
ô�õö
÷ùø
ú ûÞü2ü»ý ø2û�ú�þÿ÷��¢ý�ú ��û����ª÷§ú ó��	�®û
�ªûÞü��� ö
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firstly dealt with the generic features of melodrama. Genres are 

important for socio-cultural analysis because they are contracts 

between the author/director and the readers/audience. They become 

popular and a conventional way of representation through time. The use 

of certain elements in a narrative in terms of form and content instead of 

some others again and again tells something to us about, in Gramsci’s 

terms, the “philosophy of the age” (1996: 313). Then, by departing from 

these generic features we can ask some questions in order to 

understand why they were chosen and recurrently used. For instance, 

there were always a hero, a heroine and a villain in the western 
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melodramas of the early nineteenth-century but why was the hero or the 

heroine most of the time from the lower-class (i.e. bourgeoisie at that 

time) whereas the villain was from the upper-class (i.e. aristocracy)? 

Why, was in the early twentieth-century melodramas, “the aristocratic 

seducer . . . transformed into the figure of the selfish capitalist” (Cawelti, 

1991: 41)? As I have mentioned before, the first question can be 

explained on the basis of the idea that the class conflict between 

aristocracy and bourgeoisie in the early nineteenth-century was 

metaphorically represented through the opposition between the hero or 

the heroine and the villain. Then, the transformation in the villain’s 

identity from an aristocratic figure to a capitalist one in the early 

twentieth-century can be explained by considering the changes in the 

class composition of the society. Melodrama is generally about a 

personal love story  between the hero and the heroine; but why is this 

love always threatened by one or more upper-class figure? When we 

take into account that the melodramatic figures are not autonomous 

individuals who act according to their own decisions but rather they are 

stereotypes who seem to be ‘acted upon’ in accordance with some pre-

established codes that are associated with their social identity (i.e. if 

they are poor or from lower-class they are generally good or humane, 

and if they are rich or from upper-class they are generally bad or cruel), 

we can suggest that social conflicts resonate in the personal conflict 

between the protagonist and the antagonist in melodramas. Therefore, 

melodramas, which are generally criticized for being escapist because 

of the personalization of social conflicts, can be on the contrary 

regarded as foregrounding social conflicts in a metaphorical way in its 

emotional, dream-like world.  I have discussed the generic features of 

melodrama and how they are generally considered to be serving for the 

interests of bourgeoisie in the second chapter. As opposed to these 

criticisms against melodrama, I have argued that melodrama cannot 

simply be regarded as an ideological tool of the dominant forces.  I do 
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not suggest to ignore the fact that, generally, a bourgeois morality 

incorporates into the melodramatic texts and a middle-class way of life 

is idealized. I rather suggest that because melodramatic texts are 

‘heteroglot’ narratives they are not simply composed of one dominant 

discourse but are made up of contending discourses.  

We can ask similar questions re ������������� ����� ������! "#�
$
melodramas and arabesk films, as well. For instance, we can ask why 

the protagonists in Turkish melodramas are most of the time poor 

whereas the antagonists are rich. Why did the poor/rich paradigm 

become the most evident characteristi %'&�()�����*�+������ ",�
$ $-�	 &��
�.�	$/��0
after the 1950s? Or, why did the dreams about leading a middle-class 1�2 35462!798�:�4*;+4=<�2�1 >,?
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between the poor hero and the rich villain gain a more antagonistic 

accent in arabesk films? In order to deal with these questions, I have 

examined the traumatic effects of modernization process on the social 

life in Turkey in the third chapter. Arguing that the grand paradigm 

which aims at reducing the social traumas experienced by the Turkish 

society to a cultural dichotomy between the modern vs. traditional or 

urban vs. rural ways of life has a limited explanatory power as regards 

the question raised above, I have offered the necessity of using the 

notion of class. I have suggested that as the modernization process 

accelerated in Turkey, a class perspective became more and more 

dominant in popular culture, and it found its expression in the recurrent 
P E,4QB�3R8�:�4SKHB�B
DUTVDN2 L�:QK�?
D.?�C�2 W
@X2�7Y8�:�4Z;+4�<�2[1 >#?	@\@A4
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arabesk films.  

In the fourth and fifth chapters I have tried to show how the 

narrative in arabesk films is encoded so as to motivate the audience to 

perceive the conflict between the hero and the villain as stemming 

primarily from a class opposition. I have argued that the most prominent 

indicator of the hero’s identity is his ‘poorness’. At the beginning of 

every film, the hero is introduced within a context in which he has 
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friendly, happy or seemingly strong relationships with some other 

people. In other words, the indirect presentation of the hero during the 

initial exposition includes also the presentation of his girlfriend/wife (the 

heroine), his home/family, his neighborhood/friends and/or his job. 

Thus, it is usually indicated, in the initial exposition, that the hero lives in 

an environment, which is mostly marked by its solidarity and its 

‘poorness’. I have suggested that the initial exposition has some 

important effects on how the audience give meaning to the upcoming 

story. It is during the initial exposition when the viewpoint of the narrator 

is constructed at the textual level. Because the actual conflict between 

the protagonist and the antagonist is not revealed during the initial 

exposition, the audience only see the humane relationships between 

the hero and his environment, which creates the feeling of sympathy on 

the part of the audience towards these characters. Therefore, the 

presentation of the hero and his environment, which is marked, above 

all, with its ‘poorness’, during the initial exposition, motivates the 

audience to perceive the rest of the film from the viewpoint of the hero. 

The construction of the ‘viewpoint’, on the one hand, positions the 

audience, and, on the other hand, secures ‘poor so humane’ image of 

the hero. Thus the first term of the opposition ‘Us/Them’ is constructed 

at the very beginning of the film. After that point, all events are related 

to one another in light of the viewpoint of ‘Us’.  

I have suggested that the villain is the complete opposite of the 

hero; therefore, the primary indicator of villainy in arabesk films is 

‘richness’. The presentation of the villain is not a part of the initial 

exposition. The moment he first appears is most of the time the starting 

point of the story because we are provided with the sign of a trouble 

soon after we see the villain. In other words, the narrative is transferred 

from the textual level to the story level at this point. Therefore, the villain 

is not given a chance to be introduced during the initial exposition. We 

do not see his relationships with his family or his friends outside the 
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story; thus, the audience are not permitted to be identified with him as 

they are with the hero.  

In arabesk films, the social identities of the hero and the villain 

become the primary indicator of the two sides of the actual conflict 

which develops around or in relation to the love between the hero and 

the heroine. Thus, the conflict in these films, which develops in relation 

to this love relationship, functions as a metaphorical representation of 

the social conflicts because the (potential) tension between the hero 

and the villain(s) is primarily constructed on their opposing social 

identities. In most of arabesk films, the love between the protagonists 

seems to be taken for granted.  Therefore, the main question is not 

whether these two people will fall in love with each other or not. Instead, 

the main question is always how come the hero and heroine will suffer 

due to their relationship although they love each other. Because love 

(as a personal relationship) is not problematized as a source of tension 

between two people (the hero and heroine), what is emphasized is 

rather the conflict between the people who ‘know’, ‘understand’ and 

‘exalt’ love (i.e. ‘Us’ including the hero, his environment, the heroine) 

and the ones who ‘are not (cannot be) aware of’, ‘suppress’ and ‘rape’ it 

(i.e. ‘Them’ including the villain(s)). Therefore, I have argued, although 

the class conflict is metaphorically represented through the love 

between the hero and heroine both in the classical b+c�d�e[f g#h	i
melodramas and in arabesk films, its social dimension is emphasized 

more in the latter compared to the more personally encoded emphasis j�kmlon�prq5s�tou-p�tVvxwyk�z[j!{|p�uAs�}~l�s�qxlon,pX�+p=��j�z �,�
u uAp	z s��	t.�	u-��}��Sj[k�u/�
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arabesk films that I have analyzed, the hero and the heroine are of the 

same class. In these films, because the heroine is from the same class 

with the hero (i.e. mostly from the lower class), the two sides of the 

conflict, ‘Us’ and ‘Them’,  (marked with their ‘poorness’ and ‘richness’) 

become much clearer. This is another important feature of many 
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arabesk films which add to their emphasis on the class difference that 

lies behind the conflict between the hero and the villain.   

I have suggested that ‘poorness’ is pointed out as the only 

possible site for the realization of love, i.e., ‘poorness’ is encoded as a 

‘possibility’ in arabesk films. However, ‘poorness’ is encoded at the 

same time as an ‘impossibility’ because, most of the time, the desire to 

be together turns out to be a matter of life or death for the lovers. This 

dual encoding of the ‘poorness’ is one of the main characteristics of 

these films which makes them ‘arabesk’; in other words, the ‘arabesk 

hero’s misfortune stems from this paradox. Contrary to the dominant 

idea about the passivity and fatalism of arabesk protagonists, I have 

argued that, in arabesk films, we do not see the hero and the heroine as 

if they were absolutely prisoned in and submitted to the hopelessness 

of this paradox. Although his ‘poorness’ as an impossibility is revealed, 

the hero does not give up struggling against the villain(s) because his 

‘poorness’, at the same time, comes out to be the necessity for the 

realization of love. We also see the heroine’s struggle against the 

villainy, which is encoded by the narrative as the primary source of the 

lovers’ suffering. Therefore, arabesk films are not simply the narratives 

of submission, but they can also be regarded as the narratives of 

resistance. Moreover, I have argued, the audience know that it is the 

villainy, but not an unknown reason, like ‘fate’, lying behind the 

separation of the lovers. Although somewhere in the middle of the story, 

the hero and the heroine separate as a result of a seemingly miraculous 

coincidence and a concomitant misunderstanding, or of their 

unexpected trust in the deceiver, they, in the end, realize the villainy 

lying behind their separation so that coincidences are not presented to 

be the ultimate reason for their sufferings. Rather than ‘fate’, the conflict 

between the hero and the villain, which is encoded primarily as a class 

conflict since the very beginning of the narrative, is emphasized as the 

ultimate reason behind the separation of the hero and the heroine. 
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I have also underlined a considerable difference between 

arabesk films of the 1970s and those of the 1980s, which is generally 

related to the identification of the villain. In most of arabesk films made 

in the 1970s, only a few villains are responsible for the whole suffering 

of the hero and the heroine; therefore, the hatred against villainy in 

these films is concentrated on these villains. Conversely, in arabesk 

films which were made in the 1980s, villainy is largely dispersed instead 

of concentrated on one or two villains; or there are generally mafiatic 

villains the identities of whom are blurred as opposed to the clear 

identities of most of the villains in arabesk films of the 1970s. In the 

1980s, the villains are not factory or land-owners any more, but they are 

obviously engaged in some dark business about which the audience 

can have no idea. Therefore, it seems that, in many of these films, the 

link between the villain and his class identity is relatively unclear. 

However, I have also suggested that the central opposition between 

‘poor hero’ and ‘rich villain’, which eventually becomes the primary 

indicator of the ‘Us/Them’ duality, does exist in arabesk films of the 

1980s, as well. Although the villainy is dispersed and the villains’ 

identity is relatively blurred in these films, their ‘richness’ is preserved. 

Therefore, the primary indicator of ‘Them’ in arabesk films of the 1980s 

is still their ‘richness’. Moreover, the poorness of the hero is encoded as 

the primary indicator of his identity in all of arabesk films, and from the 

initial exposition on ‘Us’ is defined on the basis of this identity. Thus, the 

class opposition is encoded as the central motive behind the conflict 

between the hero-heroine and the villain(s) in all of arabesk films 

analyzed in this study. 

One final remark regarding my analysis of arabesk films is 

related to the question who watch these films. I have suggested that 

although we cannot determine definitely who the ‘real’ audience of 

arabesk films are, it is possible to discuss to whom these films primarily 

addressed to, i.e., who the ‘implied’ audience of these films are.  And, I 
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have argued that because arabesk narratives are encoded in such a 

way that the gaze of the poor protagonist(s) become the gaze of the 

audience in arabesk melodramas, the ‘implied audience’ of arabesk 

films are the poor, subordinate classes. In other words, the viewpoint of 

the narrator in these films is in tune with and affected by the viewpoint 

of the lower-class people on the social issues. However, I also think that 

this relationship between arabesk narratives and their lower-class 

audience is a reciprocal one; i.e., these narratives also have 

constructive effects on the audience’s imagination of the social reality. 

Necmi Er �=�����
���#�������=�������=�
�.�
������������������� -subaltern people with whom 

he (along with some other academicians) recently carried out 

interviews, that “we can claim that the image in the poor-subaltern’s 

minds concerning the rich is strikingly similar to the degenerate, 
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melodramas” (2002: 35, my translation). When we think that this 

stereotype also defines the ‘rich’ villain in arabesk melodramas, we can 

argue that this observation is valid for these films, as well. Necmi ¯ �.¢=£�°� 
¡� 
� �,£��.�
�/ 	�N±|�X¥�«� �¥²¥�«H�³¤�£�£	� – especially the unemployed 

women – who can hardly go out of their neighbourhood or who can 

hardly meet with the rich during their daily practices, get their 

knowledge about them almost only through television (2002: 37). On 

the basis of this remark, it can be argued that in the past, cinema, rather 

than television, had such an effect on the audience. Undoubtedly, I do 
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determine the imagination of the lower-class people regarding the social 

reality. However, the idea that these films more or less have influenced 

the popular imagination adds to their importance for our socio-cultural 

history.  

I am aware of the fact that this study has a limited scope when 

the complexity of the popular culture is taken into account. As I have 

mentioned before, although they are strongly interrelated, the terms 
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‘class’ and ‘popular’ cannot be considered substitutes for each other. 

However, I find it important to consider the cultural products in light of 

the notion of class because class has generally been (and today more 

than ever) ignored in such analyses. In my view, it still provides 

(perhaps more than ever) a quite valid perspective in order to 

understand cultural sphere. For instance, an analysis can be carried out 

regarding the recently broadcasted TV serials in which today’s popular 

arabesk artists act. Even the videos of arabesk singers may be a 

subject of similar analyses. Recently, for instance, a video of one of the 

latest songs by Orhan Gencebay, Seven Affeder, has been shot. In this 

video, Peri Î�Ï�Ð�Ñ+Ï�ÒHÏ�ÓÔÏ�Õ#Õ,Ö
×ÙØHÏ�Ð=Ú Û�ÜSÝAÞNÎHÏ	ÐxßàÛ�ÐHÕ~Û�á�ÏHâ�ãRäåÎ�ÛæÜ~ç.Ö
ÞèâéÖ�ê+çNÎ�Û
video is presented as the continuation of an arabesk film again by 

ßàÛ�ÐHÕ#Û
áHÏ�â�Ï
Ð�ë�ÑÌÏ�ÒHÏ�Ó=ì Dertler Benim Olsun, which was made in 1973 

and has been included in my study. As I have mentioned in the fourth 

chapter, in this film, dénouement is left half-finished because the 

narration of the story is cut at such a point that the audience is left with 

the feeling of discomfort; they are not permitted to have a ‘sense of 

ending’. In this video, in a sense, the dénouement is completed. 

Throughout the video, some scenes from the film as well as the present 

situations of the hero and the heroine are shown. However, we see that 

the poorness of the film’s hero has totally disappeared and the lovers 

reunite with one another in a very luxurious house. I think, to 

contemplate on such differences between the film and the video is quite 

meaningful in order to throw light on the socio-cultural transformations 

that have been experienced in the last thirty years in Turkey76. I hope 

that this thesis can be a helpful source for such studies. 

                                                
76 Such differences can be observed between arabesk songs of the 1960s-1970s and 
those of the 1980s-1990s, as well. For example, in one of the earliest songs by Orhan 
Gencebay, Hor Görme Garibi, which was composed in the late 1960s, it is understood 
that the reason behind the hopeless love of the voice in the song is his being a garip, 
which connotes, along with other things, a class difference between the lovers. 
However, in one of Gencebay’s latest songs, í
îðï.ñ ò[ñ[óõô÷ö óùøûú~ñ , which was composed in 
the 1990s, we see that the difference between the lovers is transformed from class 
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Finally, I would like to briefly point out why the analysis of 

arabesk films from a class perspective seems important to me. Similar 

to the mainstream modernist conception of the popular culture, the 

Turkish left generally considered the people and their culture essentially 

reactionary or traditionalist and lack of a class perspective. While 

criticizing the leftist movements in Turkey, Akdere&Karadeniz state that 

the main reason why the Turkish left could not be influential on the 

working class in the 1970s is that there was a distance between them 

and the working class. The working class had always been regarded as 

a mass into which ‘consciousness’ should be injected from ‘outside’ 

(1994: 253). Most leftist thinkers distanced themselves from arabesk, 

“which they viewed as a traditional (read, backward) genre that 

promoted a fatalistic viewpoint, provided a false, easily manipulated 

consciousness, and was devoid of the element of social protest” 

(Özbek, 1997: 224). Thus, in tune with the dominant ideology thesis, 

‘people’ are regarded by the Turkish left mostly as the passive victims 

of the social order, who are unaware of their own class interests. 

However, Akdere&Karadeniz further remark, “the cultural environment 

of the period which started in 1968, generally, can be characterized by 

the reactions of the lower classes against the social consequences of 

the capitalist development” (1994: 293, my translation). To me, the 

Turkish left ignored the existence of such a subversive potential in 

arabesk culture; their attitudes towards it were almost identical with the 

modernist attitudes of the official ideology. Therefore, they missed from 

the very beginning the chance of articulating the “progressive [or 

revolutionary] potential” (Özbek, 2002: 136) in arabesk with their 

counter-hegemonic projects. I do not simply argue that popular classes 

can be easily mobilized in favour of such a social transformation project. 

I do not also want to romanticize arabesk culture or suggest a populist 
                                                                                                                            
difference into a difference between their horoscopes: “I wish our horoscopes were 
compatible/Unfortunately, I am a leo but you are a cancer” ( üHýûþ|ÿ þ�� ý������	�
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strategy. However, what I would like to suggest is that, such an 

approach (by the Turkish left) to arabesk culture, “is a deeply unsocialist 

perspective” (Hall, 1981: 232). In the 1980s, arabesk culture is 

generally associated with the neo-liberal ideology of the government; 

and, this situation has been explained on the basis of an essentialist 

perspective according to which arabesk has always had a submissive 

character. However, when we consider popular culture as a battle field 

in which oppositional ideologies continually face with one another and 

try to make their own meanings dominant, to argue that arabesk has 

always been rightist in terms of its essential characteristics does not 

seem to be well-grounded. Rather, I would suggest, the situation should 

be considered as follows: In the 1980s, the Turkish new-right 

succeeded in something (which the leftists could not realize) by 

articulating arabesk culture with their own political project and used 

arabesk’s popular appeal in favour of their political movement. As 

Özbek remarks, during the 1980s, “the new political rulers played a 

conscious game of hegemony that revolved around manipulating and 

winning the support of the gecekondu masses, who were now seen as 

worth wooing for their votes” (1997: 219). It is true that the products of 

arabesk culture became more subject to the consumerist policies of the 

1980s and in that sense it has been incorporated more into the neo-

liberal ideology of the period. According to Gürbilek, the request for 

social justice in arabesk of the 1970s has been replaced by the request 

for the satisfaction of individual desires in the 1980s (2001: 24). Still, 

however, as I have tried to show in my analysis, a popular sensitivity 

which depends on the social inequalities can be observed in arabesk 

films of the 1980s77. Besides, as Özbek puts it,  

                                                
77 Arabesk films of the 1980s that I have included in my analysis are more or less in 
tune with those of the 1970s in the sense that the protagonists and the antagonists are 
identified as opposed to each other on the basis of their economic (poor/rich), cultural 
(traditional/modern or rural/urban) as well as moral (honourable/dishonourable etc.) 
characteristics. In these films, the heroine is a virtuous woman who deserves to be the 
lover of the hero. However, in some of arabesk films which were made in the 1980s, 
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[a]lthough arabesk culture was neutralized and its 
subversive elements marginalized, the state of poverty 
and subordination from which it sprouted has not been 
eliminated. Resistance and protest persist, in various 
forms, on the fringes of the urban landscape and in the 
corners of the dominant culture. (1997: 227) 
 021435176 8!9:6 ;=<?>A@=BC3D1FEG9	HJICK=8MLONQP	8RPS@TNUP:V'8'P?PWVR9XI!Y'Z!V'IMY[PDP:V\@]17L[PS@^9`_T1 @[abNUP:V\@C;

carried out with the poor-subaltern people, social hierarchies and 

differences were frequently mentioned and emphasized by these 

people, which is indicative of the fact that these hierarchies or 

differences have not been fully internalized or naturalized; in other 

words, it indicates that social-class hierarchies, at least in the political 

and cultural unconscious of the poor-subaltern, still, have not been 

normalized or digested but continue to be a ‘bleeding wound’ (“historical 

trauma”) (2002: 61). Therefore, arabesk culture, or popular culture in 

general, should not be regarded as an arena which has been totally 

manipulated by the dominant (official or upper-class) ideology. In the 

current situation, there are many reasons for being pessimist. However, 

I believe that if the leftist intellectuals can manage to become, what 

Gramsci calls ‘organic intellectuals’, articulation of the popular culture 

with the counter-hegemonic projects, or, in N
@=BC3D1cEG9	H=ICKJ8!LRd NDaeIJ9	H=NT<fP	I

establish  “a popular – but not populist – pedagogy” can still be possible 

(2003: 62). If ‘optimism of the will’ cannot be preserved in spite of 

‘pessimism of the intellect’, I think, not only political projects but also 

academic studies become meaningless. That is why the studies on 

popular culture are still important to me. As Hall remarks “[popular 

                                                                                                                            
the heroines (acted by well-known g)hji`k�l�m
m�l,mGm�n�h�o�g�m/p^o)nAq'n�r�s�g\t,u[gQv)nGpMw x
g,v�y�k[zRl�k`{�| w}M~Q�
�A~,��� � �f����������~,��� �j�=�S�)� ���)� ���S���,����� �A~)���[�[�������b�����Q����� �2� � ~��=�����S�����S� �
�

-spoiled-loose- 
woman stereotype of the previous melodramas. In such arabesk films, the heroine is 
transformed into a sexual object; thus, the conflict in arabesk films analyzed in this 
study, which mainly stems from the love between the poor hero and the virtuous 
heroine, and which is backed by the poor/rich opposition between the hero-the heroine 
and the villain, loses its emphasis on social hierarchies in this kind of films. Therefore, 
these arabesk films, which address individual (sexual) desires of the audience, seem 
more incorporated into the neo-liberal environment of the 1980s. I did not include such 
films in my analysis; but I think they should also be the subject of similar studies. 
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culture] is the arena of consent and resistance. It is partly where 

hegemony arises, and where it is secured. It is not a sphere where 

socialism, a socialist culture – already fully formed – might be simply 

‘expressed’. But it is one of the places where socialism might be 

constituted. That is why ‘popular culture’ matters” (1981: 239). 
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APPENDIX A 

 
 

ORIGINAL (TURKISH) DIALOGUES 
 

 

1. “ ���������	� 
����
�����������
����
��	�����  
 
2. � ��� �!���"�#
���
 �$� 
%�#&	� � �����(')� �*
��	�����+�"��,#�#� �-��� �.� /�01���325476�� � � 89�:�;$<>=	?A@CB D$BFE�G�<>=�H)IJGLKMGN;PO	=%9PQ ;%E�=�RP=�HSHT=�O	=�<>OMG�;	U5VWQ <XO	QYHZ=�[ O�GF:

mut [L\$[L\	H <1]_^�=�[ =�<`GNab=$c$H ^�Q�d�B�;	[ Q�<1B ? @e=�;�= E�=�HPHT=�[�Gf; HT=$9P=�E Gf;E#:�<>R�\P^#[ =�a$E�:�cgIhQ�;�R�Q�<XQ [ Q <MHZ=�[ O�GNUZij=�[ =�;�dFG#k�=�a�^P=�[ =�;�dFGL?$l   
 

3.  mon H�Bp=#^#<qGrO ]$;P^P=�; Gf;sBL;�9�=�;$[ =�<qG ^	G�DtE	B D�UjuvB Iw:�[ O \�K \$d.\�Dx^�Q�<1[ Q <�y=�<1HP[fGNUz =�;�B#9#B D$BL;.^P=#D#[{GNH�Q#|�O�Q}9�~�^$[ Q�O�B K BL;�E�B�[ =#y�|#=�<XO�G#^P=Ma	9PQ ;�|�Q�E�Q�;�\�R#\PD=�c#H�<>: dw=�;�[ =�<`G�;PO�=�H�Bw��B�E�B ^#B D�Uwup9#[�Gf;�O�=S: <XO	=�9�Q�;Sk�=�HP[fG ^�O�G�;�U��W=�;�=H#G D#dFG ^P:�<J\$d3U#u�d�=�E�]PI1]$;�E	\3: [ =�;	[ =�<XO�=�;39P: ;�<>=�E�B D�d.\�I([�\F:�[ =�d�=#^ G D�U�WQ ;$B�;�^P: [L\$;w=�^#<qGNa�E�Q�;$BLds^P: [L\$d�=�^#<`G�ULl  
 

4. m �WQ ; E#=�;�= B 9_IXQ�O B K�B�d�a�~$D#[ Q�O�B K BLd k�=#^P=#IJG�^P=�cP=�I=�dw=#D�9�G�;	US@�Q ;
n 9�I>= n E�\$[�[L\�D�Q ;�� BL;!E$B.H#G�D	Gfd3U��WQ ;�B�;���BLE�B.E$B�<1B.;�Q�|�Q <XQ E	B�[LBL<�E�=�;�=�?��� ���������F��� ����� �P �¡>�#¢$£#¤ ¥§¦�¡>¨_¦	©$¦����h¦ £ �L£��L� ªT«#�#¬�£P©	¦ ª���¦	��¦�®�¦
binmemi mi? Herkes yerli yerine. Sen de memleketine dön, «$¯#° ¦ �.� P�#��£�©��L¡�  ¡

a
° ��¡q�L±o²

 
 

5.  
- ³ «#��¬�ªT��©$¦ ¡�´�� ¯$�T���	��¡X©���µ	¦�¡>© �{²  
- ¶�·�¸�¹fºe»�¼�½�¾�¿�¸P·#ÀP·#¸P·�ÁP·�¾)Â�¹fÃMÄ  
- ÅwÆLÇ ·$ÈM¹	É�½�ºXÈ Ê ÇÌË�ÆLÇ ·$ÈM¹hÍÏÎÐ¸�¹fºXÈ�¹ Æ ·�º�Ñ$Ê Ò$Ê{Í�Ó�¹ ¸�ÈM¹ Æ ·�º�¸#Ô�Á_½�Â�½$Õ�Ö�Ê Ç Ê Ò�½MÍ  

 
6. ×ÙØ ºXÖ�Ú$Ã ·�Ñ�Ê�Ä Ø Õ Æ ½�Ã Ç ½ ¾ Ô�Ò�½�ºX½#¸�È�Ê�¾�Í�ÛÜÊLÃ�½ ¸P·$À�·�Ý Ç ·#È�¹ Æ · ºJÍÌÛÞÊ�Ã�½¾#¹ ¸�È ¹ Æ ·�ºJÍ�ß�·$Â�¹ Æ ¾Z·#È�½�ºXÈ�ÊLº�Ñ�Ú�àsÛ�·�ÀP· Ç ·�¸ ·�Ñ�Ê Ò$Ê Ç È�½�á#·�¾P¾�¹ Ç ¹ Òâ¸ Ë ¾

mu? Kul kuldan beter midir ki?” 
 
7. “Dur Esen, öldürürüm onu!” 

 
8. ãÙäæå�ç�è	é�ç�êPë ç�ì>éîí�ï ð�ñ�ï ì>é ñ�ï�ìÐë�ò é	ó�é$ô�õ�ö�÷�é�øPø�õNùCñ�é ç�é�ê�é#è�ï�ó_ïîøTé�ò�ñ$úLçû ï�é�ü#ø�õ�ç�ý�ï�þhï ìJÿ��  

 
9. ã � ï$è	ï ç�� ç�ï	è$ï ç ýPé�ð�þJõ�ç ñ�å$ç	å ñ�é ç�é�� ä�ï�ç ê�é�ç�é þhï ìXþhï��.ú ö

duygu ò é�ìqõ	�3õ û ï ìXè ú
�3ÿ����é-ê�ï�ç ë#ý#ç�é�èMõ�ç-ñ�ï�ç$ú
�.ò ïMÿ���õfìXè�õfç ñ�ï�ç	ú{ÿ� ç�êPé ç$ò é�ì(ò é ë�ý#ç�é���é�ø+ñ$å�øTé�è	é ìMøTë ò é�ý��Fõ����  
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10. ���������������� �!#"$��%�"�&('*) +�,
-. /&(%0��'�"1��'�'2��3�" 45%�6	 7��82���:9<;=., �>%�"? @=A�# ��

va  7���B�*423�6C'�DFEG���H&I%*��'J!��K%�L2=�LM=.L.'�NM�O=2�*42�� P+�, ��N2�.QR6	�HDTSU�#'."
ya 42��N2��QV6W�HD�XY'.'*����"�=2��40��NA�.QV6W�HD[Z\��'�"�%�-^]*��, �_8`+�=2��'ba0+�c7d� G��%�"�, �� e"
=2�.42��N2��QV6W�HDfEg��8h3�6
4�,�6C82, �� i6I=0�*42��NA��QR6C�HDfjG) +�,?-� k��'�'0����� %�"
 la2��=
yapma! N'olur!” 

 
11.  
- m �� 7��'�6W'(cn��4�, �.3�6Mo�d�4qp�6C8r�� e�B��4B8A"s9  
- tq6W8`�� i6W /&Hp�6W8`�� i6W /D^EG��� !��uc��#'*�vp�6W8`�� i6W /Dxwyd*zeLu'0��3�"
]0�.z{, �# e"
'., �|8�6 4�6

8`��'2!#"
'2�}%2��'04A��z7��NM�#8h3�"�'�D�jg�b8`d�zeL�,?L�82, �� #��a�6	,�6 =2+� �o���'0�b%�-~]0��%�" 32�  
- m �� 7��!�� �*�� 7��!�" =*+� k!��*=�6�N�6?Q\6W�HDfZ[-�'�, �� i6	'�!�� %���a�8r� %."
 fa2��=

konu a z{-*Q�-q=2+�80D  
- ZU-�'., �� �3.-�=A�# e"
'2�b�*�� 7�H" p*"
'*!��B=�LA4�����=A�b8`�� 7�� ��0�� ��~" a., �� V8*6 4�6C�HD  

 
12. “Bak yüzüme! Dikkatli bak! Tamirciydim. Arabanla gelirdin. 

Kim 3A��=A� %�6C 7��82�B��4A!\6W� �� 7��%*��'�6W' z7����"? e"
'�"�D�w\��'*!�"?� =2���*�� 7!R6C�HD
Otur !�-2Q#-�'�8`+�, ze-2Q#-�+�8ha0�� �!V6	� o���NM��, �� >%0+*=�-�DF�y��'�6�!R6C'��b6  ha, 
z���'�6?!\6W'~�H6��.�  

 
13. “ � �� 7��]x!�" =2��=2��4A!\6W, �� �!�+�Q#-���8r��QV6?!\6W'*�RD�X'0�_��!V6U���*z��B��&y%*��%0�T��!R6
X�!����HD[Zy��%��.3�6 4b!�+�Q���'^pA+�N�-.8A, �� i6W'�%0��%����.!\6�X1!������ !�"
 �]*�� [42������'�D
� �� 7��]�!���%�"
 ^=2��32��8�"?,
" a.8A"?'�"�'�32+�'�-*N�-�o.��,��~" aAze"B!�L�'A=2�0=*��D^�g��]*�
a."m !#" !��#'�%."
 qo�L�'*��]Pp2+.N*-*Q�-�+�,
-0a.-�'.-�'F!��*=2��'�6W,�����4I=�L.8AL�%�"
'.��" a ti 
+��~-24�, �� �6W'*�RD
�  

 
14. “SABAH’tan =A�#�A=A��'�"�%�"
 I]0��%0�# /D���6C,�6	'�o��.4A�.z���N*"?,
"�8�+�, ��=�6	DH�@" zsze"?�H&
o�d� �!�L��H&�=2�.a2�.!V6W� �0� 3�" 4., �� �" p*"�' =2�.4A!V6C��D SABAH! Fabrika 
" a0p*" l �# e"?'�"�'�8AL�p*L.8^!�L�'A=2��, �� i6W'�6	&�82L*p*L�8�32����"?'�p*, �� e"
'�"��*�P��-2z{,�-�,?-�82, �� i6	'�6
=2��a2�.!V6C�HD SABAH! Günlerce onlarla birlikte oldum. Yalan 3�6 4�&#32�.c/&
z��# �z��#�~" 4O%."
 �!�L.'2=2�#D��g�.Q��# e, �� �"
'0�O30��]."��Jp�6C8`��'�&T3A���0��'�&�3A�.��"?, �#'�&
82L*p*L�8�"?'030��'., �� i6W'�!�L.'2=2�.3�6sD1�@-� e-. e, �� i6�" p�"
'I=2��a0�*=2��'�&G=2�.a2���B��c7�� �8A,�6
%���8`��' "?'*32��'�, �� i6C'5!�L�'A=2��3�6sDqS�" 4., �� b" p�"
'f=2�*4A!V6C��D�¡�-2ze, ��8r�¢+�8A-A=�-�'�&
mutlaka. SABAH! Mutlaka okuyun! Mutlaka okuyun!” 

 
15.  

- N’oldu burada yahu, bu ne rezalet? 
- £ ��=�&.%*��%*���¢c7��'*�~+�, !�-(!��#D  
- ¤ =�"A" =�"�&032+�'� 7�H%�-. n��, �� i6*]*������'(z�����" 4�, �*=�"
'�D  

 
16.  

- �qd� 7!�L.'¥" aMz��R&��� e8r�.!���a�,W6W8���z�z{" Q�"?'�"?'*32��'�%�"? ¦z�����"
 nN*"��*�� npA�.3�6	D
Kim !�"? /&�'0��!�"
 �d.Q� 7��'0!#"?'�D  

- Z\��'§3A�#'�"�" a�"
'5" p�"
'5�~"�3A�.�0!�"?�B��w\��'2!#"
'."<'�" p*"�'l%�-�8`��!��� ~]0��8A"
 
o�d� eL2=2+� �3.-�'0� ¤ '232��'�, �� i6l%0�#' ���*��82" =�, �R&f���� n�*=�, � �b6¦d�, pA�� e"?�
san 6 =2+� �3.-�'0� ¤ ,
" a.8A"?, �# e"?��" 4 30+�' !��� ���NM� 30����"?��"�D¨SG���*o�"?��" 4
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«A¬�«�ªW*®�¬�¯*¬�°�ªW*±�²G³�´�µ*¬�¶�·�¬*¸0¬b¹�³�¶ º#µ
·H±�»1¼�½e¼^¾�³�½7º�µ0¹#µ º�³#¶?µ
·H±R¿Uµ ÀA³
¹#µ º�³#¶?µ
·H±hÁ·B«A¬�·�¶ ¬H`Â�´.Ã0Ä.·�¬�´�ª�µ ©MÅ{µ ¸2Â�½eÃ.·H±  

 
17.  

- ¿\³�´.µ�½�³�À�µ?¶.³.Å{·�³#�µ °*µ
´^·�µ�¹�³�Å�µ?½7º�µ
´xÆ�Ã�½7¬�¸2¬.Ç^È@µ ÅU�ª?À�ªW·H®�Â�´�¬b¹#µ Å�±�É  2µ
Æ0¬�½i®�Â�¬.©.µ
¶�®�·�³�Ê�Aµ�®�¯0¬�½7¬�©0¬�Ë.µ
Æ�µ�±#¿Uµ
½#Å�¬�·�µ?½7«�µ�¯*¬�½7°A¬�©�ª ¸�¶ ¬�µ Ä�µ
´H´0³�Ç
¿\³�´.µ�·¨¹�µ
Æ.µGÆ.µ
½1Ì{¬�2µ
½�©A³#´�µ[´�¬�©�ª	¶[·�ÃAÅe¶?ÃI³�Å7©�µ?´�®$´0¬.©�ªW¶ Ç�ÍG³.¸�¶ ³F©2³�´�µ
½�³�Ì7¬�Ë�µ °�µ
´0º.³B¸0¬�Ä0¬�Å�¬�Æ�µ?¶
µ�½eµ?· º�¼*Ä�¼�´*©A³�´*³�Ç  

- Î ³�½�Ä2³�¸�µ�º�¼*Ä�¼.´*º�¼.· ¾�³�½�º�µW±�²U³�´0º�³�´ Ë�µ °�Æ.µ
½¢Ä2³�¸�®PÅ�³#�AÃ�½�Ã0Ä
istemiyorum. Benim servetim bize bir ömür boyu yeter.  

- ²G³�½sÊ*³�Åeµ?´TË*¬.Ç�²G³�´�µ
´b©A³#½sÊ0³�Å{µ
´RÏ�²U³�´�©2¬�ÅiªW´�¬�¶?·B¬��µ ©MÅeµ ¸*Â�½�©�Ã�´^Æ2³�´�µ	Ï
²G³�´.µ�´u©2³�½sÊ*³�Åeµ?´�Æ0³�´�µ~©0¬�Å/ªW´Ð¬�¶?·B¬�¸2¬v¸A³�Å�³�½F·~µ}Ë0¬�Çv»g³�Å�³�½�·�µ
söyle? 

- Ñ�Ò Ê�·�³#Hµ ©MÅeµ ¸2Â�½�©0¬�´}º Ò Ê�®�Ê�Ã�½/® Ò ¶ º�¼�½1¾�³�½�º�µ�±�»g³.Å�³�½�Aµ�¬*Ì7Ì�³�Å�±�»�¬�´�¶�ª
ÄrÂ�´.Ã*ÄMÅ{Ã�·�®TÆ.µ
½F¶ Â�2·�¬|³�2·�³�Ó�µH´*³�½�º�³|Â�¶ ©0¬JÆ�Ã�¶?Ã�½�Ã2À�± Ô�ªW½iª	¶?·B¬#®
º�¬�½iªC¶?·B¬R±hÁ1Ì�Ì7³.Å�±*²U³#´2©�µ À¸2¬.Ä0¬*¸2¬�·�¬�·�¾�³#½�º�µ�±  

 
18.  

- Niye özür dileyeceksin? 
- Dün olanlar için. Cehennemi göstermek istemedim ama 

is Å�³�·�³�º�³�´@©2¬�´�¬Bº�¬�Æ�Ã�¶ ¬.ÄAÅ/ªs±  
- Á�ÓVªW½�ªW·B¬¢¹�µ ÅsÅeµ Ó#µ<º�Â�Ó�½eÃ�®(¬�·B¬ ©2Â�´�½7¬¢º�¼0Ä�¼�´2º�¼�· AµÕÆ�Ãl©�¼�½e¼�´�¼�´
¸2¬�¯2Å/ª?Ó\ªW´*¬HÆ*¬�*ªC¶?·B¬.À�±  

- Sürü evet, ben de o sürüdenim. 
- É�©�¼�½�¼0º.³#´0©�µ?´�µ Àb¬�·B¬#®#Â�´�¶ ¬�½�º�¬�´�º�³.Ó#µ
¶ ©�µ
´�µ À�±[¿Uµ?½U¬*¸�½iª
«2¬�¶WªC@Ê*¬�½i±\¿Uµ
½

çoban bunu hemen farkeder. 
- ²G³�´~´0¬.©�ªW¶ÖÌ{¬�½e`³.ÅsÅ�µ?´*Ç  
- × Â.«*Ã�A`³�´�°AÂ�Æ*¬�´�¶�ª	�¸2¬�¯AÅiªC·�Æ�µ
½7¬�À�±  

 
19.  

- Î ¬0¸�ªW½i®�Ë*¬.Å�¬HÆ0³�´�µ
·H±0È�³�¶?·�³�·�³#¶?µ ¸Aº�µ?·H±  
- ²G³�´�¬�©�ª	¶AË0¬.Å�¬*¸�ª.h³#´2º�µ�´.µAÆ�µ
¶?·�³�·�³�2¶ ³�¸0¬�¯2Å/ª	´�±  
- ¿yÂ.Ä.Ã.´*¬u©.µ
´.µ
½e¶ ³�´.µ ¸2Â�½�©�Ã�´�Ã2À Ø�µ Å{Ë*¬.ÅI¿V³.¸�±�ØBÃ�Ë*¬�Å�¬�Æ�ªW´�ª ÀÙAµ
· 2µ Ç

Ñ ³.Ó�³#½R·�µ Ç  
- Ñ ³.Ó�³#½F·�µ�Ë0¬�Ç Î ªCË�±�ØBÃ�Ë0¬�Å7¬�Æ�ªC´�ª À|Aµ
· Aµ ÇÛÚy¬�Æ�µbÆ.µ�½�Å7¬�·~µ�½7«*µ

¯�¬�½7°A¬�©�ª	±T¿[µ
½�Ë�¬�Aµ
½i®H¬�·B¬|´*¬�·�Ã2©.Ã�ÄA³#½�³.Ì�µ ¸�¶ ³v³�2·@³�Ó�µ?´�µ(Å7¬.ÄMÅ7¬�´
ç ª karan bi hakir. [. . . .]  

- ¿ Ò ¸�¶ ³xÅ{µ ¸2¬�Å{½7ÂR®V½7Â�·B¬�´H³�º�³�Æ�µ ¸2¬*Åiª�© Ò À�¶ ³#½eµ ¸�¶ ³�h³#´0º�µ�´0³x¬�«�ªC´0ºVªC½e·B¬*¸2¬°2¬�¶�ª
Ä�ª ¸2Â�½i± ÁY·B¬¦¬�©�ªW¶�Ë*³.º�³�Ìeµ�®$²G³�¶?·B¬ Î ¬�´�ª	·�ÜCªC´F©2³�½sÊ0³�Å{µ º#µ?½@ØBµ ÅeË*¬�Å
Bey. Kime yutturuyor o? 

-  Sözünü bil efendi! Biz kimsenin servetine göz dikecek kadar ¬�Ä2¬�Ó\ªW¶WªW(µ?´0©0¬�´@º�³.Ó#µ
¶?µ À�±  
 

20.  
- Á´�´2³V®.´�µ °*µ
´~Æ�µ À2³ Ò ¸�¶ ³HÆ*¬�*ª?¸2Â�½e¶ ¬�½7Ç  
- Sana öyle geliyor yavrum. 
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- ÝUÞ ßqà�á.â ã�ä7ã�å�ÞAærç*èeé.â�é�æ<ê2ã�ë�ì�ã.í\îWæ(æAÞ ! 
- ï à�æ�ê2ã�ë�ìBã�í\îWæ�ê2ã0ð�äeñ�ìHò  
- óá�á2ô�õ*Þ
ìxö÷óYá�á0ô�õ�Þ
ìxöAøYê�â ô�ê2ùAôbá.Þ ú�Þ
á�ærç*èeé~æ`ç�èeé~å0ã�æ�î ê0à�â ã�ä/ò  
- Sen onlara bakma. 
- û Þ
ì á0ô�í�ô�ä�ù2ô�í�ô�ù�Þ�á�üBù2ô�á�í#é.áAê2ã�á�îWá>ô�á�Þ ê�Þqã�á�á0ô�ù.Þ ù�Þ
á�òBýGô�á�Þ
è�ã�á�îWìbî ê2à�äeâ ã�äqí.ô�þ�Þ?â1ì�Þ ÿ��\ã�á�î
ù0ã�â ã�ä(ç0ê.â ô¢å*ã�æAìBã�ß�â ã�ä�íRî1í.ô�þ#Þ?â$ì�Þ ÿ� á�â ã�ä\ù2ã�á�æ2Þ*úAà�æ�ì�ñ�Þ ê�Þ ÿ��?ê.Þ0à�â ù2ã�â ã�ä�íRî�ü�å�Þ ßAô�ê2ã ä�íVîWì ô�í.ô�äeâ ô�ä�í�ÞWò��?ê�Þ
Þ
á0ù2ã�á�â ã�ä��7ã�æ2Þ
äeâ ô#ä�ô	�2ô�ëqê2ã�ä�í\îWì¢ô�í�ô�äeâ ô#äeì�Þ 
�ò  

 
21.  

- �Rð�Þ
áfå*ã.è�ù�îCáfñ�â ã�á¦ùAô#á.Þ
á�ü��ç*ß�é�á5å�Þ ßAôlð0ô�ä7ô�õMô�þ�Þ?áPê�é2ßAô#â?â
Þ<â?Þ
ä7ã.í�ã�ò� ã�ä7ã�á(í�ãBù2ô�á�Þ?á�à�â ù�ñ.á�ü.ë.Þ ù�â
Þ þ#Þ
á(í�ôyö  
- � ê�ÞÖê0ã�ë0è/îCá���å�Þ?änã�ß�í�ã�æ`ô�á*í�ÞAë�Þ ù�â?Þ
æ2â ô�äeÞ�á�ÞAæ`ô�á0í#Þ
â ô�ä�ÞÖè�ô#ì~Þ ß�â ô�ù.Þ
á�ò  
- Ah Emine ah, bu çektiklerimiz bi ä���é�á�å�Þ è�ô�ä��.ærã*ð�ñ�
2ã�õ2ã.þRî
ß�ò  

 
22.  

- ï ã�á�â�î�
qã�á.â ã�ìBã�ù2ã�æ�îCá�ü*à�á�â ã�ä7ãHå0ç�ê�â ô�í�ã0ð�änã�á�ìBã�æYß2à�äeñ.á*í�ã0ê�î	ì�ò  
- Ý\ô�á@í.ô�à�á�â ã�ä�í�ã�á�å�Þ
äeÞ ê�Þ
ì�ü�å*ã�å*ã�á�î?ß�îWá~å�Þ
äVÞ 
2ú�Þ ù�Þ ê�Þ
ìHò  
- ýGô�á��7ã�äeæAâ�î�ù�îWá�ýUô#â?ìBã#ü�å2ô�á�Þ?ì���ç�ß.é�ì�í�ô~í.ô�þ�ô�äeâ
Þ ù�Þ?á�ò  
- óäeæ`ã�í�ã�
.â ã�ä îWìbîWá�ê2ã�á�îWá�ã���Þ è{ì�ô�æqÞ ùMèeÞ ê2à�äeñ�ìHò  
- �1ñ.ä�å�Þ
änã*ß�ü�ùAô�á0í�ô�á��*à�
.â ã�á�î ê2à�äeñ�ì���ô ð0ô.è:í�ô�ä�ùAô#á��0ã*ê2ã.è/îCá�æAñ�ä�è{ñ�â
ñ.ä

Selma. 
- � éAè��7ô�á å�îWänã�æ*îCá û ã�ì~Þ�â5Ý\ô�ê�ö���þ�ä�ô�á�ú è�ô�æAâ�Þ ��â ô#äeÞ
á.Þ ß.ÞPí.ô ù0ã�è/î	â�îCæ

kad îWá�â ã�ä7ã�ê0ã�ë�îWá�ò�Ý\ô�á(ù0ã.í�ô�õMô�ã�âWîCáqè�ô#äeÞ
ì�ÞAÞ ùMè{Þ ê2à�äeñ�ìHò  
 

23.  
-  1â ã�áóYâ�â ã��0ù�î ß�ü�Þ
á2ù0ã�á~æhô�í�Þ ù�Þ
á�ÞAå�Þ�â ô�ù0à�æ`ã�þ�ã~ã*èeìBã*ß�å2ô[ö  
- 
� í.ô�í�Þ þ#Þ
á�Þ2Þ?á0ù2ã�á@à�â ã�á.â ã�ä�ê2ã�ë�ìBã*ß"!�ã#�.äeÞ êAô(óYå�â ã�ò  

- Ne demek y ã�á.ÞWü.å.Þ ß$�*ã�êrð*ã�á�ìbî ê�î ß*ÿ  
- %1Þ êAô ã�â�î	á2íVîCá ë0ã�èeä7à�á�ÿ Ý[Þ ß.Þ?ì â ã��iîWìbî ß Þ
á*ù2ã�á�õAã

davranmaê2ã�á�â ã�änã*êAíRî�ò  
- � ã&�Õô�å0ô�â
Þ þ#Þ
á.Þ�å�îWänã�æ('Bé*ù�â
é�ì}ö)!�ã���äeÞ ê2ô�* ê�ÞgÞ 
Mè�ô#á�ú�îWæ`ã�ä�íRî	ì�ò û Þ
ì�ùAô

æ`ô�ê+�eÞ�ì~Þ?á~æ`ã#�Aê2ã�ù�îMí�ô�þ�Þ�â�ò  
- û ô�ê�Þ �¢ì@ô�ùAô#â ô�ù�Þ�í�ô�þ�Þ
âWü_ð�Þ õMí�ã�á�ì�ô�ù2ô�â ô�ù�Þ�å�ñ�ò � ã*è�ä7à�á à�â
ìBã�æ�*ô�äeæhô�ù�ÞBù0ã�á0ã�æ2ñ�â(ê2ã�ë�ì@ã.ß�ã�þ�ãRò Ý[Þ�ì�Þ
æÖè7ã�ä^è�ã�ß.ì~Þ�á0ã�è/î	á�î�ð0ô#äeÞ?ä

ç î æ`ã�ä�è/îWä�ù�îCá�ò  
- ýGô�á~æ`ã�ä�î,
�ìBã-'Bé*ù�â?é�ìxö�ÝVô#á�Þ?ì ì�ô.ù2ô�â ô#ì�å.ñ�ò  
- .�ã0ê�îWä�óYå�â ã�ü/�0ô�ë�Þ
ì�Þ ß�Þ
á~ì�ô�ùAô�â ô�ù.Þ�ü2ô#ì@ô�æ`ú*Þ�â ô�äeÞ?á~ì�ô�ù2ô�â ô�ù.ÞAå�ñ#ö  

 
24.  

- ��à�æÖènà�ä5à�â?ìBã�æ¨Þ 
¨í.ô�þ�Þ?â�üPÞ 
KìBà.í�ô�äeáKà�â�ì�ã�æ�ö0�sá0ù0ã�á ã�änã.ù�îCá*ã
ærã�äiî 
 ìBã�æ0ü�úMô�ð�ä�ô è{ñ0è{ìBã�æ0ò�ÝUñ���é�á�ß0ô�á��#Þ?á�ü�æAé�â è�é.äeâ
éKå.Þ�ä�æ*î?ß�â ã
å�ñ.â
ñ�
 ñ�ë¦ã�äeærã.í�ã�
�â ã�äeâ ãlè{ñ�ä�ã�è7ã�õAã�æÖèiîCæ§ÝUÞ
ä�ã�änã�å*ã¢æAÞ?ä7ã�â ã0ê0ã�õAã�æhè/îCìHò�,
Aè�ô�å0ç*ê�â ô�ã�å.Þ�ò<Ý[Þ ß�Þ�ì1�2ô�ëFå�Þ?ä)
2ô�ê�â ô#äeÞ
ì�Þ ß�ô#æhù�Þ?æ�à�â ã�õAã�æ*ò2��à�æhè�à�ä
olsak da... 
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25.  
- Defol bu evden! Seni bir daha bu evde görmek istemiyorum! 354#687:9<; =�>,?A@A=�BDC�?�6FE�GIH�4�6�9JH�=�7�K#9<H�9�7A?/>,9 C:LD4IH�MNBOG�7&M @A=�BOC�?/6&P

Kimsin sen? [. . . .] 
- Q 4/L�4#BSR T5=�U�BV?�WXC�9 Y�9,6 K�9<H/91Z:G�6�G�[&G#BV> G�B\M]L^G�6�M_;�G/E�G�6 `�6�Z+4

garson
E�?�; G�;�G 9<6�C�G�6AEaM_; H&4#6�b ca4#6�9 7d4�6AE#9,6/9 Y:4

benzetemeyecek
C�9�6�9 Y/efH/?�6&Gg;"h�C�G/G�E�4i4�LV;$4&@:4�Z+4/U�9<;-bkjl9<;$E#9

gidiyorum, hem de bir daha geri dönmemek üzere. 
 

26.  
- m 4#BVH�9 @A4�C�9 Y�>,9<7n4�LV;$4�W�E�=�U#BV?o7p=#6/?Aq�R  
- Sizlerin te

q:4#7A7:h�B�LOG�B�Y�M�H�`&@�> 4rE�4�;$4#717:9�Rs3l9 Y�9tLD4#7:BOG#B�9,7uG�Y
ediy

=�Bv?�;-e�7uG�BDE�4�q�9,6�9 Y:4oCAG�w�9<xy=#>,?�6�b
 

- z 4�;$4#6yK#9 E�9,6JH�?�BOG/E�G�6�W+@A=#7dCAG-x�=#>,9 Cy{:G�UaM_B�MNB\M_;kR  
- Yo, yo, yo, özür dilerim! Kabahat bende. Sizler gibi namus 

fu
7pG#BOG�> G#B�M_6#M_6J9 q�> 4�Bv9,6�4	7pG�B\M,q�;�G�;�G#;|> G�Y�MN;yEaM}b�~�?AC�?/BOG-H&G#7:;$G&@�M}6�R

 
 

27.  
- 
~�=�6�?&q:C�G�6�G =/U�?/>�R��54 [�4�BD4�H/9�><9,BDC�9�6 =#6&G�P ��G�w�G�>�M�4�>,H�9 C:4#> 4�B�W
ara
H&G�> G�B�W�7p`�q�7:> 4�B�W�?�q�G�7A> G�Blw�G�P���H�?/BOE�G�@AG�q�G&@AG#H�9,>,9<B�;"9�=�U�>,?/;$Pc�?�4�[�E/4�W�H�?�;$G#w�G�>�> 4/E/4�PFc�hAL�h�6�G�>_M,q�7pG#6�>_M_7A> G�B\M_6�E/G#6�?:Y�G�7�WyH/9,Bx�G�H/?�{&> G�C:4�6&4#> 4�BK/4�{&9,BD4#H/9,><9,B�;o9 P�c�?/6/> G#BCA=/Cu@:4/L�40=/U#><?/;-bT�G�[�?/>

bile dengi dengine. Onlar bizim 
@:4/E#9 U�9,;"9 Y K�9,H�9�@:4�;$4�Y/b

Giydik
> 4�BV9�;o9 Y:E�4#6o?ALOG�6�MNBV> G�B�b

 
- Yeter ana!  
- z G�@�M_B�@:4�LV;y4/Y#R z 4#; q�?�6/?/6�w&G#><9,6�4gH&G#7�b Q G�B\M�{�MNx�> G#7�bf��G/C�M_>{�M_7

a
BOG/ZAG�U�M Y�9,6&CAG�6�9 {�9,6�4/P���G�C�MN>�9 q:L�4�K/4#><9�6/9<;-W�=/U#><?�;o?�6�7uG�B�M,C�M

diye
Z+4�U�9,;�Po35=/Cu@:4�LD4-7�M Y�MN6�E�G�6oH�9 Y�> 4#BD4�@AG�B�=�>,;�G�Y�b

 
 

28.  
- Q 4/L�;$4�Y�H&G�H&G�R�3l9 Y�9,6�7u`�L�h�E/4�E�9 U�9 6�9 Y�q�?�7pG�{�MNB�MN>,;�G�=�> G&@�M�H�G#6&GG#6�> G�L�L�Mk7A9-H�9 Y�> 4#BfC�G�wAL�4�H/9,Bt{+4�[�BD4�E�4 @AG�q�M @A=�Bv?AY/b¡c�9 Y�9<; qA4�BD4/¢�W

na
;"?�C�E/4�E�9 U�9,;"9 Y�q:4�@�> 4�B�W/;y4�6:¢�G�G�L�> 4#BV9<;"9 Y�> 4o`#> {&h/>�h+@A=�B�b

 
[. . . .] 
- 
354#6AE�4#6�?AL^G�6�M @A=#BV?/;kR23�=�6�?�{�H&4�>,>,9_b)�£qA=�¢O`#B�x&G�BO{:G/C�MlCA4#6�929 U�¢^G�>4/L�;$4#7:> 4	7pG#>,;�G�;	M,q�WAG�7A>_M_6#M+E�G-H&G/q�M_6&E/G�6$G�><;	M�q/b

 
- Yan

M_> EaM_6�M<Y ¤)M Y�G c�4�@#R 3�9 Y�9,6 = qA=�¢O`�B x�G�BO{:G/C�M E/4�@�9<x
küçüm

CA4/E�9 U#9<6/9 YXG�E�G�;-W�H�4#6/9�9 U�¢^G�>�4�LV;$4�E#9_b�¥aE/4#H/9,>,9<BDE�9�G�;�G4/L�;$4/E�9�bkc�G�6&GI6�G�;"?AC|q:4#BD4�¢¡E�4�E#9 U�9,6�9 Y|q:4�@�9,6�K�4#BO{:4�7�@�h:Y�h/6/hK�`�C+LO4�BDE#9_b/¦}6�CAG�6$=�>�;$G&@�MA`/U�BD4�L�LV9�b
 

 
29.  

- 
c�?Jw�G�[&G�@�MA`�Y�> 4/E�9<;-W�H�?�C�M,Z:G#7:>�M,U�M�b

 
- N’olur kal, gitme! 
- 
�§G�C�M}>p=�>�?/B�W�= 6/> G#B�K�h&{&>�h�WAE�h�6:@AG�@�MAG&@AG�U�G-7pG�> E�M_B\MNBV> G#B¨R

 
- 
~�G�> EaM_BDC�M}6�> G#B�W�H&4#6�[&G�B\M_;kR
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30.  

- ©�ª�«�¬pªJ«:&®�¯ �°�±�$²�ª�°�³�´$µ/¯ ª�°�¶#·�¸�¯,·y¹/º#¯<»�¼�³  
- Biz? 
- ½ ²�/¾v¿AÀA�µoÁ/Â,¯ �º#Â,µAo¶#·A²��µ�Â,°DÀ�Â<µyª#¼$ª-Á/»oÂ «:¾�-Á�Â<¯ #¬�ÀAÃ#¬:¼$�Ä/³  

 
31.  

- Å�ª/¸�¼$ª&®Aª/Æ:ª/º�Ç Ä ½ ¼JÂ,µ&#¼-¿ ¬uª/¸�¼$ª�®Aª/ÆAª�º�Ç Ä�È É5·�¼ ª�Æ/Ç_¯ ª�°�¿
kötülük ¯ �°�¿�¬uª�µ�Æ/Ç_¬A¯_Ç_¬:¯ ª�°¡·�À:¾�·/¼"·:ÄA�Ã�°D�¯ #µAÀA�±��¿�¹�µ/¯ ª�°Oª8¬pª�°O«�Ç
ko®Aª/ÆAª�ºÊÇ,Ä#È  

- Ë�ª&²�ª�«Aª�Æ:ª�º�Ç<Ä/¿&Ã�¯ �µAJ±�#¬&¿:#¯p#¯ �È  
 

32.  
- Å�ª�°�Ç:±�ª#¯ ¶�ª�À�Ç+±�/º#Â<¯A¼"Â Ì ½ ²/¯ �µ��Æ+�º�Â,µJ¬�Ç Ä$¼	Ç�Ì  
- Ínµ/µA�À�Â/À�ª&¾V¼	Ç<«	¹�µ/»�³�Î)¹�¬oª#¼�ª�¸:¹�¬�¶�·�¸&¯�·�Á�Â,°VÂ�Á�ª#Á&ª#Ï�®Aª#µ�ÇNµ�ªfÁ�Â<¯ ²�ª�°�Ç_¯�¼-Ç ®A¹�°�³  
[. . . .] 
- Ð ª�®�Ç,Ñ�¹�¯ ±#»Aº�»/µÒÂ ¸&Â<µ£�Ä:±#Â�¶��¸u¾VÂ�À:#µ�Â��²�¯ ª�¾v³ ½ À�¬AÂ ±/#µ]Á/Â,¯ �º#Â

kuvve ¾�¯,Â�¹�¯ ª�µ�¯ ª�°�Ç}µ�¼	Ç,«FÁ/»�±�·�µ:®AªÊ³�ÓlÂ<¼y±�Ây¬d�À:/À�Ây¬:»A²:²��¾V¯<Â�¹�¯ ª�µÔ »A«+¾ Ô �Ä�&²��µ/¬nª�¯ ª�®�Ç_µ�Ç_µ�³  
- Å�Â,¼Õ¹�¯,»�°DÀAª�¹�¯ À�»/µ-Á�ª�Á�ª�ÈpÍn¯,¯ ª#Ö-¼	Ç�Á�»�µ/¯ ª�°^Ìo×§ª#°Oª�±�ª#µ�Ç_µJ²��°O±#Â º�Â/Á/Â,°ÆAª�µ�¿)¹�µ�»Ø±�ª�µ&ª�¼"»�Àt®A¹#¯<»/µ�ª�¬p¹�®:±�»/¼-³�©a#µ/Â<¼XÖ&ª�®Aª�¾�ÇN¼ÙÀ�Ã�µ�±�·�¿®:�¼oÂ<µy/±�#°VÂ<¼�¬:Âp¹�µ/¯ ª�°\ÇNµoÖ�ª&®Aª�¾�ÇNµ�ÇA±�ªJÀAÃ�µ�±#·/°D�Æ:/º#Â<¼-³  

 
33.  

- Bu bizim ¶#Â<Á/Â�¯ #°VÂ,µ�¸&Â,¯ �À�Â�¬pª#°D±/�«�¯ #°SÈ�Îl�¬d�Æ:/º�Â Ä/¿y±�Ã�²�·/¯ �Æ+/º�Â Ä/¿
ez Â,¯ �Æ:/º�Â Ä/³ ÎÚÂ�¯ #¼oÂ Ä#È Ín¼�ª ¾�#°vÂ<¼oÂ Ä�Â,µ�¿ ¯ ¹#¬:¼$ª�¼	Ç Ä�Ç_µ�¿
namusumu Ä�»/µ Á&#¬p¸�Â À�Â ¹�¯ ª�Æ:ª�ºaÇ Ä/³ Å�ª Ô ¾�Ç}°V¼�ª�®Aª/ÆAª�ºÊÇ,Ä/³Å�ª Ô ª�¾�¾�ÇN°V¼�ª&®Aª/ÆAª�º�Ç<Ä/³�Û$¯ ÀA#¬�±/�È  

 
34.  

- ´$µ/¯ ª�°�ÇÜÁ/»/¯ ª�µ&ªÒ¬pª/±�ª�°�Á�Ã�®�¯ XÖA�°D¶#·�µÝ®Aª#µ�ª/ÆAª�º�ÇN¼�³kÍ)¸&¯ ª�°�¼	Ç}¿±�ª�®�ª�¬0®�Â ®A¹�°V¯ ª#°-¼	Ç}³�³�³�Ì Í�µ�ª�Æ/Ç�ºÊÇN¼	Ç�Ö�Â ¸Ø¾Dª�µ#Ç_¼�ª�±aÇ_¼-Ï�Á&ª�Á�ª�¼ Á�Â,°
ka ÄAª&®Aª�¬:»�°VÁ�ª�µ0¶#Â ¾�¾VÂ�³�©�Â ÄØ·�¸�¬pª�°D±/�«t¾�·/¼ÙÀ:�²&¶#Â<¼"Â Ä�Â§Á�Â<°VÁ/Â,°vÂ,¼JÂ Ä:
ver ±#Â<¬&¿+®:/¾�¼$/±�Â�³�Þ� Ô Â�¼oÂ ÄJÁ�Â,°�¾Oª�°^ª�ÑOªJÀAª�²/°V»�¯ ±#»�¬�¿&¸&Â º#µ&�±#Â�¯ #°ÊÁ�Â Ä�Â�È  

 
35.  

- Ûn®�¯ �¹�¯ À�»/µÜª�µ�µAÊ³Úß�ª�¼"»�À Ô /«�Â,µ&±�à¬p¹�«�¼�ª�¬t°D�Ä�ª�¯ �¾DÀ:Ê¿µ�ª#¼"»�À¹#µ�¯ ª�°^ª�¬pª�¯ À�Ç_µ�³×§ª�¯ ²�ª�°V¼�ª&®Aª�Æ:ª�ºaÇ Ä/³�Û$µ/·/µ��¶ elen vuruyor bize. ©�Â,°�¶�·�µ�¿/Á�Â Ä�±��²/»�°Oª/ÆAª�º�Ç Ä�³�ÎnÂ<¯ #¯<Âuª�µ�ª�¼-¿Aª/º#¯ ª�¼�ªJÀ:�µ�¿�ª/º�¯ ª#¼$ª�³  
 

36.  
- á<¾vÂ<°Oª�Ä�ÑvÂ<¯ ª�µy�¾V¼$�±�Â,µJ¼"Â Ì  
- ÞÚÇ_Ö�¿�¬:Â,¼$	µ�"ª�µ/¯ ª�¾Dª�Æ:ª�¬pÀ�ÇNµ&Ì  
- Ë5#µ Á/»�µ/»�µ µ&�°D/±�#µ ¶/�¯ ±#Â º�Â<µ/Â�ª�µ/¯ ª#¼yª/±�Ç_µ ¼	Ç,Ì ©�»/µ/¯ ª#°Oª

bula « ¼�ª�¬âÖ�ª&®�Ç}°�¶/�¾�Â,°v¼y/Äâ¹/º�¯,»�¼�³�á,«+¾O�¿�¬pª&®Aª�¯ ª�°�®�Ç_¬&Ç}¯�Ç ²�#°D±#Â
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ã�ä�å�æ}ç�ä�è�é�ê�ë2ã�ä�ìpä í_æ_îïå�ê�ð:ñ#ì:ò ó�ò�è�ô�ò õ�ìdñ�ç&ö#ò/ë�÷�øVì:÷�î"÷:õ�÷�ìdñ#ç�ö#ò,î"ò õ
söyleyelim. Davran. 

 
37.  

- ù ä�øDö�ä�å/ú ã#æ_øOä#ì û�í ñ&ü/ò<î ãAñ�çÊý ôañ#í,ìAò1û#í<÷/î"÷/î ä�å�æNí,î�ä�î	æ,å
uçurum

í ä�ø�æ�ä/åAä�ø�ú)ã�ò õ:ö/ñ�çÜþAÿ�ç�øOä�ìAò,í ñ#ø�êAüAä�ç�æ}øÚö�ä�ç�ñ�ü:ñ û�í ö#÷(ö�ò ü:ñö�÷Aå�÷�ç/÷
r
í ñ�ø�èØô�êgþ�ä�ö/ñ�ó+ñ � û#ç�÷/í ü�ä�ø^ä�þ�æfö/ñ��#ò,í���ñ�í,ò<î � ä�øDö�ä/å/úã�ÿ�ü�ç�êyñ���øVò üAä�å�ä�î�ä�ìdëDä�ç&þAä-ã�ä å�æ_î�ö�ò�ì�û#í ñ&ü�ò<î-è

 
 

38.  
- � å:ëDñ�ç�ä#î"ê�þ�ë�ò,î$þ�ä�í<ò,ç�ò<ç�þAÿ�ç�ê�è�ô�ò õ�í ñ#øOñ�ç&ä�î"êAþ|ö�ñ#øDþ�ò��&ñ#øVî"ò å:ëVò�ú	�ä�ìpä#øDñ�ë ñ�ëVîoò å:ëVò�èØô�ò õ�í ñ#øvò<ç£ç&ä�î"ê�þ�ê/ç�ä£ö�ò,ífêAõAä�ëDä�ç£ã/êÙç�ä#î"ê�þä#ã�ò ö/ñ/þ�ò&õAä
��ä�í<í_æ}ú�ñ
�&ñ�ë�ñ��&ñ�ë5ã/ê ì:÷&ð�÷&ó�÷�ì�ä�ö�ä�î�úÊã�ò,ø^ä�õ$ü�÷�õ��&ñ#øVò<ç�ó+ñç�ä�î"ê�þ�êÙî�ä�î"ê&þ�êÙê/ç�ê:ëVê�1ã&ä�ç&ä£þ�ä�	/ò� ÿ�í,î�ä&üAä]ìpä�í�ì ë�æ}è � å:ë�ñã�ê�ç/í ä�ø\æ_ç-ç&ä î"ê�þ�ê�ý��Jò,ç�ò,ã�÷Aþ$åAÿ��Oû#øV÷���ñ�ã�ñ�ç�è���ñ � ÷Aõ:ñ#í&ã/ò<ø�ò<ìAò,í,ò�ú�	�äaý��ñ � ÷:õAñ#íÊã�ò,ø�ä�å�ì�ý�é�æ��ì&æ�ê�ó&ê:õkä�å�ì	øOÿ#î$ä#ç�í ä#ø�æ_ç�ö�ä�ì:ò � ò,ã�ò�è��5ñ#øVìpñ/þ	�ä�ö/ö�ò<ç/ò2ã�ò<í,î$ñ#í<ò�è���ñ�ç�ã�ò<ø$î"ò,ç/ò<ã�÷�þÜå�ÿ��^û�øV÷Aþ�÷/ç�è���ñ�ç�ã�ò�ø$î"ò,ç/ò<ã�÷�þå�ÿ��Oû#øV÷Aþ�÷/ç�è���ç�í ä�öaæNçoî�æ��

 
 

39.  
- 
ôañ#ç�ö/ñ�þ:ñ��/î"ò å+ëVò,î ã�ñ�ê�þ:ëDä�è���ñ�ç�ò)þAñ��&ö�ò �#ò<ç&ñ�ö�ñFò<ç�ä�ç�î	æ,å:ë�æ_î-è��ñ���ñ�ø�ã/ò õ�ò<îoí ñ�ÿ&ü�ç&ä�î	æ<å/è���ñ-üAä�&ä�í_æ_î8ã�ñ¡ê�þ+ëOä�ý�ô�ê	ìuä�	�&ñ-ö�÷�ç:üAäÿ#ç�í ä�ø\æ_ç ö�÷�ç:üAä/þ�æ}è ô�ò õ�ò � ä�øvò,ã�ä�ç � û�øOö#÷/í ñ�ø�è! �ä�í � ä � ñ�ðuë�ò,í ñ�ø�è
Oynad

æ
lar. 

 
40. " ��ñ&ü�ò<ç#�&ä#ø
�å�æ}ì$��%  
 
41. "'& ÿ�ì�ã/ò ( åAñ�ü#ý %  

 
42. "*) í,î�ä�ö�æ+�ÊæAö�ä�	�ä�ò ü�ò�ý&ô�ò õ�ò�î�þAä�õ�æ+ö#ò�ç�í ñ"û&ü�í ñ&ü:þAñ-, � û�ç�í,÷�ç��Oñ#øOä�	�í ä�þ�æNçÊý %  

 
43. “[Neden] susuyorsunuz?” 

 
44. “Bir

å�ä�øVì�æ:ö#ò,ç/í<ò üAÿ#øVê/î-è+%
 

 
45. " �§ä�þ�æNí:ã/ò,ø�å�ä�øVì�æ+��%  

 
46. "*. ÿ�ó�ê/ì:í ä�ø#ä#øOä�î	æ<õAö/ä�ã�ò,øÊî"÷�õ�ò þuüAñ#ç���ä�ø/,&ä�ö�æAö/ä ) ø*	�ä�ç�è+%  

 
47.  

- 
ô�ê�þ�ä�õ:ö�ä�ç$ä�ç/í ä#î�ä�î-è/ôañ#ç�ò<îFî"÷:õ�ò ��ò<îFã�ä�å�ìpäÊè

 
- 
ôañ#ç$ð:ä�í ä�ø�æ_î-è
��ò õ�þAû&ü�í ñ�ü�ò,ç�è

 
- 
ô�ê/ç�í ä�øOä-î	æ+�

 
- 

��û&ü�í ñ/ëVîyñ/ö/ñ�çJã�æNøOä�ìAî�ä�õ�í ä�ø�è
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48. “Nerede boynu bükük bir garip görsen,/hor görme, kim bilir ne 021�3'054�6
753'0�893;: <*=?>�7�3@4+ACB
7�D�4FEG0�1HEI1KJ�8�3*D 7�3L>M4 N�D�4�O <QP�E2RTS2RUB�7�D�D 1M3'1VS�4+3
koW 7�E#6
753'0-893YX+Z  

 
49. []\ 4+3_^`4+D W P�EG1M3ba+c W 1�3*4FEG1edf1MD 15Eegh7�iQ4+D#jh7�3k7�lY89EG027�EKm`D 05n23*n�D 0Mn-:Lgh7�iQ4+D

Ka o iY8k:qpr4+E
7 W 1�i�st1MSG1MS�4 \ 15D+D�4
u�12v�4+Dw: Z  
 

50. [;xzy 3'15{}| o P y N~15EI>M4+EbP5D 05R�O�i�P�A2D+R�{�4 o 4�EG021�JI7 W >-89E�S�4+3*4�P5D 7�3�7 y R~N�R�E
süre W 7�cI7�{�8�E58�J�n23'0�n23'05n2OLA
7�3k7�J28�| y 7�0h8�EUJG7�i/8���8�J�8�P�D 05R
v5R�E2R�J�4+D 0�4�|
unutturdu.”  

 
51. [;� 75A�4 J�B�7�EI120�1��5D 05n x {�3�7�B�O W 7�c28 W 4�3*{�4 J~1 y 4 NI054�O��q1ME
7�NI1�J�4+E24z0�1�62D 1�iy 7�D 0�893'0�8�|
7�E
7�J28I>54�S24 y 1�l'1ME�A
7�3�7�J28�E58
S�4F3*4 y i@4�3'15{�15{�4 c~i*4 o n�E y n�X+Z  

 
52.  

- \ 15E�4IS
75SG7�E�7�75E�D 7�i�i/89E�{�8+�  
- � E�D 7�iwiY8�{}X  
- Ne dedi? 
- Ne diyecek, s

1ME�4+E�S�4�3 W 7�D 7�E���8IP�D 0�R
v5R2E�R-:  
- � E�D 75{�7�0-89{�:  
- � P y SG7�J�4 i@X \ 7�E
7}S
7�S
7�E�89E�S24�iQn��~�~7�35P�D 05RGv5R�E�R�JI� W D 15{�4 cqi@4�E�X  
- Evet. 
- ��� D � W 7�D 7�E�D 7�3Y89E
7�0�1�6
75{�1�0M4 W P�3'J�R�E�X \ 75SG7�{}|rJ~1ME�4�E y 7�A�8���8�E58�EP�v�D+R�P�D 05R
v5R�E2R���v�3'1ME�{�4 c�X

 
- Bak Oya, evet yalan söyledim, ama neden böyle söyledim, 

bilmiyorum. 
- Ben bi

D+4 W P�3*R2{}X \ 7�S�7�{ A24 W 7�JI75E�8�E�1ME�S2n W n y iQn��~�I7�3*D 753Y8�EG027�ES24�3*4 054�3YX \ � W D 1�S�4+3�7�0275{}89E y 8 N28�E�7M| y 7�A�8���8�E58�E�P�v5D+R�P�D 0MRGv5R�E�R
söyleyemezdin.  

- 
s�8�E�8�l�lk7�3 y 8 o P y {�R���E
15{�D�4 ��st1ME�SG15E�4$J~1
62{�4 W P�3�{�R
J�R2EG�  

- 
gh15EI0M4 �q15{�4 W 1�iQ4+{ 4 o 4+EI021 y n o n y 05n
c�{�1 y 4 J~i�15{�1M{�X¡s�15E�4FE�D 1S2RI>5n2E�E�4 o 4+E�S�R2D+RIcqi@R�{ S�4+D+4 W P�3 {�R
J�R�E
�est1ME�4�E�D 1�7 W 3Y8�D 0-8+v-8�{�8 N28
söylemek için.  

- ¢ 75E�4$J�R o R�{£l�7 y 4+35P�D+{`7�{KB�7M| y 7�A58+��8�E�89E�P�vMD+R�P�D+{`7�{U� W D 1}{�4 �  
- 

g¤7�AG7�i'7�D98�{}X�s�1�Eb6G1¥SG1ME-:¦u�n
c�n�E
15S�4FD+4 W P�3#{�RIJ�R2E
�§st1�E y 1MEG0M4�EG1>���3'1�S�4+3*4FE�4~S2R�D y 7�A�8F��89E�89E�P�v5D+R�X  
 

53. [ ^�R�B�7
i�7�S58�E�8�N y 4+{ y 4 ��j�7�S�4�|`S�4�3�i'7�{�4+3k�
4¨A�7�3 o 7�J28�X \ 4�3�B
7 y 4�3/|#7�{`7
na
{�RGJ�R�c~153'1�l@4 W D 1�1 y {�1�vM4+E�4�i�7�c~i�7�E o 8 y 7�3�75E�S24+3-B�7 y 4F3/X+Z  

 
54. []\ 7 y 8�E 02P y i�P�3HB
75E�89{�:�st1�6�{�1 W 4§J~1�624+D�{�1 W 4©S�4�3Ci�1 y J�4 N�D 153V{�4S24�D+4+3'J�4�E�4 NI� ¢ 7�E�4LS�R�E�D 7�3Y89E�BG1�A
J�4`J�4 N~1�{�4`��N~>MnG0�n23�� \ 7 y 8�EªJI7 W 8�E

doktor! Örfü da âdeti de biz biliriz. Sevmeyi de sevilmeyi de hor 
görülmeyi de bizden iyi bilen yoktur.” 

 
55. []xty {�12v�1}{�4I{�R2BIi'72��8 NG��«h15EG>M4�E�021�v�4FD+4 N�|
7�{`7LE
7�{�RGJ�D+R W RIN2X+Z  
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APPENDIX B 

 

 

LIST AND PLOT SUMMARIES OF THE FILMS 

 

 

1. ¬��®�¯*°q±�²z³G´�³�µ�¶z·�¸�¹5ºG»  
2. ¬¨¼+¼ ¹�º5®�·U½�¾5¿LÀzÁ+¼�ÁF¸'Â�Á+¿�¯*°I±�Ã�¾M¸'Ä5Á�Åh¹
±qÆ@Ç�¸'»  
3. ¬ÉÈ2®�µ$Â2®�¿�¯*°~±�Ê9°2¸�¹�º�ÁF·£Å¤¹
Ë@¼�®+ÂI¾�Â~»  
4. ¬�±�¸Y®�¼ ¹5·`¹�·Ì¯*°q±�²z³�´
³�µ�¶t·�¸�¹�ºG»  
5. Batan Güne È`¯*°~±�Ã�¾5¸�Ä�Á�Å�¹G±qÆ/Ç�¸'»  
6. À¤¹�Ë�Â�®�¿LÀzÇLÍ�³2¿q±G¹}¯*°q±�Î�¸*º�¹�¿�Ï�¾M¿Gq¾M°
¹G±~»  
7. Àh¾5¿LÍ�Ð�Ñ2¹�¸/µ�¾�¿�Ò`¼�·�³
È�³2·K¯*°~±#Î�¸*º�¹�¿�Ïf¾M¿
q¾5°
¹
±~»  
8. Benim Gibi Sevenler (by Ferdi Tayfur) 

9. Bir Teselli Ver (by Orhan Gencebay) 

10. Ó¨Á�¼ ¾�¯*°~±�Êw°�¸�¹5º�Á�·�Å¤¹�ËQ¼�®+Â~¾�ÂI»  
11. Derbeder (by Ferdi Tayfur) 

12. Dertler Benim Olsun (by Orhan Gencebay) 

13. Í�Á�¼ÕÔ�¹5¸�¹�Â�®�¯@°q±�Î�¸*º
¹�¿�Ï#¾�¿�q¾5°�¹G±~»  
14. Í�Ç�¸'ÄMÇ�¸*Ç2¿�Í�³�¿~±I¹
±�®
¯*°I±�Ã�¾�¸'Ä5Á�Åh¹�±qÆ@Ç�¸�»  
15. Ï�³�¼+³�·ªÀ�¾5¿�Á+·K¯*°I±�Ê�°�¸�¹�º2Á�·�Åh¹�ËQ¼�®�ÂI¾�Â~»  
16. Haram Oldu (by Ferdi Tayfur) 

17. Ö�¹
Ë�¹�Â2®�×�²zÇ2¼$Î�¼+·`¹
×�¯*°~±#Î�¸*º�¹�¿�Ïf¾M¿Gq¾M°
¹
±~»  
18. Ö�Ç~×�Ç2¸*Ç�·V²¤¹�¼+·�¹�Äh®�¯@°q±�Ã2¾5¸'Ä�Á�Å¤¹
±~Æ*Ç2¸'»  
19. Ê+Âq±I¹�¿2µ$¹�¸�¯*°~±`Ø`³GÂ�¼+³�·UÏ`³�¸�Â~¾�ÂI»  
20. ²¤¹�¸�¹�Ô�¹�×�·`¹L¯*°~±�Ê9°2¸ ¹�º�Á+·£Å�¹
Ë@¼�®+Â~¾�Â~»  
21. Kul Kuldan Beter (by Müslüm Gürses) 

22. Ø�¹
Ù�ÁIØ�¹�Ù�Á~¯@°q±�Ê9°2¸�¹�º2Á+·£Åh¹�ËQ¼�®�ÂI¾�Â~»  
23. Öksüzler (by Küçük Emrah) 
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24. ÚÜÛ�Ý�Þ2ß
Û5àIáhâ5ã�ä�Û�å-æ9ç�è�å5é�Þ�ê*Ý~ë�ì9Ý�ä�Û�ß�í+î£á¤Û�ïQé�æ+ð~ñ�ðIò  

25. Ú�ñ5çIð�í órô�Û�õ2æ�ëIâ�ä*Þ2îKê*Ý~ë�è�ä*ß�Û�ç�ö�ñ5ç
÷qñMÝGÛ
ë~ò  
26. Ú�ñ�ø
ñ�ç�ù�ç�ÞIï*î`Û
ó�ê*Ý~ë�ú�Û�ûIû
æ2üzÞ2é�ÞIï�ò  
27. Son Sabah (by Ferdi Tayfur) 

28. ù�ï'Û�ç�æ ë orum (by Ferdi Tayfur) 

29. ý¨þ�ÿ��������	��
������������������ÿ������  
30. � þ ���"!�� #$�zþ�%�& ��ÿ'
��(�*)"+Mÿ-,/.10'���(2@þ�ÿ-�  

 

Film: 354"�  
Year: 1988 

Director: Kaya Ererez 

Scriptwriter: �zÿ-,�6�7��/�80��"����%  

Cast: ��������������ÿ9����:�;�+/�"����#$<=.>& �?��:�0tþ�ÿ-@Mþ�A?BC# ��A-���": � þ�!�þ�2ED=+�A�.>�  

Plot Summary: 

Emrah is born out of wedlock. He is sent to a reformatory at the age of 

ten because he wounded the landlord who wanted to rape his mother 

who could not pay the rent. When he grows up, he commits some other 

crimes, too, so he is imprisoned. Out of financial difficulties, his mother 

begins to work in a brothel. Emrah lives on the money she sends 

without knowing how she earns the money. When he is released, 

Emrah starts to look for his mother. He decides to spend his night 

together with his friends, who are homeless children staying at an 

abandoned old house. One of Emrah’s friends, Ekrem, has been 

working as a photographer but in fact his main aim is to find young 

women for a mafiatic man to sell them as prostitutes. Emrah goes to 

Ekrem’s office where he meets Elif, one of the girls Ekrem deceives. 

Emrah advises her go back to her home. But Elif is determined to stay 

.F�HGF!(A9���"�2þ�&JI*���~ÿ-+E� A����K+"!L� +MÿMA-6N6?��+O6�2P�". !Tÿ�. 4��Q4
þ�!�A-6?��+�ÿ�!":*RS�/�T# �/I
Realizing Hamza’s intentions, Elif runs away from him. Ekrem beats her 

terribly. Emrah brings her to his own house to keep her away from 

Ekrem. His aim is to persuade her to return her home. But Elif does not 
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wont to go back because her stepfather does not want her. Elif and 

Emrah soon fall in love with each other. They begin to live together 

happily. One day, Emrah discovers that his mother has been working as 

a prostitute. The mother commits suicide out of shame and dies before 

Emrah’s eyes. When the mother dies, Emrah’s father, to whom her 

mother could not get married because she was poor whereas he was 

rich, comes to the graveyard, finds Emrah and tells him that he is his 

father. Very angry with him, Emrah tells him that he does not want to 

see him again and runs. Because his mother dies, Emrah begins to 

experience financial difficulties. Elif does not want to put more burden 

on Emrah’s shoulders so she decides to go to Ekrem and work as a 

prostitute. Emrah helplessly accepts the situation. His father finds him 

one more time, but he again sends him away. Elif’s mother comes to UFV(W9X�Y"Z�[�\�W-]^\ ]�]?_T`9]?aSb�c?aed�X/[�f?b�Wgc/aih?jkb�cml�c�c�WgVPn�l*a�X?b?o pqb�]rb�c?\Fs�Vtb�c/au`iv>Y�d
Elif. Elif decides to go back home together with her mother. Ekrem and 

another man attempt to prevent her from leaving but Emrah stops them. 

They begin to fight; Emrah kills the man and when he is about to stab 

Ekrem, the police come and Emrah is arrested. His father visits him in 

the prison too; but Emrah again does not forgive him. In pain, his father 

commits suicide. Emrah dies in the prison, too, at the age of twenty-

eight. 

 

Film: Al
\ X�b/wxlLjyc?Y*z�vF\Fv>a�V�vFY

  

Year: 1989 

Director: Faruk Turgut 

Scriptwriter: Safa Önal 

Cast: Ferdi Tayfur, Meral Konra, Tuncer Sevi 

Plot Summary: 

When he is released from prison, Ferdi goes to visit his mother in a 

hospital. She does not recognize him because she is insane. Ferdi 

begins to work in a factory. He puts aside most of the money he earns 
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to be able to pay for the medicine his mother needs. In the factory, he 

meets Meral, one of the women workers. He soon falls in love with her. 

They begin to date. Meral meets his mother, too. Meral is actually a 

journalist; her aim is to conduct a research about workers. Therefore, 

disguised as a worker, she works in a factory and observes the workers’ 

lives. None of the workers, including Ferdi, knows about her real 

identity. Realizing that Ferdi is in love with her, Meral decides to give up 

her research because she does not want to hurt his feelings. Yet, she 

cannot because she needs money for her son’s operation. Nobody 

knows that she has a son, either. Her son stays in her real house which 

is in a rich neighbourhood. Completing the research, Meral tells Ferdi {}|�~�{���|��r|�~"��{-�r� ��~����^���({�~?�"�"�"��{��M���P��~����8{���|��/��|�������{-� �q�������M�({��?��|��?�i�
Ferdi proposes her. Meral stays silent because she cannot tell him the 

truth. The following day, she laves Ferdi’s neighbourhood as soon as 

possible without talking to him. Ferdi hopelessly looks for her; he cannot 

understand what is going on. One day, while sitting together with his 

friends in the coffeehouse, he sees Meral on TV: She is advertising the 

newspaper for which she has conducted the research. Very 

disappointed and angry, Ferdi starts to look for her. He finds out where 

she lives. He is determined to kill her to take his revenge. When he is 

about to stab her, Meral’s son appears and begs him to stop. Yielding to 

the boy’s cries, Ferdi leaves their house in pain. 

 

Film: ����� �K� � �  

Year: 1988 

Director: 
�	�"��~/|��F���e~�{�� � �����  

Scriptwriter: � �-������~/�8�� "��~ �  

Cast: 
�¡�"��~/|��F���e~�{�� � ��������¢= �� £ ~ � � � ~/�i��¤C����~/�T¥�~���� � ��¥=�/���/� ¦T§y��¦�� ���

 

Plot Summary: �¡�"�9~?|��F�¨� ��~����/�©£Mª9~?�������t���F� ���/�i� � ªg{-�/�y�?���^��ª«|"� �t���/���(�E�g{g���'|"� �Mª9~?� ����"�
to him to have his pictures signed. Deniz is one of his fans, too. Seeing 
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Deniz does not take him seriously. Deniz is a rich woman, too. Her 

father is a businessman. But he is now in some financial difficulties. 

Deniz an
ºÇ±¡²"®9³?¬"´>µÈ² "ÉE´>ÁÊ¿9ÅÀº"³�¿g�Æ5±¡²�®�³?¬�´�µË´FÁ�·�´ ·(¿-·ÊÅ?ÁÌµ�³/®�®©¼�´>Á�É¸¬�E®iÍÎ²�¾ ¿

Ïy/Á"´ ÐM·(¿�´FÃ>Ã"Ñ�³?Á"Á�Å�¿S²��·�¾"®-�Òq¬��¿�¬�?®�Å?®ÎÁ�Å�¿Î¬ Ê´ ·M· ?®�´ Å/¾ ·"Æe±¡²�®�³�¬�´FµÓÉ"Å""·$¿-Å
her father’s office to talk about his plans to marry his daughter. When 

he is there, the mafiatic men that the father owes huge amounts of 

money, enter and say that they soon want the money back and leave. 

The father decides to go on a business trip. While he is driving his car, 

the mafiatic men stop him and shoot him at his leg. Deniz decides to 

talk to the leader of the mafiatic gang, Tekin, who is impressed by her 

beauty, as well. She wants them to stay away from her father. Tekin 

talks to her father and tells him that he can forget about his debts if he 

allows Deniz to marry him. The father accepts the deal. Deniz and ±¡²"®9³?¬�´FµÔÉ�År¿-ÅÊ³PÕ�/®©¼^¹�Å"Å/®kÁ�E´ É?¬"²�Å�¾"®¬�Å�Å"ºÊ³�Á�ºÖ¿¬ /®-½±¡²�®�³�¬"´�µ×·�¬�Å ÒØ·r¬�/®
how her father has deceived a lot of people. Although he has received 

money from these people, he does not build their houses. In the 

meantime, Tekin learns 
¿}¬�³�¿5Ïy/Á�´ Ð^´ ·�¿-Å"É��¿�¬�/®eÒq´ ¿�¬Ù±©²�®�³?¬�´FµÚ³?Á�ºÛ²��É/´�Á ·

¿-ÅÖÃ Å�Å?ÜqÝ�Å/®u¿}¬�/µ�Æ�Þ=´ ·tµ�?ÁtÜ ´FÃ>Ã�Å?Á�tÅ�ÝS±	²�®9³?¬"´>µ�ß ·�²��·(¿EÝ®�´ /Á�º"·"¯�à��Õ"Ü1"¿¯ Òq¬�Å
does not give them his address. They can at the end find out where á¡â"ã9ä?å�æFçÔä/è éÀêyë/è"æ ìPíFæ î�ë�ï/ðÇå ë/ètñå ë�òtó�ë�ñSô?õ ñyô�ö�ñ}å�ëÙå�ô/õ ÷�ëuø/ù'ë/ú�æFè�ä/è�éÙå�æ

s ç�ë/èT÷�å�ô�ô�ñuá©â�ã�ä/å"æFçûä/è é�ú æFíFí å�æFç�ï
 

 

Film: ü ò�ã°ýxí ä/ç�ä�ç
 

Year: 1987 

Director: Temel Gürsu 

Scriptwriter: þ ã-é�ô�ÿ�ä/è8ù��"è�ä��
 

Cast: � ������ú þ ç$ã9ä�å�ø��«õ�ã�æ ü í ��ôEø
	5ô���ú õ"è����ÿ"ëEè  

Plot Summary: 

Emrah is now a rich and famous singer. But he has suffered a lot until 

he becomes rich. His father, who went to Germany as a worker, returns 
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to Turkey together with a German woman and a son. In Turkey, they 

have a traffic accident; both the father and his German wife die. 

Em ������� ���������
�����! "��#�$&%'�(�����)�*�+$ ����,-��.*�'���/�����/�102��3��54265� �7�2��41��89$;:<�=�*�1��>? �@�����BAC�5$<$ �D�E: �D0�4�A�$ �F��GH���1�@02#E�1�*�I�'��$<$E�E:<�J�������K�E: �L.����M�
���N65: �16�>�G����E�@02#
comes to their village. Learning that his brother has left a lot of money, 

he decides to take care of the money. He is interested both in the 

�O�542��PQ�54
6J:R4 ? �@�������R�S�����M�
���T�U "��#�$V%W>UXY�[Z���� suades them to go to \ �]�^��4E310�$]_�: ���D�E:<�`>bac4@���
�d���1��4
��:;���F� ? �@������� �OP2�50142eE���b��: �C�*�5�T��f"��4
AC�F�������
$ ��4�eg3
�1�54h��: A�,
>/ij����4S������PS�5�k�M: l
�m:;4 \ �C�*�5413�0E$&�����
��Pn���5,o�p�����`���h�M�
�
hospital and learn that she soon needs to be operated. They decide to 

spend the money left by their father on Yonca’s medical treatment. 

G������@02#E�q�
�2_9��l
�5���q: �-6E���*� rmined to take this money himself. He gets 

money from Emrah telling him that he will be business partners with 

8!�k: .���_/�
�r�k0�4��s�7AC�5�!�*��Z
��:;�t�����5Z1>"u�02�(:;4v.��1Aw�tG����E�@02#xeE�E�'�-�O���]�t��.=�M�
�
money himself and Emrah only works as a mechanic in the shop. When 

f"�54�AC�E�R�y:;$R$;4
�1�C�r3
�1AC�5���1�)�@0�A��7�C��l����*�z�YGK���1�@0C#yZ2���*��0��E6��E�-�M�
�r.����@:;$ P
that she should be sent to Germany for treatment. They accept his 

suggestion and give him the money needed for all the expenses. One 

daPE�=GK�5�E�@0
#{��4
6j��: �-.M��: ��4�6��}|Y�
l102�k�=A2�5���y�*�r���
��:R�~���50
�2���Y�*�5,��)f"�54�AC�
and leave. They bring the little girl to a woman’s house, who live in 

�'���k�M:;3�$ �nA2��4
6�: ��: �54
�E>}GK���E�@0C#j�*����6��y�M����.^�5�@:;$ P�.���,o�S$ ���W�*���*�y.M�^�5� |"�
lE0
�k�
who, he tells them, accompanies Yonca in Germany. The woman 

Yonca stays with treats her very badly. She has to do all the chores. � 4��d6���PE�zGK���E�L0
#s����Z2�E�- K��#�$V%�>b�=����A2� nnot tell anything to Emrah. Arif 

fires Emrah and does not give him his money back. Hopelessly, Emrah �
�����;�2���^��� �E�5�)�����U�5�
���M�2���(�^�����!�K�
hmuz, in the meantime, has been �*�5�2�;�2���/���
���s�M�������Y�����c���N�'���R�;�;�
���2��� �M�����!����� �s�2����¡5�;�
��� �=���7¢£���k�����]�E�

He gets all the money they have got. One day, Emrah catches his 

mother and uncle having sex. Extremely upset, he takes Ali and leaves 

the house. He hates both 
�"�����V�N���2¡)�K�5�E�@¤2�1�z¥��
�-�&¦£�7�1�����M�
�5�^�D��§
���2¡

the nights under bridges. Emrah finds a job in a restaurant. One day, 
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the police collect the homeless children and place them to an 

orphanage. Emrah finds his brother, Ali, and wants him to stay in the 

orphanage. Hearing Emrah sing, the owner of the restaurant admires 

his voice. With his encouragement and helps, Emrah is discovered and 

soon becomes a star. Ali is adapted by a family but Emrah loses his 

address. As for Yonca, he does not know her address, either. Emrah 
¨1©�ª1«¬*©d«Cª�ª-®�ª�¯�°@±2²I³5´
µ·¶ ª�³5¸M´
«¹M¸^©5°º¯E»R°J¼�¯
ª�¸*ª{¯
ªd½C³�´¹M»;´�µ-¯E» ««�» «]¬�ª5¸�¾
He finds her and rescues her. Later on he finds out Ali’s address. He 
µ�» «
½C©�¿�ª�¸*«-¬�¯�³�¬=À!¶<»K» «-¬*©E¨Eª�¬k¯
ª5¸ ¼~» ¬�¯�ÁY³�²�¶&ÂW¾KÃ�¯E±
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Æ ±
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ª5¸*Å@«�¯
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½2³xµ�» ªE«1¾�®Kª�¯1°@±C²  comes to Emrah’s house. É ¯�ª5´L¯
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ªIÁ"³�²�¶&Â
³�¨1³5»;´5ÄEË�°L¸^³5¯LÌC»;¶R¶ «O¯E»<°`¾  
 

Film: 
Æ ³�¬*³�´/Í�ÎE´
ªEÏ   

Year: 1978 

Director: Temel Gürsu 

Scriptwriter: Hulki Saner 

Cast: Ð ª�¸�µ�»ÑÃÇ³�Å]¹k±E¸�Ä�Á�ª�½�¶ ³IÁK³�²1ÂV¸�Ä�Òq©�Ï�ÌC±1´/Í~Ó�Ô1ª�´  
Plot Summary: 

Ferdi is a farm worker. He is in love ¼�» ¬k¯QÁY³�²�¶cÂ�ÄK¼/¯�©Q» «y³5¶ «
©�³�¹�³�¸M°
worker; and they are planning to get married soon. Ferdi has been 

trying to put aside some money for Õ�Ö�×CØcÙ&ÚÛbÖ�Ü�Ö�Ý�Ù . He decides to go to 

Germany, for which, Sait, the Þ�ß1Þ  (land-owner)’s son, encourages him 

because he has hims à�á â�ãCä
å�à�æ'à1ç�è"é�ê�áVëqé5ì�çyí9é�ì2æ'î+ïEà�ð*ç�ñYæ*äná à1é�å�àóò�à�ð
alone. The Þ�ß1Þ æ�é5á;ô�î@æ*ä{èKé�ê�áVë<õ î@â^é�æ�ò�à5ð�ö�÷qî1ëcømù é�åEú
ûé5ì
çsé�î�ôoîLâ^ä5ð"è"é�ê�á&ëVõ î
ò�é�ì�ç`â�ä�ðNòEñ îUî2ä�ì5ü�é�ì
ç�÷qî1ëVøýùqé�åEú2ûUé�á;á ä]íþîLòEñ î/ç�é�ú
ÿ�òCæ*à�ð�æ*äIøOé�ðMð��@òEñRø�����úCæ
èYé�ê�áVë
æ*é�áRôoî/æ*äLæMò
à Þ�ß1Þ and tells him that she is in love with Ferdi and that 

she is pregnant by him. Hearing this, the Þ�ß1Þ í£é�ì2æ*îU÷qî1ëcø ù(é�åEú
ûæ*ä·á à�æ���
	
������������������������! #"%$'&!�(�*)%�,+! .-0/��1"2&0��34/����0��3.�5�16�7,��� &5�8�,	1�9�;:<�>=��
their house. She takes refuge in Ferdi’s house where Ferdi’s mother 

and brother, Kemal, live. Learning of this, Sait spreads around the 

ru
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"B�C�1	
��,��3,�EDF�������G�����H@,�
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P4Q�RNS Q,T4Q5U1SIVXW�Y,Z\[AU4Q1]EW�RIR�Z�^<S T,Q5_CW1`
Racb;deQ�V�W�RFW�Y,ZfdFQ�V�W�R g hiV�j
[<U4Q�^kW.lmW,]
from the village and burn their house. They begin to live together in a 

house in the mou
Y4[�W�SnY�o�_8W,`
R(aFp�S T4Q!hiP1SI^2[AUq[>jiW\p�SI^<R9o8r(YE[<U4QsVtQ!W�Y.[<SIVuQ�bvj�Y

his way home back to Turkey Ferdi has a traffic accident and is taken to 

a hospital. He gets seriously injured but people in Turkey are wrongly 

informed that he is dead. Ferdi stays in the hospital for long years. 

When he finally goes out of the hospital, he goes back to his village at j�Y4w#Q?oxr(Yy[AU,QzVtQ!W�Y.[ASIVuQ�bx_CW1`
RaNg h0Z!W�{,p�U#[>Q�^tU4W�h|p�^>j.l}Y5{!~5P4Q�RNS Q,T�SNY4pf[AU
W,[
Kemal is her father. When Ferdi comes to the village, Sait sees him first 

and tells him that in his a
P,h#Q�Y
wGQqdeQ�V�W�R,V�W�^<^�S Q1ZE_8W
`
R9a
W�Y,Z�[AU,W1[eY,j#l�[<U4Q,]

have a daughter. He takes Ferdi to the mountain-house. Seeing them [�j1p!Q
[<U4Q�^Kbx��Q�^>Z�S�P4Q�RnS Q
T,Q1hy��W�S [>g h�RIS Q!h�o8��U.Q�Y�_�W
`
Ra�W�Y,Z�deQ�V�W�R;R Q�W
T4Qf[<U4Q
house, Ferdi goes in, takes his mother, who cannot speak because she 

is par
W�R ].h.Q1Z?b�W�Y4Z�[<U.Q1]�p�j�[>j��Nh#[�W�Y1P!{�RNo%��U.Q�Y�deQ�V�W�RkW�Y,Z�_�W,`1Ra'w.j�VuQ

back home, Sait tells them that Ferdi has come back to the village 

accompanied by a German woman, taken his mother and gone to �IhG[�W
n
P!{1R9o8deQ�V�W�R�p�j1Q!hO[>js�IhG[�W�Y�P!{1R�[�j�[>W�RN��[�j�U!S h�P�^>j1[AU4Q�^�oC�B{.[�b���Q�^�Z�S�Z�j

es Y,j,[�RNS hG[2Q�Yq[�jyU�SNV�o��BU4Q�Y�b;_�W
`
RavW�Y4Z�U.Q�^kZ!W�{4p�U.[2Q�^kp�j\[�js��Q�^�Z�Sng hiU,j�{,h#QySIY
�IhG[�W

nbul. He does not listen to her, either. Extremely upset, Ferdi 

decides to commit suicide. But suddenly his mother begins to speak 

and tells him all the truth. Ferdi immediately goes to the village to be l�S [�U�_�W
`
Ra�W
p�W�SnY�o%r(Y\[AU4Q0T�SNRIR W1p!Q�b���W�S [�W
[2[2Q�V�~.[�h�[�j0h1U,j1j1[k[AU,Q�V�P4j
[�U!b;P!{#[
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`
Ra4W�Y4ZO��Q�^�Z�S�p1Q1[FV�W�^�^<S Q!Z?o

 

 

Film: 
��W
[2h�aY���{����!YG]4W

 

Year: 1975 

Director: Osman F. Seden 

Scriptwriter: � ^�Z�j
�!W�Y}�B��Y
W
�  
Cast: Orhan   Q�Y,w#Q�P,W
]�b1¡M�£¢�Z�Q��¤^Kb�d�W1Z�Sn^���W4T�{!Y�bG¥8W
�4W�^1¥;W1��V�{!^  
Plot Summary: 
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Orhan works as a captain of a boat. He carries workers to olive groves 

that belong to the richest man in the town, who also wants to be an MP 

(and he does become one by the end of the film). Orhan is one of the 

very loyal men of the rich man. The rich man’s son, Ferit, cause 

problems all the time with his villanious acts resulting from his 

irresponsible and egotistical life style. One day, Ferit and his rich friends 

rape one of the women workers, Seher, on Orhan’s boat and beat 

Orhan. Learning of the rape, the rich father persuades Orhan to marry 

Seher to protect her honour as well as his own reputation as a 

prospective MP. First, both Orhan and Seher lead an extremely 

unhappy life due to this arranged-marriage. Seher attempts to kill 

herself. Yet, later on, the two fall in love with each other; Seher 

becomes pregnant. However, Ferit threatens their happiness one more 

time by attempting to rape Seher again. This time, he cannot reach his 

aim because Seher’s neighbours beat him terribly and save her. And, at 

the end Orhan takes his revenge on Ferit by killing him. 

 

Film: ¦e§�¨�©Cª�«!¬�K®�§�¨u¯�°n±³²,´
²!±   

Year: 1973 

Director: µ ²,¶G§�°�·'¬�®#±�¬�®#°9¸  
Scriptwriter: Safa Önal 

Cast: ¹ <º
¬�¨u»m§�¨4¶G§�¼,¬
½�¾�¿�§!¶,° ¬H¿8¬
À!¸�¾!Áe§��§�± µ ¸°I±�¬,À.§�  
Plot Summary: 

Orhan is a musician. He is about to marry his fiancée, Sevim. On their 

wedding day, his brother, Mete, calls him to ask for his help because he 

is included in the robbery of the company he has been working for. 

Orhan goes to the company as soon as possible and tries to prevent 

the robbery. However, during the quarrel Mete is killed and Orhan is 

wounded. And, one of the robbers who shot Mete runs away with the 

money he steals. Finding Orhan in the company, the police arrest 

Orhan and he is sentenced to imprisonment. Because he is imprisoned, 
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Orhan lies to Sevim saying that he is really guilty of the robbery and that 

he does not love her anymore. He lies to her in order to drive her away 

from himself so that she can lead a better life. When he is still in the 

prison, Sevim finally yields to Orhan’s deliberately cruel attitude and 

marries another (rich) man. When he is released, Orhan finds the man, 

Cemil, who is responsible for his imprisonment and his brother’s death 

with the help of one of his frie Â4Ã1Ä!Å?ÆBÇ!È
É ÊKÅ�Ë.ÇqË,Ì
ÄÎÍuÇ
Ê�ÉnÂ�Ê<Ë4ÇÐÏ!Ñ<É Ä.Ò�Â�Ó,ÔCË.Ç
Õ
argue and Orhan accidentally kills Cemil, who is now a very rich 

businessman, in his office. He escapes Cemil’s office at once and goes 

Ê�ÒÖÆBÇ�È1É Ê>× Ä�Ë4Ò�Ø4Ä#Ç?Ó¤ÔCË4Ç�Ñ�ÇÙË.ÇÛÚ<ÉIÂ,Ã1Ä�ÆCÇ1È1É Ê}ÜtÉ ÊAËzÌ�Ä1ÍuÌ�ÝIÝmÞ4Ò
Õ�Å'ß¤ÝIÉNÅ�Ü}Ë,Ò�Í
ÆCÇ�È
ÉIÍ Ë,Ì
Ä kidnapped from a rich family – Sevim and her husband. à Ë,Ç�ÂáÆ�Ç�È
É Ê}É Ä�Ì�Ñ<Ñ�Ç�Ä#Ê2Ç�Ã�ÞGÕ\ÊAË,ÇáÏ,Ò�ÝIÉ â#ÇáÞ,Ç!â.Ì�Ø.Ä.Ç�Ò1Ú¤Ò�Â4ÇfÒ1Ú%Ê<Ë4Ç�Ï�Ñ�Ç1ã�É Ò�Ø4Ä
crimes he has committed, Orhan has to take care of the child unaware 

of the fact that Sevim is his mother. Ali loves Orhan so much and calls 

him ‘Dad’. They make money by singing on the streets for years. One 

day, while Ali is passing by Sevim and her husband’s house, they see 

him and call him in. They love the boy because he is at the same age 

with their missing son. When Orhan gets sick, Ali goes to Sevim’s 

house to pawn his golden medallion so that he can get the money 

needed for Orhan. Ali’s father recognizes the medallion they bought for 

him before he was kidnapped and realizes that Ali is his real son. He 

talks to Orhan and he accepts to give Ali to his real family. Both Orhan 

and Ali feel so sad due to their separation. One day Ali escapes from 

home and goes to Orhan’s house. He finds Orhan lying in his sickbed. 

Thinking that Ali has gone to Orhan, both Sevim and her husband follow 

their son. In Orhan’s house, both Sevim and Orhan recognize each 

other. But they keep their silence and Orhan dies before their eyes. 
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Film: Benim Gibi Sevenler  

Year: 1977 

Director: Temel Gürsu 

Scriptwriter: Hulki Saner 

Cast: ä�å�æ>ç�èêé�ë,ìGí�î�æKï�ðnñKòcæeóeô#å�õ�ï!óBæ>ö�÷�éeë�ø�ïêù¤ú4ç�î1æ<æ>ë�û�ü�ë�õ�ýeë�÷ ë,ì  
Plot Summary: 

Ferdi is born out of wedlock. His father, Mithat, leaves his mother, 

Ze û�æ>ë�ï�ë�õ.çHþ!ö
å!ôuñ�öEÿNô#ñ�ë�õ1ú!î�÷Gñ�öÐú.å��#ö�üuåÐæ�è �,û�� � è ô�ü�ö,ñ<û4å�æ?ñ�ë���å!ôÎä�å�æ�ç�è.ë�õ4ç
þ!ö
å!ô\ñ>ö ÿIô#ñ�ë�õ!ú1î�÷ïCñ�ö1ö�ï8ñ>ö�ôGñ�ë
ì��tè ñAûfû4å�ætú1æ>ö
ñ<û4å�æ�ï who is an evil robber. 

When Ferdi grows up, the evil uncle makes him take part in his 

robberies until the day he is caught by the police and imprisoned. As a 

grown-up man, Ferdi makes money by working as a mechanic. One day 

he meets a beautiful girl, Selma, who is a young lawyer. They fall in 

love with each other. Selma lives together with Mithat, whom she calls 

‘uncle’ and is now a rich businessman. Before dying as a result of a 

traffic accident, Selma’s father wants his close friend, Mithat, to look 

after her. Mithat wants Selma to marry a rich young man, Kenan, who 

has a secret love affair with Mithat’s wife. Therefore, Mithat scolds and 

expels Ferdi from his house when Ferdi goes there together with Selma 

to meet him. Selma hates Kenan and wants to marry Ferdi despite 

Mithat’s protests. In the meantime, Ferdi’s evil uncle is released. 

Learning that Ferdi has a rich girlfriend, the uncle attempts to persuade 

Ferdi to rob her house. Ferdi yields to him when his uncle threatens to 

beat his mother. Selma catches Ferdi and his uncle in act in their 

house. She fells extremely upset but does not call the police. Instead, 

she tells Mithat that she will marry Kenan if he does not call the police. 

At home Ferdi decides to take all the money and jewellery back from his 

uncle and give them back to Selma. They argue and the uncle stabs 

him; but Ferdi manages to take from the uncle all the jewellery and the 

money they have stolen and goes to Selma’s house although he is 

terribly wounded. There he witnesses the row between Kenan and 
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Mithat’s wife. The woman kills Kenan but puts the blame on Ferdi. 

During the trial, Ferdi is defended by Selma, who learns the truth about 

Ferdi from his mother, Zehra. Zehra too comes to the court so that both 

Zehra and Mithat recognize each other and Mithat confesses the truth. 

Thus, Ferdi realizes that Mithat is his father. At the end, Mithat 

apologizes both from Zehra and from Ferdi; both the mother and the 

son forgive the father. 

 

Film: Bir Teselli Ver  

Year: 1971 

Director: Lütfi Ö. Akad 

Scriptwriter: Safa Önal 

Cast: 	�
������������������������� �"!$#$��%�
'&(��)���*+�",�#$
�-.��/10"���324�(,657�8�6�"9:��!  
Plot Summary: 

Orhan, a factory worker, meets Nermin, the daughter of the factory-

owner, when he is sent for fixing her car that has broken down. Both of 

them like each other at first sight. Later on that day Nermin finds the 

musical notes Orhan has forgotten in her car and thus learns that he is 

also a musician. She goes to the factory to give him the notes. Then, 

they decide to test her car one more time; Orhan sings one of his songs 

for her. When he drops her home, they come across Nermin’s rich 

friends. They want him to sing a song but give up listening to him before 

he begins his song. Orhan leaves the place in anger. Nermin 

apologizes from him. Now, the love between the two becomes more 

explicit. At home, Nermin has a row with her fiancée, Vedat, because 

his sole interest is in the factory – Vedat and Nermin’s father are 

partners – and making more money. Vedat, Nermin’s father and her 

uncle are all aware of her interest in Orhan. Both the father and the 

uncle try to persuade her to marry Vedat as soon as possible. Vedat 

fires Orhan. Nermin leaves home and comes to Orhan’s neighbourhood 

to live there. Some of Orhan’s neghbours/friends go to Nermin’s father 
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to ask for her hand but they are scolded and expelled. The father’s 

lawyer accompanied by his men come to Orhan’s neighbourhood to 

take Nermin back to her father’s house. In order not to cause any harm 

for Orhan and his friends, Nermin tells a lie. Saying that she cannot be 

with Orhan and lead a life in poverty, she returns home with her father’s 

men. When Nermin’s lie is detected, Orhan and the neighbours decide 

to take her back. Just before Nermin accepts to marry Vedat, Orhan 

raises an objection. The neighbours come there to help them, too, and 

all together they take Nermin and go back to their neighbourhood. At 

the end, Orhan and Nermin get married. 

 

Film: Çile 

Year: 1980 

Director: Remzi Jöntürk 

Scriptwriter: ;=<�>�?�<�@�ACB(D6E7F  
Cast: G7H�I'J >"K$?ML J @NOEQP(<"P1R1ST< I KU> J F�V J�W�J"X R�YCZ:P:<�B�K$F[ST<�B(D J R�\(< W <�F�@�] J�^ E I  
Plot Summary: 

G7H�_ K P J @ J�` K�D I K W < Iba YcK P H�I'_ @d>�< I R G P�?�<�@eRfK P J ?�<1D�K g J N�P(@h:D1<�F�@ a GiH�_kj�_�Il^ P
> J�I Dm@ _on"I'_�W K D�<p? _ F�<�Brq _�I8G P�?�<�@ds Pt<"D�h�g J @K _ F avu h(@�KQF:P�@'< J D _ qwP�@lh:D�B�K$F�x�R
G P�?�<�@�P(<1g I <"@N B�P n <�F:D�P[? _ P�@ _ qy>�K P8@K$?�< J F�Dk? _ F�<�B _ Fzx J ? H N$KUF�x a�GiH�_ > J P
a girlfriend, Bahar; they plan to get married. However, Bahar’s father 

j�J F�@{P|>�< I @ _ ? J�IlI B~} J ?�KUN(A�� J R J�I K g�>|? J F�R�P _ @d> J @y@>�<�B�g J F n�J B�q _�I @>�<
medicines Bahar’s sick mother needs with the �����(�i�O���T���b���"� } J ?�KUN�A�� J
x�K W <�P a Lf>�<rD J Bk@d>�<�B j K$NUN�x"<�@c? J�IlI K <�D6R G7H�_ g _ ?�<�P�@ _ } J ?�KUN A�� J sUP~> _ h�P:< a
V�<1<�K$F�x�>"K$?�R u+J > J�I D"<1g�K D�<�P�@ _�I h"F J(j�J B�q I�_ ?�} J ?�K$N J F:D�x _�j K @> G7H�_�a
} J ?�KUN�A�� J�J F:Dp>�K Pm?�<�F�@ I Br@ _ ?�h I D1< I @d>�<�? H�_ @> H h:@w@d>�<�B�q J KQN KUF�@>�<�K I
at @�<�? n @{P a A�P�@ _ F"K P">�<�D H B�@d>�<�D�<�< n N _�W < H <�@ j <�<�F G7H�_�J F�D u+J > J�I RC} J ?�K$N
Ac� J N J @{< I�_ F I <�x I <�@'P j > J @�>�<o> J P�D _ F�<m@ _ them. He even helps them 

finan g�K J N$N BzP _ @> J @�@>�<�Bzg J F[? J�II B a�� <"@bR�@>:<"B�g J F1F _ @ a�G7H�_ s P H�I'_ @d>�< I R G P"?�<�@lR
is chased by the police because he has stolen some money. To prevent 

G P�?�<�@.q I'_ ? H <�KQF:x J�II <1P�@{<1D�R G7H�_ @�<�N$N P|@d>�< n�_ NUK g(<�@l> J @�>�<�>�KQ?�P:<�N qvK P|x�h1KUN @iB a
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He is imprisoned. Bahar promises him that she will wait for him. When �7�� ¢¡ £�¡U¤[¥�¦¡ £� �¤�§��Q£�¨�©"ªT¦'«�¥�©"£�¬+«��«�¦b®�¯C�©[°�¡ ±�©�£��1¡U¦{ª�ª� [«²�� �³�®:´p�©�¤��©¢¡ £
¦�©�µ ©�«"£:©�¶�§ �i�� �µ ©1«�¦¤:£¢ª:©rªd¦·�ªd|«�¤�¶�£(ª'«�¦�ª�£�ª� �µ  1 �¸�¹� �¦C"¡ £���¦� �ª:©�¦b®fº�¡U¤�¶�¡U¤�°
him, he first tries to kill him but later on decides to let him go provided ªd�«"ª��Q£"¨�©"ª�«"»(»(©�¥�ª{£�ª' �¨�«�¦¦¼³o¬6«��«�¦b®¾½f�©�³�°�©"ª=¨z«�¦l¦¡ ©"¶6®¿º�¦·�£�ªd¦'«"ª{©�¶À«�¤�¶
£�¡ »�¸�§1�i�� �¶�¡ ©�£8«�µ  �¤�©�¡U¤�«z£(ª¦�©�©"ªl®

 

 

Film: Derbeder 

Year: 1977 

Director: Á ¦�¶� �Â1«�¤=½�Ã�¤�«"Ä  
Scriptwriter: Hulki Saner 

Cast: 
º�©�¦'¶�¡Å½+«�³�¹l·�¦b§�ÆUªbÇi¦ Á £(©�¤�§ Á ¦' �µÈ½T«�Ä�§ÅÉ���¶�·"¦¦'«� man Palay 

Plot Summary: º�©�¦�¶�¡Q§+«�¥� � �¦.¹�«�¦¨ËÊ� �¦¸3©�¦b§+«�¤�¶Ì�7¥�©�¸�§6ªd�©�¶1«�·:°��ª{©�¦¾ �¹4«�¦¡ »�rµ «�¤�¶� :Ê8¤�©�¦b§
«�¦�©�¡$¤�µ  �±�©kÊ8¡ ªlk©1«1»�� �ªd�©�¦b®.º�©�¦'¶�¡�µU¡ ±�©�£~¡$¤�«|±�¡$µUµ «�°"©��1·(ªc�¼¥:©�¸¢µ$¡ ±�©1£�¡U¤¢ª�©
»�¡ ª¼³¢ª� �°�©�ªl:©�¦fÊ=¡ ªdt:©�¦.¹�«�¨�¡Uµ ³�® º1©�¦'¶�¡1°� "©"£¢ª' ~ªd�©�»�¡ ªi³¢ª' t��©r»�µ  �£(©rª� m�7¥�©�¸�®
He is employed by her father as a servant. In the meantime, Ferdi »( �¨�©�£t«�»�¦' �£(£�½T«�¦eÇÍ¸�§¾ �¤�©m �¹��¡ £�¹l¦l¡ ©�¤�¶�£�:©o�«�£�¨�©"ªv¶�·�¦¡Q¤�°��¡ £�¨�¡$µ$¡ ª�«�¦¼³
£(©�¦¼±�¡ »(©�§�¡$¤[ªd�©|»�¡ ª¼³1®�½+«�¦eÇ7¸�¡ £zªd�©¢£� �¤� �¹y«�¦¡ »�¢¨z«�¤[«�¤�¶~·�¤�µ$¡U¸3©rº1©�¦�¶�¡�:©�¡ £
a villanious man. Ferdi sends a letter to his parents in the village and Ê�«�¤�ª{£8ªd�©�¨Îª� �«�£�¸¿¹' �¦+�7¥�©�¸�Ï £��«�¤�¶�®�ÐC¡ £=¹�«�ªd�©�¦�»( �¨�©�£=ª� zª'«�µU¸�ª� ²�©�¦�¹�«�ªd�©�¦b§
Abbas, who scolds the poor father bitterly and rejects his request. Ferdi ¶�©�»�¡ ¶�©�£¢ª' �°� �ª� m�$£�ª'«�¤���·�µ1ª' t��©�»( �¨�©�¦¡ »�k£: ~ª�«"ªC�©r»(«�¤�¨z«�¦l¦¼³r�7¥�©�¸�® Æ7¤
�$£�ª�«�¤��1·"µ��©r��©�»( �¨

es a very famous singer especially with the help of a Ê� �¨z«�¤�§"¯ ©�±�¶�«�§(Ê�� k¡ £�¡Q¤�µ  �±�©�Ê�¡ ª�º�©�¦�¶�¡Í®�¬�·:ªfº1©�¦�¶�¡Ñ£(ª¡Uµ$µ�µ  �±�©�£[�i¥�©�¸�®�½+«�¦ÒÇ7¸
»( �¨�©�£tª� ��$£�ª�«�¤��1·"µTª� �±�¡ £�¡ ª8º1©�¦�¶�¡O®wº�©�¦'¶�¡�Ê�«�¤�ª{£m�¡$¨Óª� m°�¡ ±�©��7¥�©�¸�«Àµ ©�ª�ª{©�¦
Ô8Õ:Ö�×pÕ�ÖoØ�Ù"Ö"ÚpÛ�Ü1Ý�Þ�Ü�×:ßpàTÜ�áeâ7Þ�Ü"Ý(Ý(Ö�ã�ä{ÚÀÕ1å Úpá�Ö"æ�ç�Ö"Ú�äeè.é.Ö�älê¿Û ecause he 

cov Ö"ä{Ú�ëiã�Ö�Þ�Õ:Ö|ß�Ù�Ö�Ú¢×�Ù�ä+Ø�å ì�ÖkädÕ�Ö~í Ö�ä¼ä{Ö�áTä�Ù�Õ�Ö�ábèTî7×�Ú(ä{Ö1Ü�ß~Õ�Ö|Ø�å ì�Ö1Ú¢å äTä'Ù~Õ�Ö�á
fa ädÕ�Ö�ávÜ�×�ßrÔ=áå ä{Ö�ÚtÜ�ï�Ü�ÞÈÖÀí Ö"ä¼ä'Ö�á�ä'Ù�ëiã:Ö�Þ¢ïlá'Ù�ðòñ�Ö�á�ß�åyå$×|Ô8Õ"å Ý�Õ�Õ�Ö�Ú:Ü�ó(Ú�Õ�Ö
ß1Ù�Ö1Ú|×�Ù�ä4í Ù�ì�Ö�Õ�Ö�á Ü�×(ó�ðzÙ�á�Ö6èyô�Ö�Ü"ß�åU×�Ø|ädÕ�Örí Ö�ä¼ä{Ö�ábê+ë7ã�Ö�ÞzØ�Ù"Ö1Ú�ä�Ùtë$Ú�ä'Ü�×�Û�ç�í�ä�Ù
see if Ferdi is telling the truth. There, she sees him with Sevda sitting in 
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a restaurant and thinks that they are in love. Extremely upset, she õ�ö:ö�÷�ø�ù{úûù�ü ýzõ�þþ¼ÿ��Tõ�þ������	�(÷�õ�þ�
��
�� ü�� ù���÷��$þ ýzõ�þþ�� õ���÷��	��÷�þ������'÷"÷�� ú
frustrated. He starts to lead a life in misery. Sevda persuades him to 

start working again. He listens to her and soon regains fame and ú���ö(ö�÷�ú(ú�� �!
�ù���÷Ëý�÷1õ"
:ù��Uý�÷#� $7ø�÷��&% ú'��õ"�����:ù{÷�þ(� ú*)�ü�þ�
"�,+-�(ù.):÷1ö:õ"�:ú:÷ ü/�
�Tõ�þ����&%Uú	��õ�ý )0���1
��2��õ")� ù|õ��3�=ù���÷4�'õ�ý �3� ÿ ú������'÷�þ�ú õ5����
�õ6
�ö/� õ"�7)�þ'÷1õ"�8��ü:9;
�
$7ø�÷��&% ú<�dõ�ù��:÷�þ7��ü�÷�ú=��
:ù'ü*)�õ�
0�(þ��1ø:ù�öÑÿ��vù'ü"ü#�>��÷�þ?�"�@�A
�ü�9 õCB�÷�þ¼ÿ�þ ich man, ø�õ�ÿ�úEDF)0)�õ"úEDHG1õ�%Uú;��÷�):ù�ú�õ"
��.)��(ÿ(úI�� úI��ü���ú(÷#�6+-�:ùJ��÷ �"� B�÷�ú,� ùJ)�õ1ö/�¿ù�üK���Qý
� õ�ù'÷�þyü�
6�/DF))�õ"ú��
�ü:9*����3� ÿ�õ:9�õ�þ�÷|ü��L��� ú²ý � ú�ù�õ��È÷J���:�1�3� ú7�+õ�þ��M���N$7ø�÷��O��ü�÷�ú�ù�ü
Ferdi’s house to say she is sorry but Ferdi does not listen to her. She 

commits suicide. Seeing her die, Ferdi decides to kill himself, too. But 
$7ø�÷��&% úP��� ù¼ù�� ÷C��õ6�����(ù�÷�þ�ö:ü�ý�÷�úP)(ÿQ��Uý õ"
���9�õ"
�ù{ú<��Uýòù'üR� ü1ü"��õ��{ù�÷�þS��÷�þT�
Ferdi accepts her wish.  

 

Film: Dertler Benim Olsun 

Year: 1974 

Director: Safa Önal 

Scriptwriter: Safa Önal 

Cast: U þ���õ"
SV�÷�
�ö�÷�)�õ�ÿ���WT÷�þ�����õ"
SX õ�B�õ0Y�  Kadir Savun, Selçuk Özer 

Plot Summary: 

Sabahattin lives with his brother, Hüseyin, who is a shoemaker. He ÷1õ�þ�
�ú�ýzü"
�÷�ÿZ)�ÿzú:÷"�����3
/�79�õ�ù'÷�þý�÷�� ü6
�ú��[�÷\� úI��
 � ü/B�÷S9O� ù��]DCÿ�Y(÷#�^9>��ü(� ú8ù���÷
daughter of Sami Bey – õ )�õ"
��:þ��"ø�ù_)���ú0��
:÷1ú(ú�ýzõ�
�QD4ÿ:Y:÷ � ü/B�÷�ú
Sabahattin, too. Th ÷"ÿ;9�õ"
:ù+ù�ü\�1÷�ù¾ýzõ�þþ�� ÷����0DCÿ:Y(÷%Uú²ø�õ�þ�÷�
:ù{ú��ü�
�ù���÷�ü�ù���÷�þ
hand, want her to marry Atilla, the son of their rich friends, Necdet and 

Serap because Necdet promises to pay Sami’s debts if he allows his 
�1õ6�/����ù{÷�þvù�ü�ýzõ�þþ¼ÿ`�� úrú�ü"
"�ba=��÷�
cX õ�ý �J��ü"÷1úc
�ü�ù�õ���� ü:94D4ÿ:Y:÷�ù'ü�ýzõ rry 

Sabahattin, the lovers decide to run away to Germany. However, while 
X õ�)�õ"��õ�ù{ù���
'� úd9�õ6� ùe��
/�=��ü�þ]DCÿ:Y(÷Mõ"ù=ù���÷�ùdþ'õ��3
oú�ù�õ"ùe� ü�
�fD4ÿ:Y:÷g� ú�þ'õ�ø�÷0�	)(ÿ
Atilla. Consequently, she has to marry him. On the first day of their 

marriage, Orhan stabs Atilla to death. 
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Film: hji3kmlon�pqn0r6s  
Year: 1984 

Director: ltn0u�n�p"vLw�p�i3x/w�p  
Scriptwriter: Suphi Tekniker 

Cast: y;p�z�n"xS{]w�x�|^w�}/n�~��8lon���pqn��F�]�:��w�� i3pq�0��k3�6�6�Ln/~�n0�ei��on"�;��n��0��k3�  
Plot Summary: 

When he is a small boy, Orhan’s father is murdered before his eyes. 

When he grows up, Orhan and his family decide that he should take his 

p�w��/w"x��w<�"xQ�Hs��qn/���-��z�wC�Sn�x��Oz/�P��i3k�k w0�Cz�i r��?n��ez/w�pT�L�b�d��i�x��R��s �?n��T�Ly7p�z/n"x
���wrS�?���1r:��n"x0}��k1�J�-w��Sww0��r(�Lw�|:w��"�:�Oz��.��pq��� i r:w�r7�q�.z/w�k3�(z�i�����i1x�����s �qn0���
��s3�qn��fi r�x����5n�p�i |/z��qn|&�?�6p!~K�:�;x�w�pT��y7x�wcx0i ��z�����ySp�z/n�x(n"x��c��w|:w"�(�6�.����n
night-club. ��s �?n���i r �ez/w"p�w\������J}��:�-ySp�z�n6xK���wr.x/�/�opqw�|:����x0i ��w�z�i����J��w|:w"�
steals Orhan’s money and runs away. Because he cannot pay the bill, 

�ez�w.�En"i ��w�p�rK���/n�p�p�w"k/�>i �ez.ySp�z�n"x�#vLw0w�i�x����ez�n��oz/w�i r\i3xK�ep?�"��}�k w#�b��s3�qn0�oz�w"k1��r
him. He takes Orhan to his factory and allows him to stay in the 

factory’s dormitory. Hearing that a man is after him due to the blood 

��w������ �Hs��qn0�\�An6x��qr_ySp�z�n6x¡���¢��pq�0��w|^�dzi3�;r�w�k �`n�x��£z�i r¤�?n"�Ii1k ~��.y7p�z/n"x
n�|�|^w"����r	���¡�pq����w|&����s3�?n/�e¥ r¦��n"�/��z:�qw"pT�.�f§0k ~�n��O�>z�w�x4z/w¨i r¦n:�En�~*�q�"p\n
business trip. In the meantime, Orhan’s family learns that Orhan has 

}�w0w�x(�]��p��:i3x/� �?�6p]��s �?n����©v�����z0i r�|:�6�/r�i�x��w�|/i ��w0r��q� ����q�ª�1r^�qn"x�}���k"�q���qw"k�k
Orhan the truth. Orhan and Hülya fall in love with each other. When 

��s3�qn���|��"�Sw�rI}�n0|/�]�q�\��r^�?n6x�}�0k@�/�ez/w/~;��w�k3k�z�i��¦n6}/�����6�ez�w�i�pJk ����wJ�6�LwZn"����pq�/�/w�r
of their relationship; yet, realizing that Orhan is the man who wants to 

murder him, he wants Hülya to get rid of him. Hülya yields to her father 

lest he should not murder Orhan. She pretends that she does not love 

him anymore because he is poor. Orhan is kicked out of their house. He 

meets his cousin, Arif, in a night- |/k���}6�:«Ep�i �#��w�k3k r zi��¬�>z/����s �?n��#n"x/���t§k ~�n
are. So, Orhan understands why Hülya has treated him so badly. He 

tells Arif that he does not want the blood feud to continue and that he 

loves Hülya more than anything. In the meantime, Hülya is about to 
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7®"¯�¯!°�®'¯�± ²/³�°�´"µ¶�·R7®"¶"¸F¹©º» ¼"¶�½�¾j¿S¯�³/®�¶dÀ:¼²�¯�¼0½�» °`¼�¶�½�¼�¯�ÀQÁ�Â3Ã?®�½qÄ À<³/´6µ/À:¼
and goes to Hülya’s room. He tells her that he knows everything; and 
³�¼Å®"» À�´`½q®6»1ÆÇÀ�½?´QÁ�Â Ãq®0½j½�´`½�¼�»1»©³�±3È½e³�®/½E³/¼<³�®�À�·�± É�¼�¶`µ�Ê�½�³�¼ªË» ´�´0Ì`Ã�¼�µ/Ì�¾
However ¸AÀ�µ�Ì�Ì�¼�¶» °ÅÍE¯�± ÃZ®"Ê0Ê/¼®6¯�ÀR®"¶/Ì*À0³/´0´0½�À*Á�Â Ãq®0½T¾SÎL¼�± ÀQ½q®6Æ8¼�¶C½q´¬®
hospital and recovers in a short time. Orhan and Hülya get married. 

They decide to go to Orhan’s village together. There Orhan’s youngest 

cousin kills Orhan. 

 

Film: Ï µ0¯�Ì�µ�¯�µ¶ Ï º�¶:°�®/°6Â   

Year: 1980 

Director: Osman F. Seden 

Scriptwriter: Osman F. Seden 

Cast: Ð ¼�¯qÌ�±ÒÑÓ®/°^Ã�µ�¯T¸6Ô-¼6²/» ®(ÔL®0ÕÂ�¯T¸^Öo®"» ×�Â�¶SØ;º»�³�®�¶6¸�Ùfµ�Õ�®"¶EÍtÉ�²�Â  
Plot Summary: 

Ferdi is a docker. He is engaged with Necla. Ferdi and Necla were 

close friends when they were children. Necla’s mother does not want 

her to marry Ferdi because he is poor. Ferdi goes to Bodrum to work 

there for a month. In the meantime, Necla’s mother meets Murat, who 

was Ferdi and Necla’s close friend, too, but his family moved from the 

poor neighbourhood of his friends when he was a child. Murat is a rich 

man, and Necla’s mother wants her to marry him. Murat gives 

frequently some money to the mother. One day, Murat invites Necla to 

a party and rapes her when she is asleep. When Ferdi returns from 

Bodrum, Necla’s mother tells him that she has been living with Murat. 

Ferdi runs to Murat’s house; Murat’s men beat him terribly. Necla sees 

Ferdi but because she has been raped and also because Murat 

threatens her with killing Ferdi, she lies to him. Saying that she does not 

want him because he is poor, she sends him away. Ferdi decides to 

take his revenge on Murat. His friend, Osman, an experienced gambler, 

teaches him how to gamble. Their plan is to destroy Murat through 

gambling. They begin to run a gambling casino. Murat loses all his 
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wealth in Ferdi’s casino. Murat and Ferdi decide to gamble for the last 

time in Murat’s house. Seeing Ferdi, Necla wants to apologize from him, 

but Ferdi does not listen to her. By the help of an old photograph, 

Osman understands that Necla is his daughter. Osman wants Ferdi to 

make Necla happy. Then, Ferdi talks to Murat; he gives him all his 

money back and wants him to marry Necla. Murat and Necla get 

married. 

 

Film: Gülüm Benim 

Year: 1987 

Director: ÚÜÛ�ÝqÞ�ß0à�á¬âbÞ/ã�ä@å1æ:ç0æ  
Scriptwriter: èté:êç�áIà�Ý/èEë:Û�Þ0ì  
Cast: ÚMÛ�ÝqÞ�ß0à�á¬âbÞ/ã�ä@å1æ:ç0æíî�ç"Ý�é�ÞSâ-ï�ð�Þ#íñfò�æ:ç0é�à�ðZóJç/é:ê6Þ�íÇèté�ê�ç�á à�Ý/èEë:Û�Þ�ì  
Plot Summary: 

Kerim is a lorry- ê�Ý�à ô�ç�Ý�õ�ö=ß�ç�ð(ß�ç(Þ�ð�ê\ßà æS÷�Ý�à ç�ð�ê#í�ø�Þ�÷qç�ÝTí�Þ�Ý�Ý�à ô/ç\à�ð\Ú�æ^ã�Þ�ð�Ûï0ä@í
they go to a dentist as soon as possible because Kerim has been 

suffering from a terrible toothache. At the dentist’s office, they see a 

young woman, Cemile, and Kerim cannot take his eyes off her. Cemile 

is the daughter of a rich family. Her parents are trying to arrange a 

suitable marriage for her. Another day, Cemile goes to the dentist 

again, who is also her friend. Kerim and Cafer go there too because he 

wants to see Cemile. When the two women go out, they begin to follow 

them. Eventually, they meet and become friends. Cemile enjoys 

spending time with them. Kerim falls in love with her. Kerim and Cemile 

begin to date. Cemile is in love with him, too. One day, Cemile sends a 

letter to Kerim. She writes that they have to separate because she 

knows that her parents will not allow her to marry him. She soon gets 

engaged with the rich man her parents want her to marry. Both Kerim 

and Cemile are extremely sad because they are not together anymore. 

They both remember happy memories. On Cemile’s wedding day, 

Kerim comes to the wedding, too. Seeing him Cemile gives up marrying 
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the rich man. She goes to the house Kerim has rented for them. They 

decide to stay together. Cemile’s father, however, finds them and one of 

his men kills them both. 

 

Film: Haram Oldu 

Year: 1985 

Director: Ferdi Tayfur 

Scriptwriter: Ferdi Tayfur 

Cast: ù�ú�ûqü�ýÒþÓÿ�������û��	�-ú�
�ý �����������������������ú��0ý�
��Jú��:üÿ���ùÿ��! #"%$Lú#�:ú�û  
Plot Summary: 

Ferdi is a rich and famous singer. He is married to his boss’s daughter, 

who is addicted to alcohol and has some psychological problems. Ferdi 

decides to divorce from her. Then he meets ÿ&�� '��
�(*)+ ',7ÿ	
	�.-Lú"û�ý �qú��
and the two fall in love with each other. Hearing of the young woman, 

Ferdi’s wife gives up divorcing from him. She talks to her father so that / ú10:ÿ2
13�ú�û4�#��ÿ0ü0ú�ù�ú�û�ü�ý��4 5�6��ÿ��7)>ý � /1/ ý �Iü�ÿ'��( / ��ú�û�8	--ú�û�ý ��ú / ú�ÿ�û4�9� / ú:�?ÿ#� / ú�û
speak to Ferdi a �� 	��� / ý ��)Oý �?ú�8;�-ý �<��ý�
�(=� / ú>)>ý �qú��?--ú�û�ý �?ú�üú�0/ý üú��1�4 @� ú�ÿ#A�ú
Ferdi and go to Germany. Ferdi accompanies her to the train station. 

Thinking that Ferdi too will leave with her, Ferdi’s wife shoots him at the 

station. Ferdi dies. 

  

Film: �oÿ��qÿ��CB��EDF�C�HG9��,7ÿ��  
Year: 1977 

Director: Osman F. Seden 

Scriptwriter: Osman F. Seden 

Cast: G;û / ÿ2
9I]ú�
�0^ú��/ÿ#����ù"ÿ��J,7ÿEI;ý�û�ý����	DNÿ�ü"ý�û2$�ÿ�AC��
2�HKLB<� üMB�ûNB<,OI]ú�
�0:ú"û  
Plot Summary: 

Orhan works as a captain of a boat that belongs to Kamil. Orhan is very 

loyal to him. He protects him against the mafiatic gang led by Hikmet. 

Orhan gets married to Cennet, who previously works in a night-club. 

Cennet has a little daughter. Getting married, they decide to move to 
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Orhan’s small town. There, they lead a very happy life until the mafia 

threatens Orhan’s business. They want him to leave the town. When 

Hikmet recognizes Cennet, he begins to use her past as a threat to 

Orhan, too. The mafia provoke the town against Cennet and Orhan; and 

the people, seeing Cennet as a dishonourable woman, disturb them 

and want them to leave the town. One day, when the school kids led by 

Hikmet’s son chase Cennet’s daughter to beat her, she is hit by a bus 

and dies. This event creates a total change in the town and the people 

rebel against Hikmet and his gang. They raid his luxurious house. While 

trying to escape, Hikmet and his family have a traffic accident and 

Hikmet’s son is badly injured. Orhan takes the boy to the hospital. He 

has to have an operation for which he needs a blood donor. Cennet is 

the only person who can give blood to the boy. She accepts to help the 

boy who is responsible for her daughter’s death, which makes town’s 

people completely sorry for what they have done to Cennet and Orhan. 

At the end, Cennet and Orhan are welcomed by the town’s people and 

decide to stay in the town. 

 

Film: P�Q6R#QCSJQ�TVU?W2X�T9W�Y[Z  
Year: 1980 

Director: Natuk Baytan 

Scriptwriter: Natuk Baytan 

Cast: \�] S!Y'^`_?W�a�b�Q�S�c�d ] SJe�^�Xgf�W'h6TiW2h�XjZkc`lmY'^nX ]po W�q�^ r�c�sut�q�h6Q�v9w7x�y ] v  
Plot Summary: 

Ferdi works as a watchman in a factory. He falls in love with Zeynep 

who has recently moved to their neighbourhood. Zeynep begins to work 

in the same factory as the factory-owner Sabri Bey’s secretary. Sabri 

Bey’s son, Erol, covets her. Ferdi and Zeynep decide to get married. In 

the meantime, Sabri Bey leaves Zeynep half of his inheritance because 

he owes much of his wealth to Zeynep’s grandfather who has helped 

Sabri Bey’s father a lot to become a successful and rich businessman. 
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The only person who knows about Sabri Bey’s inheritance is his 

assistant, Hasan. Ferdi and Zeynep get married. Zeynep gives birth to a 

girl. Hasan tells Erol that Zeynep will inherit half of his father’s wealth 

when he dies. Hearing of this, Erol decides to get Ferdi murdered and 

marry Zeynep so that he can have both Zeynep and all of his father’s 

wealth. Erol wants Turgut, a poor mechanic, to kill Ferdi. Turgut has to 

yield to Erol’s offer because he needs money for his sick daughter. 

Turgut goes to Ferdi’s house and accidentally kills Zeynep and drops 

his gun. Ferdi cannot see Turgut’s face. Chasing Turgut with Turgut’s 

gun, Ferdi accidentally kills one of his neighbours. Ferdi is arrested and 

imprisoned because it is believed that he has killed his own wife. Ferdi’s 

daughter, Funda, is placed in an orphanage. In the meantime, Turgut’s 

daughter regains her health. Years pass. Turgut is imprisoned too 

because he fatally wounded a woman resembling her to Zeynep; he is 

put in Ferdi’s cell. Seeing Ferdi, Turgut suffers a lot. Yet, he does not 

tell him who he is. While talking, Ferdi and Turgut realize that Turgut’s 

daughter is Funda’s teacher in the orphanage. When Turgut is released 

from the prison, he visits Ferdi’s daughter. Burning with a desire to see 

Funda, Ferdi escapes from the prison. Turgut and Turgut’s daughter, 

Fatma, bring Funda to Ferdi. Fatma, Funda and Ferdi spend glorious 

time together. Fatma falls in love with Ferdi. Suffering from pangs of 

conscience, Turgut commits suicide, leaving a letter behind him in 

which he tells Ferdi all the truth. Reading Turgut’s letter, Ferdi goes to 

Erol’s house to take his revenge on him. He kills Erol. When Ferdi is 

about to leave Fatma and Funda, Fatma tells Funda that Ferdi is her 

father. Hearing Funda’s call, Ferdi comes back and takes his daughter 

in his arms. 
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Film: z�{�|�}2~C�H�2�  
Year: 1979 

Director: Temel Gürsu 

Scriptwriter: �F�4�	�#�C}'~�����~#} �  
Cast: � ��{������O�i���4{���{C����|�}���|6�C����}2~2���m�����6��~9��������~	��������}2~��.�#���  
Plot Summary: 

Müslüm is a singer. He works in a night-club. He lives together with his 

younger brother, Osman, who is a medical student. Müslüm suffers 

from tuberculosis but Osman does not know anything about it. Müslüm 

does not allow his brother to work because he wants him to study hard 

and finish his school successfully. Müslüm has been corresponding for 

a while with a woman, whose name is Selma. They are pen-friends. 

They are in love although they have never seen each other. Selma 

works in a factory. The factory-owner’s son, Kamil, covets her. Müslüm 

sends a picture of his brother, Osman, to Selma because he is afraid 

that she will not find him young and handsome enough. Selma, being 

unaware of the fact that Osman is not the one she loves, likes Osman’s 

picture so much. They decide to meet. Müslüm sends his brother to the 

date because he himself cannot dare to go and wants him to act as if he 

were Selma’s pen-friend, and to tell Selma that he will soon have to 

leave the town. But Osman and Selma fall in love with each other. After 

some time, the two decide to get married; Osman introduces her to 

Müslüm, who, sadly, accepts the situation. On the day, Osman and 

Selma marry, Kamil and his men attempt to kill Osman. Trying to stop 

them, Müslüm is shot but he manages to kill Kamil just before he shoots 

Osman. Müslüm dies. His last wish is that Osman and Selma lead a 

very happy life together. 
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Film: Kara Yazma 

Year: 1979 

Director: Remzi Jöntürk 

Scriptwriter: ���' �¡%��¢�£�¤6¥M¦¨§  
Cast: ©¨ª�«!¬  ��¡¯® ¬ ¢J°j¦n±6��±C²C³[� « �  ¬ §9´ ¬�µ�¬�¶ ²	·�¸�±��#¤#�§�³[�#¤6¥ ¬ ²¹£Fº»° ¬ §�£�¼`¢»½�¾  

Plot Summary:  

©¨ª�¿  ± ¬=À#¿�¿2« ¡ ¬ §9Á7  ¿ °� µ ��±p�§ ¬:µ �°�° ¬�Â ��Ã ©¨ª#¿p¬ §�¥ÅÄF¡Æ�§�� ¬'« �=�§1° ¿�µ �EÁ% ¢» 
each other. But Emine’s father, a rich Ç#ÈCÇ  (land-owner), does not allow 

her to marry poor ©<ª�¿ ÃÉ·;�ÊÁ ¬ §�¢Ë±= �� « ¢ ¿ ¡ ¬2«�« ¤ «  Ì# ÎÍ ¬ ¥' «uÏ ��¤�Ã Ï ��Ì ¬ ½�±6�
©¨ª�¿ ¥ ¿ �C±Æ§ ¿ ¢�±�¢ ¬ ¤ ¬ Á ¬ ¤9Ð «!¿ ¡ÑÄ�¡E�§���²�¢� �� Ç#È	Ç ’s men beat him and torture 

 ��¡:Ã Ï ½�¢7±��§�Ì6�Ò¢J �� À � ¿'À ° �O�§ µ �°�° ¬�Â �Ó±#½ À�À�¿'« ¢ ©kª�¿Ô¬�ÂC¬ �§�±6¢+¢» �� Ç#È	Ç , he 

al ° ¿ Á�± ©¨ª�¿ ¢ ¿ ¡ ¬2«J« ¤Õ � ±p¥ ¬ ½ Â  �¢Ë� « Ã'ÖÉ��¢�²× ��1Á ¬ §6¢4± Ø Ç�Ù�Ú¨ÛjÜÆÝMÇ�Þ�Ç�ß#Û , which is 

an age-old custom. To find the money the Ç#È	Ç Á ¬ §�¢4±�² ©<ª�¿OÂC¿ ��±Ô¢ ¿
© ±�¢ ¬ § ª ½�°jÃáà' « ±�¢m ��ÊÁ ¿'« ¼¹± ¬ ± ¬ ° ¬	ª�¿ ½ « � « Ã�®; ���§= �� ª �CÌ ¿ ¡%�C± ¬ ±��§ Â � «.¬ §�¥
begins to earn money. In the meantime, Kadir Bey asks for Emine’s 

hand and her father accepts it because Kadir promises him to help him 

ª ��Ì ¿ ¡9� ¬ §��Æ³;Ã2Ä�¡Æ�§�� ¬ ±�¼¹±7Ð ¿	«  ���° À Ð «!¿ ¡ ©¨ª#¿�â ± ª �C±�¢	Ð «  ��§�¥p�§%¢J �� µ �°�° ¬�Â ��²
Selim. To Â ��¢J �� « ¢» ��#¤ ÂC¿ ¢ ¿*© ±6¢ ¬ § ª ½�°�¢ ¿ ÐJn§�¥ ©kª�¿ Ã Ï ½�¢É´���°��¡ «!¬	À �C±ãÄ�¡Æ�§��
¬ §�¥ä¢ ¬ ¼H��±å �� « ¢ ¿ä¬Óª�«!¿ ¢� ��'°F¢ ¿ ±6�'°n°; �� « ÃÉ®;�¡%� À#¬ ±�±6��±CÃ ©¨ª�¿ ¡ ¬ § ¬�Â ��±*¢ ¿
collect the money he needs for Ø Ç#Ù6Ú¨ÛjÜ�Ý�Ç#ÞNÇ#ß#Û . The day he will go back to 

the vil ° ¬�Â ��²×Ä�¡Æ�§��ãÌ ¿ ¡%��±�¢ ¿ ¢» ��ÕÌ#°�½ ªã©kª�¿  ±9Á ¿2« ¼��§ Â �§ ¬ ± ¬ ±��§ Â � « Ã'´� ��
¢Ë�'°n° ±ã C�¡æÁ7  ¬ ¢m  ¬ ±ã  ¬'À�À ��§���¥=¢ ¿  �� « Ã ©¨ª�¿=ÂC¿ �C±1¢ ¿ ¢� �� ªC«!¿ ¢� ��'° ¬ §�¥ ª � ¬ ¢4±
´���°��¡ç¢Ë� «�«  ª ° ¤�ÃiÄF¡Æ�§�� ÂC¿ �C± ª#¬ Ì�¼è¢ ¿Ôµ �°�° ¬�Â � ¬ §�¥OÌ ¿ ¡Æ¡E ¢!±ä±#½C Ì� ¥C��Ã © bo 

comes to village too. Seeing Emine’s dead body, he bursts into tears. 

 

Film: Kul Kuldan Beter  

Year: 1985 

Director: Ö�¦é°�¡ ¬#ê £�¢ ¬ ¥���§� ê  
Scriptwriter:  

Cast: �i¸�±�°�¸�¡ìë9¸ « ±6��±C²`£�° � µ ´ ¬ ¤C¦é§2²�Ä «4Â ½C§ÆÍ?í	¼6§ ¬2«  
Plot Summary: 
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î�ï%ï�ð�ð'ñ9ò�ï9ó�ô�õ�öÆ÷6øÆù ïÆú!ô2û ôCò�ï6ô�üÆý�ú!ð2öVþ�úJù ï�ð	ñ	ÿCõ�ù ï
 enemies begin to follow õ�ù�ö���ó;ô'õ�öÆ÷�ø�� ïÎýJúJù ô'ñ�üMÿ��Fú��'÷�ñ	ÿáï�ô'ñ�ü�ïèõ�ù ï&ö9ô'ñ	�4ð þ�ù 
��Îõ�ù�ö ÷�þ*ï�ð õ�ôÒù ï

saved. Ergun is one of the owners of a night-

�û�÷�����<ñ��Jõ�ô�
�û�÷�2ÿ'ó�ô�õ�öE÷�ø

meets Zeynep, one of the belly-dancers. They soon fall in love with 

each other. Ergun’s business partner, Cemal, is a very cruel man. He 

treats the workers badly. He does not want Zeynep to spend her time 
� ù ��õ=ó�ô�õ�öÆ÷�ø��Éù�ñ�ï��4ôCò�üèõ�ô � ò2ñ��!ïÅõ�ô�ú�� ðÅï��4ò��=ù�ñ��»õ�ô	
�û�÷�=ò2ñ�ü � ð'ú��Êö9ð'ú4ô
after her dance. Because they do not listen to Cemal, his men beat ó�ô�õ�öÆ÷�ø����

o protest Cemal, Zeynep decides not to dance that night. 

This time, Cemal and his men come to her house and beat her. They 
� ò	ñ�� õ�ô�ú��4ð ï��!ð'þ õ�ô2ú ú4ô'û ò��Jù ð2ñ�ï#õCù�þ � ù ��õ ó;ô'õ�öÆ÷�ø �!��õ�ô ï�ò'ö9ô ñ�ù �2õ���ÿ
ó�ô

hmuz’s enemies come to her house, too. They have long been trying 

to
ý�ù�ñ�üÓõ�ù ï	�Jú ò�
�ô"�$#Mô��#ñ�ô'þ&ü	ð#ô�ï ñ�ð����4ô'û�û%�»õ�ô2ö � õ�ô�ú4ôäó�ô'õ�öÆ÷�øèû�ù &�ô�ï��Fîmï

ï�ðCð	ñÆò�ï'�»õ�ô���û ô�ò�&�ôMÿ�ï#õ�ô(��ð�ô�ï'�!ðÊõ�ù ïEò2þ#ò	ú)�Jö9ô2ñ��Mò2ñ�ü>û ô	ò2úJñ�ï ýJú ð2öVó�ô'õ�öÆ÷�ø
�»õ�ò��*��õ�ô+� � ð ö9ô'ñ@ò�ý)�Ëô�ú�õCù�ö ò2ú!ô,�Jõ�ôèï�ð2ñ�ïÎð#ý�òäöiò2ñèõ�ô-�6ù�û�û ôCü.�áó�ô'õ�öÆ÷�ø
ï�ò��6ï(�»õ#ò���õ�ô	��ù�û�û ô�ü/�»õ�ôÎöiò2ñ��ô 
6ò2÷�ï6ô õ�ô*õ�ò�üãï��4ð2û ô�ñ1ó;ô'õ�ö

uz’s land and �6ù�û�û ô�üÔõ�ù ï*ô�ñ0�»ùnú4ôåý!ò'öEù�û ���áó;ô2õCöE÷�øÎò'ñ�ü+#[ô��#ñ�ô'þ üCô�
�ù üCô+�4ð û ôCò�&�ô21nï��!ò2ñ�C÷�û3�
�Fõ�ô��/�	ð4�4ðèð2ñ�ôèð�ý51jï��4ò'ñ��÷Cû � ï*ù ï�û ò	ñ�ü�ï=ò'ñ�ü&ï��4ò�� � ù �»õ6�?ò2õ�ï#ùnñCÿ;ò ýJú�ù ô�ñ�üèð�ý
ó�ô�õ�öÆ÷�øÆýJú ð2ö7�Jõ�ô=þ�úJù ï�ð2ñ�� #?ô��#ñ�ô'þpò	ñ�üÊó;ô2õCöE÷�ø5þ�û ò2ñ��4ð8��ô���öiò2ú�úJù ô�ü"��9Éô���ÿ
one day, his enemies, the two brothers, come to the island. They want �4ð:��ù�û�ûMó;ô'õ�öÆ÷�ø ���÷���õ�ô;�4ò'û<�¹ï=� ð6�»õ�ô�ö ò2ñ�üåþ�ô'ú!ï#÷�ò�ü�ô�ï=��õ�ô2ö>�»õ#ò��Lõ�ô � ò�ï
right in killing their father. They forgive him. But, this time, Cemal and 

his men come to the island. They fight and at the end Cemal and his 

men are 
�6ù�û�û ôCü?�0#Mô��#ñ�ô'þ%ü2ù ôCï�ò'ñ�üEó;ô'õCöÆ÷�ø9ù ï'#ò#ü'û � � ð2÷�ñ�ü�ô�ü.�  

 

Film: Mavi Mavi  

Year: 1985 

Director: 
1@�ú!ò'õ�ù�öA�×ò��JûCBnï6ô�ï

 

Scriptwriter: D ô'õ�ö%ô���îE�6ü"B¨ñ  
Cast: 

1F�ú!ò'õ�ù�öA�×ò��JûCBnï6ô�ïCÿ G�H�û ��ò�îE&�I�ò'ú�ÿ�JMô2öK�ô D ÷0�»û�÷  
Plot Summary: 
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Kerim is a bus driver. He lives together with his mother. One day, he 
L'M�M�NPORQ$S3T�MVUCW5XZY�[�O�M\O�S O�N)M?]^W'_`MVa�S b WcS OR[Va0M7[�d�N�Y�M\O�Nfe�g�Mha�N)Oie0O�S<a�jiN�Y�M
school bus Kerim drives. As opposed to Kerim, Sibel is very rich. She 

works as an instructor in a fitness center. Kerim soon falls in love with 

Sibel, who, on the other hand, is determined to play a trick on him. 

Pretending that she, too, loves him, she invites him to her bedroom. 

Then she and her friends laugh at him and she looks down on him in 

front of her rich friends. Kerim slaps her on the face and leaves her 

house immediately. But, to take his revenge, he soon comes back. He 

kidnaps Sibel in front of her friends and brings her to his village. He is 

determined to keep her in the village as long as he wants. Sibel 

attempts to escape the village but she loses her way and soon Kerim 

finds her. When she tries to run away one more time, Kerim decides to 

send her back to her home. Although he is in love with Sibel, Kerim 

decides to marry a girl from his neighbourhood because he is aware 

that Sibel is too rich for him to think of marrying her. In the meantime, a 
]�S k�YlLnmha�W�oEe�p�MhaVW�Xqm�a�N)OKNP[rLnmV]�])s�QES<T0M?U�T�e0NtO�Y�Mlg [�M�O8a�[�NVX5mVa�NuY�S3L�vVQEY�M
is now aware that she too loves Kerim. Very upset about what she has 

done to him, Sibel goes to Kerim to apologize from him. Kerim, 

however, tells Sibel that they belong to two different worlds so they 

cannot be together. They separate. Kerim marries his neighbour’s 

daughter. 

 

Film: Öksüzler 

Year: 1986 

Director: Temel Gürsu 

Scriptwriter: Safa Önal 

Cast: Küçük Emrah, Çeçilya, Ahmet Mekin, Turgut Özatay 

Plot Summary: w LK]PmhYxY�m�OymAT�]P[�NfY�M?]^W$z*e�O�e0d{W|mVa0g}m~O�S O�N)M?]^Wu�Es�p�M"v5��M k0m�e�O0M�T�[�NfY:N�Y�MhS<]
mother and father died, they are homeless. The police find them and 
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they are placed into an orphanage. Emrah has to separate from Yusuf 
�V�0�c�$���0�!�������h�����(�f�����������(��� �����)���=�0�n�l��� �����P�V�K�<� ���h� ater on, Emrah is 

adopted by another family. Years pass. He begins to work as a 

mechanic together with his stepfather, Sacit, in his repair shop. Emrah 
���h�������*�����;�������0�������r�$���0�:�������h�0���:���4� �����	���������������f���V�3�������?�����0���
One day, while he is singing in the repair shop, one of the customers, 

Nihat, admires him and gives him his calling card. He is the owner of 

many night- ���3�����(�<�!�<�����h����� �C�.���K�P�V�8� � �V�������f������ u����� �%� �K����¡h���V�<�0�)� ��¢£� �f�
¤ �h�c�3�C¥?�f���	�n�V��¢Z���r�������0�����8�E�����;�V���=���������¦�. u����� �`� ��� �!������§h� ���;���3�
the address b �����������4�0�8¢5���0�)�/�%�K�P�h�(�����P�V�P§����`�h���h���"�E�����/�h�0�=�*�����0�{¥
and accept himself and his wife as his family. They quarrel. Emrah 

leaves the house. Sacit and his wife feel so sad about the situation. In 

need of financial help, Emrah finds Nihat. He soon becomes a star. One 

day, Sacit comes to see Emrah and gives him Cemil’s address. Thus, 

Emrah begins to follow his brother and sister’s trace. He finds out that 
�$���0�¨�����i��� �©��¢5���ª�����'�«�����©�*�������!�����©�����?�x¢q���¬��<��§\���A�ª�V���§
dealer. Emrah takes Yusuf under his protection and brings him to 

Sacit’s house. Emrah starts to see him as his father. In the meantime, 
�$���0�6��®�����;�%�K�P�h���h�E�����?¥��P��§��������V�%¢Z� ���/���h��� �������V���.¥������'�6���,�3���P�V��� ���3�
¯ � ���q�E�����"¥0�������0�"�h�0�����c�°�V���n������§��K�°�����V�±�K�P��§����f���h�?�h���l�0���c�f���K�<� �
again. 

 

Film: Sabuha 

Year: 1978 

Director: ² ¬³���V��´"�?¬��'��µ0��¶h�<�  

Scriptwriter: Osman F. Seden 

Cast: �F���P�h���<� ¯ �����C·3����� ¥� `�h�K�P�£�¸�®���h�{¥ �%�°��� ¯ ��� ¥ ¹�º0�0�����<��´"���0���  

Plot Summary: 
�F����» �!�P���f���?�^¥ ¯ �h���P�h¬�¥u� �6¬0�<�®� ���,�0�l�f���,�±�h�/�����	�������h��� �V�0����¢±�0�h��������� � �
�n���f���V�^¥* u�V�������?¥�� �-�P����� �}���4��0�h�¼¢Z���V�x�½���~� ���¾���n�V� l boy. Sabuha 
���h�c�K� �P�6����� ��� ���x� �����h�¸�V�����¿���0�h� ���V���"¥|À�� ���h� ¥*� ���V¬³�;�������V�±�F���y� �����®�`���
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becomes a grown- Á�Â2ÃnÄVÅVÆZÇ`È�É�ÈhÂ�Ê ËyÌ ÄVÁ�ÍhÎ0Ï�ÈhÐ^ÑZÒ�Ä�Ï�Ó0Ä?Ñ�ÄVÅ0ÌiÔFÕ�Ö2Ä�Ð�È�×<ÅØ Ö�Ù�È8ÚZ× ÏÎ8È Ä�É�Î=Ö�ÏfÎ�ÈhÐ^Æ�ÒuÄ�Ï�Ó0Ä�Í�Ö�È�Ë�ÏPÖ	Ô3Ë�Ï�ÄVÅ�Õ Á Ø Ï°Ö!Ë�ÏfÁ�Ì�Û�Æ%Ô@Õ�Ö?Ñ?Ï�Ö�Ö.ÑhÍ�Ö�È Ë�Ï�Ö
Ô<Ë�Ï°Ä�Å�Õ Á Ø ÄVÅ0Ì�ÚqÖhÐ�Ü³Ë�Ä�Ë�Ä Ø Ä�Õ�ÖVÁ�Ð�È?Ð"Ý°Ö r a while. One day, he is discovered 

by a rich woman, Semra, who is also a singer, while she is passing by 

ÏfÎ�ÈªÉ0ÖVÅ�Ë�ÏfÐ�Á�ÉÞÏf× ÖhÅAË�× Ï)È}Ú±Î�ÈVÐ�È¿Ô@Õ�Öß× Ë2Ë�×<Å�ÍV×<Å�Í2Ú±Î�× Ø È}Ú5ÖVÐ�Ü0×®Å�Í.ÆKàFÅRÄ�Ë�Î�Ö�Ð)Ï
pe Ð× Ö�Ì,Ö�Ý�Ïf×<Ã'È"Ñ$Ô@Õ�Ö:Õ0È É0ÖVÃ'È�Ë/Ä:Ð�× É�Î;ÄVÅ0Ì�ÝPÄVÃ'ÖVÁ�Ë�Ë�×3Å�Í�È?Ð^ÆEÔFÕ�Ö	ÄVÅ�ÌyÒ�Ä�Ï°Ó�Ä
start to see È Ä�É�ÎKÖ�ÏfÎ�È?Ð�Ä�Í�ÄV×<Å Æ�áuÈ�Ï{Ñ�ÚZÎ�ÈVÅ8Ò�Ä�Ï�Ó0Ä Ø È ÄhÐ�Å�Ë±Ï�Î�Ä�Ï�Ô@Õ�Öl× Ë�Ë�Ï�Ä�Û�×®Å�Í
ÚZ× ÏÎ�â`ÈhÃKÐPÄ.Ñ Ë�Î�È8ÝPÈ�È Ø Ë8Á�Â�Ë0È�Ï�ÄVÅ�Ì Ø È Ä�Ù�È�ËlÔFÕ�Ö�Ï�Ö8Í Ö!Õ�Ä É�ÜZÏ�Ö!Î�ÈhÐ.Ù × Ø<Ø Ä�Í�È?Æ�àFÅ
ÏfÎ�È-Ã'È Ä�Å�Ïf×<Ã'È.Ñ�Ï�Î�È+É�Ð�Á0È Ø`Ø Ä�Å�Ì Ö�ÚZÅ�ÈhÐ{Ñ�ã�Ä�Ìh×®ÐEä*å�Ä?ÑuË�Ïf× Ø<Ø É0Ö�Å0Ïf×3Å�Á0È ËlÚ±× ÏfÎ�Î × Ë
villanious acts. He wants to capture Recep’s land, too. However, he 

fails all in his attempts because one night a man in black mask who 

rides a white horse comes to the village and gives money to the poor 

Ù�× Ø®Ø Ä�Í�È?Ð�Ë�Ë0Ö!ÏfÎ�Ä�ÏtÏÎ0È�Û(É0ÄVÅ!Â�Ä�Û�ÏfÎ�ÈV×3ÐtÌ ÈVÕ0Ï�ËKÏPÖ6ã�Ä�Ìh×®Ð.ä*å Ä?Æ�æ�Î�× Ë8ÃZÛ0Ë�Ï�ÈhÐ�× ÖhÁ�Ë
ÃnÄVÅ4Ä Ø Ë0Ö¾Ü�× Ø<Ø Ë:ã�Ä�Ì?×<Ð�ä*å Ä Ê Ë4Ã en and beats the ç�è ç himself before the 

villager’s eyes. It is revealed that the masked- ÃnÄVÅ/× ËrÔ½Õ�ÖhÆ`ã�Ä�Ìh×®Ð�ä*å Ä	× Ë
ÄVÐ�ÐPÈ�Ë�ÏPÈ�Ì.Æ�ÔFÕ�ÖcÄVÅ�Ì8Ò�Ä�Ï�Ó0ÄnÌ È�É�× Ì�È�Ï�Ö�ÃnÄhÐ�Ð½Û�Æ  
 

Film: â`ÈhÅ0Ë�× é�áEÄ�ê ë®Û0Ö�Ð�Á Ã  

Year: 1989 

Director: Ümit Efekan 

Scriptwriter: ì%Ð�Ì�Ö�å ÄhÅ£æ�í�Å�Ä�ê  
Cast: Orhan Gence Õ�Ä�Û�Ñ�î�× Ø Íhí Å�ä¸ÜïÓ0Ä�Ö�å Ø Á�Ñ�ð�È�Û�Ì�Ä(ñ�Ä�Ý�ÏPÄ Ø ë@Ñ ò ÈhÐ�Ì?×óä¸ÜïÄ�ÐÅ�Á�Ð  
Plot Summary: 

Orhan is a famous singer. He is married and has a son. One day, both 

his wife and their son, Cengiz, are kidnapped. The kidnappers leave a 

note saying that the woman and the boy will be held until the ransom 

money is produced; they also warn Orhan not to call the police. Orhan 

listens to them and decides to give the money they want. Orhan’s 

friend, Naci, however, goes to the police and tells them about the 

kidnapping. In the meantime, the kidnappers send Orhan’s son back to 

his home with a message: They threaten to murder his wife if Orhan 
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does not bring them the money that day. Orhan goes to the spot they 

arranged. Yet, the kidnappers do not release the woman because they 

notice the police car that has been following them. They begin to 

escape from the police. They have an accident and everybody in the 

car, including Orhan’s wife, dies. Cengiz blames Orhan because of his 

mother’s death. Frustrated, Orhan becomes addicted to alcohol. Years 

pass. Cengiz grows up but he still hates his father. One day, Cengiz 

comes home wounded because he is shot by the police chasing him 

and one of his friends, with whom he has robbed an exchange office. 

His friend fires his gun, too, and kills the police officers following them. 

A woman, Ümran, and her daughter on the street witness this event. 

The woman describes, however, Cengiz as the murderer instead of his 

friend because the father of Cengiz’s friend is the leader of a mafiatic 

gang and they threaten Ümran to kill her daughter if she describes the 

real murderer. Furthermore, Cengiz’s friend calls the police and gives 

them Cengiz’s address. In the meantime, Orhan wants his son to go to 

the police and tell them what has really happened. Cengiz does not 

accept it. When he is caught by the police, he thinks that Orhan has 

called the police, which adds to his hatred for his father. In the police 

station, Ümran confirms that Cengiz is the murderer; so he is 

imprisoned. Orhan finds Ümran and wants from her to help his son. She 

rejects his wish because her own daughter’s life is in danger. Ümran 

has been living with her daughter. Her husband left her before their 

daughter was born. The little girl thinks that her father is working for 

them in Germany and one day he will come back. Orhan comes to 

Ümran’s house one more time to persuade her but instead he finds the 

little girl alone in the house. Seeing Orhan, the child thinks that he is her 

father. Orhan does not deny it. Hearing about what has happened, 

Ümran gets angry and wants Orhan to stay away from them. The mafia 

sees Orhan talk to Ümran and they ask her who he is. To protect him, 

she lies. She tells them that Orhan is her husband. Moved by her 
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daughter’s talk about Orhan as her father, Ümran takes the child and 

they go to Orhan’s house. She says they have to stay together because 

she told the mafia that her husband is back from Germany. They begin 

to live together as a family. In time, Ümran falls in love with Orhan, who 

is still in love with his dead wife, Aysun. Realizing that Orhan cannot 

love herself, Ümran leaves his house. In the meantime, Cengiz has 

been awaiting trial for murder. The mafiatic men kidnap Ümran’s 

daughter to guarantee that she will lie at the court. Orhan finds and 

rescues her daughter from their hands. Seeing her child, Ümran tells 

the truth at the court. Cengiz is released. They walk together happily as 

a big family. 

 

Film: Seven Unutmaz  

Year: 1978 

Director: ô*õ�ö÷®øKù½ø�úVø�û  
Scriptwriter:  

Cast: ü ú�ý0ý�þ ÿ�� � �0ö�������ø�ú	��þ � 
 þ����� � ��� ü���� õ���÷<ø���õ�� 
 ú����%ø�÷ ���  ��� ! "�� � �  
Plot Summary: 

� � õhø��uú � ÷ ö½ö � õ$#h÷� � �&%qú�ø�ö � ö')(�õ �  ÷ õhø 
 � %±÷ ö+* ü úVý0ý�þ,�&%-*.y÷ � ö�*0õ � �ø/ � ú
maid working in Esen’s father’s house, despite all the protests of her 

father. One day, the two children ride a horse together; but Esen hurts 

her arm when they fall off the horse. Hearing of the accident, Esen’s 

� ú�ö+*�õ� 0� ü � � � � ÷1�2#�õ�ö �43 ú 
 úVø 
 ý0÷ 5�ý �Aü úhý�ý�þ�úVø 
 * ÷ �63 �ö�*0õ7 �7��ö8 � * ÷ �
*��� � õ:9�;<*�÷ � õ�%qú � ý�÷<ø�#8ö=�#�õ�ö>*�õ! túV÷ 3 � õ ��� � �?� ü úhý�ý�þA@ �B3 �ö�*0õ7 � ú �C� � 
 �%ZøKúVø 

dies because she has long been suffering from tuberculosis. People 

�  = 3 ú�D�÷ ��� ú?#�õ=ø�õ ú� >(��	5� 3 õKö' ü úVý0ý�þ1@ � *�õ �CE�F *�õG(0õ?#?÷®ø � ö" � ÷ D�õH%±÷ ö>*8Vø�õI �
ö+*�õ � ú 3 ÷ � ÷ õ �/�  = 3 ö+*�õJD�÷ ��� ú�#�õ:9�K±ø�õ 
 ú��?� ü úVý�ý�þL#�õ�ö �M� ÷ 5�ý6ú�ø 
<�  � õ � * ÷ �
õ���õ � ÷ #7*�ö�9N�uõ�ú! � E ú ��� F ü úhý�ý�þO#! =�% � � E 9 ü õP(0õ�5� 3 õ � úQD�õ7 R�:ö�ú � õVø0ö�õ 
S�T�U�VAT�WBT

player. Esen, too, grows up and becomes a beautiful young 

%X 3 úhø�9ZY`õ�D�÷<ø!� ö>*�õ 
 ú7�.#!*�ö)õ7 � � ö+*�õ � ú 3 ÷ � � ü ú�ý0ý�þ[*�ú � (�õ�õVø � ÷ D ÷<ø.#�%Z÷ ö+*��.÷ �
in love with him. Esen is engaged with a rich and young doctor whose 
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\�]�^H_a` bdc:_7\�]!\�egfH\._ih�]�jkc:_�\.]!\ml�n7^H_?bpo'naqL]!r�r�s1t�bvu�`CwCw ]�x�_�eGyz_�_�{?w j
impressed by his singing, he wan o|b}o=n~_���]!^�`�\._�qL]!r�r�s1t�b}_�j�_�b�o'n~b�_?_)` �
there is a possibility of his recovery from blindness. Kenan decides to 
n!{�_��=]�o'_�qz]7r�r�s,e�qL]!r�r�s,�[]�l�l�n7^�{.]!\�` _?h~��jG��` b��0�>` _7\�h��[��]�^�`A�7x�nGo"n/�1b�o=]!\����?w1e
Kenan introduces him to Esen but she cannot recognize him. She is 

very much `C^�{��'_?b�b�_�h���j���` b�b�`C\�x7`�\.x:�&o'n?n7eL�&b�_�\I��]!\�o=b/q�]7r�r�s:o'n�b�o']�j�`C\
o+�._�`��L��n!�.b�_��?\�o>`�w�o+�._}n!{._7�"]�o>` n7\�e����'o'_!��o���_}n!{�_��=]�o>` n�\��ZqL]!r�r�s[�._�x�`C\�b�o"n�b�_?_
again and tells Kenan that he wants to see again the girl he was once 
h?_�_�{?w j�`C\/w n�u�_G�	` o>��e�c&_7\�]!\�w _�]!�>\�b�o��.]�o�o+��_�x�`C�>w&qL]�r�r�s  is talking about is �:���7���[�z���=�!�C� �I�L������ ��+¡����¢�&�����B£ �g¡?£ �-¤�£ �!��¥�¦?�I�7��§H¨X�7���'�g¡?£C©p�"ª«¡�£ §?�H¨-¡�ª
¡.��£ ��¤�¬=ª!©�:���!����®z¡���¯G¬'���>°?¬>�B�=ª��&���7��± �«¡�ª!°�����²��+¡��!¬'�:³:�L�!���� �¬'�7©H�!©�´.��¬'�
the past. He finds an old photograph of his father in the house. Seeing 

him with the picture, 
�+¡.��´?°.�+� �!¬µ£C���>¡���¡.ª!°����M°?�.§?�7¬'���'�!��§��g¨	¡�ª��������� �£ �

and tells that to Hulusi as soon as possible. In the meantime, Kenan §?�?¥�£ §?�?�$�=ª6� ����¶.�p�:���!�·´��?¥��7°.���v¡��·§�ª�������ª��N¨X�7���X�'ª·����¸.�!¬=���|�¹�L������ 
¤>¬=ª7©º¡��7¬0�O��°?��°.��£��'�!�C�»�/�'ª6�L������ ¼�!��§M¨��!���=��¡�£�©½�'ªJ���'��¯~��¨X��¯�¤�¬=ª!©¾¡�£ �
daugh

�'�7¬0�¿���!���� N� ����¶.���~�>¡.�<¡.ª7°.���[�¿À:���.�!�M�'�7�C�Á�/�=ª6�:���7�$����§)�|�7�C� �J¡.�7¬
¨-¡.ªd���!���� 8¬'���7��� ¯P£ �?�g�:���7�4Â�ª����<ª7°��g�'ªm� ª?ª��Ã¤"ª!¬G¡?£�©I�ÅÄ�¡.�p¤0£��.§?�¹¡?£1©
singing in a night-club and brings him back to her house. Talking about ¡?£ �	¤=�?�!�1£C��ÂIª�¤Z¡����+¬=�?§��'ª�¨2�!¬'§Æ�L������ R³!��°?��°���£Ç�|�7�1� �IÀ:�7���!�

that he once fell in � ª.¶��6¨	£ �>¡È���!���� É± �p©Hª��+¡.�7¬0³µ¨	¡�ªm¸?¬'�?¤'��¬>¬'��§Èª����Êª�¤g��¡��Ê���!¬|¶��!�.�|�p£��<�>¡.�
house to him. Hulusi tries to persuade Esen to marry Kenan, but, Kenan 

leaves Esen. Threatened by Hulusi, and upset due to Kenan’s 

suffer
£C��Â��?³&���7���� 7� ª?¥��Á�«¡�£C©H���!� ¤�£C��¡�£

s room and blinds his eyes. Despite �:���7��±��Ë¥�¬>£ �?��³Q���!���� �� ����¶��?�Ì�+¡.� ¡�ª!°.���[�Q�:���7�Í¤=ª!��� ª�¨2�¾¡?£�©I²·��°?��°���£
threat

�����$�=ªv��£��C�O�z�!���� ¿£ ¤Å��¡.�<Â�ª�����¨	£ �>¡<¡�£C©I�X��°?��°���£�¤>£C¬'�?��¡�£ ��Â�°��·´�°��
£C�����'�?�?§Gª�¤z�L������ R³�Î���¶?£1��³�¨	¡�ªG¡�����¥�ª!©	�I�"ªÆÏ1���'�!��´�°?���=ªB¤>£1��§��L������ R³!£ �8��¡�ª��
and killed. E

���7�	§���¥�£ §����Å�'ª8���'��¯O¨-£ �+¡B�L������ �°����+£C�Á�+¡.�g�!��§gª�¤[¡��7¬[�1£ ¤=���
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Film: Son Sabah  

Year: 1978 

Director: Natuk Baytan  

Scriptwriter: Ð�Ñ'Ò�Ó�Ô�Õ7ÖÅ×¢Ø?Ö�Õ�Ù  
Cast: Ú?Û Ñ=Ò7ÜÝ×ZÕ�Þ�ß�à?Ñ0á�â¿Þ�ÕÅã�Þ�Ò�Ó�Ô�Õ!Ö�áÁã¿ä1Ü Þ Û«å Ó!Ö�Õ�á�æ	Õ?ç�Ü è Ú ä Ó!Ñ'Ò�à�Ö  
Plot Summary: 

Ferdi comes back from Germany to his village. He is in love with 

Gülcan, who is from the same village. However, because there is a 

blood feud between Ferdi’s family and that of Gülcan, they cannot get 

mar Ñ>Ü Û Ò[ézæ-Ó7Ñ Û Ó.ê Û Ñ0áZëHØ?ä ç�Õ�Ö�ì í�î?Ñ"Ó�è+ï Û Ñ0á�ð:ñ�ò�óõôIá!ö2Õ!Ö.è|í�ï Û ÑLè'ÓMôHÕ7Ñ>ÑRÞÆ÷ Û Þ�Ü è0á
who is a rich man. Gülcan and Ferdi decide to escape from the village. ø Û Õ7Ñ>Ö?Ü1Ö�ùMÓ�ß�è>ï Û Ü�Ñ¿ú�ä Õ!Ö!á�ðZñ�ò�ó,ôûÕ!Ö�Ò$ï?Ü í�ô Û Ö/î Û Õ�è Ú?Û Ñ'Ò7Ü�Õ!Ö�Ò/è=Ó!Ñ|è+à�Ñ Û ï?Ü�ôIé
ë	Ø�ä ç�Õ!Ö�í.Õ�ê Û íIï?ÜCôkÕ!Ö�Ò«è+ï Û ÞBô8Õ!Ö.Õ?ù Û è"ÓIù Û è:Ó!à.è:Ó�ß:è>ï Û ê?ÜCä�ä Õ�ù Û é[ü¢à�èzðZñ�ò�ó,ô
and his men find them and take Gülcan back to the village. They cannot 

find Ferdi because a woman, Cemile, Ferdi and Gülcan meet, help 

Ferdi hide from them. But, since Cemile falls in love with Ferdi, she lies 

to him about Gülcan. She makes him believe that Gülcan left Ferdi. But, 

later on she confesses Ferdi the truth. In the meantime, because 

Gülcan becomes pregnant by Ferdi out of wedlock, her family members 

í Û Ö�è Û Ö�ç Û ï Û Ñ2è'Ó)Ò Û Õ�è+ï!éL×�ï Û Ò�Õ�ÞJï Û Ñ-î�Ñ=Ó�è>ï Û Ñ0á¿ðZñ�ò�óõôËÕ!Ö.Ò)÷ Û Þ�Ü è¼ö-ÜCäCä�ý�Ü�äCä
Gülcan, Ferdi comes to the village and saves her. Moreover, he 

per í�à�Õ�Ò Û íÈëHØ?ä ç�Õ!Ö�ì�ípß+Õ�è�ï Û Ñ0á�þ�Õ�Ù�Ü1ô ã�Ô�Õ7ágè'Óiù7Ü ê Û ú Û Ñ>ô�Ü í�í�Ü Ó�ÖÊè o their 

marriage. 

 

Film: ÿzè'Õ!Ö!ó Þ�Ó!Ñ�à�ô  

Year: 1984 

Director: Melih Gülgen 

Scriptwriter: Ð�Ñ'Ò�Ó�Ô�Õ7ÖÅ×¢Ø?Ö�Õ�Ù  
Cast: Ú?Û Ñ=Ò7ÜÝ×ZÕ�Þ�ß�à?Ñ0á��¼ÜCä ù!Ø?Ö2ã¿ý���Õ�Ó�Ô7äCà�á Ú Õ�è+ÜCï��Xò�í Û í?á�×�à?Ö�ç Û Ñ�÷ Û ê?Ü  
Plot Summary: 
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Ferdi is a rich and famous singer. He is married to Sevil and they have 

a little son. One day three robbers break in their house. They threaten 

to kill Ferdi’s family if he does not give them the money they want. The 

robbery has been planned by a man whose name is Naci. The robbers 

leave the house when they get the money. Ferdi and his family go on a 

holiday. They stay at a luxurious hotel. However, Naci is there, too. He 

secretly watches Sevil while she is swimming and sunbathing. One day, 

he breaks in their room when Sevil is alone because Ferdi has gone 

fishing with his son. Naci, who was previously working as a mechanic, 

tells her that he already knew her. He fell in love with her when he saw 

her bring her car to the repair shop he was working in. He rapes her 

and then runs away. Sevil cannot tell Ferdi what has happened. When 

they return to their house, Naci begins to phone and disturb Sevil. She 

is still ashamed of talking to Ferdi about the rape. She decides to 

murder Naci. She goes to a hotel with him. In the meantime, having 

heard her talking to a man on the phone, Ferdi follows her. While she is 

trying to stab Naci, Ferdi enters the room. While the men are fighting, 

Sevil runs away and goes to the top floor of the hotel. She jumps down 

out of shame and dies. Ferdi goes to the police and wants Naci to be 

arrested. Naci’s friends call Ferdi and tell him where Naci lives. Ferdi 

finds Naci and begins to follow him. He catches him the moment he is 

about to rape a little girl. They fight and Ferdi stabs him to death. 

 

Film: ���
	���������  
Year: 1987 

Director: Ümit Efekan 

Scriptwriter: � 	�������������
���  
Cast: Küçük Emrah, Çeçilya, Süleyman Turan, Cem Özer 

Plot Summary: 

Emrah and his family members work as the caretakers in an apartment ! �#"%$ �&"'�)(*"'�,+'-/.0�� ! �#$21 �43)5 	6� ! �#���879�&	�:;-=<)�	��>.��@?#�A.B side the money 
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needed for Emrah’s older brother, Mahmut’s, education. Their father 

and Emrah do extra jobs. One of the tenants in the building, Leyla, is a 

prostitute and the man she works for, Cemil, wants her to persuade 

Zeliha, Emrah’s sister, to work for him, too. In the meantime, Mahmut’s 

girlfriend leaves him because she is rich but he is poor. Frustrated, 

Mahmut starts not to attend his classes; he begins to look for ways of 

being rich in a short time. He gambles but loses a lot of money. To pay 

his debts, Mahmut starts to work for Cemil. Cemil uses him as drug 

dealer. Mahmut meets Leyla, too. He frequently visits her apartment. 

The family soon learn that Mahmut has quit the school. Leyla introduces 

Zeliha to Cemil, who persuades her to be his girlfriend by lying her that 

he will marry her. Cemil takes Zeliha to a hotel, in which her father has 

been working as a cleaner. Seeing his daughter with a man in a hotel 

room, he slaps her on the face. Zeliha runs away. Very upset, the father 

has a heart attack and dies. Emrah’s family is expelled from the 

apartment building. They move to a gecekondu. Mahmut has been long 

followed by the police. He wants Emrah to take on his crime and 

promises him that he will go back to school. Emrah yields to his brother 

and he is arrested by the police instead of Mahmut. When Emrah is 

released, he finds out that Mahmut has not kept his promise. He also 

learns that Zeliha has become a prostitute and Gülcan, his girlfriend, 

has married to a rich man. He begins to look for Mahmut; he is 

determined to rescue him. But he cannot; his brother is killed before his C�D/C�E
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They get on a bus to go back to their homelands. 
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Plot Summary: 

Ferdi is poor and looking after his sick father. He falls in love with a rich 

girl, Tuba, who has come to Ferdi’s village in her holiday. They become 

close to each other, but when her holiday is over Tuba goes back to �'�V�����
���#�������)�&���
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fisherman. Ferdi soon becomes a rich and famous singer. One day, he 

comes across Tuba, but she does not recognize him because she has 

been suffering from amnesia as a result of a traffic accident she had. 

Tuba’s father wants her to marry a rich man, Cem, whom Tuba does 

not like at all. Tuba tells Cem that she can have any man she wants and 

thus she does not need him. When Cem wants her to prove this, they 

decide to play a game: Tuba will show Cem that she can make Ferdi 

Tayfur marry her. Eventually, Tuba wins the game; Ferdi, deeply in love 

with her, wants to marry her. Tuba really falls in love with Ferdi, too, but, 

on their wedding day, Cem tells Ferdi about the game. Extremely upset, 

Ferdi leaves Tuba and on his way home has a traffic accident. He 

becomes blind. Together with his mother, he goes back to his village. 

Tuba follows him to the village. She is pregnant by Ferdi. She lives with 

him in the village without telling him who she really is. She works hard 

and looks after Ferdi, who thinks that she is a poor woman whose name 

is Fatma. When Tuba gives birth to her daughter, Hülya, Ferdi wants 

the baby to call him ‘father’. Five or six years pass. Ferdi decides to 

have an operation for his eyes. He begins to see again. Learning who 

Fatma and Hülya really are, Ferdi decides to marry Tuba/Fatma again.  

 

 

 

  

 

  


